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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Nowadays the imaging diagnostic is one of the most dynamically developing interdisciplinary scientific fields 

being an integral part of entire spectrum in everyday medical service as well as several fields of education and 

training for physicists/engineers. Furthermore, it is necessary to update continuously the acquired knowledge‟s 

on these specialities. An online electronic educational material and method has been developed which is 

continuously updateable and possible to adjust to the nowadays requirements. In addition, hereby the tele-

education is also supported on a high level.   

 

The established educational material consists of three main parts: 

 

I. Mathematical, physical, technological and informatics aspects of imaging 

II. Medical diagnostic imaging – morphologic, functional, interventional – 

                                       III. Online available practical images 

 

The online electronic educational material has been developed by the Semmelweis University (SU), Faculty of 

Medicine (FoM) Department of Diagnostic Radiology and Oncotherapy / Department of Nuclear Medicine and 

Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME) Faculty of Natural Sciences, Institute of Nuclear 

Techniques. The medical and technical parts of the educational material is discussed separately, furthermore, 

both topics build upon one another‟s knowledge‟s. The image-based practical material is online available and 

evaluable independently of geographical position and a common platform with same image database is provided 

for both technical and medical users (by tele-radiology technology). Introductions of each field and chapter 

serve brief instructions and information about the structure as well as give some practical advices for efficient 

use.   

 

The created electronic educational material has complex approach and modular structure, being competence 

based, interdisciplinary and inspires the life-long education as well as consists of the latest innovation of the 

related fields. The developed methods and the built-in technology is novel itself, and suitable for integration into 

the superstructure of the university education.  

 

Nowadays not only in Hungary but also all over Europe a serious deficit exists in medical specialists supply on 

almost all fields and levels. One of the most affected fields is the diagnostic imaging, which has a very tight 

cross-sectional service of radiologist and nuclear medicine specialists. The domestic situation is more 

aggravated, because the radiology is the most preferred „emigration profession”. A similar situation can also be 

observed in the technical professional supply of diagnostic imaging and therapeutic activities. Behind the 

curtains, according to the latest surveys and prognosis on the engineering and natural science faculties the 

medical and biological frontiers of knowledge (like bio-medical engineering, medical physics and development 

of medical instruments, equipments and tools) are even more and more popular and attract increasing number of 

enquirers. The lack of professionals in the fields of research/development, everyday clinical services and the 

essential high-level technical services are very limited comparing to the increasing demands. Considering all 

these facts, one may conclude that health service including the connecting industry is a notable national 

economic interest in most of the countries from both social politic and economic aspects.  

 

The online electronic educational material is recommended for the following target audience and curriculum: 

- Gradual radiology education of Semmelweis University in Hungarian, English and German language, 

- Postgraduate radiology professionals at Semmelweis University, 

- Postgraduate nuclear medicine professionals at Semmelweis University, 

- PhD training of Semmelweis University (if imaging fields are included), 

- Continuous medical education for specialist doctors at Semmelweis University, 

- Postgraduate clinical radiation physicists professionals at Semmelweis University, 

- Medical informatics faculty of Semmelweis University, medical diagnostic imaging training (BSc level), 

- Medical diagnostic imaging faculty of Semmelweis University (MSc level) (proposed),  

- Physicist faculty at Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Faculty of Natural Sciences, BSc 

level, 

- Physicist faculty at Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Faculty of Natural Sciences, MSc 

level, specialisation of Medical Physicis,  

- Medical Engineering faculty at Budapest University of Technology and Economics Faculty of Electric    

Engineering, MSc level 

 



 

 

Furthermore, there are very important target groups such as the industrial research, development and production 

of medical imaging devices professionals, as well as already the actively working medical physicists, 

technological and informatics professionals in the fields of radiation therapy and nuclear medicine. The 

established educational material and the new educational system constitute close connection with the 

information technology. Practically, a completely electronically controlled and available educational material 

has been developed with the telecommunication technology based practical training possibility. All of these 

supports help to adapt to the new era‟s challenges as well as to educate and train new professionals, who may 

satisfy the present and future requirements. In addition, these professionals can integrate the higher level 

technical and technological knowledge on the healthcare field. The electronic educational material and the 

related methodology correspond with the renewal of universities and other higher grades of education according 

to the Bologna Process. The educational material promotes the improvement of education quality and its 

adjustment to international trends (e.g., establishing dual curriculum faculties /medical physicist, biomedical 

engineering,...etc./), where the acquired interdisciplinary knowledge base may support the fundament of the 

long-term maintainable progress of the domestic world standard medical instrument innovation and production 

technology. 

 

Further consequence of our electronic educational material is to provide support and improvement of the equal 

opportunity in the covered professional fields, since the fundament of our method is the tele-education. Never 

the less, a valid option exists for those specialists who have to absent themselves from workplace (maternity 

benefit, temporary moving disability, etc.) in order to update their knowledge continuously and to maintain their 

daily routine practical capabilities independently of the geographical position. Tele-education considerable 

enhances the possibility of self-education supporting the superior qualification and a subsequent professional 

exam. The disable persons may have almost equivalent chances in the covered fields by the established 

electronic educational material. The material and method will be compulsorily maintained in the next five years 

and updated at least once a year. 
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1 Welcome 

The next part of this book is meant to serve the technical interest in medical diagnostics and 

therapy. As the name of the section indicates, we chose the point of view of a physicist when 

summarizing the essentials on ionizing and non-ionizing radiation based instrumentation for 

diagnostics and therapy: their principle, design aspects, the most relevant special 

mathematical basics and, as the application targets living beings, the fundamentals of quality 

assurance. The field is in rapid advance, thus this book should not be considered as 

something permanently completed but rather as a dynamically improving content that can be 

continuously expanded with new diagnostic, therapy and quality assurance techniques. It is 

about an interdisciplinary field, in correspondence the authors vary in their profession from 

mathematician through electrical engineer to physicist, similarly their workplace from 

university through clinical practice to equipment vendors.  

Budapest, 2012.02.29  

David Legrady  

Managing Editor 

(Contact details )  
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2 Introduction to the mathematics of medical imaging 

2.1 Introduction  

   

This chapter is sort of a handbook of mathematical tools applied in medical imaging.  

Our intention with this chapter is to provide the mathematical basis necessary for 

understanding how medical imaging equipment works. We hope that the mathematical rigor 

and the application oriented approach balance out well enough that many types of minds find 

their way in understanding and following the subject. The material here is meant as an 

essential overview; those demanding deeper understanding should consult the textbooks cited 

in the reference section.  

First of all, we have to clarify the concept of a picture, its digital representation, which image 

attributes help describing its quality aspects. In medical applications DICOM format allows 

for transporting data between vendors and modalities with the joint handling of images and 

patient data. Projection linear system , where imaging element properties are superimposed 

one after the other. When talking about tomography, series of projections of the same object - 

in mathematical form the Radon transform- are used to rebuild (reconstruct) the original 

distribution (eg. attenuation coefficients, isotope concentration). Often tomographic scanners 

use the simpler iterative reconstruction methodsapplied to an algebraic imaging model. 

Medical physics is mostly about ionising radiation, particle trajectories deliver information on 

geometrical distributions. Particle calculations are often performed using the Monte Carlo 

method, that is suitable for diagnostics and therapy applications both.  

We recommend reading the chapters in the order of the table of contents, though we inserted 

links to relevant background information necessary for understanding a section is someone 

starts somewhere in medias res.  

 
Picture of a foal in 

colours  

 
Picture of a foal in 

grayscale  

 

 
Radon transform of 

the image of a foal  

 

 
Reconstructed image 

of a foal on fire 

colouring  
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2.2 Integral Geometry and Integral Transforms 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Basics of Integral geometry - primer 

   

The underlying problem of tomography can be stated as: 

 Radon-transform (1)  

here L stands for a line, f(x) for some object, of which x spatial coordinates are meant in two 

or three dimensions. On the left-hand-side g(L) is a line integral along L of the f(x) spatial 

distribution. The task of image reconstruction is reconstructing f(x) if g(L) is given.  

We can start mulling over many questions about this formula, like how should we understand 

that a function's variable is a line, or what objects are in this context in general, or how 

should we carry out a line integral in two or more dimensions; all in all how are these 

symbols meant? But we may ask a more fundamental one: why is this formula the basic 

problem of tomographic imaging?  

Line integral and the CT 

As a first example we can take Computed Tomography (CT). When a narrow X-ray or 

gamma beam is transmitted through homogenous medium the original intensity decreases 

exponentially according to the Beer-Lambert law with distance d :  

Beer-Lambert law for homogenous medium  

where  is the linear attenuation coefficients, a constant depending on the material in 

question. These constants are determined by the isotope constituents, the values of these 

coefficients can be found here .  

If the medium is not homogenous, the attenuation coefficient will also depend on  

x (a perhaps multi-D) spatial coordinate, , but also on other variables like energy 

and time. Instead of the symbol in transport theory the more general  cross section is 

applied for describing the same quantity.  

In an inhomogeneous medium, when a particle proceeds along a certain L line , the 

attenuation law will take a form of:  

 

Now we can take the logarithm of both sides:  

(2)  

http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/Xcom/html/xcom1.html
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and we immediately see that the attenuation can be given as a line integral.  

Line integral and nuclear medicine 

Our second example is nuclear medicine, when a compound labelled with a radioactive 

isotope is injected into an organism and accumulates differently in the organs following the 

specific ways of metabolism. We detect the emitted radiation with a tool capable of recording 

the position of the incoming photon, moreover it also records the incoming direction.A 

position and a direction together determines a line uniquely, and each point of this line is a 

possible emission point and with that a possible location for the radioactive isotope.  

Now let us choose in each x point the symbol C(x) for the isotope concentration, then if a 

detector can detect photons emitted along an L line, the number of counts D(L) is a sum of 

the concentrations in each point of the line, more precisely their integral:  

Detector response as a line integral (3)  

The Radon transform 

When we take Eq. (1), (2) and (3), and perform the integral for every possible L line, we 

obtain the Radon transform, named after Johann Radon (1887-1956) a bohemian mathematics 

professor of Vienna.  

 
A possible L line of integration  

 
Intensity distribution along the L line: this is the line we 

integrate  

   

In the coming chapter we introduce the concepts above more precisely, show how the L line 

may be represented, the properties of the Radon transform, and with some integral transform, 

that occur in imaging problems.  
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2.2.2 Representation of a Line and other linear geometrical elements 

Representation of a Line and other linear geometrical elements 

   

Line on a plane 

   

On a plane line is a set of x=(x,y) points, where the following expression holds:  

where .  

Equivalently:  

 

Now the coefficients of x and of y squared add up to 1, we can define the  

 unit vector: 

  
and a t scalar: 

 
With these notations the expression of a line is: 

(1)  

Thus, we are looking for the set of o points, where the projection of the location vector to a 

given vector is constant.These points are located on a line perpendicular to vector , and 

the distance of this line from the origin is t.  

 
   

In order to parametrize the points of this line we look for the unit vector perpendicular to 

vector . For unique solution let us choose the sign of the determinant of these vectors, now 

we chose positive: 

 (2)  

 

Let us have the variable of integration the point s, with that we obtain the l points of an L line 

as follows:  
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This description still does not constitute a unique description, as when  

, then . We should limit either t to positive numbers, or limit  to 

one of the half-spaces. E.g., when , then either  

and  

or  

and  

In the literature both conventions are present.  

Linear elements in higher dimensions 

   

The expression for the 2D line on determines sets of points such, that for a scalar 

and for a unit vector of a sphere of one degree of freedom ( ), the equation holds: 

and with that equations determine a line with a direction. When we 

look at the parametrization of it in Eq. (2), s and t are interchangeable, since  és  

determine each other apart from a sign. We could also say, that the parameter of our line is s 

and , the variable of integration is t, in the direction of .  

In an n dimension space, Eq. (1) given that is an expression of a hyperplane 

perpendicular to the direction vector . Now to specify a single point on this plane, we need a 

set of direction vectors of a complete base of unit vectors , that we now with an off-hand 

notation order into matrix , so now multiplied by a vector of we arrive into a 

point of the plane as follows:  

 
 

If we choose, like we did before, for the parameters of the linear set , then our 

expression describes points of the H hyperplane:  

 
 

On the contrary, if we chose as the parameters the elements of the product , we obtain a 

line, with points along unit vector with variable of integration t: 

 
 

Note, that the points of the H hyperplane is determined by n independent information 

contained in together, while the L line is determined by the product  

with 2(n-1) independent elements, since additionally to the unit vector  we need the values 

of vector s as well. To reach a point in space we still need to define the vector base of , 

bearing no information on the object, it only constitutes the coordinate system choice.  
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2.2.3 The 2D Radon transform 

The 2D Radon transform 

   

Definition 

   

The Radon transform using the notations in the section on the description of linear structures 

in 2D with) for an f real function:  

 

Let us follow the convention  and , now the function f Radon transformed 

with variables  :  

 

For the existence of the Radon transform we have to require that the improper integral above 

exists (more precisely that is integrable in a Lebesgue sense). Johann Radon showed that if f 

is continuous and has a compact support the Radon transform is unique.  

Example 

   

Let us take a "disk" of radius r, where the function values is 1 inside radius r otherwise 0:  

 

 

As the function value is 1 or 0, the Radon transform will be given by the limits of the support: 

for an arbitrary angle at a given t the nonzero values are on the domain of 

. Thus:  

 
if t<r and 0 otherwise. The result is independent of angle, has compact support, but despite 

the original constant function it is not constant.  
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A 2D Radon transform can be graphed in a coordinate system, that is called a sinogram, 

and it is the topic of the next section.  

 

2.2.4 The sinogram 

The sinogram 

   

The 2D Radon transform is usually graphically represented as a sinogram, which means the 

intensity values  in the coordinate system of variables .  

To understand the sinogram (the result of a Radon transform) let us investigate the sinogram 

of a point and a line.  

The Radon transform of a point 

Let us take a point with coordinates (x0,y0). With that:  

 
Thus  

 

 

 

 

 
Pointin the (x,y) space  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Point in the sinogram space  
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The result is nonzero only in points, where  

 

Now the result obtained -as the Radon transform of a point- resembles a sine, this is why the 

graph representation of the Radon transform of variables is called a sinogram.  

Radon transform of a line 

Now let us take a line and use the usual parametrization of offset and angle and choose some 

fixed values for them of  . In the (x,y) space the expression describing this line is:  

 
Now let us take its Radon transform:  

 
substituting  

 

Taking the coefficient of s:  

 

if the result of the expression is  

 
that results in a bounded result as it does not contain singularity.  

If holds then a Dirac delta is independent of the s integration variable:  

 

Finally we obtain nonzero results at the point of on the sinogram, apart from the finite 

part.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Radon transform of a line (approximate)  
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line in the (x,y) space  

General sinograms 

   

Interpreting a sinogram is not an easy task, as a starting point, based on the above, points of a 

sinogram may correspond to lines. Usually, the more recognizable features are sinusoids that 

belong to compact structures in the (x,y) space.  

Now we show some random examples .  

Non-centered disk:  

 

 

 
image in the (x,y) space  

 

 

 
Sinogram (Radon transform) X-axis:  

angle, Y axis: paramteret  

   

Non-centered square:  

 

 

 
image in the (x,y) space  

 

 

 
Sinogram (Radon transform) X-axis: angle,  

Y axis: paramteret  
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Shepp-Logan head phanstom:  

 

 

 
image in the (x,y) space  

 

 

 
Sinogram (Radon transform) X-axis: angle, Y axis: paramtere 

t  

   

Picture of a foal:  

 

 

 
image of a foal  

 

 

 
Radon transform of the picture of a foal  

   

In the next section we discuss the general properties of the Radon transform.  
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2.2.5 The properties of the Radon transform 

The basic properties of the Radon transform 

   

The properties of the Radon transform to be stated here are also valid for more dimensions, 

we restrict ourselves to 2D cases as in the medical practice it is the most relevant.  

Symmetry 

   

The parameter set of and describes every element of the Radon 

transform, since  

 

 

Linearity 

From the definition of the Radon transform follows that for constants and fi functions  

 

 

Shifting theorem 

Let  

 
Then  

 
let us introduce new variables:  

 
then:  

 
Let us introduce a new notation for t:  

 
Now:  

 

A shift thus will not alter the variable of the Radon transform, it only affects the affine t 

paramter by the transform of .  
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Rotation 

For simpler notations let us work in polar coordiantes: ,  

then a 2D Radon transform reads:  

 

Now let us choose an angle of rotation of , now the function is:  

 

Thus:  

 
Let us introduce new notations:  

 

Now:  

 

 

Scaling 

Let us choose 0<a, 0<b constants, and scale the variables as follows:  

 

the Radon transform of "h" is:  

 

Again choose new notations with the and  variables:  

 
Let us asssume that  can be shosen such that  is also replaceable by a  variable as follows:  

(1)  

and  

(2)  

For that we have to normalize first the squared sums:  
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from that:  

 

We can express  from Eq. (1) and (2) and equate to:  

 
Thus:  

 

Now:  

 

here then  

and  

 

 

Convolution 

   

Let  

 
where the notation is the convolution in x and y dimensions respectively.  

The Radon transform of h is:  

 

The dxdy integral is the Radon transform of the f function shifted to the points , using 

the shift theorem:  

 
Let us insert a new integration of t1 with a Dirac delta function, and carry out the integration 

according to :  

 
This is just a convoluton according to the t affine parameter. With a more compact notation:  

 

So the convolution in the two real spatial dimensions is a convolution only in the affine 

parameter in the sinogram space. This has an important consequence on the reconstruction.  
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In the next chapter we will discuss multi dimension Radon transform.  

 

2.2.6 The Hilbert-transform 

The Hilbert transform 

   

Though it's use is frequent in signal processing, it does have a significance in understanding 

tomographic image reconstruction, the Hilbert transform.  

The Hilbert transform is defined as:  

 

The definition looks simple, to evaluate the integral looks a lot harder as the denominator 

harbours a singularity. It means we have to take the integral in a Cauchy principal value, so  

 
Existence of such a limit can easily imagined, as for function g=1 the function 1/x can be 

integrated in Principa Value, being odd the result is 0, since the range of the integral is 

symmetric.  

To ease the evaluation of the integral  

 note that the Hilbet transfrom is a convolution with function 1/x  

 Fourier transform then inverse Fourier transform the expression  

 
Let us evaluate the Fourier transform of 1/x:  

 

The function cos is even, divided by the odd "x" function the first term is again zero.  

We have the next two terms remaining:  

 
and  

 

Since  

 

The result is, then:  
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where sgn is the sign function.  

 

This result, regarding the numerical evaluation technique is a lot simpler then the application 

of the basic definition, since the digital Fourier transform and its implementation technique 

(FFT) is a routinely applied, accessible and fast.  

Our results also shows, that if we apply the Hilbert transform twice on the same function we 

obtain:  

 

thus the inverse of the Hilbert-transfrom is -apart from a sign- is itself.  

As an illustration we have prepared the 2D Hilbert transform of an image:  

  

   

2.2.7 The Digital Radon Transform 

The Radon transform for discretely given points of a g function at points  

 in sinogram space:  

 
Approxiomately:  

 
where  

 
With this notation for each i we need to interpolate the function g in 2D. If we choose the step 

size such that in dimension x we match grid points we can spare the interpolation step. Let us 

do the integration according to x:  

 
thus:  
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With that:  

 

From this from we see that if the angle falls around 0 or 180
0
,the expression renders 

unstable, and we should rather swith to mathcing grid lines in the y dimension.  

2.2.8 The Radon Transform in multiple dimensions 

The Radon transform in 2D means an integral taken along a parametrized 2D linear set 

(normally a straight line). In multiple dimensions a linear geometrical set can mean a line or a 

hyperplane, the latter leads us to the multi-D generalization of our previous definition of the 

Radon-transform, the former gives the Ray (or X-ray) transform.  

Radon transform in multiple dimensions 

Let us take the paramters  to describe a hyperplane ( ), where according to the 

its y points the integrals are taken, ), with that 

we have the definition of the Radon transform for an n dimensional function: 

  

Ray-transform 

If carry out the integral with regards to t, i.e. instead of a hyperplane we have a direction 

and along that we do a line integration, we obtain the other possible generalization of the 2D 

Radon transform, called the (X-)Ray transform. With the definitions above the Ray 

transform is defined as:  

 
 

where it is enough to take the values of x from a plane perpendicular to vector .  

With these definitions we can construct the inverse of the Radon and the Ray transforms.  
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2.3 Analytical Reconstruction techniques 

 2.3.1 Introduction 

Analytical Reconstruction Techniques 

   

As we have seen Radon transform of some physical distribution (e.g. isotope concentration, 

attenuation coefficient). This chapter discusses how to find the inverse of the Radon 

transform and with that how raw data can be processed to regain the original distribution we 

are interested in, i.e. the isotope concentration or the x-ray attenuation coefficient. This 

transformation is called image reconstruction.  

In this chapter we show the inverse of the Radon transform as a mathematical operator, and 

relating to that the most used numerically stable interpretation that allows for forming 

algorithms. The most important is the filtered backprojection, that is the most wide spread 

amongst reconstruction algorithms.  

Inverse Radon transform: the snag 

Johann Radon in his 1917 article gave the inverse of the Radon transform:  

 

The integral as we have seen at the Hilbert transfrom is meant to be taken as a Cauchy 

Principal Value (P.V.) as the denominator induces a singularity rendering the expression non-

integrable in a Riemann sense. A more serious problem is that, as a consequence, the 

numerical evaluation of the integral is impossible. We will also see that this inversion 

formula only holds for two ( or rather even) dimensions, for higher (for odd) dimensions 

another formula and another numerical algorithm is needed. Similarly to treating the Hilbert 

transform the same manipulations can help us avoiding the numerical difficulties, this will 

result in the Filtered Backprojection algorithm. In our discussion we give a different way of 

deriving the filtered backprojection yielding ways for designing filters.  

It can be stated that for an f function of compact support, that if any nonzero infinite set of 

projection (angular distribution of the Radon transform) determines uniquely the original 

distribution but none of the finite sets. It is of course not an unusual statement in numerical 

mathematics, but it must be investigated how the sampling influences the accuracy of the 

reconstruction.  

The next section states the central slice theorem giving the basis for filtered backprojection 

algorithms.  
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2.3.2 The Central Slice Theorem 

The Central (/Fourier) Slice Theorem 

The Central or Fourier Slice Theorem ( or projection-slice theorem, abbreviated CST) is the 

basis for Fourier-based inversion techniques. We keep the discussion restricted to 2 

dimension ( ). Let us take the function f(x,y) and take the Fourier transform 

of its Radon transform, but only regarding its t affine parameter, the rounded brackets 

indicate variables after the transform:  

 

Let us choose new integration variables x and y:  

 

 
The Jacobian equals of course to 1:  

 
Thus:  

 

On the RHS of the equation is a 2D Fourier transform and does not include Radon 

transformation, and its frequency space variables are also 2D and given in polar coordinates. 

The 1D Fourier transform in the t affine parameter of the Radon transform gives the 2D 

Fourier transform of our original function with variables . If our 

tomograph operates with equally spaced sampling in variables the resulting 2D Fourier 

transform is sampled in the following points: 

  

                                                    
It would be straightforward to start using this result as a basis for a numerical inversion 

scheme. We could 1D Fourier transform our sinogram for every fixed angle and take the 2D 

inverse Fourier transform of the obtained dataset. Fourier transform itself is a standard 

numerical technique.  

 

The popularity of the Fourier transform in signal and image processing can largely be 

attributed to the existence of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. FFT in the simple 

case needs a Cartesian grid, in this case for the 2D inverse Fourier transform the input data is 

given in polar coordinates. For the so called direct Fourier reconstruction we need to  
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resample the polar grid to Cartesian. 

  

                                                  

The relatively low abundance of the direct Fourier reconstruction lies in the inaccuracy of 

resampling and of the uneven distribution of information. The Central Slice Thereom can 

further be manipulated for better numerical stability, the derivation is given in the next 

section.  

 

2.3.3 The Filtered Backprojection 

The Filtered Backprojection 

The Fourier inversion formula 

Hoping for a readily usable expression, let us start with the 2Dinverse Fourier-transform:  

 

 

Filling in the Fourier transform of the Radon transform regarding the t variable:  

 

The resulting expression gains its usefulness from the fact that the inverse Fourier transform 

is only carried out in 1D and the sampling points are evenly distribuited.  

The filter term of the Fourier inversion formula 

For the interpretation of this formula let us note that the integral regarding only plays a role 

in the last transform. Until this point the variable can be regarded as a simple parameter. It 

can be regarded as such until the point when the inverse Fourier transform delivers new 

spatial coordinates to bereplaced by the expression. Now we write the state before the 

integration regarding :  
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This simplified expressions just the Fourier transfrom of the 1D function , which is 

multiplied by the frequency variable |r| , and we do the inverse Fourier transform. This 

process describes a filtering in the Fourier-space, it is actually a high pass filtering.  

The backprojection part of the Fourier inversion formula 

After the filtering is done, we can start integrating according to . Let us use the notation g 

for the function obtained after the filtering: . Now the integral:  

 

By definition  describes lines in the space of , that cross point 

(x,y). The integral thus integrates the projections belonging to lines going through (x,y). This 

does not contradict our intuition since we collect all the information that belongs to the point 

(x,y). We can try how the backprojection of the Radon transform looks like without doing the 

filtering step. Let us start from distributions:  

 
Image of a foal in (x,y) space  

 
Radon transform of the picture of a foal  

   

Let us backproject the Radon transform without the filtering step  

 
Backprojection without filtering 

   

You can see that the image is unacceptably soft, lacks details.  

Let us use the following notation for the operator of the backprojection:  

.  
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Now we can write the steps of the filtered backprojection in operator form:  

 

Example: steps of the filtered backprojection  

Now let us go through the steps one-by-one. We have again the same photo for the 2D 

distribution we are trying to reconstruct from its sinogram:  

 

Not its sinogram represents the acquired data:  

 
With operators  

Filtering must be done for each . as an illustration we took projection number 200, that looks 

like:  

 

With operator notation:  
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Now let us take the Fourier transform of this projection that yielded an amplitude spectrum as 

follows:  

 

With operator notation:  

Now multiplied by |r| we obtain the next amplitude spectrum:  

 

With operator notation:  

Its inverse Fourier transform yields the filtered projection:  

 

With operator notation:   

Now we can see that the DC (constant) component vanishes. 
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Now let us carry out the Fourier transform for every projection, then we get an angle-

frequency sinogram that looks like:  

 
With operator notation  

Let us multiply every projection with |r|, then do inverse Fourier transform:  

 
With operator notations:  

It is apparent that the image became sharper an more contrasty compared to the original 

image. 

Taken the integral regarding we obtain the distribution we sought for (the foal):  

 

In operator notation:  

Practical realization 

In practice there are two main differences in the realization of the algorithm:  

1. The filtering in Fourier domain is often replaced by a convolution  

2. the filter |r| is not ideal, as it amplifies noises so different filter terms should be 

applied  

   

These aspects are dealt with in the next section .  
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2.3.4 Relaization of the filtered backprojection 

The Radon inversion formula in 2D can be stated as follows:  

in polar coordinates.  

Before the backprojection -as we have seen-, the Radon transform obtained as a scanner 

acquisition should be Fourier transformed, multiplied by , then inverse Fourier transformed 

inthe r variable. This one is a filtering in the frequency domain with filter . We can use the 

notation for this process of filter operator, and instead of the |r| filter function we could 

introduce a more general notation: .  

Wigh the previous notation thus:  

 

According to the Fourier convolution theorem a multiplication in the frequency domain can 

be equivalently calculated as a convolution in the spatial domain.  

The filter operator can be written as follows:  

 
Summarized, the reconstruction goes as follows: 

.  

Filter types 

   

As the as a hight pass filter aplifies noises, the filter can be replaced by a numerically 

more stable counterpart. The simplest filter is the Ram-Lak (Ramachandran-Lakshminarayan) 

filter, that zeros out the filter above a certain band limit:  

 
If the filtering is done in the spatial domain:  

 
on the RHS an equivalent form is given.  

 Ram-Lak filter in frequency and in the spatial domain:  
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Ram-Lak filter in the frequency 

domain  

 
Ram-Lak filter in the spatial 

domain  

Some other filter types:  

 Shepp_Logan  

Frequency domain:  

 
Spatial domain:  

 

 
Shepp-Logan filter in frequency domain  

 
Shepp-Logan filter in the spatial domain  

 cosine  

Frequency domain:  

 
Spatial domain:  

 

The number of possible filters are infinite, you could use e.g. Hanning, and Hamming filters. 

The target function necessary for designing filters cannot be derived directly from the Fourier 

Inversion Formula, we need to tread a step back and find a formula that also shows the 

quality aspects of the approximate inverse Radon transforms. Before we would do that we 

have to clarify how the CST and the Fourier Inversion Formula looks like in interpreted.  
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2.3.5 Multidimensional Central Slice Theorem and the Fourier Inverson 

Formula 

The Central Slice Theorem in multiple dimensions is in full analogy with the 2D earlier. Let 

. The n-dimensional function Radon transformed and Fourier 

transformed according to the t variable reads: 

  
Let us change variables for the integration, that means the rotation of the vector 

(t,y1,y2...,yn-1) , therefore its Jacobian equals to 1. 

Then:  

 
thus in the multidimensional case Fourier transform in the affine parameter gives a full 

Fourier transform in an n-dimensional polar coordinate system. 

The Fourier inversion Formula in an n-dimensional form 

Let us carry out the inverse Fourier transform and insert the result of the Central Slice 

Theorem:  

 
where we have changed the coordinate system to polar. To match the two sides of the 

equation we have also changed the domain of integration from the domain  to , 

and made up for it with a factor of two. This is more a didactic than a mathematical necessity, 

in order to show the singularity in the origin of the frequency domain.  

The manipulations done locally in the frequency domain show global effect in the spatial 

domain (think about adding a single frequency component), so a singularity null-sized 

frequency domain is not negligible at all.  

In the next section we will try to interpret the expressions above.  
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2.3.6 Interpretation of the inverse Radon transform 

Analysis of the Fourier inversion formula   

 
Let us look at the terms of the inversion formula again.  

The adjoint to the Radon-transform  

For the outermost integral we have already introduced the notation of . To 

an operator the definition of the adjoint operator reads:  

 
here <f,g> is the scalar product of f and g . The adjoint to the Radon transform is the 

backprojection operator:  

 
Here we have changed variables from the original t and y to the rotated x variables in the 

integration.  

The Hilbert transform hidden in the Radon inversion formula  

In the next step let us look at the terms disregarding the backprojection operator:  

 
In general it is true to a funcion g that  

 
We have shown about the Hilbert Transform that  

 
from this:  

 
As the sgn function is present, the formula  

behaves differently depending on whether n is even or odd.  

Now we can also write the odd and even terms separately:  

 

The lack of the Hilbert transform in the even dimensions have a fundamental impact:  

 when the Hilbert transform is missing from the formula, for the reconstruction of a 

certain point of the distribution we need the Radon transform on hyperplanes going 

through only the small neighborhood of the point  

 when the Hilbert transform is present, for the reconstruction at a point we need the 

whole sinogram  

   

Note that at n=2 we obtain Radon's inversion formula. There are further analytical solutions 

to the inverse Radon problem, we will be dealing with that in the next section.  
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2.3.7 Inverse Radon transfrom with Riesz potentials 

The Fourier inversion formula simply lead us the filtering with |r| in the frequency domain 

and its alternative formulation with the differential and Hilbert transform operators. Using the 

Riesz potentials we can give a family of solutions where the Fourier inversion formula is just 

one of the members.  

The Riesz-potential can be defined of a function of n-dimensions as follows:  

 
Here  is a constant. Similarly to the Hilbert transform we can give a definition using the 

Fourier transform:  

 

Here .  

From this definition we can see  

 
Let us write the Riesz-potential of f with the Fourier definition:  

 

Let us change variables to an n-dimensional polar coordinate system with notations:  

 
Let us fill in the result of the multidimensional Central Slice Theorem:  

 
With operator notations we can write:  

 

On both sides calculating the potentials:  

 
and from that several inversion formulae can be obtained.  

In the case of we get back the earlier shown inversion formula. It is worthwhile to 

highlight the case of  now  

 

which at least partially reinstates locality of the inversion formula.  
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2.3.8 Filter Design for the Filtered Backprojection 

The formula for filtered backprojection can be generalized in a more practical way than was 

shown with the Riesz potentials, now we will look at the convolution form. Let the 

Radontransform in n dimensions. Let us prove that  

 
where the indices to the convolution sign * indicate the variables of the convolution.  

The LHS convolution with the our usual notations:  

 
Let us replace variable y with , here z is perpendicular to -ra. Then inserting:  

 

Let us now choose the following V and v functions:  

 
Inserting:  

 

Let us look for such V functions that in a given band limit approximate the Dirac delta 

function so the original f function would be restored. It can be proven that  

 
thus, if the Fourier transform of Vis a constant within the bandlimits, for v a family of filters 

can be designed. If we only allow for radial dependence of the filters we get our previous 

filtered backprojection formulas.  

   

2.3.9 3D reconstruction 

In the analytical reconstruction section we summarized the fundamental equations of image 

reconstruction. The analytical 3D reconstructions necessitate further development to the 

shown techniques. The key problem of 3D inversion techniques is the lack of data caused by 

the scanner geometries that renders standard formulas inapplicable directly.  

 A technique for filling in the missing data is given by an approximate reconstruction 

then we can revert to the simple expressions (3D reprojection, 3DRP)  

 As the 2D slices contain enough information for a 3D reconstruction the rest of the 

data should only improve the signal to noise ratio. The Single Slice Rebinning 

technique (SSRB) projects (rebins) the oblique LoR data to transaxial slices then does 

the series of 2D reconstructions  

 the Fourier Rebinning (FORE) technique does the SSRB rebinning step as an 

interpolation in the Fourier space  
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2.4 Algebraic Image Reconstruction 

2.4.1 Introduction (Introduction to: Algebraic Image Reconstruction) 

The inverse Radon formulae have a great disadvantage, namely that the physical particle 

trajectories are simplified to ray paths. More precise (and more difficult) physics modelling 

would modify the underlying integral transforms (Radon and ray-) and we would need to 

develop completely new formalisms and inversion formulas.  

Algebraic reconstruction techniques mean the solution of equation systems in matrix forms 

on discretized domains (spatial and sinogram). Improved physics modelling would then be 

simply a more accurate calculation of the matrix elements and formulation would not be 

affected at all. The solutions are usually iterative that can be based on algebraic or statistical 

considerations.  

Firs we will show the construction of a discrete base.  

 

2.4.2 Descrete Base for the reconstruction 

Let us take a linear operator that describes the image formation. Let our starting space be 

spanned by the n-dimensional real numbers and this operator should transform functions with 

variables in this space into the acquisition data sinogram space. For example, and for showing 

the underlying idea we could think that the Radon transform is such a linear operator. Let us 

define a complete orthogonal base with elements . Now for a sufficiently well behaving f(x) 

function:  

(1)  

If our operator is linear: 

 (2)  

In physics it is common to use series expansion for solving differential equations. Physical 

quantities are often continuous, therefore e.g. the Fourier expansion or polynomial expansion 

(Legendre, Chebyshev etc.) or their combination (e.g. spherical harmonics) would be applied. 

There are successful attempts at approximate inverse Radon transforms using spherical 

harmonics but it has not gained much popularity up till now.  

If we have an orthonormal base, then by definition:  

(3)  

multiplyin both sides of Eq. (2)  

The coefficient can be calculated as follows:  

(4)  

Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) are not only valid for orthogonal function bases but we could also take a 

discretisation base , containing characteristic functions that are in the "i"th domain  

, and otherwise 0; here the measure of the i. domain. Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) holds if 
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we restrict the function base to be disjoint. For easier calculations a structured mesh is used, 

like a simple cubic grid. If f continuous, then Eq. (1) is only valid approxiomately. Now, for 

N number of domains:  

 

Note, that with this base the expansion of f means the integral average taken on the ith 

domain.  

This base functions are called volumetric pixels or in short: voxels. If talked about 3D we 

could use 3 indices according to the 3 spatial coordinates. It is possible to count all of them 

using a single index, and this is the notation we are going to use, where the i index runs 

through every domain in every dimension.  

We can use the same discretisation in the sinogram space spanned by . Let us consider this 

notation in a general sense, i.e. let it also be meant for the variables of the ray transform. On 

this space we can use the notation for this expansion like this: 

.  

In practice the expansion of the sinogram space means actually the expansion of the ray-

transform, e.g. for x-ray systems the line connecting the source and the detector pixel or in 

positron emission tomography the line connecting the crystals of a detector pair, called the 

Line of Response (LoR).  

We can now write:  

 

The coefficients yj can be expressed as  

 

It is also common to use instead of the ci coefficients the letter xi,indicating that these 

coefficients are the unknowns of the equation. With matrix notations our system becomes:  

 

By the derivation we did not set the condition that the operator in question is the Radon 

transform, it is enough that it is a linear operator and projects into the sinogram space. 

Important aspect of the A mátrix that it is not square therefore cannot be inverted directly. In 

practice it is a sparse matrix, since a voxel only gives contribution to some LoRs that pass 

through that voxel. Its typical size e.g. for a PET scanner can be around 10
6
x10

5
.  

In the next section we will discuss the matrix inversion solution to the above equation.  
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2.4.3 Non-statistical iterative reconstructions 

With the previously introduced notations, the fundamental equation of the image 

reconstruction reads:  

 
Do not forget that the A matrix is a sparse matrix, not sqare and the number of its elements 

may be around 10
12

.  

A Moore-Penrose generalized/psuedoinverse 

   

As the matrix A is not square, most of the common methods for solving the equality (pl. 

Gauss-Siedel iteration) cannot directly be applied. Either when our system is overdetermined 

or underdetermined the criteria for the solution can be stated as: 

 
where ||.|| is a norm of our choice. Let us assume that minimizes the above expression and 

let us choose the scalar product for the norm. Now for an arbitrary  

 vector and a t real number it must be true that  

 
Calculating the derivative 

 
thus  

 
This must be true for every v so 

 

The marix A
T
A is a square matrix now, and if it is invertible:  

 
The A

+
 Moore-Penrose psudoinverse:  

 

We can use for the calculationof A
+
 an UV decomposition, or any other regular method, can 

be calcuated by a simple though not too efficient iteration (Ben-Israel and Cohen iteration):  

 

A Kaczmarz iteration 

   

The system response matrix of currently available PET, SPECT and CT scanners is large 

compared to the easily accessable computer hardware, or/and computations on sparse 

matrices are not very efficient. A simple, stable and fast algorithm is the Kaczmarz iteration. 

The underlying idea is that a nxm matrix A is actually a n number of equation of m 

dimensional hyperplanes and their crossing point is the x solution. If the system is 

overdetermined and some noise is added, perhaps the intersection point will not be really a 

point. If it is underdetermined it is possible that we can narrow down the solution only to a 

certain domain.  

The essence of the Kaczmarz-iteráció is that we are trying to tend towards the domain of the 

solution by projecting perpendicularly to the hyperplane given as a single line of the matrix  
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our previous x guess for a solution.  

For example let us take a 2x2-es A matrix with elements aii.  

Now the following two-equations system is given:  

 
where the crossing point is our solution. We have sketched on the graph the first 4 points of 

the iterations.  

 
The Kaczmarz iteration in two dimensions for 4 steps  

   

In this 2D example it can be readily seen that  

 if the lines were perpendicular to each other i.e. the lines of the matrix were linearly 

indipendent, we would get the exact solution in two steps  

 if the lines were parallel, i.e. the set of eqations were contraversial the iteration would 

oscillate between the two lines  

 if the two lines were inclined only very narrowly, i.e. the rows were much correlated 

with each other the iteration would converge very slowly. The more independent they 

are the faster the method converges  

   

A serious advantage of the Kaczmarz iteration that we only use a single line of the matrix for 

an iteration step, we do not need to handle the whole matrix together.  

Now let us look at the steps of the projection now for a general case. Index i nominates which 

line of the matrix is being used, which row vector comes to play. 

Let x
k
 be teh solution obtained in the k-th step. In the k+1. 

iteration step we should project this point on the hyperplane determined by equation i.The 

equation of this hyperplane reads: 

 
Earlier we hav seen, that such an equation describes a plane perpendicular to the direction 

vector , with distance from the origin of . So, when in the kth step  

we would like to project our solution to the i-th hyperplane, we need to go in the direction of 

, according to the convention of distance .For simpler formulas let us include in 

this expression the normalisation of the unit vector, so now we can write the for next 

point:   
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The next point must be on the i. next hyperplane, therefore:  

 
Ebből kifejezhető  

 
The solution in the k+1. iteration steps therefore reads:  

 

The Kaczmarz-iteration in the medical diagnostic literature is mentioned also as ART 

(Algebraic Reconstruction Technique). The method is simple, but when applied only 

advanced versions are used. It is interesting that the Kaczmarz-iteration can be seen as an 

extremely low subset version of the OSEM iteration scheme.  

Our next chapter would extend the matrix equation to probalistic interpretation of the 

elements and the measure of the distance.  

   

2.4.4 Statistical image reconstruction strategies 

Let us add to our earlier equation the assumption that the linear system of equations are only 

valid as an expected value of some statistical quantities: 

  
thus the incoming information, the measured data is not "carved into stone", exact values but 

-even when no noise is present- it can take "legally" multiple values while the x unknowns do 

not change. The linearity of the operator projecting the unknowns to the space of the measure 

data can be also interpreted as statistical independence, e.g. in emission tomography the 

radioactive decays happening in one voxel are independent of the decays happening in the 

adjacent voxel, while for transmission tomography linearity only holds if we disregard 

spectral changes.  

Let us generalize our model where the acquired data and the unknowns are connected by a 

probability density function (pdf) describing the probability of obtaining y data given the 

unknowns take a value x; let us choose the notation for this pdf as . When also x is 

regarded as a random variable, we should include that in the notation:  

Maximum-Likelihood estimation 

A basic statistical estimation theory tool is the Maximum-Likelihood estimation, when we 

look for the x parameters where a given measured data would occur with the maximum 

likelihood, i.e. our estimation could be formalized as  

 

The majority of the measurable physical quantities can be modeled using the exponential 

distribution family therefore the maximization criteria is set to the logarithm of the likelihood 

function .  
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The Maximum Likelihood estimation is in theory and practice both a very basic mathematical 

tool that we are not going to dwell on but only show an example for those wishing to brush 

up their memories.  

Example for teh Maximum Likelihood estimator can be found on a separate page.  

Bayes estimation and the Maximum Aposteriori criteria 

   

Now let us look at the x model parameters as random variables, and look at the probability 

that if we acquired y measured data what would the pdf of the parameters be:  

 
The Bayes-estimation maximizes this probability, that is, how the reply is given to the 

question of what would be the most probable parameter set given the measured data?. This 

probability can be considered as aposteriori, i.e. post-measurement pdf, hence is the name 

Maximum Aposteriori (MAP) technique.  

In mathematical symbols using the Bayes-theorem:  

 

The first maximization term is already known to us from the Maximum-Likelihood 

estimation, the second depends on the pdf of the parameters this one contains our apriori 

knowledge, and is called the prior. Its interpretation is that the parameters cannot take any 

arbitrary value since the activity concentration value for example can never exceed the 

activity concentration of the radiopharmacon administered.  

Our pre-examination knowledge may be very hard to mathematically formulate. In practice 

the priors are very simple conditions like the continuity or smoothness of the spatial 

distribution of x. As the ln functionis often applied the priors are also given often in an 

exponential form, called Gibbs-priors: 

 
For example if our apriori knowledge is that if a voxel has a certain reconstructed value than 

its neighbors should not be much different, the U(x) potential a can be proportional with the 

distance of the voxel from the voxel in question.  

Maximum-Likelihood Expectation Maximisation (ML-EM ) algorithm 

An extension of the Maximum Likelihood method is the iterative Maximum-Likelihood 

Expectation Maximisation method with involving virtual random variables in the modelling 

that increases modeling accuracy while simplifies the maximisation procedure. The ML-EM 

method can also involve priors, then it is called the MAP-EM method.  

As the ML-EM method is a fundamental tool in medical imaging we will go into details in 

the next section.  
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2.4.4.1 Example to a Maximum Likelihood estimation 

Example to a Maximum Likelihood estimation 

   

Let us take N number of yi measured datapoint, that are indepedent but were produced by the 

same process which can be described by a normal distribution 

with expected value, and  variance.  

The joint probability density function of the independent yi events is the product of the 

individual pdf's: 

  

The log-likelihood function reads:  

 

We now look for the maximum by differentiating and setting the result equal to zero:  

 
from that our estimation for is:  

 
the average of the measured data. The partial derivatives according to :  

 
from that:  

 

For completeness we mention that the formula for the variance we still have an unknown , 

and we may get tempted to estimate it by . As it is well known this would result in a biased 

estimate, that can be corrected by a factor of N/(N-1).  

Now we proceed with estimation theory and the Bayesianestimators.  
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2.4.5 The ML-EM algorithm 

A Maximum-Likelihood Expectation Maximisation (ML-EM method) 

   

The basic idea behind the ML-EM method is that the pdf of the measured data may not 

contain -let's say- the pdf of missing measurements that would influence the estimation 

decisively. This missing information may be estimated iteratively, and for each of this steps 

we also carry out an ML-estimation. We could think of e.g. that some part of the data has 

connection to only some parameters and other parts of the data to an independent other group. 

If we knew which date belonged to which group we could produce far better estimates to the 

parameters. The E-step of the ML-EM method tries to take into account the effect of this 

missing parameter without providing an explicit estimate to it.  

Let us assume that the measured y data can be completed to an s data vector that contain the 

missing information. Then we can set up a statistical model with the following pdf:   

The ML-EM method iterates by repeating the following steps  

   

1) The E (Expectation) step 

Using the parameter estimate in the n. iteration x
n
 using the statistical model we can 

calculate the likelihood-function with the following conditional pdf for every possible x 

parameter:  

 

2) The M (Maximization) step 

With the obtained likelihood function we take a regular ML step:  

 

The convergence of the ML-EM method 

The question naturally arises that if we cannot measure the missing data where does the extra 

information come in that makes our estimate better?  

The answer is in the modelling itself, by applying a more sophisticated modeling may 

improve the results. We have to prove first that the inclusion of this extra modeling will at 

least not spoil the convergence of our previous estimation. Let us write the pdf of the 

completed data set using the Bayes theorem:  

 
Now the log-likelihood function:  
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Let us look at how the log-likelihood function changes after the E and M steps where the 

expected value is taken regarding the s random variable: 

  

The LHS does not contain s, its expected value is itself. Let us look at how the log-likelihood 

changes between iteration steps n. and n+1. if we fill in the estimated values:  

 

If the M step maximized successfully, then the difference with the 

filled values is positive. The expected value of the second term can be estimated using the 

following identity: 

  
thus:  

 

so the E and M steps result in a negative change of R 

We have proven that  

 

This ensures that the algorithm will not deteriorate the ML estimate at least  

In the next section we discuss the ML-EM algorithm for emission tomography.  
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2.4.6 The ML-EM algorithm for emission tomography 

The ML-EM algorithm for emission tomography 

   

In emission tomography the yj number of detected photons in the jth LoR follows a Poisson 

distribution:  

 

It would be simpler, moreover trivial using an ML estimate if we knew from which voxel the 

counts in a LoR came from. Let us then complete the statistical model to an s data structure, 

where the measured data in the i.th LoR can be sorted according to which voxel it came from:  

 
Our equation in matrix form:  

 

Let us construct the pdf for the completed dataset:  

(1)  

The E step: 

The E step as we have seen in the previous section: 

  
For this expectation we need to construct the following 

pdf.  

The yi counts belong with probability pim to voxel m. taht means binomial distribution with yj 

number of trials (actually the distribution is multinomial that have the same expectation as the 

binomial):  

 
The pim probabilities are modeled using the parameter estimates of the n. iteration:  

 
Let us calculate the expectation of Eq. (1) ! There is only one term depending on sim and the 

dependence is simply linear. Now we have to evaluate the following expectation: 

  
, that is a basic property of the binomial distribution.  

The M step: 

Substituted we can look at the form of Eq. (1) in the present state for maximization:  

(2)  
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Calculating the last expectation on the RHS is not necessary as only values of the n. iteration 

are present in the expectation, therefore it is not a variable when looking for the 

maximum.Taking the derivative of Eq. (2) according to the xj components of the parameters:  

 
thus:  

 
Summing up on n:  

 
After manipulations and substitutions:  

 

The iteration scheme "corrects" the previous concentration estimate with a correction factor 

to the next step. The correction factor is given by taking the measured data divided by counts 

produced by using the previous estimate and this difference is than distributed 

("backprojected") into the voxels according to the system response matrix.  

   

2.4.7 ML-EM variations: MAP-EM,OSEM 

MAP-EM 

The ML-EM method can be extended simply with Bayesian estimates adding a prior.  

Now the previous section Eq.(1) can be extended with the condition . 

In the M step the derivative of shows up, that finally becomes:  

 
The method formed as shown is called the MAP-EM method  

OSEM 

A further and additional variation ito the ML-EM and MAP-EM methods is the Ordered 

Subset Expectation Maximization (OSEM). The basic idea is that the sums on i is only 

carried out for a subset of N. In emission tomography this could mean a transaxial grouping 

that the subsets homogeonously but sparsely fill the sinogram space.The subsets are chosen 

such that in the subsequent iterations the whole sinogram space is covered, so the subset 

changes iteration by iteration and their union gives the whole domain.  

Outlook 

In the algebraic reconstructionsection  

we intended to show only the basic ideas of the currently used techniques. It is particularly 

true for transmission tomography where the ML-EM method is rarely used, but some 

alternatives are being tested like the gradient or the convex algorithm.  
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2.5 The DICOM standard 

2.5.1 Abstract 

Abstract 

   

The DICOM standard is such a huge set of documentation that only a few may say that 

he/she has a full understanding of the whole. The present author of this humble introductory 

document does not belong to that happy group of people. Perhaps there is nobody who could 

clam having a full knowledge of all the details. 

 Having said that, let me describe in a few words what this document contains.  

Only the basics of the basics, this is what this document is all about. In the first place, I will 

try to explain the most fundamental principles that drove the minds of those who laid down 

the details of the DICOM file format. Then I will try to explain the basics of the most 

commonly used DICOM services. Two, so called DICOM conformance statements are 

attached to this document, so those who want to challenge their DICOM knowledge in 

practice will have some examples at hand.  

To whom do I suggest to read this material? Certainly not to programmers who would be 

really interested in technical details of the DICOM communication protocol. Our audience 

consists of not necessarily technically astute physicians, radiographers, imaging center 

managers who are simply interested or are involved in decision making related to acquisitions 

of digital imaging equipment: modalities, PACS systems (Picture Archiving and 

Communication System), especially those who plan to turn their imaging center to digital.  

I have assumed that most of the readers are not IT people. This is why I devoted that much 

time and effort to explain the most basic principles of the digital representation of data.  

   

2.5.2 Introduction (DICOM) 

 

The word DICOM is an abbreviation for:  

Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine.  

The most appropriate source of information about the DICOM standard is the official 

homepage of DICOM:  

http://medical.nema.org/   

The DICOM standard was envisioned, formulated, is owned and managed by NEMA, the 

National Electrical Manufacturers Association of the United States.  

http://medical.nema.org/
http://medical.nema.org/
http://medical.nema.org/
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DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) is a standard for handling, 

storing, printing, and transmitting information in medical imaging. It includes a file format 

definition and a network communications protocol – as Wikipedia defines the standard.  

To fully understand the nature of the standard it is worth wile to read NEMA‟s disclaimer 

attached to the standard:  

„The information in this publication was considered technically sound by the consensus of 

persons engaged in the development and approval of the document at the time it was 

developed. Consensus does not necessarily mean that there is unanimous agreement among 

every person participating in the development of this document. NEMA standards and 

guideline publications, of which the document contained herein is one, are developed through 

a voluntary consensus standards development process. This process brings together 

volunteers and/or seeks out the views of persons who have an interest in the topic covered by 

this publication. While NEMA administers the process and establishes rules to promote 

fairness in the development of consensus, it does not write the document and it does not 

independently test, evaluate, or verify the accuracy or completeness of any information or the 

soundness of any judgments contained in its standards and guideline publications. NEMA 

disclaims liability for any personal injury, property, or other damages of any nature 

whatsoever, whether special, indirect, consequential, or compensatory, directly or indirectly 

resulting from the publication, use of, application, or reliance on this document. NEMA 

disclaims and makes no guaranty or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or 

completeness of any information published herein, and disclaims and makes no warranty that 

the information in this document will fulfill any of your particular purposes or needs. NEMA 

does not undertake to guarantee the performance of any individual manufacturer or seller‟s 

products or services by virtue of this standard or guide. In publishing and making this 

document available, NEMA is not undertaking to render professional or other services for or 

on behalf of any person or entity, nor is NEMA undertaking to perform any duty owed by any 

person or entity to someone else. Anyone using this document should rely on his or her own 

independent judgment or, as appropriate, seek the advice of a competent professional in 

determining the exercise of reasonable care in any given circumstances. Information and 

other standards on the topic covered by this publication may be available from other sources, 

which the user may wish to consult for additional views or information not covered by this 

publication. NEMA has no power, nor does it undertake to police or enforce compliance with 

the contents of this document. NEMA does not certify, test, or inspect products, designs, or 

installations for safety or health purposes. Any certification or other statement of compliance 

with any health or safety–related information in this document shall not be attributable to 

NEMA and is solely the responsibility of the certifier or maker of the statement.”  

Even if NEMA rejects full responsibility, DICOM is one of the most efficient de facto 

standards ever envisioned.  

In this document we are going to deal only with the basic DICOM features. Namely:  

the DICOM file format, and related issues like the concept of DICOM DIR  

DICOM store, query and retrieve and further basic DICOM concepts, like the modality wor 

klist, the MWL. That is, the DICOM as the network communication protocol will not be 

discussed at all.  
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The DICOM standard was established by NEMA during the end of the nineteen-eighties of 

he 20th century, that is, more than 20 years ago. The need to create such a standard arose 

from the increasing number of digital imaging technics and devices. It became clear that 

without a well defined such standard the imaging centers owning different modalities would 

fall into chaos.  

   

See Fig.1:  

 
Fig. 1. 

   

The programmers who developed the program creating the image above did not know the 

exact specification of the digital modality producing the images shown. Perhaps the imaging 

device in question had not even been envisioned yet by anybody when our programmers did 

their part of the work. And yet, the software could interpret these images, their size and 

orientation; and apparently some of the data attached. Without the DICOM standard this 

would have been unthinkable! We can already tell that DICOM is one of he most successful 

standard that has ever been nailed down by humans.  

The DICOM standard is a system of written documents of thousands of pages, that is the 

deep understanding of the standard as a whole is impossible. This is why we had to restrict 

ourselves to what we wish to communicate to our readers. As I already said, only the very 

basics of the basics will be even approached.  

   

2.5.3 A simplified DICOM for beginners 

2.5.3.1 Introduction to the digital representation of alphanumeric data 

Those readers who are familiar with the digital representation of numbers, characters and 

symbols in general may skip this paragraph. However the DICOM standard cannot be 

understood without the principles of encoding „signs” by the computers.  

The most basic concept of the digital representation of data is the „bit”. The physical bit is a 

unit that has two different states. For example higher voltage / lower voltage between two 

points, or: electric current running / not running through a piece of wire, etc. Independently 

from the concrete physical representation we consider the „bit” like two possible logical 

states of an abstract unit, the bit.  
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The usual signs for the possible states of a bit are 0 and 1.  

From this point on we are not going to worry about he actual physical representation of these 

two logical values. The only thing that matters is that based on these two logical values the 

computers can code/recognize alphanumerical characters. It is good to know that in the case 

of characters (letters) or other non-numeric symbols the coding is arbitrary. In the case of 

numbers, however, using the binary number representation has many advantages. This is 

obvious since the two possible digits in the binary representation of numbers are the zero and 

the one. Before introducing the binary number representation let us describe the modern way 

of grouping the bits. Computer users usually do not come across with the bits themselves, the 

bits are grouped in quadruples called  

half bytes 

There are 16 different half bytes as shown in the following table:  

The four 

bits  

The corresponding hexadecimal 

digit  

The decimal value according to the binary 

representation  

0000 0 0  

0001 1 1  

0010 2 2  

0011 3 3  

0100 4 4  

0101 5 5  

0110 6 6  

0111 7 7  

1000 8 8  

1001 9 9  

1010 A 10  

1011 B 11  

1100 C 12  

1101 D 13  

1110 E 14  

1111 F 15 

   

Here:  

 Hexadecimal: place value representation of base 16. (the place values in decimal form 

are 1,16,256,..., the different powers of 2, the base of he binary system.)  

 Decimal: place value representation of base 10. (the place values are 1, 10, 100, 1000, 

... the different powers of 10, the base of the decimal system.)  

 Binary: place value representation of base 2. (the place values are 1, 2, 4, 16, ..., the 

different powers of 2) Note that our number system of base ten is not the only place 

value system ever used. The Mayans invented the vigesimal system of base 20 and 

they already took advantage of using the 0, the Mesopotamians used the sexagesimal  
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  (base 60) system but they were having problems with the missung place value; it took    

   time to envision the „nothing”.  

   

The first column lists the 16 different states of the half bytes (four bits together). The second 

column lists the so called hexadecimal symbol (hexa digit) belonging to the actual half byte. 

The third column contains the usual numeric value associated with the four bits forming the 

half byte. When calculating the numeric value we follow the usual rules of the space value 

method of the arithmetic. However in the case of numbers represented by half bytes the base 

is not 10, but 2, as the table above explains  

The decimal place values of the bits in a half byte:  

The decimal value of 

the left most bit is 

The decimal value of 

the next bit to the right 

is 

The decimal value of 

the next bit to the right 

is 

The decimal value of 

the rightmost bit  

8 4 2 1  

   

As an exercise let us calculate the decimal value of the hexa digit called „B” that denotes the 

bit stream  

1011 

by definition. According to the place value table above we may go from the right to the left 

and calculate the values in question: In B=1011 we have a „one” because the right most bit of 

„B” is 1 and the decimal place value of the right most bit is also 1. The next bit to the left is 

also 1 and its place value is „two”, that is we have a „two” in B as well; the next bit to the left 

is 0, so we do not have a „four”. However the leftmost bit is 1, that is we have an „eight”. 

Putting together what we have:  

1*”one”+1*”two”+0*”four”+1*”eight 

That is, the decimal value of B is  

1*1+1*2+0*4+1*8 = 11 

   

As a result we may say that according to our „agreement”  

B=11 

Where B is a hexadecimal digit and 11 is its decimal value.  

This is how to decode/encode all the possible 16 half bytes if we want to represent numbers. 

Unfortunately the half byte is still not the final unit of the digital representation of numbers 

and alphanumeric characters (so far we have been talking about numbers only). The better 

know unit of data representation in computers is the  
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byte 

   

The byte is the combination of two half bytes. There are 16*16=256 possible combinations of 

eight bits, that is there are 256 different bytes. The following table contains a part of the full 

list of the bytes when they represent numbers. Note that the decimal values of the half bytes 

have to be calculated as shown above. Then the decimal value of the left half byte has to be 

multiplied by 16 and, finally, the two decimal values have to be added.  

The two half bytes forming a byte  The decimal value of the byte  

00 0*16+0=0  

01 0*16+1=1  

02 0*16+2=2  

... ...  

19 1*16+9=25  

1A 1*16+10=26  

1B 1*16+11=27  

... ...  

BA 11*16+10=186  

BB 11*16+11=187  

BC 11*16+12=188  

... ...  

FE 15*16+14=254  

FF 15*16+15=255 

3. table 

   

It is clear now that one byte can represent the decimal values from 0 to 255 (256 different 

possibilities). Usually one byte is not enough to represent decimal values appearing in the 

practice. The next unit is the double byte or the  

word 

   

To calculate the decimal value of a double byte (word) is as follows. First we calculate the 

values of the half bytes then we multiply the left byte by 256. For instance:  

AB 1F=AB*256+1F=(10*16+11)*256+(16+15)*1=171*256+31=43807 

   

One more remark. When we discussed the numeric representation of the bytes we took it 

from granted that the space values of the bytes go from the right to the left . For instance we 

saw that the meaning of the byte stream:  

AB 1F= 3807  
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We could have done the calculation in the reverse order, had we agreed that we take space 

values increase from the left to the right. In that case we would have arrived to the following 

result:  

AB 1F=AB*1+1F*256=271*1+31*256=271+7936=8207  

   

Having understood the traditional number representation in digital (hexadecimal) form, let us 

take a look at the digital representation of the alphanumeric characters, symbols like letters of 

the ABC‟s of different languages, the punctuation marks and other symbols. Note that digits 

may appear under some circumstances when their meaning is not numeric. Like the symbol 

„2” may mean the symbol of a swan, and it may not have anything to do with the number 

two.  

The following table, the so called Latin 2 code table that contains the digital representation of 

256 different characters as it is given by the ISO 8859-2 standard:  

 
Latin-2 character coding 

Fig 2. 

The rows and the columns of this table (Figure 2.) are marked by the hexadecimal characters. 

For instance the „Ő” character is in the row D- and is, at the same time in the column -5. That 

is, the two half bytes coding the Hungarian character Ő are D and 5. The byte formed by 

these half bytes is D5. That is, in the Latin-2 code table of the ISO standard:  

Ő=D5  

   

In binary form (since D=1101, and 5=1001)  

Ő=D5=11011001  

As we have already seen the byte D5 has another meaning when it is interpreted as a number:  

D5=13*16+5=213 and at the same time: D5=Ő 

   

How do we know what D5 exactly means?  

We see now that the 2 bytes AB 1F may have 3 different meanings  
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43807  8207  Ť és ”nem értelmezhető”  

If we consider AB 1F to be a 

number and if we calculate the 

decimal value assuming that the 

hexadecimal space values 

increase from the right to the 

left 

If we consider AB 1F to be a 

number and if we calculate the 

decimal value assuming that the 

hexadecimal space values 

increase from the left to the 

right  

If we consider AB 1F a 

sequence of alphanumeric 

characters and we interpret 

it according to the Latin-2 

code page.  

   

There are many other character pages and there are many different numeric interpretations. 

So if we see a so called byte dump or DICOM dump in hexadecimal form we have to make 

sure that the right interpretation is known. Let us see for instance the following dump 

containing 32 bytes:  

4B 65 64 76 65 73 4F 6C 76 61 73 F3 21 4E 65 6D  

65 6E 6A 65 6E 65 6C 61 6B 65 64 76 65 64 21 21  

If we assume that these are Latin-2 characters then the interpretation is:  

KedvesOlvasó!Nemenjenelakedved!!  

If we assume that these are words (double bytes) to be interpreted as numbers in the way that 

the place values increase from the left to the right then we get 16 different numbers…  

Usually words describe the status of one pixel on the screen in DICOM. By two bytes (four 

hexadecimal digits) digits 65536 different values can be represented. Such a four digit group 

of hexadecimal numbers can describe 65536 different statuses of a pixel. The simplest 

interpretation is that we can have 65536 different grey levels of a pixel.  

What we have learned so far is that a half byte of a byte or combination of bytes like words 

can be interpreted many different ways. That is, a dump of bytes cannot be read without 

clearly communicating some rules about the actual way the characters, symbols and numbers 

are encoded. Part of the DICOM standard is the description of the allowed coding methods, 

We are going to discuss the related standard later.  

  
  
2.5.3.2 Introduction to the a simplified toy-DICOM file format I (Problems for the 
reader) 
 

If you understand all what we have said about the binary and hexadecimal coding of 

alphanumeric characters then you would certainly solve the following Problems:  

1. If we know that the bits 1100 represent a number, what number do they represent in 

hexadecimal form and in decimal form?  

2. If we know that the half byte C represents a number, what number it is then in 

decimal form?  

3. If we know that the half byte CC represents a number, what number it is then in 

decimal form?  
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4. If the two bytes 1F CC represent a number, can we tell what number it is without 

asking a question? What would that question be?  

5. Regarding the previous problem, let us assume that the answer to the question is: The 

place values increase from the left to the right. What then is our number in question in 

decimal form?  

6. If the answer is, as opposed to the previous answer: the place values increase from the 

left to the right. What is the number then in decimal form?  

7. Let us take the following byte stream 

11 01 1F 2A 11 11. : Let as assume that these bytes represent a series of numbers. a) 

a. Is it possible to get the represented numbers without any questions? b) b. In order 

for us to be able decode this sequence what questions should be asked?  

8. Let us suppose now that the answers are a) These are words. The decimal numbers at 

stake are represented by pairs of bytes. b) The place values increase from the right to 

the left c)Having answered the questions, give the 3 decimal numbers encoded in our 

byte stream above  

9. Let us suppose that we have 3 special signs (bytes) 00, 11, FF. Then the task will be 

to decode a byte stream a) a. 00 tells us that the following byte in the stream 

represents one single decimal number, b) FF tells us that the following 2 bytes form a 

word, which represents a decimal number and the place values increase from the right 

to the left, c) 11 tells us that the following 3 bytes represent 3 Latin-2 characters d) 

Here is our byte sequence coded according to the rules given above  

00 01 00 00 00 FF 00 B1 FF 00 00 FF 00 11 11 42 59 45 11 42 59 45 

e) What would happen if because of some error we could not see the first byte? f) 

How do we know that an FF in the stream is a part of a number, or is it a symbol 

helping us in decoding our byte stream? g) g. Let us decode the byte stream given 

above  

 

2.5.3.3 Introduction to the a simplified toy-DICOM file format II (Solutions of the 
problems) 

 

Translation of this page is incomplete. 

 

   

1. 1100=8*1+4*1+0*2+0*1=12=C.  

2. C=12  

3. CC=C*16+C=12*16+12=192+12=204  

4. The question: From which direction do the place values increase?  

5. The answer was: The space values increase from the right to the left. That is, in 1F 

CC the place value of 1F is 1 and the place values of CC is 256. 1F=31, 

CC=16*12+12=204. As a result: 1F CC = 31*1+204*256= 31+7936=7967  

6. If the space values increase from the left to the right then we have  
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1F CC = 204+256*31= 204 + 7936 = 8140  

7. No, it is impossible to decode the byte stream without asking questions: a) a. What is 

the grouping of the numbers: bytes, words, or the whole string represent only one 

decimal number? b) b. How to read the groups: from which direction do the place 

values increase?  

8. The answer for the first question:  

    a) a. These are words. That is, the right grouping is  

11 01 1F 2A 11 11 

          b) b. The place values increase from he right to the left. That is  

 11 01 = 256*11+1= 256*17+1= 4353  

   1F 2A = 256*31+42=7936+32 = 7978 

                                        11 11 = 256*17+17=4352+17= 4369  

The encoded sequence of decimal numbers is thent  

4353, 7978, 4369 

9. 9. Before answering the questions let us „rename” the special bytes (and only the 

special byte. How do we know which bytes are the special ones?) as follows:  

00 - * 

FF - + 

11 - () 

Rewriting the byte stream given, we have now:  

* 01 * 00 * 00 + 00 B1 + 00 00 + 00 11 () 42 59 45 11 42 59 45 

It is clear that if we did not have the introductory 00=* then we did not know how to 

start reading our byte stream. Having rewritten our bytes we know now that we have 

three bytes first with he decimal values: 1, 0 és 0. Then we have 3 words whose 

values are:  

00 B1 = 177, 00 00 = 0, 00 11 = 17 

Finally the () symbol introduces a sequence of Latin-2 characters:  

BYEBYE  

Note having introduced the * symbol nobody will ask why we do not consider the 

third 00 in the original byte stream to be a special symbol. Clearly, by the definition 

of our coding system special symbols are followed by bytes or words and it is obvious  
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that after a byte or a word a special symbol has to come. In the case of the () symbol 

the situation is a little more complicated. It is impossible to see when a character 

sequence ends.  

   

2.5.3.4 Introduction to the a simplified toy-DICOM file format III 

Before we would sink into details of the DICOM standard file format, let us create a 

simplified version to entertain ourselves.  

In the previous sections we have learned about the binary representation of data. We realized 

that if we are given a long byte stream then we could not tell the meaning without learning 

about the data types used. If one studied the problems given above then the one could list the 

following coding problems:  

1. It is important know the different data types  

2. It is important to know the exact structure of the different data types. a) In he case of 

numeric data we have to know how many bytes belong to one number b) Without 

knowing the direction in which the place values increase it would be impossible to 

decode the numeric values  

3. We have to know the symbol that introduces a data type  

4. It may be practical if we knew how many data of the same type will follow the 

introducing symbol  

   

It is best if the beginner think over all the issues listed above and tries to build his or her own 

toy-DICOM file format alone. To make the task simpler, let me define all the types that will 

have to be used in this introductory section:  

 Patient Name: A character string.  

 A file identifier of alphanumeric characters.  

 Numeric values to encode the grey levels of an image. (The numeric values will be 

given by words.)  

 The image. (Our simplified toy-DICOM file will contain only one image. Also, the 

image will contain only 25 pixels: 5 rows and 5 columns.)  

   

We have now four different data types: the word, the image, the patient name, and the file 

identifier. Before introducing the symbols for the different data types let us not forget about 

the interpretation of the words describing the numeric values belonging to the different grey 

levels. It seems to be practical if we start our private toy-DICOM files with the signal telling 

which way of the numeric interpretation will be used. Let the byte 00 signal that the space 

values go from the right to the left, and let the byte FF signal the opposite direction. We may 

introduce a symbolic way to tell the same. Let 00 and FF denoted by () and < , respectively 

for human consumption. Without introducing further rules let us agree that we will use the 

Latin-2 character set only. So far we realized that a DICOM file may have a so called header 

containing information about the whole file. Yes, the header is very important part of the real 

DICOM files.  

Having agreed in all that: Let us denote the start of the patient name by 01, and let the symbol 

of this sign – for human consumption: PN. Let the introductory byte for the file identifier 02,  
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and for the image, let it be 03; the corresponding „edible” symbols are UID and *. There is 

one more thing to agree in. Let the introductory symbols (signaling the beginning of a 

sequence of special data) be followed by one byte telling the length of the following data in 

the number of units we agreed. (units: bytes in the case of the PN, and the UID, and words for 

the pixels.)  

   

Before giving a sample file to decode let us create a table to summarize what we have already 

said about our private file format.  

The 

byte  

Symbolic 

sign For the 

human 

interpreter  

Example for one 

such unit in hexa 

form  

Explanation  

00 LittleEndian  

The words in the 

file will have to 

be read from the 

right to the left: 

The name: 

“LittleEndian” 

refers to that 

order.  

10 2a  16*256+42=4096+42= 4138  

FF BigEndian  

The words in the 

file will have to 

be read from the 

left to the right  

10 2a  16+256*42=10752  

01 PN 

The beginning of 

the patient name. 

Note that the first 

byte following 

this sign will tell 

the number of 

characters in the 

name, that is, it 

will not be the 

byte giving the 

first letter of the 

name.  

010B 41656565656565 

6F6F6F6F0300010001  

01 tells that the patient name 

comes, 0B tells that the 

number of characters in the 

patient name will be 0B=11. 

The further 11 bytes will 

have to be interpreted (as we 

agreed) according to the 

Latin-2 character table. Since 

in Latin-2 41=A, 65=e, 6F=o, 

the patient name of 11 

characters is „Aeeeeeeoooo” 

We do not worry about the 

next byte: 03 because we 

know the patient name 

contains only 10 characters.  

02 UID 

The beginning of 

the file identifier. 

Note that the first 

byte following 

this sign will tell 

the number of 

characters in the 

identifier, that is, 

02020303 

02: the UID comes, 02: it will 

have only two bytes: 0303. 

That is the file identifier is 

33.  
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it will not be the 

byte giving the 

first character of 

the UID.  

03 Image  

The beginning of 

the file part of the 

file that describes 

an image. Note 

that the first byte 

following this 

sign be A9=25 

because our 

images are always 

of 5x5 pixels  

03A9 0000 0000 0000 

0000 0000 0001 0001 

0010 0010 0010 000A 

000A 000A 000A 000A 

000B 000B 000B 000B 

000B  

03 tells that the image comes. 

A9 means 25, that is the 

image will contain 25 pixels 

whose pixel values are given 

in words. We do not know 

how to interpret the words 

yet, since we did not give the 

first byte of the file 

   

Let us choose the usual method, that is, the method that we use when we interpret decimal 

numbers: let the place values increase from the right to the left. As a result the header of our 

file will be: 00, or LittleEndian: 

 Now, here is our DICOM byte level dump  

00 01 0B 41 65 65 65 65 65 65 6F 6F 6F 6F 02 02  

02 03 03 A9 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 01  

00 01 00 01 00 01 00 01 00 0A 00 0A 00 0A 00 0A  

00 0A 00 0B 00 0B 00 0B 00 0B 00 0B 00 00 00 00  

00 00  

First let us translate this dump into a readable format. Note that the first part of the file gives 

information about the file as a whole this is way this part will be called MetaHeader. All the 

other information but the image related part will be called Header:  

Meta Header:  

LittleEndian  

Meta Header:  

LittleEndian, (lower place values to the right.)  

Header:  

PN (Patient name 11 characters): Aeeeeeeoooo  

UID (File identifier 2 characters): 33  

Image: (Pixel values 25 words, 5x4 pixels):  

0, 0, 0, 0, 0  

1, 1, 1, 1, 1  

10, 10, 10, 10, 10  
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11, 11, 11, 11, 11  

0, 0, 0, 0, 0  

End of the toy DICOM file.  

Now, if we have the following grey scale:  

 
grayscale  

Ekkor a 33-as azonosítójú DICOM fájlunk, mely Aeeeeeeoooo nevű betegünkhöz tartozik a 

következő képet tárolja:  

 
Grayscale image 

   

Then our toy DICOM file of identifier 33, belonging to patient Aeeeeeeoooo has the 

following image in it.  

   
2.5.3.5 Introduction to the a simplified 'toy-DICOM' file format IV (Further 
development: the Value Representation) 

When defining our toy-DICOM format we used the following concepts:  

 The meta header  

 The header  

 We had different data types  

 Among the data files the image format had special importance as we are defining a 

standard for image communication.  

 We introduced certain data types: In the meta header we had a data of two possible 

values called LittleEndian and BigEndian, we defined the PN, the UID.  

 Every data type had a well defined format: either by definition or by means of a data 

descriptor giving the number or bytes or words.  

   

The way we had to interpret our data was implicitly given: A certain data type with the data 

length descriptor seemed to be sufficient for the interpretation of the specific parts of the file. 

In the real DICOM the data types and the way of interpreting the different data types are two 
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different concepts. To make this clear let us introduce for our toy DICOM format the 

following two “Value representations”. For instance one can imagine two different data types 

and two different Value representations in a way that all the four combinations make sense.  

For instance in our DICOM file besides the PN we may introduce a PMN (patient maiden 

name) and RM (remark data type). We have many different data types now. Let us see two 

compatible VR‟s (value representations):  

LO Called: 

Long 

String  

A character string that may be padded with 

leading and/or trailing spaces.  

Default 

Character 

Repertoire  

64 character 

maximum  

LT Called: 

Long Text  

A character string that may contain one or more 

paragraphs. It may contain the Graphic Character 

set and the Control Characters, CR,LF, FF, and 

ESC.  

Default 

Character 

Repertoire  

10240 

character 

maximum  

W  
Double bytes to be interpreted as given in the 

Meta Header 

Arbitrary pairs 

of bytes  
No limitation  

   

True: all the four combination will work. In the following toy-DICOM file we have all kind 

of data and VR so far introduced. Note that from now on we will not look at bytes but the 

corresponding values corresponding to the VR‟s defined.  

   

 

Meta Header:  

LittleEndian  

Header:  

PN LO 11: Aeeeeeeoooo  

PMN LT 48: Pacskurk Maria Olga Viola Henreitta von Comorra  

RM LO 31: This a VIP patient of type 234.  

UID LT 2: 33  

Image W 25:  

0, 0, 0, 0, 0  

1, 1, 1, 1, 1  

10, 10, 10, 10, 10  

11, 11, 11, 11, 11  

0, 0, 0, 0, 0  

End of the toy-DICOM file.  

Note that for the PN, PMN, RM, and the UID we could have chosen the VR another way too. 

Also, it must be clear that certain data types and certain VR‟s may be incompatible. Also, 

note that in the case of our first example file the value representations were implicitly given. 

In theory the definition of the data type itself may include one practical VR. We have just 
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learned that in DICOM the Data type and the actual way of the interpretation are separate 

concepts.  

One final remark and another example: DICOM allows the implicit VR, that is the data types 

have their own default VR. The DICOM meta header should contain the information telling if 

in the file there will or will not be VR‟s given.  

I let the user interpret the following two versions of the toy-DICOM file given above:  

First possibility (The only difference compared to the file above is that the information about 

the existence of the VR‟s is given:  

   

1.  

Meta Header:  

LittleEndian  

Explicit  

Header:  

PN LO 11: Aeeeeeeoooo  

PMN LT 48: Pacskurk Maria Olga Viola Henreitta von Comorra  

RM LO 31: This a VIP patient of type 234.  

UID LT 2: 33  

Image W 25:  

0, 0, 0, 0, 0  

1, 1, 1, 1, 1  

10, 10, 10, 10, 10  

11, 11, 11, 11, 11  

0, 0, 0, 0, 0  

End of the toy-DICOM file.  

2.  

Meta Header:  

LittleEndian  

Implicit  

Header:  

PN 11: Aeeeeeeoooo  

PMN 48: Pacskurk Maria Olga Viola Henreitta von Comorra  

RM 31: This a VIP patient of type 234.  

UID 2: 33  
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Image 25:  

0, 0, 0, 0, 0  

1, 1, 1, 1, 1  

10, 10, 10, 10, 10  

11, 11, 11, 11, 11  

0, 0, 0, 0, 0  

End of the toy-DICOM file.  

   

2.5.4 A few words about the real DICOM format 

2.5.4.1 Value representation in DICOM 

A few words about the real DICOM format 

Data types (DICOM tags)  

When we defined our toy-DICOM format we used bytes to distinguish between the different 

data types, then we introduced the symbolic way of giving the type. Also, we had “official" 

names for the data types. In real DICOM, as far as the official data types the only difference 

is that the byte dump level notation for the data types is a double byte.  

LittleEndians és BigEndians  

As I already explained, even if we know that a word or a longer sequence of bytes encodes a 

number we have to know in what order the place values increase. There are two possibilities:  

1. A1. The place values increase from the right to the left. This is what the DICOM 

standard calls  

LittleEndian 

referring to the fact that the end of the byte sequence, the right of it represents the 

smallest place value.  

2. The place values increase from the left to the right. This is what the DICOM standard 

calls  

BigEndian 

referring to the fact that the end of the byte sequence, the right of it represents the 

largest space value.  

   

The DICOM file contains the „Endian” information in he header of the DICOM file. The 

header related information will be further detailed later  
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Value representation in DICOM 

When we discussed our toy DICOM file format it become clear that in order for the computer 

or for the human reader to decode the by the byte dumps the different data types will have to 

be described precisely. We mentioned two important features: the introductory signal that 

tells what kind of data will be coded in the following bytes and the actual description of the 

way the data will be coded. The introductory signals, the so called DICOM tags will be 

described in the next section. This section is devoted to the so called DICOM value 

representation.  

The following table lists all the 27 different possible data formats  

VR Name  Definition  
Character 

Repertoire  
Length of Value  

DS 

Decimal 

String  

A string of characters representing either a 

fixed point number or a floating point number. 

A fixed point number shall contain only the 

characters 0-9 with an optional leading "+" or "-

" and an optional "." to mark the decimal point. 

A floating point number shall be conveyed as 

defined in ANSI X3.9, with an "E" or "e" to 

indicate the start of the exponent. Decimal 

Strings may be padded with leading or trailing 

spaces. Embedded spaces are not allowed. 

Note: Data Elements with multiple values using 

this VR may not be properly encoded if 

Explicit-VR transfer syntax is used and the VL 

of this attribute exceeds 65534 bytes.  

“0”-”9”, “+”, 

“-”, “E”, “e”, 

“." of Default 

Character 

Repertoire  

16 bytes 

maximum  

DT Date 

Time  

A concatenated date-time character string in the 

format: 

YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.FFFFFF&ZZXX The 

components of this string, from left to right, are 

YYYY = Year, MM = Month, DD = Day, HH = 

Hour (range "00" - "23"), MM = Minute (range 

"00" - "59"), SS = Second (range "00" - "60"). 

FFFFFF = Fractional Second contains a 

fractional part of a second as small as 1 

millionth of a second (range “000000” - 

“999999”). &ZZXX is an optional suffix for 

offset from Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), 

where & = “+” or “-”, and ZZ = Hours and XX 

= Minutes of offset. The year, month, and day 

shall be interpreted as a date of the Gregorian 

calendar system. A 24-hour clock is used. 

Midnight shall be represented by only “0000“ 

since “2400“ would violate the hour range. The 

Fractional Second component, if present, shall 

contain 1 to 6 digits. If Fractional Second is 

unspecified the preceding “.” shall not be 

included. The offset suffix, if present, shall 

"0"-"9", "+", "-

", "." and the 

SPACE 

character of 

Default 

Character 

Repertoire  

26 bytes 

maximum In the 

context of a 

Query with range 

matching (see 

PS3.4), the length 

is 54 bytes 

maximum  
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contain 4 digits. The string may be padded with 

trailing SPACE characters. Leading and 

embedded spaces are not allowed. A component 

that is omitted from the string is termed a null 

component. Trailing null components of Date 

Time indicate that the value is not precise to the 

precision of those components. The YYYY 

component shall not be null. Non-trailing null 

components are prohibited. The optional suffix 

is not considered as a component. A Date Time 

value without the optional suffix is interpreted 

to be in the local time zone of the application 

creating the Data Element, unless explicitly 

specified by the Timezone Offset From UTC 

(0008,0201). UTC offsets are calculated as 

"local time minus UTC". The offset for a Date 

Time value in UTC shall be +0000. Notes: 1. 

The range of the offset is -1200 to +1400. The 

offset for United States Eastern Standard Time 

is -0500. The offset for Japan Standard Time is 

+0900. 2. The RFC 2822 use of -0000 as an 

offset to indicate local time is not allowed. 3. A 

Date Time value of 195308 means August 

1953, not specific to particular day. A Date 

Time value of 19530827111300.0 means 

August 27, 1953, 11;13 a.m. accurate to 1/10th 

second. 4. The Second component may have a 

value of 60 only for a leap second. 5. The offset 

may be included regardless of null components; 

e.g., 2007-0500 is a legal value. 

FL 

Floating 

Point 

Single  

Single precision binary floating point number 

represented in IEEE 754:1985 32-bit Floating 

Point Number Format 

not applicable  f4 bytes fixed  

FD 

Floating 

Point 

Double  

Double precision binary floating point number 

represented in IEEE 754:1985 64-bit Floating 

Point Number Format. 

not applicable  8 bytes fixed  

IS Integer 

String  

A string of characters representing an Integer in 

base-10 (decimal), shall contain only the 

characters 0 - 9, with an optional leading "+" or 

"-". It may be padded with leading and/or 

trailing spaces. Embedded spaces are not 

allowed. The integer, n, represented shall be in 

the range: -231 <= n <= (231 - 1). 

“0”-”9”, “+”, 

“-" of Default 

Character 

Repertoire  

12 bytes 

maximum  

LO Long 

String  

A character string that may be padded with 

leading and/or trailing spaces. The character 

code 5CH (the BACKSLASH “\” in ISO-IR 6) 

shall not be present, as it is used as the delimiter 

Default 

Character 

Repertoire 

and/or as 

64 chars 

maximum  
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between values in multiple valued data 

elements. The string shall not have Control 

Characters except for ESC. 

defined by 

(0008,0005).  

LT Long 

Text  

A character string that may contain one or more 

paragraphs. It may contain the Graphic 

Character set and the Control Characters, CR, 

LF, FF, and ESC. It may be padded with 

trailing spaces, which may be ignored, but 

leading spaces are considered to be significant. 

Data Elements with this VR shall not be multi-

valued and therefore character code 5CH (the 

BACKSLASH “\” in ISO-IR 6) may be used.  

Default 

Character 

Repertoire 

and/or as 

defined by 

(0008,0005).  

10240 chars 

maximum  

OB Other 

Byte 

String  

A string of bytes where the encoding of the 

contents is specified by the negotiated Transfer 

Syntax. OB is a VR which is insensitive to 

Little/Big Endian byte ordering (see Section 

7.3). The string of bytes shall be padded with a 

single trailing NULL byte value (00H) when 

necessary to achieve even length  

not applicable  
see Transfer 

Syntax definition  

OF Other 

Float 

String  

A string of 32-bit IEEE 754:1985 floating point 

words. OF is a VR which requires byte 

swapping within each 32-bit word when 

changing between Little Endian and Big Endian 

byte ordering  

not applicable  2
32

-4  

OW 

Other 

Word 

String  

A string of 16-bit words where the encoding of 

the contents is specified by the negotiated 

Transfer Syntax. OW is a VR that requires byte 

swapping within each word when changing 

between Little Endian and Big Endian byte 

ordering 

not applicable  
see Transfer 

Syntax definition  

PN 

Person 

Name  

A character string encoded using a 5 component 

convention. The character code 5CH (the 

BACKSLASH “\” in ISO-IR 6) shall not be 

present, as it is used as the delimiter between 

values in multiple valued data elements. The 

string may be padded with trailing spaces. For 

human use, the five components in their order 

of occurrence are: family name complex, given 

name complex, middle name, name prefix, 

name suffix. Note: HL7 prohibits leading 

spaces within a component; DICOM allows 

leading and trailing spaces and considers them 

insignificant. Any of the five components may 

be an empty string. The component delimiter 

shall be the caret “^” character (5EH). 

Delimiters are required for interior null 

components. Trailing null components and their 

delimiters may be omitted. Multiple entries are 

permitted in each component and are encoded 

Default 

Character 

Repertoire 

and/or as 

defined by 

(0008,0005) 

excluding 

Control 

Characters LF, 

FF, and CR 

but allowing 

Control 

Character 

ESC.  

64 chars 

maximum per 

component group  
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as natural text strings, in the format preferred 

by the named person. For veterinary use, the 

first two of the five components in their order 

of occurrence are: responsible party family 

name or responsible organization name, patient 

name. The remaining components are not used 

and shall not be present. This group of five 

components is referred to as a Person Name 

component group. For the purpose of writing 

names in ideographic characters and in phonetic 

characters, up to 3 groups of components (see 

Annex H examples 1 and 2) may be used. The 

delimiter for component groups shall be the 

equals character “=” (3DH). The three 

component groups of components in their order 

of occurrence are: a single-byte character 

representation, an ideographic representation, 

and a phonetic representation. Any component 

group may be absent, including the first 

component group. In this case, the person name 

may start with one or more “=” delimiters. 

Delimiters are required for interior null 

component groups. Trailing null component 

groups and their delimiters may be omitted. 

Precise semantics are defined for each 

component group. See section 6.2.1. Examples: 

Rev. John Robert Quincy Adams, B.A. M.Div. 

“Adams^John Robert Quincy^^Rev.^B.A. 

M.Div.” [One family name; three given names; 

no middle name; one prefix; two suffixes.] 

Susan Morrison-Jones, Ph.D., Chief Executive 

Officer “Morrison-Jones^Susan^^^Ph.D., Chief 

Executive Officer” [Two family names; one 

given name; no middle name; no prefix; two 

suffixes.] John Doe “Doe^John” [One family 

name; one given name; no middle name, prefix, 

or suffix. Delimiters have been omitted for the 

three trailing null components.] (for examples 

of the encoding of Person Names using multi-

byte character sets see Annex H) Smith^Fluffy 

[A cat, rather than a human, whose responsible 

party family name is Smith, and whose own 

name is Fluffy] ABC Farms^Running on Water 

[A horse whose responsible organization is 

named ABC Farms, and whose name is 

“Running On Water”] Notes: 1. A similar 

multiple component convention is also used by 

the HL7 v2 XPN data type. However, the XPN 

data type places the suffix component before 

the prefix, and has a sixth component “degree” 
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that DICOM subsumes in the name suffix. 

There are also differences in the manner in 

which name representation is identified. 2. In 

typical American and European usage the first 

occurrence of “given name” would represent 

the “first name”. The second and subsequent 

occurrences of the “given name” would 

typically be treated as a middle name(s). The 

“middle name” component is retained for the 

purpose of backward compatibility with 

existing standards. 3. The implementer should 

remain mindful of earlier usage forms that 

represented “given names” as “first” and 

“middle” and that translations to and from this 

previous typical usage may be required. 4. For 

reasons of backward compatibility with 

versions of this standard prior to V3.0, person 

names might be considered a single family 

name complex (single component without "^" 

delimiters). .  

SH Short 

String  

A character string that may be padded with 

leading and/or trailing spaces. The character 

code 05CH (the BACKSLASH “\” in ISO-IR 6) 

shall not be present, as it is used as the delimiter 

between values for multiple data elements. The 

string shall not have Control Characters except 

ESC.  

Default 

Character 

Repertoire 

and/or as 

defined by 

(0008,0005). 

16 chars 

maximum  

SL 

Signed 

Long  

Signed binary integer 32 bits long in 2's 

complement form. Represents an integer, n, in 

the range: - 231 <= n <= (231 - 1).  

not applicable  4 bytes fixed  

SQ 

Sequence 

of Items  

Value is a Sequence of zero or more Items  not applicable  not applicable  

SS Signed 

Short  

Signed binary integer 16 bits long in 2's 

complement form. Represents an integer n in 

the range: -215 <= n <= (215 - 1). 

not applicable  2 bytes fixed  

ST Short 

Text  

A character string that may contain one or more 

paragraphs. It may contain the Graphic 

Character set and the Control Characters, CR, 

LF, FF, and ESC. It may be padded with 

trailing spaces, which may be ignored, but 

leading spaces are considered to be significant. 

Data Elements with this VR shall not be multi-

valued and therefore character code 5CH (the 

BACKSLASH “\” in ISO-IR 6) may be used.  

Default 

Character 

Repertoire 

and/or as 

defined by 

(0008,0005).  

1024 chars 

maximum  

TM Time  

A string of characters of the format 

HHMMSS.FFFFFF; where HH contains hours 

(range "00" - "23"), MM contains minutes 

(range "00" - "59"), SS contains seconds (range 

"0”-”9”, “." 

and the 

SPACE 

character of 

16 bytes 

maximum In the 

context of a 

Query with range 
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"00" - "60"), and FFFFFF contains a fractional 

part of a second as small as 1 millionth of a 

second (range “000000” - “999999”). A 24-

hour clock is used. Midnight shall be 

represented by only “0000“ since “2400“ would 

violate the hour range. The string may be 

padded with trailing spaces. Leading and 

embedded spaces are not allowed. One or more 

of the components MM, SS, or FFFFFF may be 

unspecified as long as every component to the 

right of an unspecified component is also 

unspecified, which indicates that the value is 

not precise to the precision of those unspecified 

components. The FFFFFF component, if 

present, shall contain 1 to 6 digitis. If FFFFFF 

is unspecified the preceding “.” shall not be 

included. Examples: 1. “070907.0705 ” 

represents a time of 7 hours, 9 minutes and 

7.0705 seconds. 2. “1010” represents a time of 

10 hours, and 10 minutes. 3. “021 ” is an 

invalid value. Notes: 1. The ACR-NEMA 

Standard 300 (predecessor to DICOM) 

supported a string of characters of the format 

HH:MM:SS.frac for this VR. Use of this format 

is not compliant. 2. See also DT VR in this 

table. 3. The SS component may have a value 

of 60 only for a leap second.  

Default 

Character 

Repertoire In 

the context of 

a Query with 

range 

matching (see 

PS3.4), the 

character “-” is 

allowed.  

matching (see 

PS3.4), the length 

is 28 bytes 

maximum  

UI 

Unique 

Identifier 

(UID)  

A character string containing a UID that is used 

to uniquely identify a wide variety of items. 

The UID is a series of numeric components 

separated by the period "." character. If a Value 

Field containing one or more UIDs is an odd 

number of bytes in length, the Value Field shall 

be padded with a single trailing NULL (00H) 

character to ensure that the Value Field is an 

even number of bytes in length. See Section 9 

and Annex B for a complete specification and 

examples  

"0”-”9”, “." of 

Default 

Character 

Repertoire  

64 bytes 

maximum  

UL 

Unsigned 

Long  

Unsigned binary integer 32 bits long. 

Represents an integer n in the range: 0 <= n < 

232.  

not applicable  4 bytes fixed  

UN 

unknown  

A string of bytes where the encoding of the 

contents is unknown  
not applicable  

Any length valid 

for any of the 

other DICOM 

Value 

Representations  

US 

Unsigned 

Short  

Unsigned binary integer 16 bits long. 

Represents integer n in the range: 0 <= n < 216.  
not applicable 2 bytes fixed  
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UT 

Unlimited 

Text  

A character string that may contain one or more 

paragraphs. It may contain the Graphic 

Character set and the Control Characters, CR, 

LF, FF, and ESC. It may be padded with 

trailing spaces, which may be ignored, but 

leading spaces are considered to be significant. 

Data Elements with this VR shall not be multi-

valued and therefore character code 5CH (the 

BACKSLASH “\” in ISO-IR 6) may be used  

Default 

Character 

Repertoire 

and/or as 

defined by 

(0008,0005).  

2
32

-2. Note: 

limited only by 

the size of the 

maximum 

unsigned integer 

representable in a 

32 bit VL field 

minus one, since 

FFFFFFFFH is 

reserved.  

   
 
2.5.4.2 The DICOM Identifiers and the Concept of the DICOM Study 

The DICOM Identifiers and the Concept of the DICOM Study 

The most important concepts of the DICOM standard are:  

 the study and the unique study identifier  

 and other identifiers associated with series  

 and images and  

 identifiers related to another DICOM object that will not be discussed here.  

   

Think of an old fashioned X-ray imaging center. The film based images belonging to an 

examination of a given patient would be put into an envelope, also all of the images would 

bear some of the patient data and further information like the image orientation. What makes 

up a study, is that the images belonging to an examination are kept in the same envelope, and 

on the envelope we have information sufficient to identify the examination, i.e. the images 

and the patient. If by accident some images fall out from envelopes then based on the patient 

data appearing on all of the images and on the envelopes, we could restore the original order.  

That is, a study is a set of well identifiable images belonging to a well defined envelope: All 

the images contain information about the envelope, and the envelopes contain information 

about the images. From the point of view of the order of the imaging center, the simple fact 

that a poor patient is also involved is unimportant compared to the need that images and 

envelops can be uniquely associated with each other.  
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Image 

   

Now imagine a state of the art digital imaging center operating with modalities creating 

hundreds of digital images at an examination. Where are the envelopes and where is the 

information that will help us to put together the images belonging to the same examination, 

the study? First of all we learned from the old fashioned imaging center that all the images 

will have to contain the same information in order for us to be able to restore the study if 

fallen apart. In the case of studies containing only a few images it seems to be easy to restore 

the order. The same task may be may be very hard to accomplish in the case of studies of 

hundreds of images. However, computers are very good at numbers. So, take a unique 

numeric ID that will identify the study and attach that number to all of the images belonging 

to this study. Then the computer will know which images belong to which study. This is the 

state of the art version of the old envelope-images system. So, in DICOM the envelopes get 

immaterialized and a system of unique study identifiers replaces them.  

If we have a unique study UID, a Unique ID associated with one and only one study on earth 

then inside computer we can keep order. We repeat that the study ID has to be unique. It is 

only the DICOM organization that can issue identifiers for companies manufacturing imaging 

equipment and developing software that may modify DICOM studies. This is how a study 

UID looks like:  

1. 3. 12. 2. 1107. 5. 1. 4. 45533. 30000008102706401187500000052 

If we compared this study UID with other study UID‟s generated by the same device we 

would see that the first digits of the identifier would be the same and from a certain digit the 

numbers are different. This is because the first half of the study UID belong to the 

manufacturer and the specific device and the last characters identify the examination. Further 

to the Study UID that appear in every images, all the series and all the images have their own 

unique ID.  

The DICOM standard may seem to overkill the identification procedure because not only the 

studies but the images and the series have their own ID‟s. In the case of the series having 

their own ID contained in every image belonging to them is not an overkill: the machine can 

always reproduce the series like they were contained in sub envelops of the great envelop 

containing the study. But why do images have their own ID? Think of a modality resending 

some of the images of a study. If the ID is the same then the new image simply replaces its 

previous version. If the „resent” images have new ID‟s then they will be handled as new 

images to the study whose ID is also contained in the resent images.  

This system of unique ID‟s assure that studies, series and images will never be mistakenly 

replaced or mixed.  
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2.5.4.3 The structure of a DICOM file, the DICOM tags 

As we already know a DICOM file storing one image contain the image data and data 

belonging to the patient and data (name, age, etc.) belonging to the examination (date of 

acquisition, manufacturer, etc.) and identifiers: the study UID, the series‟ UID‟s, and the 

image UID‟s.  

The software that interprets the image will have to be able to find, first of all, the part of the 

DICOM file containing the image; also all of the identifiers and the other data contained in 

the DICOM file. The DICOM standard has a special pair of characters, the parentheses and 

the comma: ‟(‟ and ‟)‟ and ‟,‟. Now, numbers of 2x4 hexadecimal digits enclosed by the these 

parentheses and separated by the comma uniquely identify a specific DICOM field or data. 

For instance this tag:  

(0010,0010) 

is the identifier of the patient‟s name - „ten-ten is the patient name” as DICOM experts would 

say. The last thing that we have to learn is that the data, in this case the patient name is 

enclosed by a pair of the tag shown above:  

… (0010,0010)TEST^EDWARD  

Here ^ is another special character separating certain sub data between the same tags. When 

the computer finds the first ( character then it is ready to learn the tag identifier given before 

the next ) character. When he machine finds the closing tag within the closing pair of 

parentheses it will check if the same tag is found. If not then there must be an error in the 

DICOM file. If no error is found then one DICOM data like the patient name is learned. After 

decoding all the data like the patient‟s birth date and the part containing the actual image, the 

computer is able to interpret the result as an image on the screenl.  

Here is a decoded segment of the DICOM information found in a DICOM file:  

1. Dicom-File-Format  

   

1. Dicom-Meta-Information-Header  

2. Used TransferSyntax: LittleEndianExplicit  

(0002,0000) UL 182 # 4, 1 MetaElementGroupLength  

(0002,0001) OB 00\01 # 2, 1 FileMetaInformationVersion  

(0002,0002) UI =CTImageStorage # 26, 1 MediaStorageSOPClassUID  

(0002,0003) UI 1.3.12.2.1107.5.1.1.20377.20031125114113176.4 # 46, 1 

MediaStorageSOPInstanceUID  

(0002,0010) UI =LittleEndianImplicit # 18, 1 TransferSyntaxUID  

(0002,0012) UI 1.2.826.0.1.3680043.2.93.0.99 # 30, 1 ImplementationClassUID  

(0002,0013) SH ERAD_60 # 8, 1 ImplementationVersionName  
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1. Dicom-Data-Set  

2. Used TransferSyntax: LittleEndianImplicit  

(0008,0005) CS ISO_IR 100 # 10, 1 SpecificCharacterSet  

(0008,0008) CS ORIGINAL\PRIMARY\LOCALIZER\CT_SOM4 TOP # 38, 4 ImageType  

(0008,0016) UI =CTImageStorage # 26, 1 SOPClassUID  

(0008,0018) UI 1.3.12.2.1107.5.1.1.20377.20031125114113176.4 # 46, 1 SOPInstanceUID  

(0008,0020) DA 20031125 # 8, 1 StudyDate  

(0008,0021) DA 20031125 # 8, 1 SeriesDate  

(0008,0022) DA 20031125 # 8, 1 AcquisitionDate  

(0008,0023) DA 20031125 # 8, 1 ContentDate  

(0008,0030) TM 113945.000000 # 14, 1 StudyTime  

(0008,0031) TM 114003.384000 # 14, 1 SeriesTime  

(0008,0032) TM 114109.299000 # 14, 1 AcquisitionTime  

(0008,0033) TM 114109.299000 # 14, 1 ContentTime  

(0008,0040) US 0 # 2, 1 ACR_NEMA_OldDataSetType  

(0008,0041) LO IMA TOPO # 8, 1 ACR_NEMA_DataSetSubtype  

(0008,0050) SH (no value available) # 0, 0 AccessionNumber  

(0008,0060) CS CT # 2, 1 Modality  

(0008,0070) LO SIEMENS # 8, 1 Manufacturer  

(0008,0080) LO SE-AOK RAD.ONKOT.KLIN # 22, 1 InstitutionName  

(0008,0090) PN FORGACS # 8, 1 ReferringPhysiciansName  

(0008,1010) SH sict04 # 6, 1 StationName  

(0008,1030) LO NATIV DR. FORGACS/ TA # 42, 1 StudyDescription  

(0008,1090) LO SOMATOM PLUS 4 # 14, 1 ManufacturersModelName  

(0009,0010) LO SPI RELEASE 1 # 14, 1 PrivateCreator  

(0009,0012) LO SIEMENS CM VA0 CMS # 20, 1 PrivateCreator  

(0009,0013) LO SIEMENS CM VA0 LAB # 20, 1 PrivateCreator  

(0009,0020) LO SIEMENS CT VA0 IDE # 20, 1 PrivateCreator  

(0009,0030) LO SIEMENS CT VA0 ORI # 20, 1 PrivateCreator  

(0009,1010) LT SPI VERSION 01.00 # 18, 1 Comments  

   

The first column contains the DICOM tags, the second column contains the actual content, 

the third column contains the actual number of characters belonging, the fourth column tells 

if the actual field has more than one data contained (these are back slash separated like in the 

second row) and the official DICOM name of the field.  

The DICOM standard has specific names for the different DICOM tags or data or DICOM 

field identified by a certain pair of tags. For instance (0008,0060) is the tag identifying the 

DICOM field called Modality. The content of this field above is CT. Another example is the 

StudyDate being the official name of the field containing the actual date of the study: the tag 

is (0008,0020) and the content above is 20031006, that is November 6, 2003. As an exercise, 

find the tag and the DICOM data describing the manufacturer f he actual modality. What is 

the tag? What is the official DICOM name? How many characters do we have? Who is the 

manufacturer?  

(1) The most important DICOM information is the sequence of numbers describing the image 

itself. The image information is also introduced by an identical tag. Since there are different 

methods for the numeric interpretation of the pixels of an image, the DICOM information 
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must contain some data about the said code. We are not going to sink into further details 

regarding the different numeric image representation methods. 

  

However, there are other DICOM data that the computer needs to find when actually 

rendering an image. In the following paragraph we are going to learn about the methodology 

DICOM is using when describing the spatial location, orientation and the physical size of an 

image.  

 

2.5.4.4 DICOM Data Coding Image Related Information 

First of all the data describing the grey scale or color related image information, called 

PixelData in DICOM. According to the DICOM standard the PixelData is enclosed by the 

tags (7fe0,0010) and (7fe0,0010). In the case of the image we have been dealing with, one 

can find the pixel information in hexadecimal format between the Pixel Data tags:  

03c5\03be\03af\03e0\03e4\03e6\03f0\03f2\03f4\03f8\03f7\03fa\03fb.. . 

The numbers describing the grey scale and/or the color status of the pixels are separated by 

back slash characters. It is enough to know that the hexadecimal numbers above uniquely 

determine the corresponding pixels. However, even if could decode all this information given 

above, how could we arrange the pixels on the screen without further knowledge? Clearly we 

need the number of rows and the number of columns of the image. These parameters are 

given in the official Rows and Columns fields. The corresponding segment from our DICOM 

file is:  

(0028,0010) 128 2, 1 Rows (0028,0011) 128 2, 1 Columns  

   

So this is an image of 128 columns and 128 rows. Now we can interpret the long sequence of 

numbers tagged by (7fe0,0010): Take the first 128 numbers and render them on the screen as 

the first row of the image. Then take the second 128 numbers and render them, this is going 

to be the second row on the screen, and so on. Note that we have to paint the image on the 

screen from the top to the bottom.  

By this method we can render all the images contained in the study. However we have not yet 

learned anything about their spatial location.  

In the following figure we can see a coordinate system and an image located in the space. If 

we take the upper left corner of the image the three vectors can uniquely determine the spatial 

location and orientation of it.  
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    Coordinate system of image 

The first vector pointing from the origin to the upper left corner of the image is given in the 

DICOM field called ImagePositionPatient:  

(0020,0032)[-255.5\-146\74.6] 16, 3 ImagePositionPatient  

Now we understand all this! (0020,0032) is certainly the DICOM tag identifying the data 

called in DICOM the ImagePositionPatient. This is a vector which is given in decimal format 

by its (back slash separated) coordinates: -255.5, -146, 74.6. One can notice that the 

illustration is wrong because our actual vector points backward not like the one on the figure.  

The other two vectors are given in the ImageOrientationPatient field:  

(0020,0037)[1\7.0448747e-016\0\0\0\-1] 26, 6 ImageOrientationPatient  

The ImageOrientationPatent field contains 2 vectors having 3 decimal coordinates each. The 

first vector with coordinates  

1, 0, 0  

(Note that e-16 is a very small number so for the sake of simplicity we replaced it by zero.) 

represents the orientation of the first row of the image. This vector points in the direction of 

the X axis. The second vector  

0, 0, -1 

Describes the orientation of the first column. The following figure represents the 

corresponding image the right way in space:  

 
Orientációs koordinátarendszer  
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If we render the image then we will se the following picture on the screen:  

 
Acquired image 

   

Problem: Why did we have to mirror the image?  

 

2.5.4.5 A few words about the DICOM services 

Even an introductory document could not be told complete without a brief description of the 

basic DICOM services.  

Data transfer between DICOM devices 

As it has been already mentioned one of the main purposes of the DICOM standard is to 

provide a well defined file format and a communication protocol. This file format and 

communication protocol is understood by DICOM devices as it is described in their DICOM 

conformance statement. Since the standard allows a number of different possibilities to 

describe data, the first step of any DICOM communication is an exchange of meta data about 

the format both of the connecting devices can understand.  

Another important aspect of the DICOM communication between devices is the way they 

identify each other. There are three data that identify a DICOM device: the IP address, the 

port and the so called Application Entity Title, usually abbreviated as AE Title. When one 

tries to connect two DICOM devices the first task is to learn the three characterizing data for 

both of the devices in question. Say, device A has to know the data identifying, say, device B, 

and vice versa. The user interface through which one can enter the “partner device‟s” data 

may be different and password protected device by device. This is why the representative of 

the devices to be connected have to be present or at least available.  

Forwarding Data 

If two DICOM devices are connected and recognize each other then in theory both can 

forward data to the other device. However, usually one of them plays the role of a storage and 

the other one is the source. However, the DICOM standard does not enforce this 

differentiation. Usually, when connecting one device, say A, to another one, say B, one has to 

tell that from the point of view of device A what is the role of device B. There are two 
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possibilities: device A is either a storage user (device B can receive data from device A) or a 

storage provider (device B can send data to device A). One can look at everything from the 

point of view of device B. In that case the roles turn around. The following possibilities are 

valid:  

- Device A registers device B as a Storage Provider and device B registers device A as a 

storage user or vice versa. 

- Both device A and device B register he other one as storage user and storage provider.  

It is meaningless to say the both A and B are storage users but neither of the are storage 

providers. Also, it is meaningless if both devices are storage provider and none are storage 

users.  

DICOM Query and Retrieve 

Following he logic of he previous paragraph one can talk about devices being query users and 

query providers. The user is allowed to send standard queries to the query provider and the 

provider will answer with a list of study identifiers. If there are studies conformant to the 

query in the queried device then the querying party may request the transfer of the studies in 

question.  

The DICOM Modality Worklist 

We have not yet mentioned the concept of the “DICOM Order”. Such an order usually 

contain patient data, a modality type and a request for certain examination procedure. 

Following the logic of the paragraphs above, one may say that a device is a DICOM MW 

(Modality Worklist) Provider. Then if another DICOM device is a DICOM MW user then 

this latter device may query the first one and the result is a list of requests to perform certain 

examinations on certain patients. 

The orders may come originally from Hospital Information Systems or may be created 

manually on DICOM devices. Another standard the so called HL7 standard describes the 

communication protocols and data formats governing the communication between DICOM 

devices and non DICOM devices like hospital information systems. There is no room here to 

detail the HL7 standard.  
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2.6 Mathematical Methods of Linear Model Based Image 

Processing Procedures 

 

2.6.1 Introduction  

   

Introduction  
The current chapter summarizes those mathematical tools and procedures playing important 

role in the analysis and description of the information transfer and signal/noise condition in a 

particular system (may be 1D, 2D, 3D imaging systems) both in the real parameter space and 

in the frequency space, where the quantity and quality of the parameter change are 

considered. It is possible to make a survey of the system response either in the real parameter 

space or in the frequency space by the influence of various inputs. Consequently the system 

quality can be improved like noise elimination level, resolution, distortion effects,… etc. –

synthesis -. The main features of the system can be described by the evaluation of the various 

input functions (effects) and can be determined the system parameters and they differences 

from the references and standards –analysis-. The following figures and illustrations may take 

even more understandable how connect the above mentioned methods to the image 

processing subjects (see Figure.1., 2., 3.).  

 
Figure.1.  

Tc99m radio-pharmaceutical accumulation is presented in a thyroid. „Original Image” shows 

the 2D raw data made by the imaging system. Near the raw data (right side) is displayed the 

processed (2D filtered) image. The processed result show clearly the effect of the noise, i.e. 

how does the noise disturb the real pharmaceutical distribution (in this particular case the 

noise level is comparable with the signal). 
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Figure.2.  

An example for applying optimal filtering for tomography studies (SPECT) is presented. The 

figure shows on the left side images the effect of the improper pre-filtering (too many high 

frequency objects did extraordinary edge enhance), while on the right side is displayed the 

result with the selection of the proper pre-filtering. 

                    

Figure.3.  

Determination of radio-pharmaceutical concentration response function (RIR = Residual 

Impulse Response) in time by the following boundary condition: the bolus activity will enter 

into the examined organs (currently into the kidneys) in an instant (i.e. like an input impulse 

activity). The bio-chemical process follows the boundary conditions approximately well, 

because the bolus process controlled by heart is in the sec. range, while the kidney filtration 

and clearance pharmaceutical-kinetic process (i.e. the kidney function response) takes in 

minutes range. 
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 2.6.2 Linear Operators 

Linear System Modeling by Linear Operators  

Functioning of an imaging system with particular conditions can be described by the system 

description operator by abstract way. Consequently, it is practical to give a short summary 

about the properties of operators and enhance that operator set being well apply able in the 

model description on both imaging and image processing fields. One of the important 

condition is, the system description operators should be linear i.e. should map between the 

elements of linear space.  

Definition:  

Operator is a rule, mapping, transformation between the elements of set. Operator associates 

with the elements of same or other set by a prescribed transformation. In the following model 

description the mapping is in the linear space i.e. only those operator will be considered, 

which associates with the elements of the linear space.  

Let ,  subset of linear space i.e. . Operator performs such an association 

between the and set, where elements of subset will be mapped the 

elements of linear space. (Figure 4.).  

 
    Figure 4.  

   

The set is called the domain of the operator, while is the image of the 

operator.  

Definition: If the domain and the image of the operator are in same linear space, then is 

the operator of linear space.  

Definition: If the mapping of the elements of subset by operator results scalar value 

set as an image, i.e. , where is the set of the real and complex numbers, 

then  

is called linear functional.  

Operation rules between the operators:  
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Definition operator is bijective between the and set, for , and elements, where all 

the   cases   then  .  

Definition Let  a bijective operator. Consequently, operator is the inverse of , if the 

domain of is the image of and , in case of .  

Linear Operators:  

is linear operator, if  

 

Linear operators are playing important role both in the abstract mathematical modeling and in 

the evaluation and description of the imaging systems. Imaging methods as well as the 

analysis of the time and space dependent processes (such as various bio-chemical processes 

and time dependent signal analysis) described by linear shift invariant operators are high 

priority modeling procedures. Denote the set of linear shift invariant operators , where 

. The description of space and time dependent process can be expressed in the 

following way:  

 
linear operator is shift invariant, if, 

 

Time and space independent linear shift invariant systems can be described by linear shift 

invariant operators - -. Systems described by are called linear system by constant 

coefficients (where the coefficients represent the system parameters being time and space 

independent). If a process running in the linear shift invariant system is space independent, 

then the process equation is , if space independent, then 

. The relation between the input and output variables will be 

described by single parameter (denoted by „ ”) way in the followings due to the more simple 

formulas (where „ ” may represent any variables - time, space coordinate, ...etc. -)(Figure 5.).  

                    
               Figure 5.  

Linear invariant system ('w' transfer function represents the signal transfer). F(t) is the input 

(exciting) function, while y(t) is the system response function.  
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The relation between the input and output function can be described in the followings: 

 by system transfer way, or    y(t) by the system description 

operators.  

 operator can be expressed for linear systems having constant coefficients as follow:  

 
are the system parameters being independent of the „ ” variable (  is shift invariant).  

Consequently, the system description equation is:  

The output response i.e. the general solution of the equation can be derived by the followings: 

, where  is the complementary function (it is the response of zero 

input, i.e. general solution of the homogenous equation), while  is the particular solution 

i.e. the response of the particular input function (i.e. exciting of the system) by the existing 

initial conditions.  

 

In case of the system described by : the complementary function - - gives the transient 

response of the system, while is the particular solution describing the stationary response 

(state) of the system by a particular input (exciting) function.  

Let‟s consider the following  independent input functions of the  

system operator, where the obtained responses are: .  

It is known:  

 

where the principle of superposition for linear systems have been 

derived.  

Linear invariant operators -L- physical phenomenon description  

Let‟s consider two simple physical examples showing on Figures 6. and 7. The system 

description linear invariant operator  will be determined for both phenomenon in the 

followings:  
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Figure 6. Mechanical example  

 
Figure 7. Electric circuit example  

A mass „m” is mounted on a spring having „k” 

spring constant and attenuation factor. F(t) is 

the excited force. Differential equation of 

mechanical model: 

 

„R” resistor, „C” capacitor and L inductivity 

are serial connected through „K” switch to 

U(t) excited input voltage. Differential 

equation of electric model: 

 

   

 

Apply the following denoting: ; and  

  

   

 

System description operators of both physical phenomenon are mathematically identical:  

 operator describes both physical phenomenon.  

Operator of the mechanical model:  

 
Operator of the electric circuit model:  

 

The two simple examples illustrate very well the determination of the system description 

operators by analytical way, as well as the system response analysis for different input 

functions. Unfortunately most of the cases the internal structures of the system are unknown. 

By means of the system responses obtained by various characteristic input functions is 

possible to make survey of the system properties and to create the system description 

operator. All of the methods and tools will be discussed in the following chapters.  
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2.6.3 Characteristic Input Functions 

 

Unit Step Function  

 

„Heavyside” unit step function is one of the most important and most frequently used input 

function at the system analysis. Figure 8. presents both the curve and mathematical 

description of the function.  

 
Figure 8. 

   

 

Figure 9. shows the curve and the mathematical description of the shifted unit step function:  

 
Figure 9. 
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Impulse function (Dirac-delta)  

Let‟s consider Figure 10. for the introduction of ideal impulse function.  

 
Figure 10. 

   

Basic property of the  function:  

 

As well as  should satisfy the following condition:  too.  

Define  function in the following way (see Figure 10.)  

 

Consequently is possible to see .  

Define similar way  and then .  
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Determine the limit as follow:  

 

The obtained  function is called Dirac-delta, Dirac impulse, unit impulse function. Main 

feature of Dirac-delta is, everywhere in the  interval is zero except in  point, 

where value of the function i.e. the “amplitude” is infinite, while the improper integral value 

i.e. “the intensity” is 1. 

Let‟s define the shifted Dirac-delta function as follow (see Figure 11.).  

 
Figure 11. 

   

The shifted Dirac-delta can be expressed by using the above mentioned definitions and 

interpretations as follow:  

 

The shifted  function is presented on the Figure 12. :  
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Figure 12. 

   

Let‟s attempt to find relation between the “Heaviside” unit step function and Dirac-delta unit 

impulse function. Let‟s consider the set of continuously differentiable functions in the 

 interval at first:  

 

According to the classical mathematical analysis Heavyside unit step function cannot be 

continuously  

differentiable in the  interval, i.e.  

 

   

Let‟s consider the Figure 13. in order to make relation between the Dirac delta unit impulse 

function and Heavyside unit step function.  
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Figure 13. 

   

 function can be described in the following way:  

 

The relation between the Heavyside function and the  is as follow:  

 

Consequently the derivative of  function by  variable is.  

 

Since variable  has changed in the (0,1) interval, consequently derived function 

resulted same impulse function with unit area (i.e. intensity) as was discussed above at the 

explanation of Dirac-delta.  

Apply the following denoting:  

 

 and  have the following relation too.  
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Consequently, determine the following limit:  

 

   

It is possible to say, the derivative of Heavyside unit step function is interpreted at  

point, and it is  

 

The operation is called weak derivative and it is denoted by .  

Next will be discussed several consequences of Dirac-delta and the weak derivative.  

Let  continuously differentiable function in the  interval. The value of  at 

 point can be determined by Dirac-delta as follow:  

 

   

Value of the same  function at any  point within the  interval can be 

determined by the shifted Dirac delta:  

 

Let‟s interpret the analysis of that function set having finite jump discontinuities within the 

domain. (see Figure 14.)  

 
Figure 14. 
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The finite discontinuity of  function at  point should be satisfied the following 

condition:  

Consequently, the derivative of  function can be described 

by the weak derivative in the  interval as follow:  

   

 

The weak derivatives function can be presented as follow (Figure 15.).  

 
Figure 15. 
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Periodic Function  
   

Stationary state of any linear systems is investigated very often by periodic input signal.  

function is periodic by , if , where  natural numbers 

(see Figure 16.)  

 
Figure 16. 

   

Periodicity of the function is  

According to the Fourier theory any  periodic function can be approximated by the 

following series:  

 

Maximal error of the approximation is: .  

Let‟s introduce   generalized cycle frequency:  

Consequently,  

Next problem is arisen: is it possible to expand    by infinite trigonometric series. 

If  consistently convergent in the  interval, then  function can be expanded 

by Fourier series as follow:  

, where 

.  
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   by means of these Euler formulas  can be written as follow:  

  where   

  (See the detailed at Appendix: Description of  Fourier Series by complex expression)  

The next examples illustrate, how are presented the above described characteristic and 

periodic input functions in the imaging. The illustration are the response functions of 2D 

emission imaging systems (they are created by round shape detector gamma cameras)  

 
Figure 17. Input function of 2D imaging system f(x,y)=A0*1(x,y) so called 2D Heavyside 

function. The figure shows the response on the A0*1(x,y) input function in case of round 

shape detector (i.e. the response of homogeny input).  

 

 
Figure 18. Response of point source. The point spread function (PSF) is obtained from an 

extra small size (comparing to the detector size) and high concentration activity. It can be 

considered like the response of 2D Dirac-delta /i.e. f(x,y)=A0*delta(x,y).  
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Figure 19. The obtained response is originated by periodically located constant activity line 

source in „Y‟ /i.e. vertical/ direction.  

 

2.6.4 General Input Functions - Fourier Transformation 

 

General input functions  

   

Let‟s consider the absolutely integrable input function (Figure 20.).  

 
Figure 20. 

   

Let‟s consider such a ) function being periodic and equivalent with  in the  

interval:  
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Consequently, both and can be expanded into Fourier series in the  interval:  

 

 

Apply the following denoting:  and attempt to determine the following limit:  

 

Sufficient condition of existing of  , as well as  is the  

, i.e.  should be absolutely integrable.  

Substitute the following expression: .  

.  

Apply the following denoting: .  

.  

 

The internal improper integral within the double 

integral expression is the Fourier transformation of  function. The sufficient 

condition of Fourier transformation is the , i.e.  should be absolutely 

integrable.  
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The external improper integral of the double integral expression is  

 the inverse Fourier transformation.  

It is possible to see from the Fourier transformation deriving, that Fourier transformation is 

an operator. Fourier transformation maps from the set of absolutely integrable functions 

to the function set. Other words: Fourier transformation maps 

functions having domain in the real parameter space to the frequency space of the 

functions (we can call it abstract frequency space due to “t” may represent any type of 

variable /time, position, temperature,….etc./).  

Fourier transformation is a linear operator:  

 

Physical interpretation of Fourier transformation  

Definition: Fourier transformation of the absolutely integrable functions 

  is called complex spectrum of  .  

, where is possible to present the phase and amplitude 

response depending on frequency.  

, where it is possible to see, the amplitude response is even 

function, while the phase function is odd function.  

Consequence of the mapping properties of Fourier transformation is: , 

where * is the operation of complex conjugate. Figure 21. shows a possible way to present 

the complex spectrum. It is quite frequently used at the synthesis and analysis of linear 

systems depending on the frequency.  
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Figure 21. 

   

Definition: Energy content of an absolutely integrable  function is as follow:  

 

Let‟s describe the definition of E by another way:  

, here substitute one of the  factor by the inverse 

Fourier transformation formula:  

 

Next expression can be written:  
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It is possible to see: .  

Consequently .  

Since the amplitude spectrum , and are even, the energy expression is 

possible to write as follow:  

, which is called 

Parseval theorem.  

   

 (See the detailed at Appendix: Parzeval theorem)  

 

function in the expression of is called energy spectra of  

Main features of the Fourier transformation:  

Some special features, properties of the Fourier transformation will be described in the 

followings. Fourier transformation of some important and special functions will be discussed 

also as follow. Let‟s consider at first the general step function (see Figure 22.).  

Definition:  function is called as a general step function, if the following condition is 

satisfied:  

  and   should be absolutely integrable  

 
Figure 22. 
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If  is a general step function and absolutely integrable, then the complex spectra may be 

obtained as follow: .  

 

 function can be described by the real expressions of  and  of complex spectra 

by using Parseval theorem.  

   

 (See the detailed at Appendix: Parzeval theorem) 

 

Apply the following denote: .  

Consequently,  

 

Fourier transformation of periodic function  

As it is known, the sufficient condition of Fourier Transformation is the 

 i.e.  should be absolutely integrable. 

 

Neither periodic function can satisfy the sufficient condition. Consequently, another way has 

to attempt in order to be able to the Fourier transformation. At first let‟s try, to derive the 

Fourier transformation for the simplest case, if  or . According 

to the Euler relation‟s, let‟s execute the Fourier transformation by 

. Let‟s make assumption, Fourier transformation of 

function is a kind of shifted Dirac-delta type, i.e. . (see the 

Figure 23., 24 as follow).  

 
Figure 23. 
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Figure 24. 

   

Right of the assumption will be proofed by the inverse Fourier transformation. Consequently, 

 inverse Fourier transformation will be carried out.  

 

It is known about Dirac-delta:  

. It is possible to see, if , then . 

Consequently, .  

Next, let‟s consider an  periodic function. Let‟s attempt to make the Fourier 

transformation. It is known, any periodic  function can be expanded in Fourier series, i.e.  

 

 

Since Fourier transformation is a linear transformation, and then the principle of 

superposition is applicable:  

If ,  

then  
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Periodic step function  

Let‟s define the periodic step function: , where (see 

Figure 25.)  

 
Figure 25. 

   

According to the above mentioned method, Fourier transformation of the periodic step 

function can be written as follow:  

 

Let‟s see the case, how  will be written by the superposition of  absolutely integrable 

and  periodic functions.  

, where , and  

Consequently Fourier transformation of  is:  
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2.6.5 Laplace-Transformation 

2.6.5.1 Analysis of linear systems in extended frequency space 

The description of linear system will be extended into the complex frequency domain 

 in the following chapters, in order to investigate what kind of association may be 

created between the various system responses.  

Definition: Let  real variable and real as well as complex value general step 

function:  

, as well as  

operation is the Laplace transformation of . Sufficient 

condition of Laplace transformation is the  function should be absolutely integrable (the 

condition is not necessary, but sufficient).  

Laplace transformation is linear, i.e.:  

, where  

Let‟s see, the relation between the Laplace and Fourier transformation. It is known from the 

above mentioned, the sufficient condition of both Laplace and Fourier transformation is: 

, i.e.  should be absolutely integrable.  

Fourier transformation:  

Laplace transformation:  

Apply the following substitution in the Laplace transformation expression: .  

 

It is known from the definition of Laplace transformation, that  should be general step 

function. If  is general step function, then is general step function 

too.  
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Consequently  

 

The conclusions are the followings: 

 Under the conditions, that  is general step function and absolutely integrable, the 

Laplace transformation of  among  complex axis (i.e. among the imaginary axis) 

gives the Fourier transformation. Consequently, it is possible to see, the domain of Fourier 

transformation is the  imaginary axis, while the domain of Laplace transformation is the 

complete complex plane. Another approach is existing also, that the Laplace transformation 

of  is possible to derive from the Fourier transformation of function. 

Consequently  can be expressed by the inverse Fourier transformation as follow:  

 

 

where the expression of inverse Laplace 

transformation is obtained, and called Rieman-Melling integral.  

2.6.5.2 Properties and rules of Laplace transformation 

1.) Laplace transformation of addition operation can be executed by element due to the linear 

property of Laplace transformation,  

 

   

2.) Laplace transformation of derivative  

Let  function a general step function, where its Laplace transformation is 

.The question is: How is possible to derive the Laplace transformation of 

 derived function.  

where the improper integral has to carry out.  

Let‟s use the partial integral rule:  

, where ‟ denotes the derivative by „t”.  
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Consequently,  

 

 

Then apply the rule by inductive way for higher (i.e. “n” order) derivative, by using the 

conditions, that general step function, and “n” ordered continuously differentiable in 

the  interval.  

, where   are the higher (max. “n-1” order) ordered 

derivative value at  point, i.e. at the entry point /these are the initial conditions/.  

3.) Laplace transformation of integrals  

Let  general step function and .  

Let‟s determine the following Laplace transformation  .  

Definition of the Laplace transformation will be used as previously:  

 

Let‟s use the partial integral rule as happened above at the derivative case:  

 

 

 

Similar to the “n” order derivative determination can be driven the Laplace transformation of 

“n” ordered integral.  

 

4.) Theorem of similar  

Let  general step function and  an optional real number.  
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This property of Laplace transformation is according to the property of linearity (see above 

the linear properties of Fourier and Laplace transformation).  

5.) Attenuation theorem  

Let  general step function and an optional real number.  

 

It is known, if  general step function, then  is the same.  

Consequently,  

6.) Shift theorem  

Figure 27. and 28. show the graphs of general step function and shifted general step function.  

 
Figure 27. 
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Figure 28. 

   

If Laplace transformation of  is , then Laplace transformation of 

 is:  

In order to proof the shift theorem, apply the original definition of Laplace transformation:  

 
Apply the following new variable:  

Consequently the new integral bounds are:  

 

 

 

2.6.5.3 Laplace transformation of characteristic and any other typical functions 

Laplace transformation of several important functions (characteristic and typical) will be 

provided in the followings and they can be proofed by the earlier used methods.  

a) Dirac-delta  

 

b) Heavyside unit step function  

 

c) Power function  
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d.) Exponential function , where  

 

e.)  i.e. the simple harmonic oscillator  

 

f.)  i.e. the simple harmonic oscillator  

 

g.) Laplace transformation of periodic step function. See the following two figures (Figure 

29., 30.).  

 
Figure 29. 

 

 
Figure 30. 
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The first single periodic of  periodic step function is denoted by , where 

 

 periodic function presented on the Figure 29. is possible to build up by the superposition 

of the single periodic  function with shifting .  

The analytical expression is the following:  

 

Execute the Laplace transformation by the shifting theorem and the superposition rule.  

 

   

It is possible to see, that is an infinite geometrical series, where 

 

Consequently, the Laplace transformation of the periodic step function is:  

, where  

 

   

, and  is the periodic of the function  

   

h.) Convolution  

Let  and  absolutely integrable general step function as well as their 

Laplace transformation are:  

 

Let‟s determine the  function, if  function in the complex frequency domain is 

expressed as follow:  
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function in the real parameter space can be expressed by the inverse Laplace 

transformation:  

 

The operation is called convolution of  and 

 functions.  

   

Consequently, if a function  in the real parameter space can be expressed by 

 and  by the following operation:  

, where  and  are absolutely 

integrable, then the result of the transformation into the complex frequency domain is as 

follow:  

, i.e. the product of the two 

 functions in the extended frequency domain:  

Let‟s see, how can be derived the Laplace transformation of the derivation of a convolution 

operation.  

 

 

 

2.6.5.4 Mathematical description of the system properties functions 

Mathematical methods and tools are summarized for the characterization of the linear 

systems having constant coefficients in the followings. Let‟s use the previously applied 

system description way being modeled by operator. Consequently, the system response of a 

linear invariant system by a  input function is as follow:  

   

, where , as well as ,  

and the initial condition are: where  
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Thus, the differential equation of system response:  

 

Let‟s execute the Laplace transformation on both sides of the differential equation:  

 

 

Then apply the rules of Laplace transformation  

 

Így  

 

 

 

 

   

The consequence of obtained result by the driving is, that the linear differential equation (or 

integral-differential equation by more broad interpretation) having constant coefficients has 

been transformed into polynomial, while the response function  into rational 

function of complex polynomials in , i.e. in the extended complex frequency domain 

(supposing,  is polynomial or rational function in  also). Furthermore, it is possible to 

see, “s” has operator properties in the extended complex frequency domain, because any 

operations by  will appear in the real parameter space like a mapping.  
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2.6.5.5 Inverse transformation method for linear invariant systems 

If the Laplace transformation of the input function can be written in rational function (it is a 

valid condition in many cases, such as Dirac-delta, Heavyside unit step function, harmonic 

step functions /like sin, cos/,….etc.), then the output response function in the extended 

complex frequency domain can be expressed as follow:  

 which is rational function.  

If  is proper rational function, then . If  is improper 

rational function, then by means of polynomial divides is possible to obtain:  

, where  already is a proper rational function.  

   

Consequently,  

Only those cases will be considered in the following chapter, where the inverse 

transformation may be executed by proper rational functions.  

   

2.6.5.6 Inverse transformation of the proper rational function 

Let‟s describe the denominator of proper rational function into fully-factored form:  

 

If  are single roots of , then the partial fractions of  can be written as 

follow:  

 where  coefficients can be derived 

by the following expression:  
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Consequently, the  output response function can be derived, by the attenuation theorem of 

Laplace transformation for a  input function as follow:  

 

Let‟s see that case, when e.g.  is multiple order pole (i.e. root). Let‟s make the further 

assumption,  is M ordered pole of . The partial fractions of  can be written in the 

following shape:  

 

 

The output response function is as follow:  

,where 

 way is possible to derive.  

The following Laplace transformation rule has been applied too:  

and  

It is possible to conclude by the obtained result, if the system description operator "L" can be 

built up, by the knowledge of the internal structure of the constant coefficients linear 

invariant system (with the help of constant coefficients integral-differential equations), then 

the output response may be derived by the known input function with its initial conditions. 

The properties of the system can be characterized both in the extended complex frequency 

domain and in the real parameter space.  
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2.6.5.7 Transfer Function 

Definition: Transfer function is the ratio of the  output response function and the 

 input function in the extended complex frequency domain (i.e. their Laplace 

transformation) for any linear shift invariant system  

 

Transfer function     (let‟s see Figure 31.)  

 
Figure 31. 

   

Consequence of definition:  

If the transfer function of a linear shift invariant system is known, then the output response 

can be determined by any input functions as follow:  

 

 

 

Based on the previously described principle the transfer function of a linear shift invariant 

system can be expressed by polynomial rational function:  

.  

Let‟s write down both the numerator and the denominator into fully-factored form:  

; where  is the root of numerator, i.e the zero of .  

; where  is the root of the denominator, i.e. pole of .  

, as the Figure 32. shows, the transfer function 

can be presented on the complex plane by the fully-factored form expression of transfer 

function.  
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Figure 32. 

   

Next problem is to determine the transfer function in the real parameter space (domain).  

Let‟s execute the inverse Laplace transformation with the following conditions:  poles 

should be single order pole.  

 

In case of linear invariant systems the poles and zeros can be described as follow:  or 

 i.e.  and  are created complex conjugate pairs. 

Similar things can be written for the zeros.  

With help of Euler‟s relation  can be written as follow:  

.  

The following important definitions and theorem can be written for the transfer function by 

the pole-zero arrangement of a linear invariant system.  

Minimum phase system:  
Definition: If all the zeros of transfer function of a linear invariant system are on the left side 

of the complete complex domain, i.e.  is called minimal phase system.  

 

All pass system:  
Definition: If the transfer function of the linear invariant system satisfies the following 

statement: if all poles are located on the left side of the complete complex domain i.e. 

 as well as all the zeros are on the right side of the complete complex domain i.e. 

, and all the poles and zeros are each other reflected images by the imaginary 

axis (i.e. ) then it is called all pass system.  

Theorem:  
Transfer function of a linear invariant system can be separated into a minimal phase and all 

pass transfer function.  
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2.6.5.8 Transfer characteristic function (Modulation Transfer Function MTF) 

 

Definition: Interpretation of the transfer function of a linear shift invariant system among the 

 imaginary axis is called transfer characteristic function (or modulation transfer 

function MTF).  

 

Consequence of the definition is, the transfer characteristic function can be derived by 

Fourier transformation due to the relation between the Laplace and Fourier transformations  

 

Consequently the transfer characteristic function can be written by Fourier transformation as 

follow:  

 

Transfer characteristic function is also a system property function describing the system 

response in the frequency domain:  

 

 

Deriving  by the above written improper integral do not seems to be a simple task. 

Therefore another tools and methods will be introduced in order to describe the system 

response in the complete frequency domain. Let‟s consider the fundamental definition of the 

transfer function as was introduced by the Figure 31:  

 

 

Let‟s apply  as an input function:  

Consequently,  , i.e. , where it is possible to see, the system 

response function is equivalent with the transfer function. All of these consequences in the 

real parameter space are as follow:  

 

If a linear invariant system is excited by the Dirac-delta input function, then the output 

response will be equivalent with the transfer function in the real parameter space - - 

calling impulse response function or weighting function. Other words: let‟s suppose, an 

unknown structured – called black box- system satisfying the linear shift invariant conditions, 

is excited by a Dirac-delta input function, then the output response gives at the same time the 

system response, i.e. the weighting function “ ” in the real parameter space. Laplace 

transformation of the w(t) weighting function is the system transfer function, describing the 

system properties in the extended complex frequency domain.  
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Let‟s it suppose, the weighting function of a linear invariant system is known and the input 

function is a general step function as follow:  

 

The output response:  

 

 
 

Where the consequence is: the output response can be determined by the convolution of f(t) 

input function and the system characteristic impulse response or weighting function w(t). 

Furthermore, if the weighting function of a linear invariant system is known and the input 

function is not a general step function, but , then the obtained system 

response is the following: 

  
   

 (See the detailed at Appendix: Response function in general)  

 

 

If the weighting function of a linear shift invariant system is available then the transfer 

characteristic function can be determined by the Fourier transformation of the weighting 

function:  

 

Translating the above described principle and the obtained result into the imaging field plays 

very important role. In case of 2D imaging systems, as well as procedures, very often have to 

apply the above described method for the determination of contrast transfer function, 

resolution, and the noise elimination procedures in the frequency domain. In case of a 

particular 2D imaging system (where is possible to suppose: the system is linear and 

stationary i.e. shift invariant) can be characterized the system impulse response function 

(Point Spread Function i.e. PSF) by the real spatial point source acquisition or registration. 

An example from nuclear imaging is presented in the Figure 18. Fourier transformation of the 

measured PSF (which is the impulse response or weighting function of 2D imaging system) 

describes the property of a particular imaging system in the complete frequency domain. 

Most of the case    (Modulation Transfer Function) denoting is applied in 

the terminology of imaging systems.  
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2.6.5.9 Linear shift invariant system description by the step response function 

 

Applying of the step response function in order to characterize the property of the linear shift 

invariant system is a very often used method.  

Definition: Output response of a linear shift invariant system by the Heavyside unit step 

function is called step response function:  

Heavyside unit step function  

 

Consequently the output response function:  

 

  is called step response function.  

It is possible to see, the relation between the step response function and the transfer function 

in the extended complex frequency domain is as follow:  

, where the transfer function was derived by the 

step response function.  

Furthermore, next question is arisen: step response function of a linear shift invariant system 

is known in the real parameter space. How is it possible to get the output response for 

 general step function.  

As it is known from previously:  

 

Let‟s execute Laplace transformation of both sides:  

 

Apply the operation rules of Laplace transformation  

 

,where     is the weak derivative.  

The output response function can be determined by the step response function as follow:  

 
Apply the convolution rule for the product functions:  
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 (See the detailed at Appendix: Driving of Duhamel Theorem) 

, where  means the regular derivative.  

   

The output response determined by step response function is called Duhamel-theorem.  

 

2.6.5.10 Relation between the step response function and weighting function of 
linear shift invariant system 

Let‟s try to find relation between the step response functions and the weighting functions (i.e. 

impulse response function) of the linear shift invariant systems.  

It is known from the previous chapters, if the weighting function of a linear shift invariant 

system is  and the input function is  general function, then the output response 

is:  

 

It is known also, if the input function is the Heavyside unit step function, then the output 

response is the step response function as well:  

 

Apply the following substitute in order to execute the integral:  

 
The new integral bounds are:  

 

Consequently, 

 

Let‟s it apply the inverse operation of the integral, i.e. apply the weak derivative:  
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2.6.6 Problems (Linear Systems) 

 

1.) Let  is a Fourier transformation of . Determine the inverse Fourier 

transformation i.e. function under the following condition:  

   

 
 

 

2.) Determine the Laplace transformation of the following functions:  

, and  

 

 

3.) Determine the inverse Laplace transformation of the following function:  

 
 

 

4.) Find the solution of the following differential equation!  

 

where is the initial condition.  

 

 

5.) Find the solution of the following linear second ordered differential equation!  

, with the initial conditions  

 

 

6.) Find the solution of the following linear third ordered differential equation!  

, with the initial conditions 

 
 

 

7.) Let  is the step response function of a linear shift invariant system. 

Determine the system response function if the input function is !  

 

8.) Two diagrams of a characteristic transfer function (amplitude and phase) are presented 

below. Shape-preserving transfer is executing within the  frequency band. Please, 

determine the weighting function of the linear invariant system.  
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Amplitude diagram  

   

 

 
Phase diagram  

 

 

9.) Step response function of a system is : . Please determine 

the weighting function of the system!  

 

 

 

10.) Transfer characteristic of a system is as follow:  

 
Please determine the step response function of the system by the transfer characteristic!  

 

 

11.) Solve the following partial differential equation with the 

following initial conditions  

 

 

and 
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2.6.7 Theory and basic laws of sampling 

Those mathematical tools and procedures have been written in the previous chapters – 

discussion of linear system properties – will be applied for describing and characterizing of 

the shift invariant quantized i.e. discretized system in the followings. Operation of 

quantization is not a linear transformation. There are mapping from the continuous value set 

to the discrete parameter space i.e. to the set of discrete numbers. The basic laws and 

consequences of the discretization process by one dimension approach are discussed in the 

chapter. Parameter value denoted by  is the time in the current description, i.e. the 

quantization process will be discussed by the time dependent events.  

   

Relations between the analogue and digital information evaluation process 

It is possible to see by Figure 33., the data processing unit determines the various typical 

parameters of the process taking place in a system. Characteristic parameters of the system 

process can be evaluated by analogue way too detouring the quantization operations /as was 

written and mentioned in the previous chapters/. signal processing can be executed 

by digital way only, after the quantization of the parameter domain as well as the 

discretization of its corresponded value set i.e. both set are converted into digital values.  

 
Figure 33. 

   

Consequently, the digitization of  happen by the subsequent two steps:  

a) Quantization of , i.e. quantization of the parameter domain  

b) Quantization of , i.e. discretization of the corresponded value set (codomain).  

Definitions:  

a) Quantize of the domain value, i.e.  time values - as the independent variables - is called 

Sampling, or more precisely Sampling & Hold (S&H).  

b) Discretization unit executes the quantization of the amplitude i.e. the corresponded value 

set (codomain ) is called Analogue to Digital Conversion denoting ADC or A/D.  

   

Sampling-unit:  

Sampling converts the continuous signal (both in the domain and in the codomain) into 

continuous signal series only in codomain: , where  is equivalent with the 

corresponded value at  moment of the process (see Figure 34.).  is called sampling time 

(or “aperture” in abstract way).  
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Figure 34. 

   

Quantizing Unit:  

Quantizing unit converts the continuous signal to discrete set (discrete number set). The 

quantization is a non-linear operation having the following description:  

, for , where N is the number of  sampling,  is the 

output, while  is the input of the quantizing unit (see Figure 35.)  

 
Figure 35. 

   

Sampling law 

   

Let‟s investigate the relation between the particular represented sample and its Fourier 

transformation (see Figure 36. and 37.)  
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Figure 36. 

   

 
Figure 37. 

   

Fourier transformation of the signal is as follow: 

 

   

Let‟s repeat the signal periodically in the  domain.  

 series of this periodic function exists and can be written as follow:  

, where the coefficients of Fourier series can be determined: 

, i.e. set of  will determine injectively the  

  periodic function.  
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. It is possible to conclude:   which 

 

means, if  Fourier coefficients are known, then values of Fourier spectrum of  

function at the   points can be derived. These values consequently will determine the 

values of     function at every  moment.  

   

First law of sampling:  

Fourier transformation of signals being finite in time i.e.  function are determined by 

the values at every  points, where  .  

Let‟s consider the following band limited spectrum (see Figure 38.), where the bandwidth is 

in the Fourier spectrum.  

 
Figure 38. 

   

It is possible to tell, that the  dependent signal, function can be derived by the above 

shown band limited spectrum:  

 

Let‟s repeat the  function by  periodicity in the whole  frequency 

domain by similar way as was described above in time domain case.  

Thus,  .  
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Fourier series of the periodic signal in frequency domain:  

, where the  coefficients are  

 

Consequently,  

, where it is obtained:   i.e. the set of  

 

will determine the  periodic function. Furthermore, it is 

possible to see, that  coefficients determine the value of  function at each 

moment. Since all the existing coefficients will determine  function, then they 

will determine also  function by similar way as was used previously (i.e. 

coefficients will determine  function everywhere, consequently  is also 

determined in every  points).  

Second law of sampling:  

The time domain (or the generalized  parameter domain) questions and problems will be 

under consideration by the second law of sampling. The main interpretation of the second law 

of sampling is the signal (function) determining by a  band limited spectrum with the 

values at   points.  

Let‟s see, how is possible to get from the sampled values the     dependent function.  

 

Thus:  

 

Let‟s determine the    integral:  

 

i.e.  
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Let‟s execute the necessary substitution:  

  

   

  

   

 

Mathematical interpretation of the second law of sampling is the following:  

Any of the finite band limited and Fourier transformable  signal (or function) can be 

expandable into series on the   function set and the coefficient of 

element  of the  function will be the value of    point.  

Mathematical interpretation of the first law of sampling:  

Similar steps and methods have to apply as above. Result of the expanding into series in the 

frequency domain of the  signal (or function) with  time width (or parameter width) 

will be the following:  

,  where the coefficient of the the element  of the 

series is the value of  at the    point.  

   

Physical interpretation of the sampling laws:  

   

Main goal of the physical interpretation is to clarify the relation between the  and  

functions, where  is the input function, while  is the sampled process (signal or 

function) of S&H. Let‟s consider Figure 39., 40., 41 and 42.  
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Figure 39. Input function of sampling-unit undergoing to sampling 

   

Figure 40.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 41.  

Simple switching diagram of the ideal sampling-unit , where  

   

 
Figure 42. Sampled process depending on the time 
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The sampled process can be expressed in the  domain as follow:  

Let‟s execute the Fourier transformation on both sides:  

 

   

, where ,   is a 

convolution in the frequency domain. Since   switching function is a periodic function, the 

Fourier function of    can be derived on the following way:  

   

Let‟s apply the main properties of Dirac-delta:  

 

If an   function is periodic, then the Fourier series can be written as follow:  

 

Consequently, the Fourier transformation of an periodic  function is:  

 

Thus the Fourier transformation of the  switching function can be written with help of its 

Fourier series - where  coefficient is need from the Fourier series-.  

 

 

 

Consequently, Fourier series of    switching function: 
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Then the Fourier transformation of the    switching function:  

 

Let‟s write down the sample process in the frequency domain (by the Fourier transformation) 

by substituting  and   formula and applying the convolution rule:  

 

 

Let‟s see, what conclusions are possible to do by the obtained expression: 

 

1.) Fourier transformation of the sampled signal may be obtained by the   weighted periodic 

recurrence of the spectrum of input signal among the frequency axis (see Figure 43.).  

 

 
      Figure 43.  

   

2.) If the model of sampling is an “Ideal electric gate”, then the energy content of   signal 

will be changed by  ratio. In case of ideal sampling is possible to prescribe the 

equivalence of the energy content between the single element of  series and . It is 

need to provide the increasing of the transferred energy with the decreasing . If the 

amplitude of the switching function will change by  way, then condition is satisfied.  
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3.) If   condition is satisfied in case of ideal sampling, then the periodic recurrence 

spectra won‟t overlap each other, consequently the  input signal can be restored without 

distortion by an ideal    bandwidth low-pass filter.  

 

4.) If the bandwidth  and the  sampling time (more generally the sampling aperture) 

  i.e. satisfy the sampling law, then the signal can be restored without distortion 

independently of the mid-frequency point position. The sampling time (or aperture) is 

determined by the band-width of the signal not by the high pass frequency limit. 

   

2.6.8 Planar imaging as a linear system 

            (Dávid Légrády) 

Planar imaging can be described as a linear system as follows. Let us set the particles in the 

origin (see graph) and along axis z let us put two planes, one for the detector one for the 

object to project. Let us consider the h source distribution and the f transmittance of an object 

and the g image being 2D objects, for an easy setup for investigating 3D projections in a 

simpified way.  

 
Geometry of planar projections  

Detector current perpendicular to the imaging plane reads  

 

ds symbolizes a line integral. Now we will describe this integral with a new nomenclature 

consisting of distances of the plane along the z axis in order to show the magnification 

parameters clearly. The triangles are similar, giving:  

 
After manipulations:  

 
Let us use M for the following expression: 
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Behelyettesítve és átrendezve láthatjuk, hogy ez  

 
thus the coordinate on the detector can be expressed as the coordinate of the object multiplied 

by M, therefore we can call this number the magnification. With the same logic (M-1) is the 

magnification of the source, its negative sign implies the reversing of the coordinates so the 

image will be upside down on the detector. During the further investigations let us forget 

about the cosine if the angle is small enough. 

 
With new integration variables:  

 

 
that means actually changing the place of the integration to the plane of the detector. Now:  

 
Thus planar projection can be formulated in a convolution form: 

 

Example pinhole collimator (camera obscura) 

If the transmittance of the object is nonzero only at a point: 

  
Substituted: 

  

 
then the image on the detector plane is the reversed and magnified image of the source.  

With this formalism the source, the object and the detector transfer 'effects' can be modeled 

as multiplication in the Fourier domain. If planar imaging is projections of 3D objects we 

should integrate along the magnification too as the magnification changes from point to point.  

 

2.6.9 Appendix (Mathematics) 

2.6.9.1 Theorems, Detailed explanations 

2.6.9.1.1 Description of Fourier series by complex expression 

 

The following comment shows, how is possible to convert the trigonometric expression of 

Fourier series into complex formula. The conversion will be carried by means of Euler‟s 

formula.  
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Describe in the following way:  

Write down the trigonometric expression of Fourier series: 

 

Substitute the above written expressions into the Fourier series formula in order to obtain the 

Euler‟s description way:  

 

 

 

Apply the following denoting:  

 

 

Use common for separate summing operation of Fourier series:  
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2.6.9.1.2 Parzeval theorem 
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2.6.9.1.3 Response function in general case 

The following description shows, how is possible to give a system response for a general 

input function (non-step function) by a linear invariant system having  weight function 

and under the condition: .  

Let‟s consider the next two figures:  

 

   

 
   

Let‟s approximate the function by the series of such Dirac-impulses, where  

, for  

 

Let infinitesimal small, i.e.  represents much more smaller value comparing to the 

corresponded system characteristic parameter value. The system response according to the 

approximated input impulse with the known weighted function can be expressed as follow:  

 
 

Let‟s determine the following limit in order to get the response function for the complete real 

parameter domain:  
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2.6.9.1.4 Deriving of Duhamel Theorem 

 

Deriving of Duhamel-theorem will be executed in the followings.  

Let‟s start from the weak derivative of convolution  

 

Apply the following denoting:  

 

Let‟s describe the convolution formula in the argument of weak derivative:  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

If , and  

 

, where  

 

Now, it is possible to get the final expression of Duhamel-theorem  

 

, where  means  

 

the conventional derivative, which is denoted by “ ” as usual.  
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2.6.9.2 Solution of problems 

2.6.9.2.1 S1 

Solution:  
As we know, the Fourier transformation may be written by the following way:  

 

Let‟s apply the Euler‟s formula now!  

; where we have to use the 

available condition with the following substitutions:  

; ; .  

Consequently the final solution is:  

 

   

2.6.9.2.2 S2 

 

Solution:  

Let‟s attempt to derive the Laplace transformation of   function 

instead of  .  

; as it is known   

Then, let‟s make the following operations!  

 

Consequently the obtained results:  
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2.6.9.2.3 S3 

 

Solution:  

Let‟s start to write the F(s) function by the following way:  

 

Let‟s execute the partial fraction operation as follow!  

 

 

Let's substitute in the equation value! Parameter will be then determined.  

   

 

 

 

Next step: let‟s substitute into the same equation for obtaining parameter :  

 

 

 

Let‟s substitute into the same equation in order to get parameter !  

 

 

 

Let‟s write A3, B and C into the equation  
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where only  and  are unknown.  and  will be determined by the following way. 

First , then  will be substituted in the equation obtaining the following set of two 

linear equations for  and .  

 

Let‟ substitute the two equation :  

Consequently 

  

Now all the coefficients of the partial fraction are known, and Laplace transformation can be 

executed.  

   

 

 

 

 

2.6.9.2.4 S4 

 

Solution:  

Let‟s try to find the complementary function of the second ordered linear differential 

equation with constant coefficients at first.  

 

Let‟s find the complementary function by the following formula  
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 where the auxiliary equation is obtained. Roots of the second ordered 

polynomial equation:  

 
i.e.  and   .  

Consequently the solutions are   and 

 

Linear combination of the two independent solution is also solution of the homogenous 

equation, meaning the complementary function will be the following:  

 

Let‟s find the particular solution as  , where B is a constant value, due to the constant 

input function.  

 

General solution of the inhomogeneous differential equation is:  

 

Let‟s use the initial conditions, in order to determine  coefficients.  

 

Now the following set of two linear equations has to solve:  

 

 

Let‟s substitute the A1 coefficient into the II. equation  

  
 

as well as .  

Consequently the general solution of the differential equation is:  
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The following expression can be written by Euler‟s formula:  

 

The solution is  

Let‟s do some conversion at the final formula: it is known, that 

,  where  , and 

 

 

 

   

2.6.9.2.5 S5 

 

Solution:  

Let‟s apply another way to solve the differential equation, i.e. do the Laplace transformation 

of both side of the equation!  

 

 

Let‟s substitute the initial conditions, i.e.  

 

 

 

function can be determined by the inverse Laplace transformation!  
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,   where the method of partial fraction is 

working, and very useful, but in the particular case would be very long calculation with many 

traps. Let‟s try another way now, i.e. let‟s apply some algebraic conversions.  

 

Let‟s execute the inverse Laplace transformation now!  

 

 

 

2.6.9.2.6 S6 

 

Solution:  

Let‟s execute the Laplace transformation both side of the equation!  

 

 

Let‟s substitute the available initial conditions  

 

 

Result of the inverse Laplace transformation will give  , as the general solution:  

 

First step is to find the roots of denominator:  
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One real root of the third order polynomial is , which means the polynomial can be 

expressed by fully-factored form as follow  

 

 

Next task is to determine the coefficients of the partial function  

 
Solution of this equation will give the coefficients.  

Let‟s see the following cases:  

 

If  will be substituted, then C1 can be obtained.  

 

 

Consequently, the solution is  

 

 

2.6.9.2.7 S7 

 

Solution:  

The problem can be solved by applying Duhamel-theorem.  

, or let‟s apply the other formula:  

 

The latter formula will be used in order to determine the output response:  
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Let‟s execute the following integral .  

Partial integral method will be used.  

 

 

 

Let‟s apply again the partial integral method.  

 

 

 

Now the integral element can be expressed as follow:  

 

The unknown integral element:  

 

 

Completely same way can be written the other integral element:  
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After substituting both integral elements, the response will be the following!  

 

 

   

2.6.9.2.8 S8 

 

Solution:  

It is known, the relation between the transfer characteristic and the weighting function is:  

 

It is possible to see from the given figures  

and  

Consequently, the formula of the transfer characteristic is the following:  

, for , otherwise .  

The weighting function can be derived by the inverse Fourier transformation of the transfer 

characteristic:  
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2.6.9.2.9 S9 

 

Solution:  

   

It is known from the relation between the step response function and the weighting function 

of a linear system:  

, i.e. the weak derivative of the step response function gives the weighting 

function.  

 

Consequently,  

 

 

 

2.6.9.2.10 S10 

 

Solution:  

Let‟s use the relation between the weighting function and transfer characteristic at first:  

 

 
 

Let‟s use,   is general step function.  

Step response function can be derived by the weighting function as follow:  
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2.6.9.2.11 S11 

   

 

Solution:  

The partial differential equation can be written by expressing the Laplace operator as follow: 

  

 
   

Let‟s apply the Fourier transformation first by x and then y.  

 

It is known from the Fourier transformation rules:  

 

Let‟s execute Fourier transformation on both side of partial differential equation:  

 

 

 

 

The second ordered partial differential equation has been transformed to second order linear 

differential equation with constant coefficient.  

 

 

It is known, the solution of that differential equation is:  

  like harmonic oscillator 

Let‟s use the available initial condition in Fourier frequency space:  
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Consequently:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consequently  is expressed by the initial condition in frequency space (i.e. by 

Fourier transformed expression):  

 

Then  can be obtained by the p and q variables inverse Fourier transformation 

.  
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2.7 Monte Carlo Methods  

2.7.1 Introduction 

The dawn of the Monte Carlo methods are linked with the rise of nuclear, and by that to 

nuclear particle transport. This 'particle transport Monte Carlo' (from now on abbreviated 

simply to MC) can be viewed as the statistical equivalent of real transport process, a sort of 

simulation, that -using random numbers- particles travel one by one similarly to reality 

starting at the source ending their life (history) in an absorption or escape. MC can also be 

seen as a numerical integral evaluation technique where the particle transport equation in its 

integral form is taken as a Fredholm type (of II. kind) integral equation. This latter 

interpretation helps in formulating more efficient calculations then just mimicking nature, 

though this formalism breaks down at some processes often found in Medical Physics, like 

scintillation counting and coincidences.  

Monte Carlo as a 'simulation of nature' 

Following our first interpretation MC method is set of the following steps:  

1. Following the distribution of the source but randomly selecting space, angle, energy 

and time coordinates  

2. choosing a random free flight distance following in distribution the Beer-Lambert 

law, again  

3. at the point of a collision based on the material properties and particle energy, random 

selection of an interaction type, then sampling randomly the outgoing coordinates 

following the distribution of the interaction in question  

4. Repeating the 2nd and 3rd steps until the particle and its progeny gets absorbed or 

leaks out of the system  

   

Every time the particle hits the detector a contribution is given to the detector counts usually 

determined by a (usually deterministic) detector function of the particle coordinates. The final 

MC result is the average of the contributions to the detector count.  

Monte Carlo as a numerical integration tool 

Let us take the following integral to calculate where D is a detector function and is some 

probability density function (pdf), like the pdf of every possible interaction point of a particle 

throughout its life, or just a simple 1D pdf; and P accordingly a multidimensional -perhaps 

infinite dimensional- phase space variable.  

 
Let us take random samples following the pdf  

Now R can be estimated as:  

 
The expectation of this expression obviously assures that the estimator is unbiased.  
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The analog process is meant to give through the simulation of the particle life samples of this 

underlying pdf.  

The next section is about how to sample pdf's.  

   

2.7.2 Sampling 

The most programming languages offer a (pseudo)random number generator that gives 

samples of a uniform distribution in the range of (0,1).  

A common MC sampling technique is the inverse cumulative method that using the 

uniformly sampled r random number produces a sample of the pdf:  

 

 
We will see an example to this in the next section.  

A lot simpler, but a lot less effective method is when we chose a pdf that we can easily be 

sampled (it can simply be the uniform distribution and r is automatically a sample of it). Now 

let us write the integral like this:  

 
let us choose Pi from q our estimate should be: 

 

The new quantity arising is the weight of the particle.  

The next section shows the sampling of the free flight distance.  

 

2.7.3 Sampling the free flight distance 

According to the Beer-Lamber law the particle free flight follows an exponential distribution 

with the following pdf:  

 
A where the attenuation coefficient (total macroscopic cross section) values can be taken 

e.g. from here here .  

Let us sample this using the inverse cumulative method:  

 

Let us equate this to the on (0,1) Uniformly distributed r random number: 

  
After reordering and using the fact that the r random number is uniformly distributed on (0,1)  

 

 

http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/Xcom/html/xcom1.html
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therefore in distribution equals to 1-r:  

 

In heterogenous material distribution this sampling must be done for each homogenous 

subdomain separately.  

After the flee flight we discuss interaction sampling.  

 

2.7.4 Sampling an interaction 

After the free flight the particle reaches its next interaction. Depending on the particle energy 

the interaction types have different probabilities the data thereof can be found here .  

For photons (gamma or x-ray) the most important interactions are the absorption, the 

Compton scattering and the pair production. Using a new random number we can select the 

interaction, with probability, for example of the Compton scattering: 

  

If this 'roulette' results in an absorption the particle life terminates and a new particle is 

started. If pair production is sampled the particle looses its energy but 1.022 MeV of it, then 

from the interaction point two photons of 511keV energy are born, one started according to a 

uniform distribution the other in the opposite direction.During the simulation both particles 

are followed.  

When Compton scattering happens the differential Klein-Nishina cross section defined here 

we chose new energy and angle for the particle.  

During the particle history we count the detector contributions.  

 

2.7.5 Detection 

The detection of the simulated particles mean the calculation of the following average:  

 
The relative standard deviations are calculated as follows:  

 

In medical imaging, dosimetry and radiation therapy the most used MC codes are GATE 

and MCNP .  

 

http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/Xcom/html/xcom1.html
http://www.opengatecollaboration.org/
http://www.opengatecollaboration.org/
http://www.opengatecollaboration.org/
http://mcnp-green.lanl.gov/
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3 Nuclear Medicine 

3.1 Introduction to Imaging in Nuclear Medicine 

Nuclear medicine is fundamentally an interdisciplinary branch of science. As opposed to 

traditional X-ray imaging, computer tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 

nuclear medicine uses emission techniques. The basic principle of each method is the 

following: a radiopharmaceutical (a sort of isotope bound to a specific compound) 

appropriate for the particular purpose of examination is injected into the body of the person 

being examined, and the intensity distribution of the emergent radiation is measured with 

various devices. Examination equipments can be grouped into two classes depending on how 

the radiation emitted by the body is detected:  

 detection of direct gamma-rays:  

o planar imaging (also known as scintigraphy). Results in a two-dimensional 

image.  

o SPECT – Single Photon Emission Tomography: taking both spatial and cross-

sectional images is possible, a collimator must be used to form an image  

 detection of gamma-rays emitted as a result of positron decay followed by 

annihilation:  

o PET - Positron Emission Tomography: the use of a collimator is not 

necessary, thus e.g. efficiency can be increased  

   

Both dynamic (observing the changes in isotope distribution over time) and static 

examinations can be carried out. In most cases (i.e. static examinations) after the 

radiopharmaceutical has been injected in, one has to wait for the isotope distribution to reach 

a state of equilibrium, an image of which is then taken by some sort of nuclear medicine 

equipment.  

 

3.1.1 Nuclear Image Acquisition 

This chapter is about the physical principles of a non-invazive diagnostics method that 

makest it possible to follow and image (in 1D, 2D or 3D) biochemical processes going on in 

different organs by the use of some radioactive material.  

This modern imaging technique is called nuclear imaging, which is one of the most important 

application of radioisotopes in in-vivo medical practice. In contrast to other imaging 

modalities (X-ray, ultrasound etc.) this method yields an emission image, ie. a map of the 

spatial distribution of the radioisotope, which implies functional information.  

It is a basic requirement that the radioisotopes used should be sufficiently organ-selective (eg. 

iodine), should have a minimum of beta radiation, and, in order to minimize patient dose, the 

half-life should be sufficiently short. In in-vivo applications the radioisotopes applied emit 

gamma photons in the energy range 60 keV ≤ E  ≤ 600 keV.  
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If the radioisotope applied is not organ selective but suitable in all other aspects (eg. 
99m

Tc, 

E  = 141 keV), the isotope should be linked to a pharmacon in order to ensure proper 

selectivity for the imaging method.  

 

3.1.2 Suitability of Nuclear Medicine, Examinable Organs 

It is very important to note that equipment used in nuclear medicine do not give an 

anatomical image, they can only form an image of the isotope distribution, thus  

 alterations in organ function or in metabolism can be detected (e.g. blood supply of 

muscles can be examined with SPECT)  

 malignant lesions can be discovered in the early stage (preventive effect)  

   

Using nuclear medical imaging together with some kind of device suitable for taking 

anatomical images (most often with CT) makes accurate spatial localisation possible, which 

can be very important in treatment planning or surgery.  

Various examinations can be carried out depending on the type of molecule being used. 

Organs that can be examined using nuclear medicine:  

 brain: tumours, alterations in blood flow, energy uptake, Alzheimer‟s disease, 

Parkinson‟s disease (PET)  

 thyroid, parathyroid (hyperfunction, tumours)  

 heart (perfusion, blood supply)  

 lung (embolism, ventilation problems – using radioactive gas)  

 kidney, adrenal gland (blood flow)  

 bones (tumours, metastases)  

 prostate (tumour)  

 practically any kind of tumour (PET)  

   

3.1.3 Radioactive Tracing, a Short History 

The concept of radioactive tracing was developed by György Hevesy (1885-1966), the Nobel 

Prize winner Hungarian scientist. According to the basic idea the human body cannot 

distinguish the radioactive isotope of an element from the non-radioactive one, thus the 

radioactive isotope of the element can get to all those organs within the body where the 

element itself can.  

In the golden age of nuclear medicine planar imaging was the most widespread and primitive 

equipment were used. The discovery of the NaI scintillation crystal in 1948 by Hofstadter 

was a real breakthrough, and it is the scintillator most frequently used in SPECT devices even 

today. In 1949 the first image with the use of an isotope was taken, the scintillator was made 

of CaWO4 (Cassen et al.). In 1952 the first focused collimators appeared, and by 1956 the 

first image created by positron annihilation was reported about (Aronow and Brownell).  
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The isotope most frequently used in the 1950s was I-131, the half-life of which is ~8 days, 

and it passes out of the body very slowly. Its gamma energy is 364 keV, so especially thick 

(2”) scintillators are needed to detect sufficient photons.  

By the 1960s multidetector systems had appeared. In the device designed by Anger there 

were 50 detectors below, and 50 above the patient who was moved along these detectors. It is 

possible to take dynamic images using multidetector systems, while the so-called scanners 

are suitable for taking static images only. 

 The first tomographic image produced by a computer-controlled dual-detector system was 

taken in 1964 by Kuhl and Edwards. They took transverse and longitudinal section images 

and the device they used served primarily as a means of examining the brain.  
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Rectilinear scanner  

   

The entire scanner head could be moved above the target area, this way information could be 

obtained of the activity of each point.  

The next significant breakthrough was the introduction of the Anger camera (Berkley, 1957) 

designed by Hal Anger. The camera was not prevalently used for a surprisingly long time but 

by the end of the 1960s it had become more widespread.  

Anger’s devices:  

The positron emission camera designed and built by Anger had a collimated (focal-plane) 

detector operated in coincidence with an uncollimated detector (gamma camera). This proved 

to be useful because this way detecting scattered photons could be avoided. Whole-body 

images were obtained by assembling overlapping photos (the image below was taken using 

Fe-52 isotope).  
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Anger with the positron emission camera and an image taken with this device  

   

 

In the 1970s the „tomoscanner‟ developed by Anger appeared. It was actually a gamma 

camera onto which a focused collimator was mounted. The collimator could focus at different 

depths, which was an innovation, and it was named „tomoscanner‟ because it could be used to 

take tomographic images. Thus always only one plane at a given depth fills the field of view, 

it is the only section that appears sharp. This method did not become widespread.  
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Tomoscanner developed by Anger, focal-plane imaging  

   

 

Bone scan (scintigraphy) with various methods  

The figure below shows bone scans performed using three different methods. The image on 

the left was taken with a device containing one detector and one collimator (the numbers 

indicate the distribution). The photo in the middle is a scanned image, in this case the 

concentration of activity of the isotope in a given region is proportionate to the line density 

appearing in the image. The image on the right is noticeably the best, it was taken with a 

gamma camera.  
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Bone scans performed with different techniques  

   

Developments up to 2010:  

 in 1974 gated cardiac imaging appeared  

 from 1976 multi-headed devices have been used (they render taking a full circle 

around the patient unnecessary when tomography is performed)  

 in 1992 the first SPECT-CT appeared, in which attenuation correction could be 

applied based on the CT image  

 in the early 2000s the first gamma cameras equipped with CZT (cadmium zinc 

telluride) detectors appeared, the chief advantage of which is portability; however, 

they did not become widespread due to the high price of the detector  

 by 2010 approx. 20 thousand gamma cameras had been installed all over the world  
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Development in pictures  

 
Image of a brain taken in 1961 using a scanner 

 

PET-MRI image today 
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3.1.4 Collimators 

Collimators play a very important role in nuclear medicine. Their presence is necessary for 

forming an image in every type of equipment bar PET. Their purpose is to ensure that a given 

pixel of the detector will only be stricken by photons arriving perpendicularly to the detector 

pixel (in case of parallel hole collimators) or reaching it from a well defined direction (in case 

of diverging or converging collimators). Of course these constructions cannot be perfect 

because the probability of a photon arriving at exactly 90° is zero, this way no pixel would be 

stricken. Furthermore, it would be impossible to create collimators that are „perfect‟. In 

general we can say that photons can enter the collimator only within a very narrow spatial 

angle region.  

Fundamentally we can say that collimators can belong to one of four types:  

 parallel hole collimators  

 converging collimators  

 diverging collimators (a great surface can be imaged using a small detector)  

 pinhole collimators (camera obscura – they can provide a magnified image)  
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3.1.5 Development of PET 

Positron emission tomography is an imaging technique in which the patient is given an 

isotope that undergoes positron decay, and after a reasonable time (~1 hour) the isotope 

accumulates in the regions of the body we wish to examine. 511-keV gamma photons can be 

detected, which are formed when an electron and a positron meet and annihilate. The photons 

are emitted at the place of the annihilation at the same time and at (almost accurately) 180° to 

one another. Since the photons appear simultaneously, they can be detected in coincidence, 

which means that it is not necessary to use collimators to indicate the line along which the 

decay can occur, as it is obvious that the decay could only happen along the line connecting 

the two detectors in coincidence. This is the ideal situation, of course, as a number of other 

processes affect detection, these will be further discussed in subsequent chapters.  

One of the greatest difficulty when applying positron emission tomography is the fact that 

isotopes with short half-lives are used during examinations. The most common PET-

radiopharmaceutical, FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose) is traced by F-18, the half-life of which is 

109.5 minutes, and which can only be produced in a cyclotron. Therefore, producing the 

isotope and conducting the examination in the same place is the most favourable. In Hungary, 

two out of the four PET devices can operate this way: the one in the PET centre in Budafoki 

street, Budapest, and the one in Debrecen. No cyclotron belongs to the devices is Kecskemét 

and in Amerikai street, Budapest, thus they have to use one of the external cyclotrons in order 

to conduct FDG examinations. 

 Medical cyclotrons first appeared in hospitals at the beginning of the 1960s (London, St. 

Louis). By the 1970s Anger‟s positron emission cameras were replaced by multidetector 

devices, but before the early 1980s computers were not sufficiently fast so that PET could be 

used routinely as a diagnostic device. 

Important dates: 1978: the first gated PET image, 1979: the first brain image, in 1996 there 

were ~160 PET devices altogether in the world, in 2000 the PET-CT device was introduced 

(Townsend and Nutt). New detector materials appeared that to some extent facilitated the 

production of PET devices (LYSO, LSO), by 2005 more than 300 devices were known about 

around the world. In 2008 the first MR-compatible PET device appeared (it was suitable for 

examining small animals, University of California). In 2009 a PET-MRI suitable for 

conducting human brain examinations was constructed in Jülich. The total dose load of a 

complete PET-CT examination is ~20mSv (the annual dose limit for radiation workers), 

which is approximately eight times higher than that of the annual background radiation, so it 

cannot be neglected. By now the sensitivity of PET has reached an outstanding level, which 

is illustrated by the image below.  
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Whole-body PET-CT scan  

   

The most important PET isotope, as mentioned above, is FDG. For examining myocardial 

perfusion C-11 bound to acetate (half-life: 20.3 minutes) and Rb-82 (half-life: 1.25 minutes) 

are used. O-15 (half-life: 124 s) and N-13 (half-life: 10 minutes) are also commonly used 

PET isotopes. The magnetic field in cyclotrons used in practice (a device originally described 

by a Hungarian physicist, Sándor Gaál in 1929; however, Lawrence is considered to have 

invented it because he patented it) is 1.5 T, their diameter can reach 1.5 m and they can 

accelerate protons to energies as high as 15 MeV. Cyclotrons are very expensive with 

considerable radiation protection and radiation shielding.  
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3.1.6 Isotopes Used in SPECT 

Out of the isotopes used in SPECT and for taking planar images (scintigraphy) the Tc-99 

isotope of technetium is the most widespread. Generally Tc is produced in so-called 

technetium generators.  

The first 
99

Mo-
99m

Tc generator was built in 1957. 
99

Mo can be produced in reactors through 

neutron activation. 
99

Mo decays to 
99m

Tc with a half-life of 67 hours. 
99m

Tc is especially 

suitable for isotope diagnostics as its half-life is 6 hours and its gamma energy is 140 keV. 

Furthermore, it can easily be bound to several molecules (e.g. phosphonate, tetrafosmin, etc.), 

thus there is no difficulty in producing a radiopharmaceutical. It is favourable that the activity 

of the generator can remain high for a relatively long time.  

 
A technetium generator and the decay scheme of Mo-99  

   

 

Other SPECT isotopes:  

 Tl-201: myocardial perfusion studies  

 In-111: prostate cancer  

 Ga-67: infection or lymphoma  

 I-123: thyroid  

 Xe-133: lung  

   

The last two isotopes mentioned are used for planar imaging only. The tendency is to perform 

as many examinations using technetium as possible.  
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3.1.7 Physical Processes Important for Radiation Detection 

Electrons move in a zigzag manner within matter and they give off most of their energy at the 

end of their path. Therefore, it is at the end of their path where the most electron-induced 

ionisation per unit length appears. It is fundamentally important to know that the mean free 

path of a positron in matter is in the order of 1 mm, consequently the theoretical resolution 

limit of PET is 1 mm because the decay of the positron decaying isotope is isotropic to 

positron emission. 

Regarding the interactions of radiation with matter at energies being used, the two 

characteristic processes are the photoelectric effect and Compton scattering. Rayleigh 

scattering is also important to mention.  

Compton scattering  

Compton scattering is a physical process in which a photon interacts with the electron shell of 

an atom, as a result an electron is ejected and the photon is scattered, thus its direction of 

movement changes and its energy decreases.  

 
Schematic depiction of Compton scattering  

   

It is important to know that the energy of the scattered photon is dependent on the scatter 

angle, and the scattering cross section is angle- and energy-dependent as well. At low 

energies the angle dependence of the cross section is symmetrical, which means that forward 

and backward scattering is similarly probable. However, as energy increases the probability 

curve changes and the probability of forward scattering gets typically much higher than that 

of backward scattering. At energies being used the angle dependence of the cross section is 

not significant as far as Compton scattering is concerned.  
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The angle and energy dependence of the parameters of Compton scattering  

   

The photoelectric effect  

The photoelectric effect is the physical process in which a photon knocks an electron out of 

the atom by transferring all its energy to the atom, the photon is absorbed, this way it pushes 

the atom.  

 
Schematic depiction of the photoelectric effect  

   

The cross section of the photoelectric effect is directly proportional to the fourth power of the 

atomic number and inversely proportional to the third power of the energy. The average 

atomic numbers within the body are: Z(soft tissue)=7.5, Z(body)=8, Z(bones)=13. Studying 

the different types of interactions regarding their dependence on energy and on the atomic 

number we find that at the energies we use and for the atomic numbers we examine the 

characteristic process is Compton scattering.  
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Energy and atomic number dependence of the cross section of different processes  

   

Rayleigh scattering  

This type of scattering is sometimes referred to as coherent scattering. In this case the photon 

scatters off the entire atom, thus the mass of the electron has to be replaced by the mass of the 

entire atom when making calculations. The process is of interest at low energies and in case 

of high atomic numbers, when the probability of Rayleigh scattering exceeds that of Compton 

scattering. Actually Rayleigh scattering is a small angled forward scattering in which the 

wavelength of the photon practically does not change. There are virtually no elements with 

high atomic numbers within the human body, but they can be found in collimators, so that is 

where Rayleigh scattering is important.  

Half value thickness and tenth value thickness of lead  

Nuclide Energy (keV) Half value thickness (cm) Tenth value thickness (cm)  

Tc-99m 140 0.03 0.1  

I-123 156 0.04 0.13  

I-131 364 0.3 1  

F-18 511 0.7 2.3 
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The spectrum of a scintillator  

A monoenergetic peak taken with a scintillator yields the spectrum visible in this figure:  

 

A photopeak (or full energy peak) appears that looks nothing like the ideal photopeak visible 

in the image to the right, instead, the true photopeak is considerably widened. As a result of 

Compton scattering other signals belonging to lower energies appear, these form the 

Compton valley, the Compton edge and the Compton plateau.  

The primary reason of the widening of the photopeak is statistics. The crystal converts ~10% 

of the in radiation into visible light (the value for NaI is 12%). A part of the light does not 

leave the crystal and reach the photocathode. In addition, the efficiency of the conversion of 

the photocathode is fairly low (~25%), therefore it is obvious that an incident gamma photon 

can produce very few electrons only, so there is no use in amplifying the signal with a PMT 

(photomultiplier tube) because the statistics will not be better. If the number of electrons is in 

the order of 1000, the statistical deviation is around 3%, thus the full width at half maximum 

is about 6-7%, which results in a 20 times worse energy resolution than that of a cooled 

semiconductor detector.  

Photon scattering within the body  

Photon scattering within the body can have several negative effects as far as the examination 

is concerned. It results in the decrease of the full energy peak and the increase of the 

Compton region in the spectrum. This way the chance for energy discrimination decreases 

because the peak-to-background ratio deteriorates considerably. As a consequence of the 

scattering the detectors sense photons that should not be detected if we intend to produce an 

accurate image, therefore scattered photons can have a negative effect on image quality. In 

case of gamma cameras only „luckily‟ scattered photons are not sorted out by the collimator, 

still, the problem cannot be neglected. However, in PET a scattered photon can seriously 

affect the LOR (line of response; the line connecting the two detectors in coincidence).  
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3.2 Detectors 

3.2.1 Scintillators 

Scintillators are materials that are able to give off a flash of visible light when radioactive 

radiation reaches them, so they are suitable for detecting radiation. The state of matter of the 

scintillator can be gas, liquid or solid. In nuclear medicine solid scintillator materials are the 

most widely used. These can be organic materials or inorganic crystals, the crystals we use 

can be categorized as inorganic. Usually single crystals are used.  

 
Scintillator crystals  

   

3.2.1.1 The Process of Scintillation, Types of Scintillators 

The gamma photons arriving at the detector generate high-energy free electrons by 

photoelectric effect or Compton scattering, which excite electrons until they give off their 

energy. The relaxation of the excited electrons is the process that produces visible light 

signals. Parallel to this, several other processes occur with a lower probability, which appear 

as noise in the signal. Examples include Bremsstrahlung, the emission of Auger electrons, 

electron-electron collisions or the relaxation of energy in nonradiative transitions. The 

electrons excited in the basic process get into so-called luminescence centres, from where 

they relax and emit light, hence the name.  
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Types of scintillators:  

   

Fundamentally there are two types of scintillators based on whether the existence of 

luminescence centres is the property of a certain material (intrinsic scintillators), or if the 

luminescent centres appear due to the addition of some sort of contamination (extrinsic 

scintillators).  

An example of the inorganic intrinsic scintillators is the so-called BGO: Bi4Ge3O12 – Bi3+.  

Extrinsic (or contaminated) scintillators include:  

 NaI:Tl-Tl+: very widespread due to the fact that they can be produced easily and at a 

low price  

 CsI:Na-Na+  

 Ce3+: its advantage is the fact that transition (relaxation) happens very fast, many 

photons are emitted, so its energy resolution is fairly good  

   

The shape of a light pulse in the scintillator depends mainly on the mobility of charge carriers 

within the particular material.  
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3.2.1.2 Basic Properties of Scintillators 

Stopping Power  

One of the fundamental properties of scintillators is the so-called stopping power, which is 

meant to provide information about the efficiency with which a crystal „stops‟, absorbs 

photons. The higher atomic number and density a scintillator has, the better its stopping 

power is.  

If the stopping power is high, the so-called absorption length is shorter, thus shorter crystals 

can be produced, which allows for a more accurate position determination, and the 

production of the crystal is cheaper as well. Absorption length is the distance through which 

intensity drops to 1/e of its initial value.  

It is also important to know whether the photoelectric effect or the Compton effect occurs 

with higher probability in the given crystal, since, as mentioned previously, the photoelectric 

effect is needed to cause scintillation, the Compton scattered photons appear as noise.  

Light yield  

The light yield is the number of visible photons emitted per unit of gamma energy in the 

particular scintillation crystal. This factor fundamentally affects the signal-to-noise ratio and 

the energy resolution of the detector. In a scintillation flash a few thousand to a few ten 

thousand photons occur on average.  

Energy resolution  

The energy resolution is practically the widening of the photopeak. The widening is 

dependent on the material of the scintillator and it is highly affected by the light yield (the 

goodness of the statistics), the nonlinearity (the trueness of the assumption that two times as 

high gamma energy produces two times as many photons) and the inhomogeneity of the 

scintillator. It is important to know that the energy resolution, which is given on the data 

sheet, should be considered as a value that implies the effect of electronic signal processing.  

Emission spectrum  

The emission spectrum is the wavelength of the scintillation photons emitted in the visible 

range, which is between 350-550 nm on average. It has to be in a range that is transparent for 

optical materials because the light conductor, the window of the PMT (photomultiplier tube) 

and other components of the detector are made of such materials. Fortunately PMTs are 

available for a very wide range of the spectrum, so this requirement does not reduce the 

group of scintillators significantly.  
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Fall time  

The light pulse produced during scintillations falls exponentially with time. The shorter the 

fall time of the scintillator is, the better. Fall time is defined as the time interval during which 

63% of the energy of the pulse is emitted. Fall time ranges from 10 ns to a few microseconds.  

  

Rise time  

In essence rise time is a less important property of the scintillator, it is much more significant 

in TOF (time of flight)-PETs. This value is characteristic of the rise time (the time interval 

during which the amplitude rises from 10% of the maximum to 90%) of the light pulse 

following the absorption of the gamma photon.  

Hygroscopicity  

A considerable amount of scintillation materials can absorb water vapour present in air, 

which can have damaging effects. The most typical symptom of the damage is the fact that 

the crystal turns yellow, thus conditions can become unfavourable as far as light emission is 

concerned. Consequently, it is very important to protect scintillation crystals from humidity. 

This is a much easier task in case of larger crystals (e.g. in NaI gamma cameras) than in 

scintillators that consist of many small crystal needles (e.g. used in PET). In case of pixelated 

crystals the fill factor of the crystal matrix also deteriorates considerably owing to the fact 

that every single crystal has to be protected from humidity.  

Background radiation  

Some of the scintillators have background radiation as well, which appears as noise in the 

signal of the detectors. Considering this, it would seem reasonable to try to avoid using 

materials that have background radiation as scintillator materials; however, there are 

materials that improve other scintillation properties to such a considerable extent that despite 

the fact that they have background radiation they are worth applying as scintillation crystals. 

An example is lutetium (Lu) that emits beta radiation (thus increasing noise and dead time), 

still, it is used in LSO and LYSO crystals.  

Manufacturing, mechanical properties, refractive index  

Single crystals are usually grown from melt, the melting point of the base material of the 

particular crystal highly affects the price. The maximum size of the crystal that can be grown 

is important to know. It is also essential to examine how mechanically resistant the 

scintillator is, how it responds to gamma rays, how easily workable it is and what kind of 

thermal expansion properties it has (it is important for easy installation). The refractive index 

of the crystal is significant because of the optical coupling, the reflection of the photons 

emitted in the visible range off the surface of the crystal has to be as low as possible.  
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Technical aspects of SPECT and PET scintillators  

   

3.2.1.3 SPECT Scintillators 

SPECT devices belong to the „cheaper‟ group of nuclear medicine devices, so price is a factor 

that has to be considered during their construction.  

The SPECT devices (gamma cameras) usually have NaI scintillators. Their absorption length 

(the inverse of the attenuation factor) is 4 mm at 140 keV – the gamma energy of 99mTc 

generally used in SPECT –, so a 1 cm thick scintillator is perfectly adequate as it absorbs the 

majority of the incoming photons. 

Due to the relatively low gamma energy (and to other effects listed later) a crystal with high 

light yield is needed, and NaI meets this requirement. In case of gamma cameras spatial 

resolution is limited primarily by the collimator (and because of the spatial blurring of the 

photomultipliers).  

The emission spectrum of NaI covers the range of 300-500 nm. It is cheap to produce PMTs 

that operate in this spectral region. There are no big requirements for the gamma cameras 

used in SPECT devices as far as fall time (the time interval during which the intensity of the 

light emitted by the crystal drops to 1/e of its initial value) is concerned, because detecting in 

coincidence is not necessary. The density of the incoming photons is around 10000 cps 

(counts per second), so a few hundred ns long fall time is perfectly satisfactory.  

The NaI crystal is a hygroscopic material but fortunately this is not a considerable problem, 

since there are large contiguous crystals in SPECT devices (and in planar gamma cameras), 

which can be easily protected from humidity. However, due to the large size of the crystal it 

has to be mechanically resistant.  

Facts: in a NaI crystal 38000 photons/MeV are generated (because the average energy of the 

photons is ~3 eV, the efficiency of light utilization is ~12%), the density of the crystal is 3.7 

g/cm3, the fall time is 230 ns, the peak of the emission spectrum is at 415 nm. In 

experimental SPECT devices CsI scintillators with photodiode readout are used, which have 

a better light yield; in spite of this, NaI scintillators are widespread.  
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3.2.1.4 PET Scintillators 

Scintillators that have a relatively short absorption length even at 511 keV are needed in PET 

devices, since high sensitivity is a requirement in them. Shorter crystal needles (~2 cm) need 

to be used in order to reduce parallax error (if the angle of incidence at the crystal needle is 

not 90°, it is difficult to determine which crystal needle was actually stricken).  

The light yield of the crystal has to be high so that its signal-to-noise ratio and energy 

resolution is good. As far as the emission spectra are concerned, there are practically no 

restrictions because the PMTs can cover a wide spectral range. If one intends to use 

semiconductor detectors to convert light into electrical signals, they have to choose a 

scintillator material the emission spectrum of which is limited to wavelengths longer than 

400-500 nm.  

Because we detect in coincidence, fall time has to be shorter than 100 ns, this is a 

fundamental requirement. Rise time is also an important parameter in TOF-PET devices.  

The background radiation of the crystal can be handled with energy windowing, but the 

hygroscopicity of the crystal can cause problems, since the crystal is pixelated. Because of 

the isolation from humidity the fill factor decreases, thus sensitivity drops as well.  

The PET device is basically expensive, so the relatively high price of the crystals is not a 

problem. The small size of the crystals is especially favourable as far as manufacturing is 

concerned, growing single crystals in this size range can easily be done.  

Since crystal needles have to be produced for many pixels, good workability and cuttability is 

a basic requirement. The possible materials used as PET scintillators are listed in the figure 

below. Crystals with a short absorption length such as BGO (bismuth germinate), LSO 

(lutetium oxyorthosilicate) or LYSO (lutetium-yttrium oxyorthosilicate) are the most 

popularly used in PET devices.  

   

 
Scintillation materials used in PET devices  
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3.2.2 PMT (Photomultiplier Tube) 

The Hungarian name of the PMT („fotoelektron-sokszorozó‟, literally photoelectron 

multiplier) is more accurate.  

 
Figure 1. The sketch of a PMT from the public Hamamatsu PMT Handbook  

   

The main parts of the PMT are the photocathode, the window and the dynodes.  

Photocathode  

It converts some of the incident photons into photoelectrons. We distinguish between the 

reflection mode cathode and the transmission mode cathode, applied in different cases. The 

photon-to-photoelectron conversion efficiency is very important: as we will see later, it is the 

factor which statistical noise depends on:  

There are many types of photocathodes depending on the spectrum, the intensity, the size, 

etc. of the photon beam, e.g. CsI (blind over 200 nm), Cs-Te (sensitive to UV and visible 

light), Sc-Sn, etc. In the PMTs of the devices used in nuclear medicine bialkali photocathodes 

are the most widespread (Sb-Rb-Cs or Sb-K-Cs, approximately 300-650 nm, which fit well to 

the BGO, GSO, LSO, LYSO, NaI scintillators). The quantum efficiency of a photocathode is 

typically 20-30% (i.e. it converts about 20-30% of the incoming photons into electrons). 

Characteristically it exhibits low dark current. The thermal emission in the photocathode can 

be a significant source of the dark current of the PMT.  

PMT window  

The main types are UV, Quartz, MgF2 and borosilicalite (glass), according to the fields of 

application, temperature and price. The combination of a borosilicalite window and a bialkali 

photocathode is the most important for us.  
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Figure 2. Prevalent photocathode-window combinations from the public Hamamatsu PMT 

Handbook  

   

 

Dynodes  

The basic idea is the following: some sort of good conductor (nickel, stainless steel, copper-

beryllium alloy) is covered with a coating out of which it is easy to knock out electrons and 

the work function is low (MgO, GaP, Ga-A-P).  
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Figure 3. Main dynode types from the public Hamamatsu PMT Handbook  

   

The gain of the PMT  

Let us have a look at Figure 1. The accelerated electrons arriving from the previous stage hit 

the dynode and knock out more low-energy (~eV) electrons. The multiplication is 

proportional to the energy of the incoming electrons, and so to the acceleration voltage. The 

acceleration voltage of each stage is proportional to the high voltage (HV), so the dependence 

of the gain on the number n of the stages: 

 
It is typically in the order of , so a PMT switched on without light block-out will get 

damaged immediately.  

The electrons are the slowest before the first stage, they can get diverted by a magnetic field 

( ). As a result of that and because of geometry the voltage step is usually 

larger before the first stage. Under the influence of a magnetic field the gain almost always 

decreases, so the optimization of the electron trajectories is not planned accordingly. A PMT 
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rarely operates well over 100 Gauss, but this depends on the dynode arrangement. E.g. the 

detector head in SPECT is sensitive to the changes in the Earth‟s magnetic field (relative to 

the direction of the PMTs) due to its rotation. That is why permalloy magnetic shielding 

around the PMTs is useful.  

Statistical noise and energy resolution of the PMT  

If N scintillation photons are created during the scintillation process and each of them escape 

from the crystal with a probability p, then the probability that k photons escape follows the 

binomial distribution:  

 
Typically, there are a few thousand photons. The factorial of such large numbers is 

impassible to handle.  

If we take the limit  and   while   ,   and k are fixed, then  

 
 

Taking the limit, we get the Poisson distribution with parameter :  

 
Therefore, the Poisson distribution can be used as a good approximation of the binomial 

distribution. Let us not forget that according to the definition is the number of the photons 

that will expectedly escape, . The expected value of such a random variable is , 

its variance is also , thus its relative standard deviation is , the inverse of the square root 

of the escaping photons. If the light yield is four times as high, the relative standard deviation 

of the number of photons is twice as low. 

These are the photons out of which photoelectrons are created in the PMT. The 

photoelectrons produced during the light pulses caused by a gamma photon arriving at the 

detector generate an electrical signal. We wish to figure out the energy of the gamma photon 

absorbed by the scintillator by examining the amplitude of the signal.  

What is the statistical uncertainty of this? The process of the escaping photons generating 

photoelectrons once again follows a Poisson distribution. We will not prove the fact that the 

cascades of Poisson processes yield another Poisson process.  

If , the Gaussian distribution can be used as a good approximation of the Poisson 

distribution (see Figure 4).  
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Figure 4. Good agreement of a Poisson distribution with parameter lambda=250 and a 

Gaussian distribution with an expected value and variance of 250  

   

This further approximation proves to be useful because it is known that the variance and the 

full width at half maximum of a Gaussian distribution are proportional to each other, namely  

 
This way the full width at half maximum of the distribution, which plays an important role in 

the energy resolution, can be estimated immediately.  

Out of the  photons that get to the photocathode from the crystal only 

 become photoelectrons due to the efficiency of the photocathode. 

This many photoelectrons generate a signal based on which the relative resolution of the 

detector (in practice usually given in percentage as the ratio of the full width at half 

maximum to the expected value so that the result does not depend on the units of 

measurement):  

 
This is the standard deviation of the so-called primary electrons appearing on the 

photocathode. We cannot expect a better energy resolution than that because the PMT cannot 

increase the amount of information. In 1938 Shockley and Pierce proved that an electron 

multiplier with n stages (after the photocathode the PMT can be considered an electron 

multiplier), each stage has an amplification R, will yield a relative full width at half 

maximum (a resolution) of 

 
at the last stage.  

In the last inequality we used the fact that , the gain, is a large number and if we subtract 

one, it practically does not change. Therefore, this is the lowest statistical estimate of the 
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energy resolution of the PMT when a fixed number of photons are generated (=in case of 

gamma radiation with a fixed energy), thus this is the full width at half maximum of the 

statistical uncertainty of the PMT signal.  

In a PMT with 10 stages and a gain of , which is considered a typical value, so the 

10 stages of the PMT multiplies the relative standard deviation of the incoming photon 

statistics by  only.  

We can claim that the PMT is a very pure amplifier. We can see now why quantum efficiency 

is important: it is the factor on which the number of photoelectrons depends. In practice this 

is a low estimate, the true energy resolution of the PMT can be twice as bad due to thermal 

noise (creation of photoelectrons on the photocathode, on the dynodes), HV noise, the 

inhomogeneity of the scintillation crystal, etc. However, this model does not apply to 

semiconductor detectors, since the processes occurring in them cannot be correctly 

approximated by the Poisson distribution. The Fano factor is the ratio of the relative standard 

deviation predicted by the Poisson statistics to the observed relative standard deviation. In 

some cases the real value is better than the value suggested by the Poisson distribution, e.g. 

the Fano factor of a semiconductor silicon detector is , of a germanium 

detector it is  

In case of positioning based on the Anger principle the point of entry of the gamma photon is 

estimated using the amplitude of the PMT signals, so the relative standard deviation plays an 

important role in positioning as well.  

PSPMT (Position Sensitive PMT)  

PSPMTs consist of many small PMTs in a common housing. They are expensive but they 

allow for good positioning, in small animal PET devices they are practically exclusively 

used. It would be pointless to apply them in human PET scanners because of non-collinearity.  
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3.2.3 Semiconductor Photodetectors 

PIN diodes  

PIN diodes are semiconductor diodes consisting of a p-type, an intrinsic and an n-type layer. 

Semiconductors (with four valency electrons) can be doped with 3-valent (acceptor, p-type) 

or 5-valent (donor, n-type) impurities. This results in the formation of energy levels close to 

the valence (acceptor, p-type) and conduction (donor, n-type) bands. If we place a pure band 

between these, the electron-hole pairs are mainly created in the depletion layer where the 

probability of recombination is low, so the generated charge carriers contribute to the photo 

current with a high probability. (The energy of visible light is in the order of ~3eV, which is 

higher than the width of the forbidden band.)  

In practice PIN diodes can be used as good photodiodes. They are small, mechanically 

resistant, used as dosimeters they are compact and not vulnerable, but gamma cameras have 

also been produced using them (in PET devices good timing would also be required).  

APD (Avalanche Photo Diode)  

APDs are photodiodes onto which relatively high reverse voltage is connected. Due to the 

high field strength in the depletion layer an avalanche process can occur (breakdown), the 

increase of the current is highly nonlinear, this is what the APD uses. 

An advantage of APDs is that that they are MR compatible. In the PET-MR brain imaging 

system by Siemens APDs are used. The drawbacks of APDs are their low gain ( ) and 

the fact that they are highly temperature dependent, thus they need an ASIC (Application 

Specific Integrated Circuit) as amplifier. At present SiPM seems to be a more promising 

candidate for creating MR compatible photodetectors.  

SiPM  

Silicon Photo Multilpier, or MPPC, or GAPD, or SSPM, or SPAD...  

The idea behind this device is biasing the diode in reverse direction instead of using the 

highly nonlinear signal of the APD, but getting only 1 bit of information from each diode. We 

give up the amplitude of the signal: if no photons arrive the signal will be zero, whereas if 

one or more photons arrive the signal will be nonzero. If many small SiPM diodes are placed 

closely on a surface, expectedly only one photon will hit a SiPM (cell), thus the energy of the 

sum of their signals can be linear.  

 

The advantage of SiPMs is that they are MR compatible, they have a high gain of , no 

AISC and high voltage are required, but they are not cheap yet and have a high dark current, 

typically , and owing to this it is difficult to add the signals from a large 

surface. They are sensitive to temperature but this can be calibrated. They can saturate in 

which case their energy (i.e. the number of photons) in nonlinear, but this can also be 

corrected easily. Their production is a new and rapidly developing field, which makes it 

possible for many manufacturers to break the hegemony of Hamamatsu in photodetector 

production.  

The number of excited cells ( ) can be determined as follows:  

A SiPM consists of thousands of cells. Any cell will generate the same signal regardless of 

the number of photons it is excited by, its dead time is in the order of a microsecond, 

therefore it is possible that more photons from the same scintillation excite it, since the decay 
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time of a LYSO crystal is ~40 ns. This means that the photons produced in one scintillation 

arrive in less time than the dead time of a cell. As a result, if more photons hit a cell we can 

only detect the first one. In this case less photons are observable in the sum signal of the cells 

of the SiPM than they actually detected. Let us see what this depends on and how.  

PDE essentially means the number of photons the SiPM detected out of the total number of 

photons produced during the scintillation process, where, for example, the „total number‟ is 

~16000 for a LYSO crystal and a 511 keV gamma photon. Let us presume that hitting each 

cell is equally probable. The probability of the excitation of one cell is  

 

 
The parameter of the Poisson process in case of a crystal with a light yield of N:  

 
The probability that a cell is excited by one or two or... many photons: 

 
This is the probability of the excitation of a given cell. Since there are cells, the expected 

value of the number of the excited cells is  

 
This is what we observe when measuring the energy or time resolution, and not the number 

of photons that hit the cell, so we need to replace the number of photons with this in the 

formulae. If the number of cells is significantly larger than the number of photons, the value 

of this is approximately one. However, the SiPM can obviously saturate so we always catch 

more photons than it is suggested by the resolutions.  

CZT  

The CZT (cadmium-zinc-telluride) is a wide band gap semiconductor (the thermal excitation 

is 1.5 eV, which causes dark current – the excitation is described by the Arrhenius function –, 

it operates well at room temperature as well, although it is beneficial if it is cooled a little). 

Furthermore, it consists of elements with (relatively) high atomic numbers ( , 

compared to ). 

The basic idea is that instead of converting the gamma photons in the scintillation crystal into 

visible light then getting an electric signal through the photoelectrons generated by the 

photons reaching the photocathodes, we try to achieve a direct conversion of the gamma 

photon into an electric signal. 

The unit of surface of the CZT is still more expensive than the PMT and its efficiency is low 

at higher energies (e.g. 511 keV, PET). One advantage is that its energy resolution is very 

good compared to the PET-scintillation crystal combination (however, it is lower than that of 

the cooled Ge detectors) and it does not require cooling, at least not liquid nitrogen. The 

NUCAM3 is a working cardiac SPECT (18.5 x 20.1 cm^2 detector), but there are not many 

large detectors, since its price per area is still high. The CZT cannot be used in the PET due 

to its low efficiency, and large surfaces would be needed in gamma cameras and SPECTs.  
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3.3 Measurement background of position sensitive 

3.3.1 The Detection of Gamma Radiation 

Below, we discuss the position and energy-dependent detection of gamma radiation and its 

physical basis, which is also the basis of modern nuclear imaging. We present the process 

using the so-called linear one-dimensional model depicted in Figure 1. This model is based 

on the fundamental principles of scintillation gamma detectors, which encompass the 

following elements:  

A NaI(Tl) scintillation crystal, which can be considered linear, a linear glass window and a 

light guide optically coupled to the crystal, and three photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) optically 

coupled to the light guide, arranged linearly along the detector: PMT-A, PMT-B and PMT-C.  

A well-collimated gamma-ray source can be moved parallel to the surface of the detector 

along the line of the scintillation crystal. In our case the gamma beam, the direction of which 

is perpendicular to the surface of the detector, can be considered a line source. Let us 

examine how the position and the energy of the gamma source moved into different positions 

can be identified, using the simple model described above.  

As a first step, let us review briefly how the detector works and what the physical process of 

signal conversion encompasses. The scintillation crystal interacts with the gamma ray 

through the photoelectric effect, which causes a flash of light – with a wavelength of around 

415 nm and a colour of blue – in the NaI (Tl) crystal itself, at the location of the interaction. 

This light is called scintillation light, which travels isotropically with little attenuation in the 

scintillation crystal; the index of refraction for air is nNaI(Tl) = 1.85. The intensity of the 

scintillation light induced in one interaction depends on the energy of the gamma photons (40 

photons are created/keV), while the duration of the flash of light is 230 ns. Subsequently, a 

light detector is needed which converts the scintillation light induced in the crystal into 

electrical signals, into pulses for further electronic signal processing. The most suitable 

device for this purpose is the photomultiplier tube (PMT), which gives electrical pulses that 

are proportional to the intensity of the scintillation light at the output of the preamplifier 

connected to the PMT. It is the maximum of the pulse appearing at the output of the 

preamplifier that is proportional to the intensity of the scintillation light, which depends on 

the energy of the detected gamma radiation. Henceforth, when the signals that appear on the 

PMTs are referred to, we always mean the maximum value of the signals, since only the 

maximums carry real physical meaning. Let A, B, and C denote the output signals of the 

individual PMTs at a certain point of the gamma-ray source along the surface of the detector, 

as shown in Figure 1. The point of interaction between the gamma ray and the scintillation 

crystal has to be estimated (decoded) using the signals A, B, and C provided by the PMTs.  

Let us examine how the value of the signals A, B and C change by moving the collimated 

gamma source along the detector with an equidistant step distance. This is depicted in Figure 

2. for a 160 mm long detector with a step distance of 2 mm. 8000 events were collected and 

averaged in every single point so that the statistical error that originates from the Poisson 

distribution will be around 1%. The functions thus obtained for A, B and C are called mean 

detector response functions (MDRFs).  
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Figure 1. 

   

It can be seen that if the mean detector response function of the system shown in Figure 1. is 

measured sufficiently precisely (calibration) and the system is time-invariant, then the 

location of the gamma event can be estimated (decoded) based on the MDRF using the 

measured signals A, B and C. Since the signal conversion processes are achieved through 

quantum effects and quantum electrical effects, and since the calibration itself follows a 

Poisson distribution, position estimation can only be performed with a certain probability. In 

order to support all this, the MDRF is depicted together with the error measured for the 

individual points (MDRFi±SDi) in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. 

   

Figure 4. shows the distribution of the signals A, B and C (with a resolution of 6 bits) when 

the gamma source is in the middle of the detector – x=0 position. The location estimation of 

the gamma radiation as an event in case of a calibrated system – known MDRF – can be 

performed with statistical methods (Maximum Likelihood ML, Minimum Square Error MSE) 

or with analytical methods, out of which the centroid method is the most prevalently used. 

The statistical methods are applied in digital signal processing, but they are still subject to 

research. The centroid method is very widespread, which is due to the fact that it is relatively 

simple; it can even be performed with so-called hard-wired analogue electronic devices.  

 
Figure 4. 
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The essence of the centroid method is that it makes use of the part of the MDRF where the 

slope of the function is sufficiently high (it takes noise into consideration and it does not use 

the so-called plateau – saturation – region of the function that appears at the detector ends) 

and it can be linearized well. Accordingly, it can be seen from Figures 2. and 3. that slightly 

more than half of the diameter of the applied PMTs at the edges cannot be used by this 

technique . That is how much dead space is created in the detector. When applying this 

method, the useful field of view will be the region denoted as UFOV in Figure 2. The rest of 

the crystal is worthless as far as position estimation is concerned, but it plays an important 

role in the determination of the full scintillation light, which is practically the estimation of 

the energy of the gamma photons detected by the scintillation crystal. Position determination 

with the centroid method is performed as follows. Let W1 , W2 , ..., Wn , be arbitrarily chosen 

different positive values, weighting factors for the n PMTs. Additionally, let Ai be the output 

signal of the i-th PMT. Thus, the position of a gamma event based on the measured signals 

A1, A2, ..., Ai, ..., An can be calculated using the centroid method:  

 
   

that is, a so-called resultant weighting factor is calculated, which is proportional to the 

location of the gamma event.  

In our example of three PMTs, if WA=1, WB=2, WC=3, and the output signals of the 

individual PMTs are A, B and C, this will be:  

 

 

   

In a case when our coordinate system is placed in the middle of the detector and the values of 

the weighting factors are chosen to be WA=1, WB=0, WC=1 , then we obtain the following 

formula:  

     (1) 

   

where  

        (2) 

   

   (3) 

   

Substituting the weighting factors and equations 3 and 2 into equation 1 we get:  
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  (5) 

   

It can be seen that PMT-B (in the middle) only plays a role in normalization during the 

position estimation.  

The expression in the denominator:  

   (4) 

   

is the full scintillation light detected by the scintillation crystal, which is proportional to the 

energy of the gamma photon. The curve denoted by E in Figure 2. is the same that equation 4 

gives, i.e. the position dependence of energy along the detector. It can be read from the figure 

that function E(x) does not change much, it is a good approximation to consider it constant at 

a given gamma energy, thus the system can be triggered with the energy signal by an 

appropriate choice of window. This means that if a detected energy signal E is within a pre-

chosen window, then the position estimation is carried out in the signal processing unit that 

follows the detector, otherwise it is not. In this case only gamma photons with the desired 

energy are identified and only their position estimation will be performed, all other events 

will be filtered as noise.  

In the model described so far we made use of the assumption that the gamma source is 

pointlike and it emits collimated radiation that is perpendicular to the surface of the detector, 

which is transferred to the desired position by a scanner moving along a straight line. That is 

what needs to be performed during calibration.  

However, it is known that in reality a free pointlike gamma source emits its radiation 

isotropically. This needs to be imaged on the position sensitive surface of the detector. 

Imaging is performed by a special imaging unit called a COLLIMATOR, which is placed in 

front of the surface of the detector and can be considered a “lens” for the gamma photons. 

The collimator completes imaging based on radiation absorption. Only those gamma rays 

reach the surface of the detector that arrive parallel to the wall of the collimator. All other 

rays are absorbed by the wall of the collimator.  
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Figure 5. 

   

Thus, the system outlined in Figure 5. selects and detects the activity distribution of an 

arbitrary linear gamma radiation source as a function of the position − A (x) − according to 

the energy of the gamma photons. The following question arises: what probability can the 

position sensitive detector identify the position of the gamma-ray source moved into a known 

position, if the MDRF is also known. This can be obtained from the statistical analysis of the 

point spread function (PSF) W (x|A,B,C).  

Figure 6. shows the results of such an analysis, where the scattering, the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM), the full width at tenth maximum (FWTM) and the distortion was 

depicted as a function of the measurements performed at the individual positions with respect 

to the probability of the position recognition of the gamma source moved in the known 

points. At least 8000 events were registered in every point to ensure that the error that 

originates from the Poisson distribution will be around 1%, and that there is a sufficiently 

large number of events so that the so-called Gaussian “bell curve” can be applied with a very 

good approximation for the PSF analysis. (The statistical meaning of the FWHM and the 

FWTM in a given point of the detector – in our case in the middle – is shown in Figure 7. 

with a resolution of 7 bits.)  
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Figure 6. 

   

 
Figure 7. 

   

It can also be read from Figure 6. that the useful field of view – UFOV in Figure 2. – 

estimated from the MDRF can be given based on exact criteria through statistical analysis. 

The determination of the MDRF yields a very good picture of what can be expected of the 

position sensitive detector, which then can be determined in a quantitative way as well. The 

difference of the curves of the scattering, the FWHM and the FWTM gives information about 

the deviation of the PSF of the system from the bell curve, i.e. from the modelling of the 

distribution by Gaussian.  
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Ideally, the three curves that have been mentioned can deviate from each other only in a 

constant multiplication factor.  

   

 
   

 

3.3.2  2D Imaging Based on the Anger Principle 

The method of position-sensitive and energy-selective detection of radioactive gamma 

radiation was described in the previous chapter. Relying on the physical basis explained 

there, now we discuss the most effective and most prevalent imaging device used in 

diagnostic nuclear medicine, the gamma camera that operates based on the Anger principle. 

This device creates the two dimensional – 2D – projection image of the radioactivity 

distribution of a given organ in a given direction. The 2D imaging technique of the spatial 

distribution of radioactivity used in noninvasive medical diagnostics, which is to be discussed 

below, was first created by Hal Anger in 1956. The structure and the main elements of this 

Anger gamma camera – primarily the design of the detector system, which has not changed 

over time – are depicted in Figures 8. and 9.  

The distribution image of the radioactive gamma-radiating object – the organ being examined 

– is projected on the Nal(Tl) single crystal (which can be circular, hexagonal or rectangular) 

by the collimator, to which the PMT block is fitted by optical couplings through glass 

windows and light guides in a way that the PMTs optimally cover the surface of the 

scintillation detector.  

The PMT block of today‟s modern Anger gamma cameras made for general diagnostic 

purposes contains 37÷90 PMTs, depending on the arising economical and technical demands. 

The outputs of the PMTs are connected directly to the inputs of the charge-sensitive 

preamplifiers that are attached to the PMTs. The task of the preamplifiers is to convert the 

signals provided by the PMTs (charge quantity) into voltage signals and to fit them into 

impedance for further signal processing. (Henceforth, when the signals created by the PMTs 

are mentioned, we always mean the signals produced by the preamplifiers and fitted into 

impedance, because the preamplifier is considered to be an integral part of the PMT at this 

functional level).  

The outputs of the PMTs are connected to the Position and Energy Decoder unit, where the 

position decoding – X coordinate signal, Y coordinate signal – of the individual nuclear 

events is performed using the centroid method (see the previous chapter and Figure 10.).  

Parallel to this, the analysis of the energy signal E is also carried out within the Pulse-height 

Analyzer. In practice it is a differential discriminator, which gives a logic signal when the 

maximum value of the energy signal E is within a pre-chosen window. If this condition is 

met, the Pulse-height Analyzer sets off the Trigger Circuit, the output signal Z of which will 

permit the flash of the gamma event in the point corresponding to its position on the screen, 

depending on the values of the X and Y coordinates (Figure 10.).  

deviation 

deviation 
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Figure 10. 

  

If a Polaroid camera or an X-ray film is placed in front of the screen of the oscilloscope and 

the flashes of light are collected for a sufficiently long time, the activity distribution image of 

the organ being examined will appear in the photo or on the X-ray film. Therefore, the image 

is created based on the flashes of light according to the position of the detected events, which 

flashes need to be collected on the applied photosensitive material (film) for a sufficiently 

long time. The Trigger Circuit ensures that unless the processing of an event has been 

performed, the system does not permit the processing – position and energy decoding – of 

another event. Naturally, it causes loss of time (dead time), which results in a certain loss of 

information. In today‟s state-of-the-art cameras the dead time is not longer than 5 µs, but 

devices with a dead time of 2 µs exist as well. Taking into consideration the random nature of 

the process, this rate of signal processing is sufficiently rapid, because in most cases in 

clinical practice there rarely are impulse rates around 50000 imp/sec ÷ 100000 imp/sec, 

which is just a minimal loss compared to the aforementioned dead time.  

Based on all this and on Figure 10., the theoretical basis of the Anger camera can be 

summarized as follows:  

1. A collimator placed in front of the surface of the detector on its side facing the 

radiation source projects the activity distribution of the radioactive material onto the 

surface of a 2D position-sensitive and energy-selective detector.  

2. The 2D position-sensitive and energy-selective detector consists of a NaI(Tl) 

scintillation single crystal with a large surface, to which an optically coupled PMT 

block is fitted in a way that the PMT block optimally covers the surface of the 

scintillation detector.  

3. The position estimation of the emitted nuclear events is performed by the centroid 

method, which means that the MDRF along the surface of a detector can be 

considered linear, and the energy function E(x,y) can be considered constant within 

the needed regions.  

4. The processing of an event that arrives during the processing of another event which 

is not noise does not begin before the ongoing processing of the event is finished.  
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3.3.3 The centroid method and the Anger camera 

Below, we show how the analytical position estimation algorithm called centroid method, 

which was described for a 1D position-sensitive detector model in Chapter 3.3.1., can be 

applied in case of a 2D position-sensitive detector.  

 
Figure 8. 

   

 
Figure 9. 
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Let the surface of the NaI(Tl) scintillation single crystal be covered optimally with a set A 

consisting of a PMT block (Figures 8. and 9.), which contains n elements (PMTs). Let there 

be the same “m” number of PMTs arranged symmetrically in all of the quarter-planes defined 

by the directions (+x,-x) and (+y,-y). The position estimation of a gamma event in the 

individual quarter-planes is performed as follows. Let the output signals of the PMTs taking 

part in the position estimation of direction +x be denoted by  

 the set A
+

x = (A
+

x1, A
+

x2, ..., A
+

xm),and let the individual weighting factors belonging 

to the corresponding signals be denoted by  

 W
+

1x, W
+

2x, ..., W
+

mx.  

   

Analogously for the other directions:  

 direction -x: A
-
x = (A

-
x1, A

-
x2, ..., A

-
xm); W

-
1x, W

-
2x, ..., W

-
mx  

 direction +y: A
+

y = (A
+

y1, A
+

y2, ..., A
+

ym); W
+

1y, W
+

2y, ..., W
+

my  

 direction –y: A
-
y = (A

-
y1, A

-
y2, ..., A

-
ym); W

-
1y, W

-
2y, ..., W

-
my  

   

With the aid of equations 2 and 3, with respect to the different directions and based on the 

PMT subsets A
+

x, A
-
x, A

+
y, A

-
y, the position estimations can be written as follows:  

(1)-(4) 

   

It is already known that the scintillation light collected by all the PMTs, which is proportional 

to the energy of the gamma photon, can be obtained by giving the algebraic sum (formula 4) 

of all the PMTs:  

 

   

where:  

 

   

By applying formula 1 for equations (1)-(4), an X and Y coordinate based on the centroid 

method algorithm can be given in the case of a 2D position-sensitive detector:  
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   (6) 

 

  (7) 

   

The physical meaning of normalization by the energy signal E in formulae 5, 6 and 7 and its 

effects on imaging can be interpreted as follows. It is already known that the scintillation 

detector yields an energy-dependent signal, thus the values W
+

x, W
+

y and W
-
x, W

-
y carry not 

only position information, but also energy information. The position estimated by W
+

x, W
+

y 

and W
-
x, W

-
y is true only in the case of a given, known gamma photon energy. In order to 

obtain the real position information of the energy-independent X, Y coordinates, the division 

with the value E – normalization – must be carried out, as shown in formulae 5, 6 and 7. 

This also carries the following physical meaning: the position information – image size – 

obtained this way for a given detector will be energy-independent – i.e. isotope independent – 

in the gamma photon energy range of 60 keV ≤ Eγ ≤ 600 keV γ after selecting an appropriate 

energy window. The basic requirement of this is the following: the energy function E(X,Y) 

has to be considered constant as a function of position along the surface of the detector, 

within the applied gamma energy range (see the theoretical basis of the Anger camera, 

criterion 3).  

3.4 Gamma Cameras and Gamma Camera Imaging 

Gamma cameras are position-sensitive gamma detectors that are used to trace the gamma-

emitting isotopes the patient is injected with.  
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3.4.1 Structure of Gamma Cameras 

The heart of the camera is a scintillation detector that is complemented with a collimator 

ensuring position sensitivity. The figure below shows a schematic depiction of the parts of 

the camera. The gamma photon to be detected passes through a collimator first, then it 

generates scintillation (light) photons in the scintillaton crystal covered with a reflective 

coating. The reflective coating is necessary so that the scintillation light travels towards the 

detector and is not lost. The generated photons move through light conducting glass, then hit 

the PMT matrix. There is a permalloy magnetic shielding around the PMTs so that the 

magnetic field which might be present does not interfere with the operation of the 

photoelectron multipliers. The outermost coating is actually a lead shielding housing that 

protects the crystal from the scattered gamma photons. 

 

The mount holding and moving the head of the gamma camera is called gantry. Designing the 

gantry is not trivial, since it has to precisely move a head weighing 200-300 kg. Furthermore, 

the electronics creating, amplifying and sampling the signal of the PMTs are located in the 

head of the gamma camera as well. Data are collected by one or more computers, which also 

perform image corrections and evaluation.  

Let us discuss the individual elements in detail now.  

Scintillation crystals  

In gamma cameras crystals with a large surface area are needed, in some cases as large as 40 

cm x 50 cm; typically sodium iodide single crystals doped with thallium are used, as they 

have good parameters and they are cheap. Their light yield is 38 photon/keV and they have a 

moderate density (3.7 g/cm^3). They also have a moderate gamma attenuation factor, and 

they are generally used for technetium-99m (140 keV) or iodine-131 (365 keV) isotopes, so 

the typical thickness of the crystal is 6-12 mm.  
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They have a high refractive index (1.85), which makes light coupling from the crystal more 

difficult. In gamma cameras timing is not necessary, so crystals with a short response time 

can be used (in NaI light yield decreases with a time constant of 230 ns).  

Their disadvantages are that they break easily and they are very hygroscopic, i.e. they absorb 

humidity present in the air. Consequently, they have to be placed in a special housing. A 

further important feature is the emission spectrum of the crystal; it is practical to adjust it to 

the optical properties of the light conductor, the reflective coating and the photocathode of 

the detector.  

 
   

PMT detector matrix  

The photoelectron multipliers are typically situated in a quadrilateral or a hexagonal grid on 

the crystal, there are 30-60 of them altogether. One of their characteristics is the so-called 

transit time which is the time required for the scintillation photon or the electrons generated 

from this photon to pass through the PMT (the photons generate electrons that are multiplied 

to the adequate number). This time can be different for the individual PMTs but the 

difference is not significant, unless timing matters. In such a case the transit time of the 

individual PMTs can be corrected by changing cable lengths. This is what they do in PET 

devices, where coincidence circuits make timing very important.  
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The PMT can be either DC or AC coupled, the difference lies in the fact that the housing of 

the PMT is connected with negative high voltage when DC coupled, however, in case of AC 

coupling no special contact protection is needed. The output signal is not the same either, 

since in case of AC coupling we get a bipolar signal, while in case of DC coupling we do not, 

as it can be seen in the figure below.  

 

   

As previously discussed, the noise of the output signal of the PMT is determined by the 

statistics of the number of photons and not by the gain of the PMT.  

Sampling of signals  

The sampled signal is preamplified and shaped by the front-end electronics. This is necessary 

because the light scattered by the light conducting layer has a Gaussian distribution, thus 

constant noise appears on each PMT. This deteriorates the precision of positioning far from 

the point of arrival of the gamma photon.  

There are analogue and digital gamma cameras, depending on the level of digitalization of 

the incoming signal. In case of analogue cameras a matrix of resistors produces corner signals 

(2 x and 2 y signals), which it then digitalizes; in contrast, in case of digital cameras each 

amplified and shaped PMT signal is digitalized by separate channels.  

ADCs operate at 40-50 MHz and typically have a resolution of 12 bits. Out of this there are 

48-64 independent ADC channels on the sampling electronics (used today), the signals of 

which arrive in series at the FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) that performs the 

processing. The frequency of the series signals is ~0.6 GHz, so a special high frequency PCB 

design is required. The paralleling of the ADC channels and the integration with a sliding 

time window take place in the FPGA, a register is continuously filled with the incoming 

signals during this process and its contents are read out at specified intervals. In addition, the 

rejection of pile-up events, the correction of the base line (if there has not been a scintillation 

signal for a long time), the formation and transmission of the ethernet packets, the 

communication with the computer collecting the data and the position calculation may all 

take place here.  

Collimator  

The use of a collimator ensures that instead of just obtaining information about the presence 

of the source, we can even image the spatial distribution of the isotope as well. There are 

more types of collimators; parallel hole collimators (typically those that have a honeycomb 
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structure) are the most widespread. This arrangement can be created by either casting or 

folding lead foil. Besides, converging fan beam and cone beam structures also exist; the 

difference between them is the direction(s) in which the collimator holes converge. Pinhole 

collimators, which consist of one or several apertures not close to each other, magnify the 

image, just like converging collimators do. However, we get a narrow field of view at the 

expense of magnification.  

 

The imaging properties of the collimator, its sensitivity and resolution (the full width at half 

maximum of the point response function) depend highly on the distance of the collimator and 

the source, and of course on the type of the collimator. The sensitivity of collimators is very 

low, they typically transmit only ~0.05% of the photons.  

Parallel hole collimators can be characterized by three parameters: hole size, bore length and 

septal thickness. The desired ratio of the resolution to sensitivity can be achieved by choosing 

the parameters properly. This adjustment is an optimizing problem because sensitivity 

decreases when increasing resolution. Therefore, different collimators need to be produced 

for the different applications in accordance with the required imaging properties. There are 

LEHR (low energy – high resolution), UHR (ultra-high resolution) and LEGP (low energy 

general purpose) collimators available on the market.  
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The point response function of the collimator-camera system approximately follows a 

Gaussian distribution, the standard deviation depends on the distance of the collimator to the 

source according to the following formula: , where 

is the intrinsic resolution of the camera.  

The aperture of a pinhole collimator during small animal studies is 1 mm, while in case of 

human applications it is 4-6 mm. The imaging is practically equivalent to camera obscura, 

and due to magnification its resolution can fall below the intrinsic resolution.  

 and  

, where M is the magnification, is the aperture hole diameter increased by edge 

penetration and μ is the linear attenuation factor of the aperture at a given gamma energy. It is 

obvious from the formulae that edge penetration is dominant in case of a small hole size (~1 

mm) and in order to decrease it a material with a high attenuation factor should be chosen as 

aperture. Examples include wolfram and gold.  

Sensitivity (S) can be increased by using more apertures instead of only one (multi-pinhole 

imaging):  
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3.4.2 Techniques for Position Determination 

Position determination – Anger principle 

 We have to determine the precise point of impact of the gamma photon making use of the 

digital signal generated by the electronics discussed previously. The Anger principle makes 

this possible, which is basically an energy-weighted position averaging based on the signal 

and the position of the PMTs. The point of interaction – its X and Y coordinates – can be 

calculated using the following formula:  

  and   

 

where  and  are the spatial coordinates of the i-th PMT, and  is the integrated 

signal of the i-th PMT, which is proportional to the energy given off by the interacting 

gamma photon.  

 
Figure 1.: Anger image with linearity phantom, simulation  

This calculation is basically independent of the energy of the gamma photon, but if the PMT 

signals are shifted and cut during signal processing in order to remove the low signals, 

imaging will be highly energy dependent. In case of a Compton scattered photon applying the 

Anger principle results in a blur at the point of detection. Furthermore, it can also be easily 

seen that no image can be formed with this method outside of the centre of the outermost 

PMTs, since there are no coordinates used by the formula. Consequently, the field of view of 

the camera decreases as compared to the size of the scintillator.  

The advantage of the Anger principle is that it allows for fast calculation but the image it 

provides is highly distorted, so further corrections need to be applied.  

Position determination – NLCC  

The intrinsic resolution (the full width at half maximum of the point response function) is 

determined by the noise of the PMTs. Therefore, if we can compensate for the noise with 

subsequent signal processing, we can achieve better resolution. There are several methods of 

compensation. One of them includes shifting then cutting the signal of the PMT analogously. 

The disadvantage of this, as mentioned previously, is the fact that the imaging is energy 

dependent, due to which image distortions are produced (e.g. Spatreg error, discussed later).  
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Figure 2.  

   

We can also use another method, when the signal of the PMT is changed with a nonlinear 

correction function in a way that the excessively large signals are reduced nonlinearly above 

a certain threshold (THi), and the so-called bias is subtracted from the signal. The method is 

based on the fact that the relative standard deviation of the PMT signal is higher when a 

given PMT is stricken farther from its centre.  

 
Figure 3.  

The advantage of this method is that it provides a more linear intrinsic image with a 

significantly better resolution. Its disadvantage is that it can only be used with digital cameras 

because every PMT signal needs to be sampled.  

Position determination – statistical calculation 

The point of entry of the gamma photon can also be calculated with a statistical method, 

which is more precise than the Anger principle. The average response ( ) and standard 

deviation ( ). of the PMT signals are determined (in practice by simulations) on the whole 

surface of the camera along a discrete grid. This way a light response surface is obtained for 

every PMT, which determines the amplitude of the PMT signal as a function of the position 

of the light pulse. The surface obtained this way will have a quasi-Gaussian shape, it will 

differ significantly from the normal distribution at the edge of the field of view only. This 

surface can be interpolated arbitrarily with splines in later calculations.  
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Figure 4.: Linearity image, MC simulation, energy without filtering  

When an  signal vector measured in a scintillation arrives, we search for the (x,y) position 

where the weighted distance of the signal vector from the average response of the PMT is 

minimal:  

 
The image formed this way shows high intrinsic linearity and its FOV (Field of View) is 

larger than what we get when applying the Anger principle. Its disadvantage is that it requires 

a lot of calculation, since calculations are iterative; however, we can speed the process up by 

performing the calculations applying the Anger principle and using the result as a preliminary 

estimate. The calculations can be made energy-independent by calculating the position after 

the normalization of the PMT signals. This corresponds to projecting onto an equi-energy 

surface and discriminating there.  

When applying this method, the question arises as to what metrics should be used in the D-

dimensional space of the PMTs, where D can be as high as 60. In case of the most ideal 

metrics the full width at half maximum of the average point response is the lowest, the useful 

field of view is the largest and the standard deviation of position is minimal.  

It is important to note here that since the resolution, i.e. the standard deviation of the point 

response changes locally, the structure of the PMTs appears in the linearized image.  

 
Figure 5.: The standard deviation of the point response draws the structure of the PMT  

 

3.4.3 Calibration and Correction of Images 

The calculated positions of the scintillation events are collected in a matrix, i.e. an image. 

When choosing the pixel size it is important to keep in mind that if the size of the pixel is too 

small, the statistics of the number of counts in the pixel will be weak. Typical matrix sizes: 

64x64, 128x128, 256x256, etc. The raw images obtained after position determination are 
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usually distorted – the extent and the characteristics of distortion depend on the applied 

position determination technique, but further corrections and calibrations are necessary in all 

cases.  

The distortion can cause the image to be nonlinear (the image of a straight line is not a 

straight line) or inhomogeneous (homogeneous „lighting‟ provides a structured image), edge 

effects may appear (blurring, compression), the image may not be calibrated in energy, or 

appear in the middle. The calibrations fixing these defects are:  

 Spectrum (energy offset) calibration  

 Setting of the PMT amplifiers (autotuning)  

 Spatreg (Spatial image offset) calibration  

 Linearity calibration  

 Intrinsic (collimator-less) uniformity calibration  

   

Spectrum calibration: the relationship between the channel number and the energy (keV) is 

determined for a given high voltage value using two isotopes (usually Tc-99m and I-131), 

assuming this relationship is linear.  

 
Figure 1. 

   

Autotuning: the adjustment of the amplification of the PMTs using a software so that the 

differences in the amplification of the individual PMTs are compensated. The course of the 

process: the camera is illuminated by a remote homogeneous source, then the spectrum of the 

events arriving in different regions above the PMTs are collected separately. As a result, 

spectra are recorded for each PMT, in which the ratio of the photopeaks can be determined. 

Afterwards, amplification factors, to which the amplifiers can be set, are calculated from 

these ratios in an iterative process.  
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Figure 2.: Uniformity image before autotuning  

 
Figure 3.: Uniformity image after autotuning  

   

The Spatreg calibration is necessary because the distortion and the size of the image typically 

changes if it is binned into a different energy window and it is not in the middle of the image 

matrix. First gain calibration is needed during calibration, which drags the image in the 

middle. Using a collimated source if the centre of the image is lit, the spot has to be in the 

geometrical centre of the matrix. If in case of an Anger camera this is not so, the 

amplification of the corner signals needs to be set. The second step is the spatial offset 

calibration using five gallium-67 sources. The gamma energies of the Ga-67 are 93 keV, 185 

keV and 300 keV, on which three energy windows can be fitted. Our goal is to achieve that 

the positions imaged at every energy fall in the same place. In case of an Anger camera it can 

be accomplished by shifting the centre of gravity/energy. However, in this case the device is 

only calibrated to the measured energies and it is possible that at different energies it will 

position the sources in a different place. More accurate results can be achieved by applying 

linearity corrections at every energy.  

 
Figure 4.: Spatreg test measurement using five Ga-67 sources  
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The aim of the linearity calibration is to ensure that the imaged distance the image of two 

point sources, the real distance of which from each other is d, will also be d regardless of 

their position in the field of view of the camera. To achieve this, linearity phantoms need to 

be used, which can be in the x or y direction, can consist of slits cut in a lead plate or a hole 

grid drilled in a lead plate. The image of the phantom is taken by placing it close to the 

camera and illuminating it with a remote point source (illuminating of course means 

irradiation by the source of radiation). The correction will be the vector field containing the 

radius vectors between the points of the distorted image and the expected linear image. 

During the subsequent image formation the calculated positions will be shifted by this 

position dependent vector, thus collecting the events into a matrix.  

 
Figure 5.: The Anger image of a simulated linearity phantom in the y direction before 

linearity correction  

 
Figure 6.: The Anger image of a simulated linearity phantom in the y direction after linearity 

correction  

   

During energy calibration an energy correction map is taken based on local spectra. Due to 

the locally different scintillation light loss the photopeak (full-energy peak) appears at 

slightly different positions in the spectra drawn on the individual pixels. These deviations 

need to be corrected by shifting the energy of the incoming event after the position 

calculation, as a function of the position, based on the energy correction map. Then we apply 

energy filtering to this shifted energy. As a result of this calibration the photopeak becomes 

narrower.  

The uniformity calibration corrects the inhomogeneity of the image. The collected images are 

corrected by the pattern (showing the structure of the PMT), as sensitivity, of the image taken 

of the homogeneous source.  
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Figure 7.: Homogeneous image before correction  

 
Figure 8.: Homogeneous image after correction  

 

3.4.4 Imaging characteristics of gamma cameras 

The qualification procedures of gamma cameras are recorded in the NEMA-NU1-2007 

standard It provides an accurate description of the subjects of measurements, the ways of 

evaluation and the facts that need to be provided to characterize the camera. The imaging 

characteristics determined by NEMA:  

 Intrinsic (collimator-less) spatial resolution  

 Intrinsic energy resolution  

 Intrinsic uniformity  

 System resolution (extrinsic, with a collimator)  

 Intrinsic linearity  

 Spatreg error (multiple window spatial registration)  

 Count rate  

The evaluation of a measurement carried out by applying a capillary or a point source, during 

which the full width at half maximum of a point response or a line spread function is 

observed, can be used to determine spatial resolution.  

http://www.nema.org/
http://www.nema.org/
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Figure 1.: Evaluation of a system resolution measurement using a capillary, LEHR collimator  

The linearity test has to be performed using phantoms that consist of line sources, during 

evaluation differential and absolute linearity are distinguished. The uniformity test has to be 

carried out using a homogeneous source (a point source placed sufficiently far), we 

distinguish between differential uniformity, which is calculated based on a certain pixel and 

its direct neighbours, and integral uniformity, which takes the whole image into account.  

 
Figure 2.: Uniformity test  

The term count rate refers to the maximum activity that the system can image when the 

activity is increased. The count rate of the camera is finite because the fall time of the NaI 

crystal is ~230 ns and the base width of the signal is ~1 μs. In practice, however, this value 

does not characterize the system correctly, since the camera will not provide a good image 

below the maximal activity presented this way due to the pile-up phenomenon.  
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Figure 3.: Count rate curve, NEMA test  

Pulse pile-up means that signals signals are placed on the higher energy tail of the photopeak 

in the energy spectrum, which cannot be separated by the system. This phenomenon typically 

occurs over 200 kcps and it degrades the image of the point source as if activity were present 

between the sources as well.  

 
Figure 4.: Typical pulse pile-up over 200 kcps  

 
Figure 5.: The pile-up degrades the image  
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3.4.5 Types of Tests 

Different isotope-diagnostic tests can be performed with a gamma camera. Studies can be 

categorized as static, dynamic or gated based on the manner in which temporal functional 

processes are imaged. In a static study the equilibrium distribution of the injected isotope is 

of interest, so this is a time-integrated imaging technique. In these studies both hot spots – 

places where the isotope accumulates – and cold spots – parts of the areas of high activity 

where there are no isotopes – can be sought. In contrast, in dynamic studies a series of images 

is taken, which can provide information about the temporal and spatial behaviour of the 

infiltration and excretion of the radiopharmaceutical. In a gated study the images are taken 

after a trigger signal, which can be a well defined phase of the cardiac cycle.  

In view of the area that is being imaged we distinguish between examinations with one field 

of view (e.g. thyroid or cardiac studies) and whole-body studies, in which case static images 

need to be attached together (e.g. bone studies). According to the type of imaging we can 

distinguish between planar, i.e. not moving (or moving only in a given plane) imaging 

performed with a gamma camera head and tomographic studies (in other words SPECT, 

Single Photon Emission Tomography). In case of tomography the gamma camera head 

rotates around the patient and a 3D image can be created from the images taken this way.  

 
Figure 1.: Bone scintigraphy: detection of bone metastases  

In diagnostic applications the post-processing of images is also required. The aim in this case 

is to highlight the diagnostic information of the planar images. In order to achieve this, 

different filtering techniques are used which sharpen the image. To be able to sharpen the 

image, the point response function of the imaging needs to be known, by the help of which, 

even if the duration of the study or the dose are reduced, an image of the same quality can be 
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acquired as without a filter and by a longer duration or higher dose. Furthermore, filtering can 

also be performed by using the grain map, the Poisson noise of the collection matrix and as a 

result, an image with better characteristics can be obtained.  

 

3.4.6 Whole-body Studies 

Whole-body scintigraphy is especially useful for searching for metastases of tumours. It 

would be very expensive (at present it is actually impossible) to produce a gamma camera 

that can take an image of the whole body all at once, instead, „regular‟ cameras are used in 

these examinations. These tests are performed using a radiopharmaceutical that accumulates 

in cancerous tissue and displays an unchanging distribution for a relatively long time.  

It is clear that the relative position of the patient and the camera needs to change during the 

examination. It is easier to move the patient instead of the camera, so the examination is 

performed on a moving bed.  

In theory there are two ways of performing the examination. In the first case, the bed is 

immobile for a longer period of time, then it is moved to the next position; in the second case 

the bed moves continuously. The first case results in changes in the patient‟s position because 

the movement of the bed starts, then stops; this makes attaching together the individual 

images taken in the different positions very difficult. In the second case the image may 

become blurry because of the constant movement of the bed.  

In practice the second method is applied. The bed – together with the patient – is moved by a 

motor. The imaging software and the speed of the bed are precisely synchronized: as the bed 

shifts away so that the image would move a pixel away, the imaging software modifies the 

place of data acquisition by one line. It is also possible to eliminate blurring within a pixel. In 

order to achieve this, a similar technique needs to be applied as in case of the linearity 

correction. Before digitalizing the coordinates of the incoming pulse, the coordinates of the 

pulse need to be corrected by the displacement of the bed at the moment of the arrival of the 

pulse.    

 

Whole-body examination.  

 

Images taken of the patient lying supine and 

prone. The areas of interest are enlarged.  
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3.5 SPECT (Single Photon Emission Comuter Tomograph) Imaging 

The SPECT (Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography) takes a 3-dimensional image 

of the spatial distribution of the radiopharmaceutical injected in the patient, using computer 

reconstruction based on the planar imaging of the gamma camera. SPECT imaging has two 

main clinical applications: in cardiology (the device on the right) and in oncology. Cardiac 

perfusion studies are frequently performed using technetium-99m isotope, which map the 

blood flow in the myocardium, while bone scans combined with CT are carried out using 

iodine-131 in order to diagnose bone metastases.  

 
 

3.5.1 Basics of 3-D Emission Imaging 

In clinical practice not only functional defects have to be detected within the organ being 

examined (e.g. brain, liver, heart, etc.), but also their size and spatial position within the 

organ. Therefore, the task is to take a three-dimensional image of the organ to be examined, 

which can be considered a gamma-ray-emitting object. The technical realization of this is 

based on the most modern imaging method of medical diagnostics: the so-called Computed 

Tomography. Several two-dimensional projection images (scintigrams) are taken of the three-

dimensional gamma-ray-emitting object (one of the patient‟s organs).  
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Figure 19. 

   

This data set comprised of projection images is the starting point of the three-dimensional 

imaging. If there are appropriate numbers and angles of projection images, cross-sectional 

images can be produced from this set in the plane perpendicular to the projection images 

(transversal plane) with the so-called reconstruction algorithm. The reconstruction process 

can be dealt with as a mathematical problem through purely mathematical models. Let us 

consider the model depicted in Figure 20., in which the v-angle projection of a spatial object 

defined by the bivariate function z=f(x,y) can be seen in the (x,y,z) coordinate system.  

 
Figure 20. 
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The function g(s,v) is created as a projection of f(x,y) with angle v, while function f(x,y) is 

obtained as the line integral of straight lines of angle v.  

   (1) 

   

where, for the purpose of coordinate transformation:  

 

 

 

   

The function g(s,v) obtained in formula (1) is called the Radon transform of the function 

f(x,y) with the aforementioned conditions.  

 

   

The Radon transform assigns the projections of the function f(x,y) to the function. Thus, the 

reconstruction problem can be formulated from a purely mathematical point of view in the 

following way:  

 Knowing the function g(s,v), let us reconstruct a function z=f(x,y), the v-angle 

projection of which in the interval 0≤v<  is exactly the function g(s,v).  

   

The adjoint of the Radon transformation is function g(s,v):  

  (2) 

   

In formula (2) the meaning of the function derived by adjoint Radon transformation is the 

superimposition of the backprojections of the function g(s,v) that belongs to the individual v 

angles along the straight lines  

 

   

The B transformation is called Linear Superposition of Backprojection (LSBP).  

Figure 21. depicts the backprojection of a function g(s,v) with respect to three angles.  
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Figure 21. 

   

Figure 22. illustrates a point source as a three-dimensional object, as it shows the results of 

the backprojection in three angles as well as the results of an LSBP in significantly more 

angles.  

 
Figure 22. 
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It can be seen in the figure that by increasing the number of the views the LSBP improves the 

effect of the tomograph, but image blurring cannot be reduced below a certain value, the 

image will be blurred even in the case of infinite views. This phenomenon can be well 

characterized by the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the system (see Chapter 3.3.1). The 

degree of blurring is proportional to 1/r, where r is the distance from the point source   

(Figure 23.).  

 
Figure 23. 

   

Taking blurring into consideration, the following mathematical relation is true.  

LSBPI = TI*(1/r)   (3) 

where * denotes the operation of convolution.  

Henceforth, for the sake of better intelligibility, we show how a TI real image can be 

reconstructed from the LSBPI through a series of formal mathematical operations, taking into 

consideration the image blurring factor characteristic of the system.  

Let us take the Fourier transform of both sides of formula (3).  

f{LSBPI} = f{TI*(1/r)}  

f{LSBPI} = f{TI f(1/r)}  

f{TI} =f{LSBPI}/f(1/r)  

The Fourier transform of the factor characteristic of the 1/r image blurring is the spatial 

frequency.  
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f{1/r} = 1/v  

thus f{TI} = vf{LSBPI}  (4) 

By taking the inverse Fourier transform of equation (4), the real image is obtained in the 

spatial coordinate system:  

TI = f
-1

{v}*LSBPI = h*LSBPI   (5) 

where the convolution factor f
-1

{v} = h  

is called the filter factor.  

Whether the process of formula (4) is used, or that of formula (5), the effects of image 

blurring can be eliminated depending on the noise level and the degree of distortion. The 

image reconstruction method described by formulae (4) and (5) is called Linear Superposition 

of Filtered Backprojection (LSFBP).  

In the case of the SPECT technique, the LSFBP method is the most prevalently used 

nowadays. By taking into consideration the noises and distortions originating in the whole 

system and from the image acqusition technique, image quality can be considerably improved 

with designing the filter function. The formation of an organ-oriented filter function that is 

optimal for a given SPECT system requires research and development even today.  

Every final filter function has to contain the simplest filter function that belongs to the ideal 

case, which considers only the PSF blurring, the so-called RAMP FILTER component, the 

frequency response of which is depicted in Figure 24. Figure 25. shows the three-dimensional 

spatial imaging of a point-like activity, and its reconstruction through LSBP and LSFBP 

algorithms with the selection of an ideal – RAMP FILTER – filter function.  

 
Figure 24. 
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Figure 25. 

   

In the end, the results of a few typical SPECT examinations are shown in Figures 26., 27. and 

28.  

 
Figure 26. 
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Figure 27. 

   

 
Figure 28. 
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The results of a stress/rest test are depicted in Figure 26. from the three main cross-sectional 

planes (transversal, frontal, sagittal). Figure 27. shows the results of a myocardial stress/rest 

test for the three main directions in relation to the heart. In image 28. the three-dimensional 

functional parametric SPECT image of an ECG-gated heart can be seen. It is interesting to 

note that this image contains five-dimensional information: the three spatial coordinates, the 

phase image and the amplitude image.  

 

3.5.2 Techniques of Reconstruction 

In SPECT reconstruction the gamma camera has to be rotated around the patient and more 

images have to be taken in several positions using the step-and-shoot technique. This 

technique means that the images are taken when the camera has stopped moving. It is also 

possible to acquire data in list mode, in which the gamma camera moves continuously and 

does not stop in the measuring points.  

Due to the low sensitivity (~0.01%) of the collimators more (typically 2-4) gamma cameras 

are used simultaneously, thus taking a 360-degree image (in cardiac studies a 180-degree 

image is taken by two heads placed in an „L‟ shape). The orbit can be circular or body-

contouring. In the latter case there are infrared sensors in front of the collimator which 

control the movement. This way a better resolution can be achieved, since the camera can be 

positioned as close to the body as possible, thus reducing the distance of the collimator and 

the source.  

The planar images taken by the gamma camera at different angles form a so-called series of 

projections of the three-dimensional distribution of the radioactive source (see the left part of 

the image below). This series can be rearranged into a sinogram by regarding the axial slices 

of the two-dimensional images as the series belonging to a given angle (as shown on the right 

side of the image below). This way the sinogram series will contain as many elements as 

many pixel rows there are in the planar projections. A sinogram can be constructed by 

selecting a given axial slice from each two-dimensional image and organizing them by angle. 

With this method we practically produce the two-dimensional Radon transform of the three-

dimensional distribution in more slices. Using the Radon transform, the original spatial 

source distribution can be reconstructed by applying inverse Radon transformation. Two 

aspects of the reconstruction process can be considered, since there is an analytical and an 

iterative realization of the inverse Radon transformation as well.  
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The analytical reconstruction is based on the Fourier slice theorem (central slice theorem) 

which states that the one-dimensional Fourier transform of the Radon transform with respect 

to t is the same as the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the original distribution (as 

shown in the image below).  

 

This means that the distribution being examined can be reconstructed by an inverse Fourier 

transform. However, the Fourier transform of the projections does not fill up the two-

dimensional Fourier space evenly – the sample density decreases when moving away from 

the centre, which means that interpolation cannot be avoided if we want to apply DFT.  
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The reconstruction process described above is realized by filtered backprojection on an f(x,y) 

two-dimensional Radon transform, if the real spatial distribution is q(x,y):  

 

 
The question arises as to how large the matrix should be in which the images are collected, 

i.e. how many slices of the given volume are needed. The sampling theorem presents a basis 

for this, which states that a sampled signal can be recovered if the signal is bandlimited, i.e. a 

maximal frequency exists (Nyquist frequency) and there are no components with greater 

frequencies, and the maximum frequency component is sampled at least twice.  

 
, where  is the Nyquist frequency and P is the pixel size. Because of this the Ramp filter 

can be modified during the filtered backprojection by cutting at the Nyquist frequency. This 

way the excessive amplification of noise can be avoided. The maximum frequency can be 

expressed by the pixel size, i.e. the question of the size of the matrix is related to the proper 

choice of pixel size. 

 
The pixel size can be given by the size of the field of view (FOV), the number of the 

sampling points (N) and the size of the zoom factor (Z). 

 
In this case the diameter (D) of the object to be imaged determines the number of the 

sampling points through the sampling theorem, as shown in the figure below:  
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where r is the intrinsic resolution of the system (in parallel collimators this value is 8-12mm).  

Comparing the formulae we find that the following is true for the pixel size:  

 
which is typically 3-6-mm. This means that in the ~40 cm field of view used in human 

SPECTs a 64x64 or a 128x128 matrix is the right choice. In cardiac examinations the 

diameter of the field of view is only 20-25 cm, so in that case a smaller matrix is sufficient.  

In accordance with the concepts described above, sampling density can also be given using 

the sampling theorem: 

azaz  

The choice of the size of the matrix is affected by the fact that in order to achieve a given 

image statistics, four times as long time of measurement is needed for a two times as large 

accumulation matrix. This is due to the fact that Poisson noise occurs in the image because 

the collected events are independent and the variance is proportional to the number of counts 

per detector pixel.  

 

The presence of noise is critical because of the reconstruction process, since the filtered 

backprojection amplifies the high-frequency components – i.e. the noise – in the image. A 

solution of this can be the application of a low-pass filter, i.e. the further modification of the 

Ramp filter so that the high-frequency components will not be amplified that much. Well-

known solutions include the application of the Shepp-Logan, the Hanning and the 
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Butterworth filters. However, low-pass filtering blurs the image and the edges, it performs 

smoothing, thus it deteriorates the resolution. Therefore, instead of optimizing the filters, a 

reconstruction algorithm which handles noise well can give better results. Such an algorithm 

is the ML-EM (Maximum Likelihood – Expectation Maximization) method, an iterative 

inverse Radon transformer.  

The advantage of the ML-EM reconstruction is that it uses what we already know, namely 

that the image statistics follows a Poisson distribution. Furthermore, theoretically the entire 

physics of the imaging system can be built in the elements of the system matrix, which give 

the probability that a gamma photon being formed in a given voxel will arrive in exactly the p 

detector element. In a case when the system matrix is calculated from geometry only we get a 

rare matrix, but if the standard deviation is also considered, this will not be the case. In two-

dimensional reconstruction the elements of the matrix can be calculated in advance, but in 

three-dimensional reconstruction on-the-fly calculation is needed, since the size of the whole 

matrix would fall in the order of Tbyte.  

 

The result of the ML-EM reconstruction is usually more smooth and free from artefacts (the 

left side of the above picture shows a filtered backprojection combined with low-pass 

filtering, the right side shows the result of an ML-EM reconstruction without filtering) as 

expected; however, it has a slow convergence (100-500 iterations are necessary) and it has 

high computational requirements (in a three-dimensional case, in case of a CPU cluster or 

GPU it gives an image in less than 1 hour). When considering the number of iterations, the 

fact that the convergence diverges due to the inaccurate system matrix model and the noise 

needs to be taken into account, which means that the errors in reconstruction start to increase 

above a certain iteration number. That is why an efficient stopping rule or regularization (e.g. 

based on total variance (TV)) is needed. In the latter case a penalty function is used which 

punishes the outlier voxels but keeps the edges. The disadvantage of this is that it may 

produce artefacts in the image.  
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3.5.3 Conjugate Projections 

The conjugate projections (180° apart from each other) in SPECT imaging are not the same.  

 

Reasons of this include the fact that the detector (collimator) response is depth-dependent, 

and the fact that the gamma photons are scattered in the body and the photoelectric effect 

may occur. Despite this, it can be proven that the conjugate projections carry redundant 

information. The proof can be understood with the potato-peeler perspective, which uses the 

fact that the object to be imaged has a convex envelope.  
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In accordance with that, if the gamma ray attenuation and the detector-collimator response is 

known and can be well modelled, it is sufficient to take a 180° image. However, it was 

proven that the angle range in which the 180° image is composed does matter. The more 

continuous the solid angle in which the projections are formed is, the worse the signal-to-

noise ratio of the image will be. This is shown in the figures below, where the upper part 

depicts the angle ranges in which the images were taken, and the achievable results of 

reconstruction are visible under them.  

 

 

As mentioned above, we can make use of the redundant projection if we know the distance-

dependent imaging of the collimator. To model this, there exists an analytical solution called 

frequency-distance principle (FDP). Thus, the frequency components of the points at a given 

D+l distance from the collimator are aligned around a straight line in the two-dimensional 

Fourier space of the sinogram, moreover, around a straight line the slope of which equals -l.  
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This makes it possible to design an inverse filter, this way sharpening the image:  

 

where the standard deviation of the Gaussian filter (H) is dependent on the (D+l) distance: 

 

The only problem with this is that sharpening always means the amplification of noise as 

well. That is why the sharpening filter has to be combined with an adequate (adaptive) low-

pass filter or filtering technique that will work against the sharpening. When adjusting the 

two filters, the fact that the resolution of the projection image is determined by the signal-to-

noise ratio needs to be taken into consideration.  

 

The advantage of FDP filtering would be the possibility of reconstructing the image it filtered 

by anything; however, this is not entirely the case. The reason of this is that after filtering the 

image statistics does not follow the Poisson distribution, on which the ML-EM reconstruction 

is based. This problem is illustrated by the series of images below, in which the 

reconstruction of a simulated Derenzo phantom is depicted (quasi-noise-free: left column, 

noisy: right column). In the first line the reconstruction algorithm is purely EM, in the second 

line it is Wiener-filtered FDP+EM while in the third line it is wavelet-filtered FDP+EM.  
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The other requirement to be met when applying the potato-peeler perspective is to know the 

gamma-ray attenuation of the medium. Knowing the attenuation, corrections may be 

performed (AC correction), which are also meant to restore the decrease, the „loss‟ of activity 

arriving from the centre of the object.  
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In order to achieve this, we can start off with the Beer-Lambert law, which describes both 

scattering and absorption. However, the exponential Radon transform obtained this way has 

an analytical solution only in one case: in a homogeneous convex absorbing medium, so its 

implementation is easier in ML-EM reconstruction than in filtered backprojection. 

Attenuation can be built in the system matrix at the cost of it increasing the computational 

requirements, but by using it even the posterior wall of the heart can be imaged, the activity 

of which would otherwise be lost. The reconstruction results of ring-shaped phantoms in an 

inhomogeneous medium are different in case of a reconstruction containing only OSEM (left 

side) and a reconstruction containing collimator and attenuation modelling OSEM (right 

side):  

 

Nonetheless, the Beer-Lambert law is not suitable for creating an entirely accurate 

attenuation correction, since it describes a different arrangement from what is realized in 

gamma cameras due to the presence of the collimator. The actual attenuation in the exponent 

is not linear and is dependent on the energy window. It can be proven by Monte Carlo 

simulation that following the Beer-Lambert law causes an error of ~5%.  
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The medium also causes smearing as well as attenuation in the image because of the 

scattering, which needs to be taken into consideration, since already at an energy as low as 

140 keV the scattering dominates over the photoelectric effect. Scatter correction is possible 

in several ways.  

1. Deconvolution in the projection image. Its disadvantage is that it amplifies noise.  

2. In case of collecting data in two or more energy windows the scatter-corrected image 

will be a linear combination of the images collected in the different energy windows. 

The accurate proportions can be optimized with measurements. Its disadvantage is 

that it spoils the Poisson statistics.  

3. Integrating the modelling of the scattering process in the reconstruction (e.g. by 

Monte Carlo transport models). Its disadvantage is that it increases computational 

time.  

The conjugate projections still remain redundant even after integrating the modelling of the 

scatter and the detector response into the reconstruction and the dependence of the signal-to-

noise ratio on the sampled angle range also remains. This dependence sets new challenges for 

developers, since the question arises as to how the projection with the best signal-to-noise 

ratio can be chosen for organs with known absorption maps before taking the image. In this 
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case only as many projections need to be taken as are sufficient to reconstruct the organ while 

keeping all the interesting diagnostic information. This new direction of imaging is called 

adaptive imaging.  
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3.5.4 Imaging Errors 

The imaging errors of the gamma camera appear among errors occurring during SPECT 

reconstruction, since the consistent errors of the projections are strongly amplified during 

reconstruction. For example, the uniformity error results in ring structures (as visible in the 

image below).  

 

Besides the imaging errors occurring in gamma cameras, further errors appear in the SPECT 

due to the movements of the head, the longer time of recording and the fact that it has to be 

quantitative. Remedies for these types of errors are listed below.  

1. The movement of the gamma camera causes the sinogram of a point source to differ 

from the expected sine function. Therefore, the correction of the centre of rotation 

(COR) is needed. However, an even bigger problem is the head getting displaced 

from the ideal trajectory in each measurement, so general corrections cannot be 

applied. Fortunately this does not cause as great problems in human applications as it 

does in cases when our aim is to achieve a resolution below one millimetre.  

 

2. Movement correction (MC) needs to be applied because of the movement of the 

object being examined while taking the image. A reason of the movement may be the 

movement of the patient. In this case the projection images need to be displaced by 

the extent of the displacement of the patient during monitoring. The movement of the 

chest during breathing can be corrected with monitoring it with a CCD camera, with 
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observing the movement of the reference points placed on the body and with the 

anatomical model of respiration. The movement of the heart can be corrected with 

gated images by dividing the cardiac cycle into 8-32 parts. In this case we get a 

weaker image statistics and the reconstruction will be noisy, that is why a four-

dimensional reconstruction is preferred where every slice is reconstructed at the same 

time without dividing them into time slices. The image below shows the correction of 

an axial movement in case of the heart, calculated in projection images based on an 

integral linogram (to the left: before MC, to the right: after MC).  

 

3. There are more types of tests the aim of which is quantitative imaging. Examples 

include the measurements of thyroid uptake, cardiac ejection fraction and renal 

function. In order to obtain quantitative information partial-volume effect (PVE) 

correction needs to be applied. When the reconstructed activity is divided into more 

voxels and the size of the voxel is significant compared to that of the object to be 

imaged (e.g. in case of the wall of the heart), then the activity that can be measured in 

the voxel belonging to the object is notably lower. A solution applied in clinics is 

modelling the scattering and the resolution during reconstruction, which is only a 

partial solution because of the presence of the noise. Another solution may be to 

transfer the high-frequency information of the high resolution co-registered images of 

the MR or the CT into the SPECT image, thus adding further anatomical information 

to the reconstruction. This technique is still in the research stage.  
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3.5.5 Pinhole SPECT 

High resolution SPECT systems can be produced using pinhole collimators, which are 

primarily used in small animal imaging. The high resolution results in the low sensitivity of 

the system. In order to compensate this, more pinhole (multipinhole) apertures are produced, 

which increase the sensitivity at the expense of the size of the field of view. Pinhole systems 

differ from the parallel hole collimator systems in that the head has to be moved along a 

helical trajectory instead of along a circular one. Tuy‟s condition states that an object can 

only be reconstructed if an arbitrary slice intersecting the object has at least one intersection 

point with the trajectory.  

 

In pinhole SPECTs precise geometric calibration has to be taken care of, since the position of 

the apertures, the movement and the inclination of the camera head are not known 

sufficiently accurately. That is why taking SPECT images of more point sources followed by 

performing a nonlinear multidimensional regression is necessary for calibration.  
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3.6 PET Imaging 

 

 

3.6.1 The principle of PET imaging 

Primarily, let us consider the basic principle of PET measurements: the concentration of the 

marker is higher at the critical spots (e.g. in the case of FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose) because of 

the increased sugar consumption of the cancerous cells), and when the positron created 

during the decay of the isotope in the marker meets an electron, they annihilate, resulting in 

the simultaneous release of two 511 keV gamma photons travelling in nearly opposite 

directions. If we detect these pairs, we can determine the activity concentration using the 

density of the LORs (line of response) connecting the detection points. The basic principle of 

measurement is depicted in the figure below.  

 
Figure 1.: The measured phenomenon, the measured data and the determinant activity 

concentration. This figure was drawn based on the lecture of Sibylle Ziegler  

Of course, the efficiency of the detectors is not 100%, they do not detect every gamma 

photon: as the penetrating power of high-energy photons is relatively high, in some cases 

they pass through the detector without interaction. It is possible that by detecting two photons 

of two different „half-detected‟ photon pairs simultaneously, we might believe that the two 

photons originate from a single decay (this is called accidental coincidence). Alternatively, 

they may get absorbed or scattered in the medium we want to examine, thus their direction 

changes. Scattering is especially important in human PET scans, since the size of the human 

body scatters with a much higher probability than e.g. a mouse. The accidental coincidence 

and scattering can cause the problems depicted in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2.: False LORs caused by random and scattered events. The point of the decay is 

indicated by red dots, the gamma photon pairs are indicated by red arrows and the apparent 

LORs are indicated by green arrows.  

 

3.6.2 Timing techniques 

   

If two gamma photons are detected „simultaneously‟, i.e. within a very short time interval, 

then they were most probably emitted in the same decay. In order to detect the photon pairs 

simultaneously, we obviously have to know the time of the events (the arrival of the photons) 

very accurately. Considering that the temporal resolution of a PET system today is 0.5-5 ns, 

during this time light would cover a distance of 15 cm – 1.5 m. That is how accurately time 

needs to be measured.  

Requirements for coincidence circuits  

The incoming events have to be separated from the ever-present noise. That is what the so-

called discriminators are for. The basic principle is the following: if a (e.g. PMT) signal 

meets a criterion (e.g. it has sufficiently high amplitude and/or is sufficiently steep, etc.), then 

the discriminator generates a trigger signal, thus setting off the rest of the process chain, e.g. 

storing the sampled values, integrating, calculating the time of arrival, etc. The discriminator 

is expected to catch the lowest signal possible that is higher than the noise, and the formation 

of the trigger should be identifiable with the arrival of the event.  

Usually there is some sort of stable periodic timing pulse (e.g. 50 MHz) in the detector 

electronics, which synchronizes the different processing components and data traffic. This in 

itself is not sufficiently accurate for the timing of events (e.g. a timing pulse of 50 MHz 

corresponds to 20 ns) but it makes it enough to know the time of the events compared to the 

synchronizing timing pulse. Basically, our task is to create a „stopwatch‟ that can accurately 

measure the time of arrival of a trigger signal compared to the timing pulse. For this the TAC 

(Time to Amplitude Converter) or its digital counterpart, the TDC (Time to Digital 

Converter) is used.  

   

LE, CFD, TAC  

One of the basic types of discriminators used in timing is the LE (Leading Edge) 

discriminator. It is relatively simple and widespread. In essence it continuously monitors 

whether the values sampled from the signal reach the predetermined threshold (trigger level) 
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and if they do, it examines if the slope of the leading edge of the signal is sufficiently steep, 

i.e. if it is plausible that it originated from a scintillation. With adequately steep signals this 

allows for a relatively good timing, but a basic defect of this is that signals with a higher 

amplitude are steeper so they reach the trigger level sooner. In other words, the timing of an 

event depends on the amplitude of the signal. Despite this, timing around 1 ns can usually be 

achieved; in small animal devices practically exclusively this type of discriminator is used.  

 

 

In order to reduce the dependence of timing on the amplitude of the signal (energy), Constant 

Fraction Discriminators (CFDs) are used in case the accuracy of the LE is not sufficient (e.g. 

positron lifetime measurements, or ToF PET). The basic principle of this is the following: let 

us generate a reverse replica of the signal with a decreased (f-fold) amplitude, delay the 

original signal (d) and then let us add up these two. The zero crossing time of the signal 

generated this way is independent of the amplitude of the signal to a good approximation, if 

the shape of the low and the high amplitude signals is similar. This can be realized in an 

analogue electronic way, the trigger is provided by the zero crossing time. Optimizing the 

rate of decrease (f) and the delay (s) is fairly complicated – it depends on the shape of the 

signal, the signal-to-noise ratio, etc. – and an incorrectly adjusted CFD is worse than a simple 

LE discriminator. (There are no theoretical obstacles to realizing all this digitally instead of 

electronically, however, sampling frequencies in the order of GHz would be needed, which 

would require very expensive AD converters. Therefore, in practice this is not used in PET 

scanners.)  

time 

trigger level 
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If the trigger is generated with the help of a discriminator, the TAC, functioning as a 

stopwatch, is also needed. The basic principle of this is the following: if a capacitor is 

charged slowly by a high precision current source (which provides constant current relatively 

independently of the load), the voltage across the capacitor will be proportional to the elapsed 

time. Therefore, measuring time will practically mean measuring voltage. When the trigger 

arrives, the charging of the capacitor of the TAC is started, then it is stopped on the arrival of 

the next synchronous timing pulse and the amount of charge accumulated on the capacitor is 

measured. This way (if the line characterizing the voltage increase of the capacitor has 

previously been calibrated) the time of arrival of the trigger as compared to the next 

synchronous timing pulse can be determined very precisely. Its digital equivalent, the TDC 

differs from the TAC in that it contains a fast AD converter as well. It immediately returns a 

digital timestamp instead of an analogue one.  

The theoretical limit of timing 

It can be proven that during a scintillation event the atoms are excited practically 

simultaneously and they relax independently from each other. Every discriminator needs a 

minimum signal level so that the signal can be distinguished from the noise. Let us presume 

that the signal-to-noise ratio is such that if the first k photons of a scintillation have arrived, 

we can already see them, the PMT amplifies the signal higher than the noise. Therefore, k is 

an arbitrary, fixed number which tells the minimum number of photons that need to arrive so 

that the generated electrical signal grows above the noise level. (This is the optimal, lowest 

trigger level possible expressed in the number of photons). In this case, as far as timing is 
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concerned, the following question arises: what is the temporal standard deviation of the time 

of arrival of the k-th scintillation photon if there are N identical, simultaneously excited 

atoms that are independent from each other and relax with a probability of p per unit of time?  

It can be derived that the standard deviation of the expected time of the relaxation of the first 

k photons out of N photons is  

 
If there are two detectors opposite to each other, the standard deviation of the measurable 

timing is times this. Again, it is a matter of the joint standard deviation of two 

independent random variables. If the time spectrum is Gaussian-like, the full width at half 

maximum is , thus the temporal resolution 

is  

 
According to this, when timing is based on scintillation light, the full width at half maximum 

of the time spectrum is inversely proportional to the effective light yield. It is important to 

note that only those scintillation photons play a role in the statistics that are detected. So N, 

that has so far been identified with the light yield of the crystal is actually the „effective light 

yield‟, which is the product of the light yield of the crystal, the efficiency of the optical 

arrangement and the detecting efficiency of the detector. The temporal resolution is 

proportional to the fall time of the crystal and the square root of k, if we consider the arrival 

of the k-th photon of the scintillation photons as the arrival of the signal. In order to achieve 

high temporal resolution, a crystal with a high light yield and a fast fall time, a good signal-

to-noise ratio and as low a trigger level as possible is needed.  

 

3.6.3 Single rate, pile-up, dead time and random rate 

One of the advantages of PET is that it is quantitative, so the pixel values of the greyscale 

image are – theoretically – proportional to the activity there. Of course, every detection has 

dead time, so the higher the activity is, the less efficient the detection is. In order to be able to 

correct the losses occurring due to dead time, we need to know the amount of dead-time loss. 

The first step is to estimate the number of events „piling up‟ on each other at a fixed count 

rate, meaning that the events arrive so fast that the electronics cannot separate the two 

signals.  

Pileup  

If one or more photons arrive in a detector in rapid succession, the signals they generate pile 

up on each other. This phenomenon is known as pileup. The time of arrival and the energy of 

the individual events cannot be determined, or can only be determined with difficulty and 

with dubious accuracy from the sum of the two signals. Let us examine the probability of the 

pileup.  

We examine a detector. The number of photons arriving in and producing a flash in the 

detector per unit of time is called single rate. Since the decays are independent of each other, 

the probability of pileup equals the probability of a chosen event being piled-up. Let us 

suppose that the event occurred at the „0‟ moment. The question is the probability of at least 

another event coming in within the next interval of base width (signal width) „t‟. Since the 

events are independent, this is equal to the probability of an event arriving in the 0,t interval 

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/0,t
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(let it be denoted by A). Let B denote the fact that an event arrived in the 0 moment, thus  

 
due to the independence of events. (Similarly, the result of a die roll is not affected by the 

previous results.) Therefore, it is sufficient to calculate .  

The parameter of the Poisson distribution, , the expected count rate per unit of time, can be 

rewritten as the product of the rate unit of time and the length of the time window. (This is 

necessary because the rates are given in cps, but in this case their natural unit of time is signal 

length (?) instead of seconds.) That is, if we know that  equals  for an interval of 

1 second, then the calculations must be performed using a parameter of for an 

interval with base length t. The signal length is about 200 ns and the half life of the isotopes 

is about 9-11 orders of magnitude higher, so the rate can be considered constant during the 

length of the signal. Therefore, the probability that an event arrives in an interval of one base 

length (let it be denoted by ) is: 

 
If we calculate with at least one event, we need to add up the probabilities of the arrival of 

one event, two events, three events, etc. 

 
The pileup probability calculated in this way is depicted in Figure 1 as a function of the 

detected single rate for base widths of 140 ns, 200 ns and 300 ns. If we have a look at the 

formula above, we will see that the count rate and the base width appears in it through , 

and pileup probability is determined by the product , the product of the count rate and 

the signal length. This establishes the requirement for the electronics that a short signal is 

needed, so preamplifiers need to be designed that do not stretch the signal while amplifying 

the PMT signals. Usually the higher the amplification is, the smaller bandwidth the amplifier 

has, i.e. the more we lose the high-frequency components; the signal is getting longer. That is 

why it is advantageous if the amplitude of the signal of the photodetector is sufficiently high 

at the beginning (PMT, SiPM) and it is not necessary to amplify it much (APD).  

 
Figure 1.: The pileup probability as a function of the detected single rate. The base width 

from the bottom up: 140 ns (p), 200 ns (k), 300 ns (f)  
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Dead time  

Let us give a rough outline of what happens after detecting an event.  

 Every detected event generates a trigger signal (in the discriminator); as a result, the 

process chain is started (integration of the sampled values, calculation of the Anger 

position, etc.)  

 If two events pile up on each other, the integral and the time of arrival of both will be 

inaccurate.  

 The sampled data of the incoming events are processed by some sort of target 

hardware (usually FPGA). It requires some time and calculations cannot be started 

before the integration of the signals.  

 For now we discuss a single detector; coincidence selection is done after detection. 

From the point of view of dead time every detector is independent, thus whether it can 

detect an event or whether it discards it due to dead time does not depend on what 

happens in the other detectors.  

Let us have the following model of event selection strategy: if two events arrive so close to 

each other that they cannot be separated, let us discard both of them.  

Let the event length be  

What is the probability of the „survival‟ of an event under such conditions? Note that in this 

model an event is kept only if no events have arrived within the time interval preceding 

the arrival of the event, which would mean that it has to be discarded, and no events come in 

the time window after the arrival of the event, either. What is the probability of no events 

arriving in an interval  ? The complementary event of this is that at least one event arrives. 

Thus:  

 
Similarly, the probability of no events arriving in the interval following the arrival of the 

event, which would mean that the event has to be discarded: 

 
The event can only be kept if both conditions are met and the events are independent:  

 
This is the probability with which every event is kept in the detector due to the independence 

of the events, so the rate which remains because of the dead time is: 

 
Usually the  is measured and the real number of arriving photons has to be calculated 

from this. In actual measurements event pairs are detected because of the coincidence, but 

dead time describes one detector only. Fortunately, a coincidence event is kept only if both 

„halves‟ of it – as single events – are kept. Therefore, it has to be examined which two 

detectors each LOR connects and the product of the single losses of the detectors has to be 

taken into consideration during correction. 

Of course the value of the parameters in the formula of the rate that remains after dead-time 

losses can vary in the case of other selection strategies, but in most cases it can be written as 

with the introduction of some sort of effective dead time . Formally, the 

expression is like the pileup, but is affected by not only the length of the signal, but by the 

dead time occurring due to calculations and by the strategy.  
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Random coincidence 

Random coincidence occurs when two events are detected simultaneously (within a time 

window) that do not originate from the same decay. The probability of this can be determined 

by the so-called shifted time window estimate. 

Let the width of the coincidence window be . 

Let us imagine that an event arrives in a detector that can be characterized by a single rate 

and we would like to know the number of events arriving in another detector characterized 

by a single rate , but not at the time of arrival of the first event, but time later, in an 

interval of .  

If is significantly larger than the temporal resolution (e.g. ), then it is almost certain 

that these events did not originate from the same decay as the chosen event. (It would only be 

possible after multiple scattering, but it is very unlikely.) The probability that at least one 

event arrives within a given time window, with a given single rate is expressed by the 

formula \eqref{pile}. During the deduction of the \eqref{pile} formula the independence of 

events is used. Thinking in shifted time windows this still holds, but it would not remain for 

the real coincidences in the coincidence window around zero. This time needs to be used 

as the length of the examined time interval instead of the base length previously used. The 

time window is much smaller than the signal length previously used in the \eqref{pile} 

formula, thus the value of  is low, therefore the probability of multiple random coincidences 

is also low (the higher and higher powers of ), this way a simple expression is obtained.  

Keeping only the member corresponding to the one-fold coincidence Taylor series:  

 

Comments  

 Neglecting the multiple random coincidences could not only be done because of the 

order of magnitude of the time window, but also because most coincidence selectors 

automatically discard multiple coincidences. (It is not possible to tell that out of the 

potential LORs connecting the events which are false.)  

 If the activity is higher in the field of view, then the single rates of the detectors 

increase in proportion to that (until the effect of the dead time is not significant). This 

means that the rate of the random events increases quadratically with activity.  

 The single rates appear in the number of random events. If the activity occurs outside 

the field of view, it should not be seen in the coincidence, but it increases the single 

rate, thus increases the number of random events as well. This is of high importance 

in human PET, because the diameter of the field of view is 15-20 cm; most of the 

human body is outside it and the injected activity spreads in the whole body. 

Depending on the time window, it is possible that 80% of the detected events are 

random coincidences.  

 The time window, and thus the number of random events can be decreased with a 

good temporal resolution.  

 The deduction used the shifted time window through independence. We assumed 

independence when deducting, but it would not be true in unshifted window.  

 Most devices can send the events measured in the shifted time window, or at least 

their rate; in this case estimates do not have to be based on the single rates.  
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NEC (Noise Equivalent Count rate) curve  

We saw that by increasing the activity, the efficiency of detection deteriorates because of the 

dead time. The other similar effect is that the number of random coincidences increases. 

Theoretically, measuring with higher activity the statistics of the measurement gets better, but 

this is not the case because of the losses. 

 It would be useful to estimate the sensible amount of activity. A standard procedure for 

measuring this is recorded in the NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers Association ). 

This consists of the following: measurements have to be performed for a long time using a 

standard specimen which was designed to ensure that scattered and random events occur 

during the tests. The activity of the specimen (phantom), which initially contained high 

activity, falls; the number of random events can be neglected at low activity, since it depends 

approximately quadratically on activity. The ratio of scattered events presumably does not 

change, thus the rate of the random and the scattered events can be determined. In the end we 

try to characterize the useful count rate with the rate  

 
It is getting more and more obvious that NEC is not a particularly useful metric. Although it 

does provide an upper limit, but it does not reveal anything about image quality, since it is 

not characterized by the count rate in itself. In many devices the image quality deteriorates 

well below the peak of the NEC curve. It is expected that during the next revision of the 

standard (in years) a more precise estimation procedure will be introduced.  

 

http://www.nema.org/
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3.6.4 Effects limiting ideal imaging 

LYSO and the background activity of lutetium  

2.59% of the natural lutetium (Lu-175) in the LYSO is Lu-176, which decays to Hf-176 by 

decay with a long half life (  years), thus fortunately positrons are not created 

during the decay. When meeting an electron, positrons would annihilate to form two gamma 

photons, and acting as an extra „source‟ they would confound the measurement. The 

antineutrinos do not cause problems, but the released electrons lose energy in different 

processes, causing scintillation. Moreover, Hf-176 decays further while photons with gamma 

energies of {\bf 88 keV, 202 keV, and 307 keV} are created. The count rate density of the 

material of the LYSO crystals is approximately in calculations.  

 
Figure 1.: The decay scheme of Lu-176 and the single spectrum of the LYSO. (Based on the 

Saint-Gobain catalogue)  

   

If we naively estimated the random coincidence resulting from this single rate, we would get 

a very small number (1-100). In comparison, a few thousand (approximately 3000) can be 

measured in the NanoPET (this depends on the coincidence mode as well), therefore our 

estimation is not good. The problem is that the decay of Hf-176 is a cascade decay, in about 4 

ps the gamma photons with the energies of 88, 202, 307 keV are created non-uniformly in 

time, or more precisely, corresponding to the Poisson distribution of decays that are not 

independent of each other. If one of them escapes the crystal (typically one of the two with 

the highest energy), then it is perceived as real coincidence with a time window of a few 

nanoseconds. That is why there are two orders of magnitude more random coincidences than 

there would be in the case of a uniform temporal distribution.  

Luckily, the energy of the LYSO gamma photons in coincidence seems to be 509 keV, if the 

two higher-energy photons are absorbed in the same module (202+307) and the one with the 

energy of 88 keV is absorbed somewhere else. (However, typically the higher-energy photons 
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can escape and it is not probable that they arrive in the same module, since their direction is 

not in correlation. In other pairings we see events with lower energies. Thus, the peak of the 

energy spectrum of the LYSO measured in coincidence is at around 2-300 keV, so it can 

practically entirely be filtered out of the measurement data by a lower energy gate of 400keV.  

Positron range  

Positron range is a phenomenon that is inevitably present and it deteriorates spatial 

resolution. The positrons are created during the decay of a -decaying nucleus. They leave 

the nucleus with a relatively high energy (~0-2 MeV). During the decay (positron decay) 

a proton is converted into a neutron, while a positron and a neutrino are created due to the 

conservation laws.  

Three particles carry away the initial energy of the proton. They can do that in many different 

angles, dividing the initial energy and the momentum among themselves in several ways. 

Therefore, the kinetic energy of the positron that is created has a continuous spectrum, it can 

take on any value between zero and an upper limit. The kinetic energy of the generated 

positron is between 0-540 keV in the case of the decay of Na-22, which is often applied 

during calibrations. The decaying nucleus often does not decay exclusively via a process, 

but also in other ways; that is why the term positron yield is used. The velocity of the 

positron created in the decay is too high, so it cannot undergo annihilation when it meets an 

electron; despite the fact that they attract each other, the positron practically flies past the 

electron. Since the mass of the positron is very low as compared to its charge, it rapidly loses 

its kinetic energy and once it slows down it interacts with an electron, and they annihilate. A 

distance in the order of a millimetre is needed for the slowing down of the positron, thus the 

annihilation does not take place exactly where the decay occurred. The blurring caused by 

this degrades the spatial resolution. The positron range is the average distance covered by the 

positron before it annihilates. 

It of course depends on the atomic environment, thus on the material, but it does not have a 

conventional definition: in some cases it is defined using the full width at half maximum, in 

other cases it is given by the full width at tenth maximum, while sometimes the maximal 

distance the positron can travel is used in the definition. Although the maximal distance is 

theoretically infinite, this marginal problem is neglected. That is why the comparison of 

relative values appearing in the same interpretation (in the same article) makes sense. The 

table below contains such a collection. 

isotope  half life  ratio  max.  positron range  production  

C-11  20.4 minutes  0.99  0.96 MeV  0.4 mm  cyclotron  

Na-22  2.6 years  0.90  0.54 MeV  0.3 mm  spallation  

N-13  9.96 minutes  1.00  1.20 MeV  0.7 mm  cyclotron  

O-15  123 seconds  1.00  1.74 MeV  1.1 mm  cyclotron  

F-18  110 minutes  0.97  0.63 MeV  0.3 mm  cyclotron  

Cu-62  9.74 minutes  0.98  2.93 MeV  2.7 mm  generator  

Cu-64  12.7 hours  0.19  0.65 MeV  0.3 mm  cyclotron  

Ga-68  68.3 minutes  0.88  1.83 MeV  1.2 mm  generator  

Br-76  16.1 hours  1.00  1.90 MeV  1.2 mm  cyclotron  

Rb-82  78 seconds  0.96  3.15 MeV  2.8 mm  generator  

I-124  4.18 days  0.22  1.50 MeV  0.9 mm  cyclotron  
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Non-collinearity  

The momentum of the electron-positron pair is not necessarily exactly zero before 

annihilation. Therefore, due to the conservation of momentum, the two 511 keV gamma-

photons do not always travel in entirely opposite directions. The full width at half maximum 

of this angle distribution is accepted to be 0.5°. This means that in the case of a decay 

occurring in the middle of a human PET scanner with a diameter of 90 cm, a blurring with a 

full width at half maximum of will appear on the 

circumference (where the detectors are). Therefore, it would be useless to apply crystal 

needles which are significantly smaller than those in human PET systems, it would only 

increase manufacturing costs.  

DOI - Depth Of Interaction  

In the case of the flash of a crystal needle no information is available about the exact place of 

the scintillation within the crystal. This causes parallax error. It is not important in the case of 

human PET systems because of the large diameter, but it is one of the main factors that limits 

resolution in small animal systems. (It would be pointless to shorten the crystals because the 

single rate decreases at a lower rate than coincidence sensitivity.) Fortunately it can be 

modelled relatively well.  

There are prototype devices where it could be measured, but for now they are too complex 

and expensive and they require many compromises.  

 

   

Scattered events  

In small animal PETs it is chiefly scattering within the detector module that matters, while in 

human PET applications mostly scattering within the body is of importance. The energy of 

the scattered events is lower, so their ratio can be reduced by energy filtering, but of course 

detectors with good energy resolution are needed to achieve this.  
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3.6.5 Calibration of PET systems 

There is a significant difference between human PET devices and small animal systems. This 

affects the production of the detector, the corrections preceding reconstruction and the 

corrections that are to be integrated in reconstruction. The table below contains the most 

important features.  

feature device  small animal  human  

diameter  15-20 cm  70-90 cm  

non- collinearity  not significant  significant  

crystal cross section  1.2-1.5 mm  3-6 mm  

DOI  significant  not significant  

crystal length  9-14 mm  20-24 mm  

scattering (within body)  not significant  significant  

scattering (within detector)  significant  not significant  

energy resolution  important  very important  

AFOV  5-12 cm  15-20 cm  

length of examined object  8-15 cm  1.6-2m  

random coincidence  important  very important  

attenuation correction  useful  very important  

ToF  not possible  possible  

temporal resolution  1.2-4 ns  0.5(ToF)-7 ns  

spatial resolution  1,2-2,5 mm  2,5-7 mm  

PSPMT  almost always  never 

   

The calibration procedure of the PET system is highly dependent on the device itself as well 

as on its process chain. Moreover, the order of steps can also change, but most often it 

includes the following main processes:  

 Gain calibration after the „warm-up‟ of the PMTs, measuring preferably in working 

coincidence mode, because it allows for performing the calibration of the 

amplification according to the position of the 511 keV photopeak.  

 Delay (cable length) calibration. This also needs working coincidences and/or a 

reference detector. The timing of the PMTs in the module has to be synchronized 

based on measurement data containing time.  

 Positioning calibration. It needs a flood-field image with good statistics.  

 Timing differences between modules (offset). The time spectra of the module pairs 

have to be centred in an operating ring with the aid of a measurement containing time 

data, usually not by cables but by digital delay.  

 Energy distribution map by crystal needles. It is possible only after performing the 

positioning calibration, the energy spectra have to be assorted by crystal needles, the 

511 keV peaks of the needle by needle energy spectra have to be scaled to each other.  

 Needle by needle timing calibration, practically only in ToF PETs; the local changes 

of the light yield of individual needles can cause different extents of delay, which can 

be corrected.  
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 Sensitivity calibration or normalization: the sensitivity of the individual crystal 

needles is never identical due to the inhomogeneous light yield and electronic gain, 

thus the sensitivity of the LORs – which approximately depends on the product of the 

sensitivity of two crystals – has a high standard deviation. This can be taken into 

consideration by using a sensitivity correction factor. (Clever averaging is important 

for obtaining good statistics; Defrise‟s fan method is the most widespread.)  

3.7 PET/CT Systems 

PET/CT systems are so-called multimodal imaging devices. The main motivation for uniting 

the two different imaging processes is the possibility of gaining anatomical (CT) and 

functional (PET) images of the patient at the same time (during the same examination).  

The radiation exposure of a PET/CT examination is around 7-8 mSv (when the CT is only 

used to localize the PET image in low resolution), which corresponds to being exposed to 

background radiation for about 3 years, having 350 X-ray images taken or spending ~1 year 

working on an airplane.  

3.7.1 PET/CT Sytems: Introduction 

From the physicians‟ point of view it is highly beneficial that these two imaging techniques 

appear in a single device. The patients‟ body parts cannot move between the taking of two 

images because they do not change their position between the two examinations, since they 

lie in the same bed.  

 
PET/CT scanner 

   

As far as the detectability of the contrast agents is concerned, the sensitivity of the PET is the 

highest of all known medical imaging devices. The table below contains the sensitivity of the 

different imaging techniques depending on the concentration of the contrast agents.  
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So it can be seen that PET is not particularly good as far as spatial resolution is concerned, 

but its sensitivity is exceptional.  

As mentioned previously, combining the images is made very easy by the presence of two 

modalities in the device, but there are further advantages to that, which need to be pointed 

out. With the aid of the CT image the reconstruction of the PET image can be performed 

much more precisely, since the CT image is practically a photon attenuation map. This can be 

integrated in the reconstruction process of the PET image, this way the reconstruction will be 

more accurate. However, it is important to mention that the CT uses X-ray photons generated 

by electrons accelerated through 140 kV, while in PET 511-keV photons are detected. That is 

why the coded attenuation coefficient map in the CT image needs to be scaled so that it will 

be appropriate for the 511-keV photons.  

In the figure below a PET image obtained after corrections is depicted on the left, the middle 

part of the figure shows a PET image without corrections, while the CT image, based on 
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which the corrections were performed, is shown on the right. It is obvious that there are 

several structures that are not visible in the uncorrected image, which appear in the corrected 

one.  

 

 

3.7.2 Isotope Production 

Positron decaying materials are needed to form a PET image. In the 1950s mostly O-15 and 

Ga-68 bound to water, carbon dioxide or Ga-ATP were used. From 1976 F-18, N-13 and C-

11 isotopes have also been used. The development of medical cyclotrons, i.e. cyclotrons that 

produce isotopes used specifically as tracers in radiopharmaceuticals, started in the 1980s.  

The most commonly used PET isotope used in practice is F-18. This isotope is produced from 

O-18 by a cyclotron. Since it is a general tracer molecule, it is chemically bound to glucose, 

this way it becomes the so-called FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose). 

 Usually negative H ions are accelerated in the cyclotrons, since it is easy to make particles 

exit the circular orbit (they lose their electrons when they pass through a foil made of a 

suitable alloy, thus they leave their circular orbit). When the production of F-18 is completed, 

it is sent to a chemistry laboratory in underground pipes, which are properly shielded for 

radiation protection reasons, where F-18 is bound to glucose. This process is carried out by 

semi-automatic synthesizing machines (see figure below) and experts.  
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The synthesis is a very complex process. 

   

The radiopharmaceutical that is created needs to be treated with appropriate radiation 

protection. Furthermore, a sample of every produced portion has to undergo quality control. 

A dose calibrator measures the dose of pharmaceutical to be injected into the patient by an 

automatic injection machine (~10 mCi = 370 MBq per patient). It takes an hour for the right 

isotope distribution to form, the examination can be started afterwards. Since tumours take up 

more nutrients than healthy tissue does, they will consume more of the glucose analogue 

FDG molecule as well. This way FDG accumulates in the tumours, which thus glow in PET 

images. Owing to the special formulation of FDG, it can penetrate the cells from the blood as 

a glucose analogue, but after penetration the cell cannot carry out the next step of catabolism. 

In this respect FDG is not a glucose analogue anymore, thus the cell cannot break it down and 

dispose of it, so it stays in the cell; that is why it is visible in the image. FDG is excreted from 

the blood by the kidneys, therefore the bladder always glows in PET images and so does the 

brain, since glucose is the primary source of energy for the brain.  

The most frequently used PET isotopes, their half lives and their method of production are 

shown below.  
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3.7.3 Examination 

Before the injection of the radiopharmaceutical, the assistants inform the patient about the 

course of the examination. When sufficient time (1 hour) has passed after the injection for the 

activity distribution to be formed, the patient lies on the table of the PET/CT device.  

First a so-called topogram is taken of the patient, the hands are placed above the head. It is 

practically a rapid X-ray image taken of the patient by pushing them through the CT 

component of the device. The image below shows a topogram.  

 

The specialist can mark the areas to be examined by the PET and the CT scanner on the 

topogram. After that the acquisition of PET data begins. For a whole-body scan (or even for 

an abdominal PET/CT) data usually have to be obtained from more, partially overlapping 

fields of view. The machine collects data for 3 minutes from one field of view, then moves 

the table to the next position, thus it can collect data from a different field of view. 

Overlapping is needed because of the sensitivity profile of the field of view (sensitivity is 

lower at the edge of the field of view). When the PET acquisitions are finished, the patient is 

moved to the CT component of the device and the CT image is taken of the selected area. The 

duration of the whole examination is about 20 minutes (it of course depends on the type of 

the device and on the settings). Software is provided by the manufacturer for each device for 

performing the examinations and the reconstruction of images.  

 

3.7.4 Hardware 

The acquisition of data is performed by very complex hardware in the PET/CT device. The 

CT and the PET device can be discussed independently.  
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The CT scanner is usually a so-called third-generation device, an X-ray source radiating in a 

fan shape, while there is a curved detector system facing it, and this system rotates around the 

patient at a high speed. Depending on the price and the age of the PET/CT system, the CT 

can old-type (slower, with lower resolution, etc.) but it can also be a multislice (16-64), high-

resolution, modern, fast device. The extent to which the CT image will be used for diagnostic 

purposes is obviously an important aspect to consider, because the primary task of the CT in 

the PET/CT device is – as it has been previously mentioned – to make it possible to localize 

the PET image as compared to the bones and other organs, which does not contain anatomical 

information. However, the CT image in itself can contain a great deal of information as well.  

 

   

The question arises whether the gamma radiation originating from the radiopharmaceutical in 

the patient interferes with CT imaging. After performing a few calculations, we can safely 
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say that it does not. The definition of the „activity‟ of the CT is the ratio of the energy carried 

by the photons emitted per second to the energy of one photon. Thus the „activity‟ at the exit 

of the X-ray photons is 1E14 Bq, while the maximum of the activity injected in the patient 

(the activity of the PET isotope) is 1E9 Bq. Therefore, there are at least five orders of 

magnitude between the activities. 

The detector system of the PET consists of a great number of (~3000) scintillation crystals 

(crystal needles). These form a complete circle and detect in coincidence, as it has been 

discussed in the previous chapters.  

 

   

3.7.5 Standardized Uptake Value (SUV) 

The Standardized Uptake Value (SUV) describes how many times higher the activity of a 

selected region is, than what would be measured in case of an assumed uniform tissue 

distribution of the radiopharmaceutical.  

 

The advantages and features of the SUV:  

 It is simple  

 It allows for the comparison of examinations (therapy monitoring)  
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 It assumes that the global metabolism of the radiopharmaceutical in the patient does 

not change between two examinations (it is often questionable whether clearance is 

the same, or if there are no changing inflammatory processes, ...)  

 The further conditions of accuracy: the PET camera must be calibrated at appropriate 

intervals; the timing of the imaging must be performed following a strict protocol  

   

3.7.6 PET/MRI 

Efforts have long been made to combine the PET technique with MRI instead of with CT. 

The advantage of this would be that as opposed to CT, the soft tissue contrast available with 

MRI is excellent, thus it would be more useful as far as tumour diagnosis is concerned. The 

basic difficulty in coupling the two modalities is that the PMTs used in PET do not operate 

above a certain magnetic field (~100 G) and the magnetic field occurring because of the 

presence of the MRI exceeds this value. However, the coupling of the two modalities can be 

performed by replacing the PMTs (see Chapter 2.3.2.3. Semiconductor Photodetectors). 

PET/MRI devices already exist, even if they are not used in clinical practice. A PET/MRI 

image:  

 
PET-MRI image (from Siemens manufacturer page) 
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3.8 Radiation Protection in Nuclear Medicine 

Radiation protection in nuclear medicine is of fundamental importance. All proceedings and 

devices must comply with the ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) principle, which 

means that the radiation exposure of patients and employees must be kept as low as possible.  

Different isotopes are used in the different fields of nuclear medicine. The energy of the 

radiation these isotopes emit varies, thus there are several forms of radiation protection 

depending on the modalities.  

3.8.1 PET/CT - Radiation Protection 

Let us follow the course of F-18 from its production through application to degradation. F-18 

is produced in cyclotrons. In Hungary four PET/CT devices operate, two out of which have 

their own cyclotrons; the isotopes to the other two devices are transported from these.  

Let us examine a PET/CT centre with an own cyclotron. The cyclotron is equipped with 

strong shielding walls because of the very intense radiation generated during its operation. 

The environment of the cyclotron is constantly under radiation monitoring, the room is 

equipped with gamma and neutron detectors. All types of radioactive waste have a separate 

storeroom in the cyclotron room.  

After the completion of the production of the F-18 isotope, it gets from the cyclotron to the 

synthesizer through a radiation shielded pipe system. Here semi-automatic devices perform 

the synthesis of the radiopharmaceutical so that there is as little contact with the staff as 

possible. When the production of the radiopharmaceutical (FDG) is complete, it gets to the 

dose calibrator through another shielded pipe. The dose calibrator is a device including a lead 

glass window, which automatically doses the activity appropriate for the examination. This is 

where the staff first gets in close proximity to FDG, since they transport it to the injection 

machine in a double-walled lead container. There is a shielded reception device designed 

specifically for this purpose and the injection is carried out by a machine, thus considerably 

decreasing the hand dose received by the staff. A separate container is reserved here for the 

remaining syringes, the lid of which opens in a rotating motion (vortex-free container), so 

that it does not stir up the air.  

After injection, the patient is taken to a separate room where they have to wait one hour for 

the right activity distribution to form. During this time staff members have as little contact 

with the patient as possible. The patient receives all information before being injected. There 

are several separate rooms (all with appropriate radiation shielding walls) so that the patients 

do not receive further radiation from each other. No more than three patients are injected at 

the same time. Basically everything is signposted so that staff members have to give as few 

additional instructions as possible. The PET/CT device is separated from the staff with lead 

glass, this way they are protected during the examination while still seeing the patient 

perfectly. Although the PET/CT devices today are designed to prevent the patient from 

feeling claustrophobic, the direct visual contact is beneficial in case a problem occurs.  

After the examination the patient has to wait a little while in another room. Basically it is 

advised that they should wait until they feel the urge to urinate. Since the kidneys excrete 

FDG, much activity accumulates in the bladder and by clearing it out into the toilet (active 

toilets must have separate drainage collectors) the patient may leave. The half life of FDG is 

109.7 minutes, so no considerable activity can be expected in the street, seeing that the 

patient waited one hour for the activity distribution to form, the examination takes about half 

an hour and let us suppose that they spent another half an hour in the room created for this 

purpose. This way the patient can carry only half of the original activity and they also clear 

out part of it, so they do not pose a threat as far as radiation protection is concerned when 
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they are out in the street. In spite of that, it is advised that the patient does not stay near 

children for a long time.  

3.8.2 SPECT - Gamma Camera - Radiation Protection 

In some respects SPECT devices and gamma cameras are more advantageous compared to 

PET, in other respects they are less favourable. The energy of the radiopharmaceuticals used 

in them is much lower than 511 keV, thus their penetration ability is lower than that of the 

annihilation photon generated after the decay of FDG. However, their half lives are longer 

than that of FDG, which is 109.7 minutes. The most frequently used SPECT isotope is Tc-

99m, the gamma energy of which is 140 keV and its half life is 6 hours. It is produced in 

technetium generators containing Mo-99. Mo-99 decays to Tc-99 with a half life of 67 hours. 

Mo-99 can be produced in reactors by neutron activation. The generators can be kept on site 

(in the hospital), close to the place of examination. They are strongly shielded, so they can be 

kept behind a radiation hazard sign in themselves, without further radiation protection. The 

Tc-99 can be obtained from the generator by a process called milking: the generator can be 

washed by placing a vacuum vial on one side and a vial containing isotonic saline solution on 

its other side, thus the Tc-99 isotopes can be extracted from the generator.  

 
Technetium generator 

   

Because of the lower energies, in such examinations the staff cares directly for the patients 

even after injection, and patients can wait close to each other, they are not separated as those 

who wait for a PET scan. The generator and the injection room are as close to each other as 

possible, but due to their low energy, the isotopes are transferred from the generator to the 

injection room with relatively weak lead shielding and they are injected manually. The 

assistants control the gamma camera directly from beside the patient. In the case of SPECT, 

similarly to a PET scan, there is lead glass shielding between the patient and the specialist 

conducting the examination. There have been examples of a mother sitting next to her child 

during the child‟s reflux examination throughout the entire duration of the SPECT study. This 

would be impossible in the case of a PET scan.  

 

Moreover, those who visit the SPECT study and the gamma camera studies (e.g. medical 

students, medical physicists) can stay right beside the patient, while in case of a PET scan 

they must stay behind the lead glass with the entire group of assistants.  
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4 Fundament of Digital Image Registration and Image  

Post-processing 

4.1 Basics of digital image registration 

As known from the previous chapter, the Anger camera shows the -events detected by the 

2D position sensitive and energy selective detector on the display of the oscilloscope 

according to their real position, triggering the X, Y position signals by the Z signal.  

The image of activity distribution of the examined object on the applied photo technical 

material is formed from the abundance of timed flashes on the display of the oscilloscope 

caused by γ-events. The purpose is to produce digital image simultaneously with the analogue 

image registration with the sampling of the analogue X, Y signals by the Z trigger signal in 

order to further image analysis and evaluation done now digitally. During the digital imaging, 

digitalizing the X, Y signals at the same degree, the picture is composed of elemental square 

shaped image areas. These elemental square shaped image areas are called pixels, whose 

fineness depends at the degree of digitization (number of bits) (See Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1 

   

Hereinafter, we study how to match a digital image point, i.e. pixel, with the place of a -

event. We could go through the digitalization procedure according to Figure 2. The Anger 

camera transmits the X, Y, Z signals towards the analogue visualization device for 

controlling and at the same time also to another output for processing, after it has been 

separated and driven.  

Following the sampling of the X, Y analogue signals after the receiver circuits (Sample & 

Hold S/H), they are converted to a binary code by an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC). If 

the applied ADC has a resolution of 8 bits, then the coordinates composed of binary data with 

N bits per signal should be written in a register at least 2N bits long. In the case of FRAME 

command, the Interface Control Device regards the 2N-bit-long register as an address and 

executes the following operations with the special, so-called BUFFER MEMORY belonged 

to the digitalizing device:  

I. BUFFER MEMORY := 0 /*zeroing the whole BUFFER MEMORY*/  

II. <buff.mem.add.> = <buff.mem.add.> + 1 /basic equation of MCA*/  

III. Process  

IV. Archiving the registered FRAMEs.  
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The used <AD> symbol means the content stored at the AD address. In this particular case, 

<buff.mem.add.> is the content of the memory addressed by the 2N-bit-long register, i.e. the 

content of the memory stack addressed by coordinate signals. Thus the more frequently the 

Xi, Yi coordinate occurs, the more times the memory stack belonged to it increases, in other 

words, the content of the memory stack becomes larger. Using the basic equation of MCA 

(Multi Channel Analyzer), this is the way how measured activity distribution of the material 

mapped to content distribution of memory stacks, which is called a FRAME image. The size 

of the constructed FRAME image matrix is (2
N
*2

N
).  

 
Figure 2 

   

By a control device, this image can be displayed even position-wisely on the screen of the 

image processor. As it can be also seen in the Figure 2, the size of the special BUFFER 

MEMORY serving the FRAME image collection cannot be smaller than 22N. If the memory 

is word-ordering, then the memory cannot contain less than 22N memory words. One word 

consists from at least two bytes, so it can be 3 or 4 bytes too. The other really important data 

which comes around apropos of digital image shooting and processing is so-called pixel size 

(PS) related to a given detector:  

PS = DDET / 2
N
  

where DDET is the diameter of a circle detector and N is the digitization degree.  

In the case of square detectors, there are usually different X_old and Y_old pixel sizes in the 

direction of x and y using the same digitization degree.  

PSx = Xold. /2
N
  

PSy = Yold. /2
N
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Concerning digital image processing, there is a tight physical connection between the 

resolution of a detector and the wished pixel size.  

The question is raised in the following form: what is the optimal pixel size for a given 2D 

position sensitive detector with a resolution described by a FWHM (full width half 

maximum)? According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, the connection between 

optimal pixel size and detector resolution is the following:  

PSopt ≅ FWHM/3  

Choosing a significantly larger pixel size, we will get a degraded resolution after digitization. 

Choosing a significantly smaller pixel size than the optimal, we will not be able to achieve 

better resolution than the FWHM, at best we get a picture seeming more pleasant if the noise 

makes it possible.  

The other method for registration, mostly used for researching and unique purposes, is the 

LIST registration method. In this case, it is the LIST signal which activates the Interface 

Control Device producing the following data structure in the BUFFER MEMORY:  

Before the start of the collection the whole area of the BUFFER MEMORY is initiated to 

zero.  

BUFFER MEMORY ADDRESS   BUFFER MEMORY CONTENT  

00 ... 00   X1  

00 ... 02   Y1  

00 .. 04 ECG  X3  

00 ... 06   Y3  

00 ... 08   X1  

00 ... 0A   Y1  

.   .  

„kth” coordinate event ECG  Xk  

   Yk  

.   .  

2
2N

-4 ECG  X3  

2
2N

-2   Y3 

   

Using this method, in the memory actually a list is created from the incident coordinates with 

time interrupting registration marked with " ", and with ECG registration if ECG gating is 

used. If the content of BUFFER is sufficient, it is saved very quickly, then zeroed and the 

collection of the new block is started. The drawback of this collection mode is its requirement 

for an especially large memory. On the other hand, its major advantage is the possibility of 

conducting the image reconstruction based on different criteria even after finishing the 

collection. Supposing one method did not live up to the expectation, another method can be 

started from the beginning as nothing would have happened.  
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According to Figure 2, both at LIST mode and at FRAME mode timing is done by the Z 

signal. The great benefit of the digital image registration arises from the opportunity to carry 

out picture part emphasizing, noise filtering (background subtraction, smoothing), 

enlargement, etc… with different processing algorithms after finishing the collection. If one 

of the operations does not give the wanted result, then the entire process can be started again. 

The high efficiency of this technique develops during the follow-up the dynamic of 

biochemical procedures and its quantitative evaluation. With the application of ROI (Region 

of Interest) the detail of the image which has an activity time function interesting respect to 

the applied organ selective radioactive material can be marked. Temporal dependence of 

biochemical procedure can be given by quantitative evaluation. Basically, the functional 

working of different organs can be evaluated based on different quantitative processing 

algorithms.  

 
Figure 3 

   

Hereinafter, we show the significance of the quantitative processing concerning nuclear 

medical imaging through a few examinations. In the Figure 3, a quantitative and qualitative 

evaluation of an ECG gated heart examination can be seen based on a model with a periodic 

approach. The Figure 4 shows a dynamic examination of kidney function during time. Figure 

5 demonstrates the results of a bone metastasis examination which is important concerning 

oncology.  
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Figure 4 

   

 
Figure 5 
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4.2 Static examinations 

4.2.1 Parathyroid gland examination 

Unfortunately no radioactive product is known that concentrates in parathyroid gland but 

does not in thyroid, therefore parathyroid gland cannot be examined directly with the means 

of nuclear medicine without the disturbing effect of thyroid. The solution is based on the fact 

that there is one concentrating in both and another one concentrating only in thyroid. Two 

records are made from the patient, one with each product and the disturbing effect of thyroid 

disappears by the conveniently weighted subtraction of the two images.  

First of all, a record is taken with Tl. In this case, activity concentrates in both organs 

(parathyroid gland and thyroid). In the next step, avoiding the patient‟s motion, a pharmacon 

marked by Tc is injected into the body of the patient. After it concentrates in the thyroid, 

another record is taken. Since the Tl and the Tc radiates on significantly different energies, 

setting the energy window properly, it can be achieved that the second record reflects only 

the distribution of Tc.  

Let us introduce the following notations:  

F1: Tl uptake (activity in the thyroid and in parathyroid gland),  

F2: Tc uptake (activity in the thyroid)  

p1, p2: The values of the same pixel (x, y) in the two images.  

The difference pixel by pixel is: p = A (p1 – B p2) , where A and B are constants properly 

chosen.  

 
Tl image, Tc image, difference image 
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p
+
 is the positive part of p (p

+
 = p, ha p > 0, otherwise 0),  

p
–
 is the negative part of p (p

–
 = –p, ha p < 0, különben 0).  

The choice of A and B is appropriate if in both the F
+
 and F

–
 images only the noise remains at 

the place of the thyroid‟s projection, in other words, at the area of thyroid‟s projection there is 

a very low (approximately the same) intensity in each picture.  

The aim of A is simply to make the less active regions more visible.  

   

ROI (Region Of Interest)  

   

T is an area which does not intersect with the projection of parathyroid gland, only with that 

of thyroid. For example: the middle region of thyroid.  

S1 and S2 are the total activity of region T on F1 and F2 . ThenB = S1 / S2 is a good value for 

the examination of parathyroid gland without the disturbing effect of thyroid.  

4.2.2 Myocardial perfusion 

Perfusion is the quantity of blood streaming trough one cm
3
 of an organ / tissue per unit time. 

The decrease of perfusion in some organ or in one of its region causes the decreased working 

of that organ or that part of it. If the drop is large and this condition is chronic then this can 

result in necrosis of affected tissue (infactus). This is the reason why the examination of 

organ‟s perfusion is so important.  

There are radioactive products from which the myocardium takes up a quantity proportional 

to the blood streaming through it. With such a product, the myocardial can be examined.  

The prepared image shows a structure similar to the one in the figure below.  

 

   

Goris – Watson background subtraction  
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The judgment of left atrium myocardium‟s blood supply is disturbed by inhomogeneous 

background activity. The Goris-Watson background subtraction gives the background activity 

considering the activity of tissue around myocardium.  

 

   

One should mark a convex area around the left atrium. Through an inner point two lines are 

drawn running parallel to axis x and y. These lines intersect the boarder of the convex area in 

four points. The activity in these points denoted as a, b, c and d. The (x,y) point divides the 

lines into two section. These arex1, x2 and y1, y2.  

Following weights are composed to (x, y) point:  

wa = y2 / y1 + 2, wb = x1 / x2 + 2, wc = y1 / y2 + 2, wd = x2 / x1 + 2  

Then the background level in the (x, y) point calculated as:  

(a wa + b wb + c wc + d wd) / (wa + wb + wc + dwd)  

During background subtraction, every pixel value is set to zero outside the area and its 

border. Inside the area the difference is calculated and receiving a negative value it is set to 

zero.  

Circumferential profile curve  

   

At the different parts of myocardium, the activity is significantly differing after the Goris-

Watson background subtraction, even if the blood supply is healthy / normal. So, a 

comparison between the examined heart and the healthy one is needed for the observation of 

the fine differences. This purpose can be achieved by the circumferential profile curve.  

The center of left atrium should be marked in the image and connected with the C vertex of 

the left atrium. Than the maximal (average, …) value along each line started from O inside an 

r ring with R radius is calculated. Here R equals with the OC distance and r = c*R, where c<1 

is a constant.  
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φ is measured from the reflected image of C because this is the part between atrium and 

ventricle, where there is no myocardium.  

The left ventricle is of course 3 dimensional, so myocardium is projected on it as well. 

Searching for the maximum value the r ring is excluded in the case of a very low perfusion to 

avoid receiving the value around O point as the maximum.  

A standard is obtained from the circumferential profile curves of healthy hearts in order to 

compare it with measured ones.  

 

   

The yellow curve is the lower limit of a normal curve. Where the current curve goes under 

the lower limit of the normal one, the difference appears as a spot. The horizontal width of 

the spot indicates the extent of the region with abnormal perfusion and the vertical extent 

shows the decrease of the perfusion.  
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4.3 Dynamic examinations 

4.3.1 Renography 

The pharmacon injected into the body is excreted by the kidney and taken to the urinary 

bladder together with the urine. There can be a few reasons of inappropriate excretion. 

Mentioning only a couple of them: bad kidney blood supply, malfunction of kidney‟s 

excretion function, barrier of urine flow (e.g. kidney stone or other space narrowing 

procedure). The last two can be examined by renography. In the case of classical renography, 

stationary detectors are used. Recently, this method has dated next to the renography made by 

camera.  

During recording time, patient sits in front of a vertical camera.  

The procedure is disturbed by background activity, therefore areas outside the kidney and the 

bladder behaving as background respect to the procedure are marked as well.  

 

   

CPS means the Count Per Second and CPM denotes the Count Per Minute.  

A time-activity curve is created for the marked areas. It has two methods: based on the total 

activity on the ROIs and the average pixel activity. Both of them have benefits and 

disadvantages. In the first case, the ratio of how the two kidneys are participating in the 

excretion can be seen. According to this, a choice can be made whether the remaining kidney 

is able to provide the excretion alone after the removal of a seriously diseased kidney. 

However, if one of the kidneys is significantly smaller than the other, it is hard to judge 

whether the smaller one participates accordingly to its size. In the case of the curves based on 

pixel averages the situation is the opposite. The degree of the participation of kidneys cannot 

be seen well, but it is decidable whether the smaller kidney works properly or not.  

It is usual to apply background subtraction on the curves. In the case of the curves made by 

the average pixel method, i.e. the subtraction by the background curve from the other curves 

and the replacement of the negative values with 0. If the curves are created based on the total 

activity then the area of ROIs should be taken account. If T signifies the ROI, TBG is the area 

of background, G is the curve and GBG is the value of background curve, than the background 

corrected curve is GC = G - GBG T / TBG.  

Quantitative parameters important to physicians:  

Tmax:l time belonged to maximal value of the curve  
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Index: Integral of the curve up to the maximum  

T1/2: halftime belonged to descending part of the curve. In order to obtaining this, an 

exponential fitting to the descending part taken at the kidney is needed.  

 

   

Clearance  

Clearance is the amount of liquid filtered out of the blood per unit time respect to unit plasma 

concentration. If U is the amount of liquid in 1 ml urine, P is the same in 1 ml plasma and V 

is the amount of urine filtered out per unit time, than C clearance is:  

 

C = U V / P ml/min  

The meaning of clearance is how fast the excretion of a certain substance (alcohol, narcotic 

drug …) is from the body. To evaluate this, activity measurements are needed with camera 

and at a hollow measuring station.  

Since the measurements are taken at different times, applying decay correction on all of the 

measured results is necessary. The values received after decay correction are the same values 

that we would get from measurements all taken at t=0. If the activity at t = t1 moment is N1, 

then according to the law of decay N1 = N0 0,5
t1 / T1/2

, where N0 is the activity that one would 

measure at t = 0. From this, N0 = N1 0,5
- t1 / T1/2

 = N1 2
t1 / T1/2

. Hereinafter activity is used for 

the decay corrected activity.  

The activity of the full syringe is measured: C_0, after that the half of the activity is squirted 

into a flask and the remaining activity is measured with camera: C_1. The activity in the flask 

is diluted to D ml and one ml of its activity is measured at the hollow measuring station.  

An examination is carried out with the remaining activity, for instance renography.  

After the examination, the activity of the empty syringe is measured.  

Then one determines how much the Ba activity injected into the patient would be measured at 

the hollow measuring station. The total activity of the standard (St) is measured to St = D * S. 

Ba was measured with camera as (C1-C2) and St to (C0-C1). So :(C1-C2) = St:(C0-C1) and Ba 

= D * S * (C1-C2) / (C0-C1).  

The plasma concentration can be written as A0e
-k t

 exponential function, but neither A0 nor k 

are known. For their evaluation blood is taken from the patient at t1 and t2 moments, than the 
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A1 and A2 activity of 1 ml of its plasma is measured at the hollow measuring station. With the 

substitution with these values and computing the logarithm of the two equations we get:  

ln(A1) = ln(A1) - kt1 and  

ln(A2) = ln(A1) - kt2  

Using the difference between the two equation and rearranging it, we get:  

k = (ln(A1) - ln(A2)) / (t2 - t1).  

From k , A0 can be calculated: A0 = A1e
kt

.  

The area where the injected activity is distributed (circulating plasma) is called distributional 

area. The volume of it is: V = Ba / A0 the clearance is : C = V * k ml.  

If V is known (it can be from other measurements), then according to Ba = A0 * V equation 

the concentration of alcohol, drugs… in the blood at a certain time can be evaluated with the 

measurement of the plasma concentration of alcohol, drugs… in the plasma afterwards in two 

times.  

Comment: As we saw, there is no need to perform renography in order to obtain the 

clearance, but since the radiopharmacon has already been injected the examination does not 

mean additional radiation absorption.  

 

4.3.2 Measurement of left – right shunt 

At fetal stage the lung can only get oxygen from blood, so the septum separating the right and 

left part of the heart is not developed, thus the blood flows freely, mixed between the two 

parts. This assures that both the lung and the body get fresh blood.  

After birth this state is no longer desirable, so in most cases the septum closes, resulting that 

the pulmonary and the systemic circulations are not mixed with each other further more. 

However sometimes due to a developmental abnormality, the septum does not close entirely. 

In that case, the blood flows from the direction of that part of the heart where there is a higher 

pressure towards the other one. According to this, we can talk about left – right and right – 

left shunt. Because the systemic circulation has larger resistance, the muscles of left atrium 

are stronger, so the left – right shunt is more frequent. Hereinafter this is detailed below.  

Measurement of left – right shunt can be managed by a stationary detector, but here we rather 

represent the examination with camera.  

Surprising might it be, the measurement is not done from the heart, but from a so-called 

peripheral (does not include large artery) lung area. A fast and dynamic examination has to be 

conducted (at least one image per second), since the followed process is happening really 

fast.  
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The activity is injected suddenly through a vein (bolus). Firstly the activity goes to the right 

side of the hearth, then to the lung, after it to the left side of the hearth and finally into the 

systemic circulation.  

 
The theoretical time dependence of the activity is the y = a(t - t0)

b
e

-c(t-t0)
 gamma function if 

the blood does not return to the peripheral lung area during the blood flow. Owe to the return 

of blood with time, only the start of the curve has such a tendency. A gamma curve is fitted to 

the first part of the lung curve, getting a, b, c and t0. The difference between the lung and 

fitted curves is calculated.  

If the patient has a left – right shunt, than a part of the blood that goes from the lung to the 

left heart side gets across to the right heart side. The blood returned through the shunt appears 

significantly earlier in the lung than in the systemic circulation. Thanks to this, the shunt is 

responsible for the increment of the differential curve at the initial part it. A fitting is also 

made at the increasing initial part of the differential curve.  

The extent of the shunt can be defined based on the areas under the two fitted curves T1 and 

T2).  

(T1 + T2) / T1 = 1 + T2 / T1.  

The value below 1.2 is not regarded as an abnormality.  
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the 16 images representing the blood flow, one chosen picture and the marked ROIs, time – 

activity curves 

   

If the injection of the activity does not happen quickly enough, we get higher value than the 

real shunt value. The solution for this is to mark a small ROI near to the hearth. If the curve 

belonged to this ROI is high for a long time, then that examination is does not convenient for 

the measurement of the shunt.  

4.3.3 Cardiac exam with ECG gating 

Due to its quickness the direct imaging by isotope diagnostics of heart movement phases is 

impossible. The approximately periodic work of the heart makes it possible for direct 

imaging. The recognition of every single period is feasible based on the so-called R wave of 

ECG. The R wave starts the ventricular contraction. In the case of certain leads it runs up 

significantly higher than in the others making possible a simple automatic recognition.  

Before the examination begins, the software determines the most frequent R-R time and 

divides it into many (n) parts according to the number of different phases required. Usually n 

is a certain power of two (16, 32 or 64). The program allocates memory for n images and 

zeros the whole area. Then the recording could begin.  

The ECG‟s R wave causes a interruption and the software starts to collect the impulses to the 

first image‟s place. After the time belonged to one phase passed, and another interruption 

occurs and the collection continues at the next picture‟s place. When the collection of the last 

picture finishes and no new R wave has been started, then the collection is paused until the 

arrival of the next wave.  
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The collection can be continued during a few hundred cardiac circles with this method if the 

used radiopharmacon stays inside the vascular system, which assures the acceptable signal-

to-noise ratio in the images.  

Commonly happens that a new R wave comes significantly earlier than it is expected 

normally. This phenomena is called systole. An extra systole generally followed by a so-

called compensatory pause.  

If the data coming from cardiac cycle with compensatory pause or extra systole is collected, 

then it falsifies the recording. Avoiding this, the collection is written into alternate puffers. 

While the data is collected into one puffer, in the case of a normal cycle, the software 

processes the data stored in the other puffer: adds them to the previously collected data and 

zeros. Having an abnormal cycle, only the zeroing of the puffer happens.  

 

   

As it can be seen, not only the heart cycles belonged to a compensatory pause or to an extra 

systole differ from the normal (different length and amplitude) but the previous and the next 

ones too, since the volume of the ventricle is significantly larger than normally. Therefore, 

most of the recording programs give the opportunity to omit the cycles having a length 

significantly different from the most frequent R – R distance and, moreover, make the same 

with the next 1, 2… cycles.  
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Examination of the pumping function of left ventricle  

   

 
Cardiac exam with ECG gating, 16 images representing the cardiac cycle 

   

A radiopharmacon is applied that stays durably inside the vascular system for the 

examination, and the exam performed ECG gated. Projection of the mostly expanded area of 

the left ventricle (end diastole) is marked.  

 

   

The judgment of the activity at the left ventricle is disturbed by the background activity, so a 

background ROI is usually marked. The ROI near the left ventricle can be considered to be 

appropriate if the corresponding time-activity curve is pretty much horizontal. If the 

background curve indents at the middle, then it is marked too close to the ventricle. If it is 

raised, then the background ROI intersects into the projection of the liver or the spleen which 

contains also a lot of blood.  
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The most important parameter of the pumping function is the so-called ejection fraction (EF). 

EDV is the end diastolic volume (most expanded ventricle), ESV denoted end systolic 

volume (the most contracted ventricle). By definition, EF = 100*(EDV - ESV)/EDV%. Since 

these volumes are proportional to the activity measured in the projection of left ventricle at 

the corresponding heart phase with a good approximation, then EF = 100*(EDC - 

ESC)/EDC%, where EDC and ESC are the maximum and the minimum of the left ventricle 

activity curve after subtraction of the background.  

Sometimes ESC is calculated from the projection of the left ventricle‟s end systole. In that 

case, the difference between the ROIs of end systole and end diastole is regarded as 

background.  

 

   

The correct application of this method arises difficulties. As long as the left ventricle 

projection is marked too large, it does not cause problems, because the background correction 

conceals its effect. So it is enough to pay attention to mark the left ventricle large enough. 

The imprecision of marking the end systole‟s projection causes the error of EF value: if this 

projection has been chosen too small, too large EF is received. However, it is extremely hard 

to find an objective parameter for the accurate marking  

 

4.3.4 Parametric images 

There are several times when the physician is interested in the behavior of many parts of an 

organ. According to our former knowledge, in this case many small ROIs should be marked 

and numerous curves should be generated, but their display at the same time is rather chaotic.  

Lots of times there is only one part of the curves which is of interest for the physician.  

In an extreme case, each pixel can be regarded as a different ROI, curves are fitted for each 

ROI and the required parameter of the curve is determined, usually by some function fitting. 

Plotting the typical parameter values with color coding at the places of the pixels, one gets a 

parametric image showing important characteristics of details projected into the field of view.  

If a characteristic cannot be calculated than its value is set to 0 or another special value.  

Examples for parametric images created from sequence of images made during dynamic 

examinations:  

PMax: maximal value of sequence of images per a pixel.  
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Parametric image is “cleared” many times. This clearing can be the concealment of a 

parameter at an area with too low activity, or the usage only of a certain part of the image 

sequence to calculate the parametric image.  

For the top left picture (Max) the first few images were not used, because at the beginning the 

activity of the hearth and the large vessels is high, although the purpose of examination is the 

liver‟s function to excrete bile. The pictures at the top right and bottom left show the 

parameters only at that areas where Max has an activity large enough.  

   

 

TMax: time of reaching the maximum for each pixel (maybe the index of image  

T1/2: T half maximum (based on linear/exponential fitting). If the value of a pixel does not not 

decrease, then T1/2 can be 0 or extremely high.  

MTT: (Mean Transit Time).  

Phase and amplitude image  

   

In the case of ECG gated examination, each pixel value changes periodically, thus they can 

be written as a Fourier series expansion.  

The Fk is the image of kth /kth element (1 < k < n) in the sequence and φk = (2k - 1)π/n. Then  

 is the cosine image,  

 is the sine image,  
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 is the average image,  

 is the phase image,  

 is the amplitude image, and  

 

The amplitude image illustrates the strength of pulses in each pixel, and the phase image 

demonstrates the time of contractions.  

 

   

Amp is the amplitude, Ph is the phase, and next to them there is a histogram near the phase 

image.  

ED: end diastole, next to it: end systole image  
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4.3.5 Functional images 

Suppose that only projection of lung and heart can be seen in the images of a sequence, but 

all the details of them function in the same way. Then the images from the heart and the lung 

can be obtained from the images of the sequence and the function of them.  

 

   

L and H images illustrate the ratio of the lung and the heart in each pixel. I(t) and h(t) shows 

how lung and heart “work”. L and H are physiological (factor) images. I(t) and h(t) are 

physiological factors (factors weight). If the Fk image has been done at tk (in the time interval 

with tk at its middle), then Fk  L*l(tk)+H*h(tk).  

With the help of factor analysis or principal component analysis (PCA) such a Ω1, Ω2, … Ωn 

factor images and such a ω1, ω2, … ωn can be found for an arbitrary F1, F2, … Fn image 

sequence that , or in matrix expression F=  and   is minimal 

among the possible sequences with m element.  

The pictures made by factor analysis generally cannot be regarded as physiological images, 

since they contain negative elements. The explanation for this is that application of factor 

analysis provides orthogonal factors (here factor images and factor weights), whose scalar 

product is 0. This would mean that only one organ can be projected into one pixel.  

The factors can be transformed: If T is invertible, then with  and   

definitions, and then  = (T)(T
-1) =(TT

-1
) =  , thus . If Φ 

and φ have not got negative elements, they can be considered to be philological.  

Criteria used for searching T transformation are the followings:  

• Positivity (every pixel of Φi and every point of φi > 0),  

• At certain area certain organ does not appear (at ROI, Φi = 0)  

Due to noise, usually the criteria can be accomplished only partially.  

Questions, unsolved problems:  

• Number of factors. Solution is influenced by the number of the required factors.  

• Uniqueness of physiological factors. It is conceivable that repeating a measurement, 

different “physiological factors” are received using the same data.  

• Stability of physiological factors. It is possible that repeating a recording (only noise is 

changing), significantly different factors are received.  
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4.3.6 Condensed images 

Condensed images can be used for the follow-up of transport processes such as the 

mucociliary clearance (clearance of windpipe).  

Humidifier and ciliated cells can be found on the windpipe‟s wall. Thanks to the wetness, 

dust motes collided with the windpipe's wall are attached to it. Of course, it would not be 

practical if the attached motes stayed there. The ciliated cells sweep the motes until the 

pharynx and after their arrival they go into the stomach. This process is called mucociliary 

clearance.  

Mucociliary clearance can be examined qualitatively by radioactive isotope tracing. The 

patient is made to breath in radiopharmacon powder. One part of the radiopharmacon is 

attached inhomogeneously to the windpipe‟s wall. The ciliated cells sweep them in the 

pharynx‟s direction together with the dust. A dynamic image sequence is made from the 

windpipe by a camera.  

 

   

A ROI is selected at the windpipe. The kth column of the condensed image is created in a 

way that the value of the pixel at y height equals with the maximum of pixel values at y 

height inside the kth image‟s ROI. Approximately parallel lanes can be observed in the 

condensed image. The speed of mucociliary clearance is determined from the gradient of the 

lanes. The y dimension of pixels‟ size is mm, the value of it is calculated from the camera‟s 

geometry. The dimension in the direction of x is time (the time used for recording).  

The fortune at the examination of windpipe is that its examined section is almost straight, so 

its projection can be set vertically. However this technique can be used more generally.  

Stomach clearance: Patient eats a food traced by radioactive pharmacon and a dynamic exam 

is conducted. 

After the radiopharmacon diffuses inside the stomach, leaves it in smaller portions. 

Calculating the sum (average or PMax) of images in the sequence the path can be marked 

where some of the portions quits. The path itself is considered to be ROI. For every ROI 

point the distance from the initial point on the path is obtained. That pixel value which has y 

distance from the initial point on the path in the kth image is placed into the kth column of 

the condensed image at the y height. 

The processing and the interpretation of the condensed image are similar to the one above.  
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4.4 Visualization of three dimensional (3D) data 

4.4.1 General introduction 

The visualization of three dimensional data can be accomplished with sections. The regular 

sections:  

 Transverse (also transaxial, axial, horizontal),  

 Coronal (also frontal),  

 Sagittal,  

 Inclined.  

   

The examination of spatial connections in a direction which is not in a regular section raises 

serious difficulties, so other visualization methods are used as well.  

The information required to be represented could belong to a surface, as our casual 

observations, or be diffused in a volume, such as colored liquid not entirely mixed with 

water.  

If the information belongs to a surface and the shape of the surface is not so important, then 

the surface can transform into a plane. This method is used visualizing bull‟s eye during an 

examination of the myocardium‟s blood supply.  

If the surface's shape is of importance, the methods used in graphics are helping us (surf 

rendering). For example, surface presentation with grid structure or creating a three-

dimensional image which contains transparent and opaque elements.  

Three-dimensionality is composed of the following things:  

 Two eyes see two slightly different pictures which are synthesized in the brain (stereo 

vision). This sensory method only can work with close objects. If the objects are far 

away, the difference is so small between them that the brain can no longer 

differentiate them.  

 Size constancy: The closer things seem to be larger. We are conscious of the size of 

known objects. For instance, we observe a person who seems to be small as a distant 

person. Painters use this method for the illustration of distance.  

 Lightening:  

– Coming from one point, the objects close to the light source are more 

lightened. - With parallel lightening using point source, the object 

perpendicularly lightened seem to be more bright than ones from another 

direction.  

   

In the case of surface visualization, generally techniques are applied from computer graphics. 

In the course of this, the surface‟s reflectivity can be set. It could be reflective (smooth, shiny 

surface) and diffuse (rough surface).  
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 In the case of diffuse light reflection, closer things are more bright.  

 The light source and the point of view can be the same. Its realization is quite simple.  

 The light source and the point of view can be different (more than one source): 

appearance of shadows  

   

An image can be constructed with the consideration of multiple reflections (ray tracing).  

The image on the computer‟s screen could move, rotate, which helps, moreover, assures on 

its own three-dimensional view.  

Visualizing three dimensional medical images, generally parallel projection is applied and it 

can be supposed that the source and the point of view overlap, which makes the algorithm 

required for visualization much more simple. Another simplification is that the surface is 

considered to be monochromatic.  

4.4.2 Surface rendering 

 

   

Brightness of the superficial point depends on the distance from the screen (d) and the angle 

between the projection ray and the normal of the surface at a certain superficial point (φ).  

 

Brightness: f(d,φ), some simple examples: 1/(d*cosφφ) or D-d,…  
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4.4.3 Algorithms 

The typical algorithms used in computer graphics can be applied after the approximation of 

the surface with polygons. But this two-step method can be enduring and full of errors due to 

the approximations.  

The most simple is to find d and φ to each pixel of the screen. This requires O(n
3
) operations 

in the case of n pictures with a size of n*n.  

In order to create the view from several directions, an algorithm with O(n
2
) operations can be 

applied after a preprocessing. To achieve this, the theoretically visible voxels and their faces 

have to be found and collected in a list. A different list should be made for each eight of 

space. The faces which are further away from the point of view than the others come sooner 

on the list.  

We talk about theoretically visible voxels, because it is not sure that they can be really seen, 

as the attached two dimensional figure shows below.  

 

Composing the list requires O(n
3
) operations, but afterwards O(n

2
) operations are enough for 

the preparation of other views.  

The corresponding color and the place of the pixel that need to be used are determined for 

every element of the list. It is possible that the place where the algorithm has to draw is not 

empty. It is not really a problem, because the order of the list elements assures that the voxel 

drawn later is closer to the point of view and it hides the voxel drawn before.  

It can happen that inside the visualized object on the screen empty pixels remain. The reason 

of this is that in the case of inclined view the projection of adjoining voxels are placed further 

from each other than one pixel, and thanks to the rounding one pixel is left out. An easy 

solution for this is to plot the projection of the voxel on at least 2
1/3

 times larger square than 

the length of the voxel‟s edge.  
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Image from a fetus done by ultrasound. 

Present-day techniques make it possible 

to create quickly a three dimensional 

image, therefore placing them after each 

other, a moving picture can be composed. 

With the transformation of the data, 

arbitrary point of view can be achievable. 

   

After the registration of three-dimensional images made by different recording techniques, 

there is an opportunity to represent all of the information from the images together. E. g. 

brain tumor can be seen the best on the MR image, bone system on the CT image, large 

vessels of the brain on MRA image. Illustrating in one picture all of these images together is 

a great help for the planning and the execution of tumor‟s surgical removal. The formations 

of the different records are drawn with different colors (green, grey, red).  

MR CT MRA 
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tumor bone large blood vessels 

   

 
 

4.4.4 Volume rendering 

The examined abnormality is not always well-connected to a certain surface. Volume 

rendering is used in these situations.  

Suppose that each voxel emits and absorbs light as well. The light emitted from the ith voxel 

depends on the incident light and the ith voxel.  

 

   

Ii+1=f(Ii,Vi). It is usual that I0=0 and Ii+1=C*Ii+Vi, where C is the absorption constant. If C=1 

then this presentation is a projection without absorption.  

Another special issue is the maximal intensity representation:Ii+1=max(Ii,Vi).  
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Illustration of the bloodstream of the brain in a three 

dimensional maximal intensity image.  

 

It cannot be decided if the plotted value is the bloodstream at 

the left or the right side of the brain. 

   

This method can be applicable for seeking e.g. a tumor. A SPECT examination is done by a 

radiopharmacon concentrating in the tumor. Then instead of studying the images of a section, 

the visualization of the maximal intensity is more practical. These pictures do not show a 

three dimensional effect on their own. It can be achieved by e.g. the rotation of the formation.  
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4.4.5 Combination of volume and surface rendering 

 

   

Sometimes in the point of view of the medical finding, it is not the surface‟s shape which is 

the most informative, but the operation of a part of the organ that is close to the surface. For 

instance the blood supply of the brain‟s gray matter is an example for it. The brain‟s gray 

matter is relatively thin but with radioisotopic method the amount of bloodstream can be 

determined inside the gray matter, not on the surface. In order to visualize it in three-

dimension, firstly the surface of the matter is defined, then at the visible superficial points the 

normal vectors are calculated. Finally, on the extrapolated line of the normal vector the voxel 

corresponding to the maximal bloodstream up to a given depth is found. That voxel describes 

well the bloodstream at that part of gray matter. The given point of the surface is colored 

according to the color coded value of that voxel.  

 

Three-dimensional representation of brain‟s bloodstream in a 

depth intensity image. 

 

This figure shows the value of the amount of bloodstream at 

the left side of the brain. 
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4.4.6 Three-dimensional parametric images 

Three-dimensional parametric image is used for the examination of myocardium‟s 

movement. The ordinary phase and amplitude images are difficult to review in a form of 

sections:  

 
Phase image  

 
Amplitude image  

   

Based on the image of the average blood content the three-dimensional image of the left 

ventricle‟s surface can be constructed easily, but it contains quite little information. Instead of 

this coloring the surface with the value of the phase and amplitude corresponding to the 

superficial point is more practical.  

   

Phase image / amplitude image  

 

Approximately healthy left ventricle. 

According to the phase image, the contraction happens in the 

same time at the entire area of the left ventricle. The 

amplitude image shows that the contraction is strong. 

 

The phase image shows that the contraction happens later at 

the back wall and the apex of the left ventricle (aneurism). 

The amplitude image demonstrates that the strength of the 

contraction is weaker at the same part of the heart. 
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4.4.7 Corrections 

 

 

Center of Rotation (COR) correction: 

The gamma camera moves on a circular orbit, while the axis of rotation is intersected always 

at the same point (center of camera) by the line perpendicular to the camera‟s surface. During 

a round many projections of the sections are prepared. 

 

In practice, the circular orbit of the movement is not so regular due to the really large weight 

of the camera, so the projections are distorted. In order to reduce this distortion, a correction 

for center migration is applied.  

 

   

For the correction of center migration, a point source is placed near to the axis of rotation, 

since the accurate position of the axis of rotation cannot be identified. Projection images are 

taken from this point source.  
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The y coordinate of the projection must not change, if the plane of the camera‟s surface is 

parallel with the axis of rotation all along. The measure of the center migration in the y 

direction can be determined in the case of a projection with a ζ angle by averaging the y 

coordinates. Then the measure of the migration is calculated as the difference of the current y 

from this constant.  

 

   

The x coordinate shows a changing forming a sine, because the point source usually is not 

precisely on the axis of rotation. According to this, a a*sin(ζ - φ) function can be fitted to the 

x coordinates, where a and φ are free parameters.  

 

   

In the case of a specific tomography examination, the projection with ζ angle has to be 

moved before the reconstruction corresponding to the correction calculated as above.  

Homogeneity correction  

The inhomogeneity of the camera causes artifacts on the sections similar to a ring. Avoiding 

this, homogeneity correction is accomplished on the sections: the projection is multiplied by 

the homogeneity image and the reciprocal of the homogeneity image‟s average at each pixel.  

Attenuation correction  

The distribution of the radiopharmacon is required on the sections derived from SPECT 

examinations, but it is disturbed by the partial attenuation of the radiation following the 

radioactive decay in the body before the preparation of the projections. Thus there is no 

sufficient information for the application of the projection‟s correction. 

The sections reconstructed from the projections without correction show lower activity at the 

middle than in reality. Chang offered the following method for the attenuation correction of 

the sections: 

The contour line of the body has to be determined in the section! After that lines are drawn to 

the contour line from an arbitrary point.  
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Assume that the linear attenuation coefficient is a constant μ value inside the whole body. Of 

course, it is true only approximately. Then the attenuation on the Ri  ray  can  be  written  as 

e
-μRi

. If the number of the lines is M, then the average attenuation is .  

Based on the method described above, the C corrected image inside the contour line is 

. The correction has to be executed by the multiplication of the original 

image with the C image pixel by pixel (not by matrix multiplication).  
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4.4.8 Transformations 

Reorientation  

   

One rarely succeeds to reconstruct sections same as the ones in the medical atlases. The 

reason of it is not the “clumsiness” of the assistance. In many cases it is the condition of the 

patient which does not allow the optimal configuration of the camera. Or another frequent 

case is when several sections are needed from different points of view for the accurate 

recognition and the explanation of abnormalities. For the preparation of these sections, one 

has to familiarize themselves with the three-dimensional plotting and three-dimensional 

transformation of the images composed from the section images.  

   

Three-dimensional data  

   

The transverse sections can be received from the reconstruction of projected images. Placing 

the transverse sections “below each other” a three dimensional data is composed.  

The three-dimensional data is usually given in a left-handed coordinate system (X, Y, Z) 

fixed to the tomography. The x axis points horizontally to the right side of the patient who is 

lying on his back, the y axis points vertically down to the patient‟s leg and the z axis is 

parallel with the axis of rotation. The elemental unity of three-dimensional data is called 

voxel.  

On the screen the x axis is always horizontal and the y goes from the top to the bottom.  
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Beside the transverse section it is usual to display the frontal and sagittal sections as well. 

The sections and the order numbering of them are shown in the figure above.  

 

Section‟s position Nomination Order of images  

Parallel with (X, Y) plane Transverse head → leg  

Parallel with (X, Z) plane Frontal front → back  

Parallel with (Y, Z) plane Sagittal right → left 

   

Linear transformation  

   

Among the most important transformations the enlargement and the rotation can be executed 

by matrix multiplication, but the shifting cannot. In order to solve this problem the used 

(inhomogeneous) coordinates should be replaced by homogeneous coordinates. The 

procedure of this replacement starts with the introduction of a forth w coordinate beside the 

ordinary x, y, z. The coordinates of the points are written into a column vector.  
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The new homogeneous form of the x, y, z point given by inhomogeneous coordinates  

is x, y, z, 1.  

For the following discussion there is no need to know more about homogeneous coordinates.  

The homogeneous coordinated form of the ordinary linear transformations can be written as a 

matrix multiplication. The execution of the transformations by matrix multiplication is useful, 

because most of the time there are more than one transformations in a row after each other, 

and due to the associativity of the multiplicative operation, there is an opportunity to 

calculate the entire effect by the multiplication of the matrices. So the really time consuming 

transformation should be executed only once.  

   

Brain record reorientation  

The patient should face into the upper direction on a transverse section. Otherwise a section 

should be chosen where the “forward” direction can be defined properly, than a rotation 

should be applied which makes this direction vertical.  

 

   

A line on the rotated transverse section is marked going the required frontal section. The 

frontal section shows if the patient‟s head was leant during the examination. To correct this, a 

direction should be marked which is wanted to be horizontal.  

 

   

A vertical line of the received section should be marked going through the needed sagittal 

section. On the modified sagittal section the plane of hypophysis should be found and rotated 

into a horizontal position.  

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/x,%20y,%20z
http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/x,%20y,%20z,%201
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Left ventricle (myocardium) reorientation  

A direction on the transverse section defined by the center of the left ventricle and the apex of 

the ventricle is marked and rotated into vertical position.  

 

   

The modified sagittal section going through the marked line is made and a direction on it 

which goes between the center of the left ventricle and the apex of the ventricle is marked 

and rotated into vertical position.  

 
   

Bull’s eye: 

The examination of myocardium‟s perfusion is hardened by the uneven activity distribution 

and the necessity of the analysis of a bunch of images. Spatially close voxels can be found on 

another image. For the solution of this problem a so-called bull‟s eye representation was 

introduced. The starting point is the reoriented image of myocardium.  
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A disk is made from the transverse section going through the area of the heart‟s apex and 

rings are made from the other sections. The higher the position of the section, the larger the 

corresponding ring‟s radius is. The disk and the rings are placed concentrically attaching one 

another. The pixel values in the disk and in the ring are determined by the search in the 

direction of the radius on the transverse section for the value required to plot at the bull‟s eye. 

This value is generally the maximal (average) value inside a certain interval. It can be 

imagined as the myocardium would be deformed into a disk. 

Of course, with this interpretation some information losses, but it has benefits: the effects of 

the voxels that are spatially close to each other but placed on different sections appear closely 

to one another on the bull‟s eye. 

The disadvantage of the method is its sensitivity for the choice of the lowest transverse 

section, so sometimes the middle area of the bull‟s eye is not taken into consideration.  

The bull‟s eye can be created in another way as well. Imagine a model composed by a 

hemisphere and a cylinder above it inside the myocardium.  

 

  

 

 

 

All the points of the model get their characteristic values, which can be found within the 

particular interval in the direction of radius. The direction of the radius is parallel with the 

short axis plane within the cylinder range, while at the hemispheric region coincides with the 

corresponding radius of hemisphere. (x,y) point of Bull‟s eye will get value according to the 

surface of the model. 

 

 

 

 

Short axis 

slice 

Surface 

of cone 
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The radius of the bull‟s eye is R, the distance of the (x, y) point and the center is ρ, the length 

of the generatrix from the model‟s apex to the top of the model is A, the length of the 

generatrix which goes to that point on the model‟s wall from which the value of the (x, y) 

point is originated is a. Then A : R = a : ρ. And from this a = A * ρ / R.  

If a > r π/2 then the point of the model is on the cylinder, otherwise on the hemisphere.  
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original transverse sections from myocardium‟s perfusion 

 
The transverse section of the same examination after the reorientation 
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Bull's eye 
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5 Medical Imaging in Radiation Therapy 

 5.1 Radiotherapy: Past and Present 

Author: Dr. Csilla Pesznyák 

 

The biological effects of ionizing radiation are known for more than a hundred years. 

Wilhelm Konrad Röntgen discovered the X-rays in 1895. The radiation effect on tissues of 

living organisms was observed in the following year. József Jutaassy used the X-rays for 

dermatological treatments in summer 1986, and he wrote an article on treatment in Wiener 

Medizinische Wochenschrift. Wilhelm Alexander Freud published the first study about 

therapeutic use of X-rays in Vienna in 1897. Antoine Henri Becquerel discovered 

radioactivity in 1986, and two years later Marie and Pierre Curie discovered the polonium 

and in 1989 radium. So the radioactive isotope applications could start in medicine. 

Becquerel and the Curies received the Nobel Prize in 1903.    

 
Marie Curie   

 

Pierre Curie observed that the malignant tumors are more rapidly destroyed by the radium 

radiation than healthy tissues. Implanting radioactive sources directly into tumor tissues was 

first used by Alexander Graham Bell. Two early pioneers of brachytherapy, Henri-Alexandre 

Danlos from the Curie Institute in France and Robert Abbe from St. Luke's Memorial 

Hospital in New York tested the idea of shrinking tumors by exposure to radioactive 

materials. A vial of radium salt was placed on the breast of a woman with cancer, and the 

tumor was observed to shrink. Since Margaret Cleaves performed intracavitary brachytherapy 

for cancer of the cervix in 1903, the radiation therapy of cervical cancer has traditionally been 

based on low dose rate (LDR) intracavitary brachytherapy. The first article about Cleaves‟ 

work was published in Medical Record (3rd. October 1903.) In the beginning of the last 

century, cancer was treated by radium and X-rays in the kV range. The rapid developments of 

radiation therapy started after the end of World War II. The first cobalt unit was built in 1951 

in the Radiation Therapy Center in Ontario, Canada. The first patient was treated at the end of 

October of the same year. The first prototype of accelerator operating with klystron was made 

by Russell Varian, Sigurd Varian, David Webster, William Hansen and John Woodyard in 

1946 and named the Mark I. Edward Ginzton and Dr. Henry Kaplan, two experts for Stanford 

University, collaborated to implement a standard operational procedure, which could be used 

safely in a clinical setting. By the year 1960, the research of these experts resulted in the first 

publically used rotational radiotherapy linac known as the Clinac 6. In the United States the 
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first patient was treated with linac in Stanford Hospital near San Francisco. The first patient 

treatment in Europe with a microwave linac took place on August 19, 1953. This was 

installed at Hammersmith Hospital in London. This machine used a 2 MW magnetron and 3 

m wave guide on a stationary platform, producing an 8 MV beam and 100 R/min flattened 

over a 25 cm diameter field. At the same time in Sweden, physicist Lars Leksell and 

radiobiologist Borje Larsson started the first radiosurgical experiments on animals. As early 

as 1951, Leksell found that a single dose of X-ray radiation could destroy almost any deep-

brain structure, without the risk of bleeding or infection. He called this technique stereotactic 

radiosurgery and defined it as the delivery of a single, high dose of radiation to a small and 

critically located target in the brain. A development of this technique is the Gamma Knife 

(1968) using a set of cobalt-60 as the radiation source. Computed tomography (CT) was 

discovered independently by a British engineer named Sir Godfrey Hounsfield and Dr. Alan 

Cormack in 1972. It has become a mainstay for diagnosing medical diseases. For their work, 

Hounsfield and Cormack were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize in 1979. This was soon 

followed by the development of magnetic resonance imaging and positron emission 

tomography. The first 2D treatment planning system was made in 1978, and, in the end of the 

nineteens, 3D treatment planning systems with conformal treatment techniques were 

commercially released. At the beginning, the conformal techniques applied projection blocks, 

later replaced with multi-leaf collimator. The nineties introduced several new techniques such 

as intensity modulated radiotherapy, image guided radiation therapy and breath-holding 

radiotherapy.  

With Cormack and Hounsfield‟s invention of the CT, three-dimensional planning became a 

possibility and created a shift from 2-D to 3-D radiation delivery. CT-based planning allows 

physicians to determine more accurately the dose distribution using axial tomographic images 

of the patient's anatomy. The treatment planning systems can account for the inhomogeneity 

information without any conversion software when the CT images are exported in DICOM 

file format. This option was the base of 3D treatment planning systems. Parallel with 

radiation therapy, radiobiology also was very rapidly evolving. This new knowledge makes it 

possible to perform dose escalation. The treatment with higher doses is possible with better 

patient fixation and positioning and with high level of quality control and quality assurance. 

The treatment planning has to take into account the patient anatomy, role of radiobiology and 

radiation physics. The radiation source is appropriate if it has the following properties:  

1. The penetrating ability is proportional to the depth of tumor in body. 

2. The open field has to be homogeneous.  

3. The penumbra of the beam is as thin as possible.  

4. The beam can be directed to the appropriate area of the patient‟s body.  

Three different radiotherapy techniques are used:  

1. External beam of radiation therapy (teletherapy) – with external radiation source.  

2. Brachytherapy - internal radiotherapy - radiation source is placed inside or next to the area 

requiring treatment.  

3. Systematic radioisotope therapy with different radioisotope sources.  
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5.2 Radiation therapy in Hungary 

Author: Dr. Csilla Pesznyák 

   

 

Medical physics as a science is concerned with the application and development of the 

principles and techniques of physics to the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of human 

diseases. In 1896, Dr. József Jutassy made the first skin cancer treatment with X-rays. The 

first publication in Hungary about the biological effect of x-rays was written by Endre 

Hőgyes, and it was published in Orvosi Hetilap (Weekly Medical Journal). The very first 

Hungarian application of isotope 226Ra was performed in a hospital of the National Health 

Insurance Institute – now Uzsoki Hospital. The Radium Clinic was opened in 1932. Andor 

Semsey spent the majority of his property for charity. His property was inherited by his 

brother Count László Semsey, who purchased in 1924 a large amount of radium for the 

treatment of malignant diseases. Pál Kisfaludy MD (1890-1956) was chief medical officer of 

National Health Insurance Institute from 1929. Foundation of the Loránd Eötvös Radium and 

X-Ray Institute was in 1935, with two famous Hungarian physicists: Johanna Toperczer and 

László Bozóky. In 1952, the Ministry of Health expanded it into the National Institute of 

Oncology. The radiation protection and radiation therapy were redefined by Professor 

Bozóky. He established the first medical physics laboratory. It was equipped with modern 

instrumentation; some of them were developed by him. Seven years after the installation of 

the first cobalt unit in the world, in 1958 Hungary also started the teletherapy treatment with 

a Hungarian-made Cobalt unit “Gravicert” (the name reflects that the force of gravity moved 

the source) at the Institute of National Oncology. This cobalt unit was constructed on the base 

of Professor Bozóky‟s plan and manufactured by company Medicor Művek. In 1961, an 

improved version with movable collimator was installed in Uzsoki Hospital, by which the 

field size could be changed continuously. The first Hungarian rotating cobalt unit with name 

ROTACERT was put into operation in 1965.  

 
Figure 1: Gravicert cobalt unit 
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For a long time the treatment planning was made in two dimensions. The definition of target 

and critical organs in 2D are not so perfect because the tumor and its environment are three-

dimensional. A transversal image of 2D treatment plan from the seventies is shown in the 

figure. This time the dose calculation was made on the base of percent depth dose curves 

depending on field size. The patient‟s CT image was magnified and contoured on tracing 

paper. The dose distribution was calculated from the summation of single field isodose 

curves.  

 
Figure 2: Treatment plan in 2D 

   

In 1978 the work of the Computerized National Treatment Planning Network was started. 

The Network was organized by IAEA, Ministry of Health of Hungary and NIO. For dose 

calculation the J. van de Gejn‟s algorithm was used, which was one of the best systems of the 

time. Twenty years after the first international appearance, in 1985 the first linear accelerator 

was installed in Hungary. The Siemens Neptun 10p accelerator delivered 9 MV photon 

energy and 6, 9 and 10 MeV electrons. From this year, the treatment planning was based on 

CT, using the CT of the Postgraduate Medical University. Today Hungary has 12 radiation 

therapy centers, each equipped with 2 to 5 linear accelerators, treatment simulators, treatment 

planning system(s) (TPS), HDR afterloading, etc.  
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5.3 Treatment planning in teletherapy 

Author: Dr. Csilla Pesznyák 

   

The external beam radiotherapy directs the radiation at the tumour from outside the body. 

The most wide-spread external technique is conformal radiotherapy, but we know several 

special techniques such as intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), image-guided 

radiation therapy (IGRT), breath-holding treatment, volumetric arc therapy, heavy ion 

therapy, stereotaxic and so on.  

Three-dimensional (3D) conformal radiation therapy is a technique where the beams of 

radiation used in treatment are shaped to match the tumour. Conformal radiation therapy uses 

the target information to focus precisely on the tumour, while minimizing the damage of the 

healthy surrounding tissue. This exact targeting makes it possible to use higher doses of 

radiation in treatment, which is more effective in shrinking and killing tumours.  

Volume definition is a prerequisite for meaningful 3-D treatment planning and for accurate 

dose reporting. ICRU Reports No. 50 and 62 define and describe several targets and critical 

structure volumes that aid in the treatment planning process.  

Gross tumour volume (GTV): the gross palpable or visible/demonstrable extent and 

location of malignant growth. The tumour can be discovered by palpation and application of 

different medical imaging methods.  

Clinical target volume (CTV): The clinical target volume (CTV) is the tissue volume that 

contains a demonstrable GTV and/or sub-clinical microscopic malignant disease, which has 

to be eliminated. This volume thus has to be treated adequately in order to achieve the aim of 

therapy, cure or palliation. The CTV is an anatomical–clinical volume and is usually 

determined by the radiation oncologist. The CTV is usually stated as a fixed or variable 

margin around the GTV (e.g. CTV = GTV + 1 cm margin). Margins will be added to the 

CTV to create the Planning Target Volume (PTV). 

Planning target volume (PTV): The planning target volume (PTV) is a geometrical concept, 

and it is defined to select appropriate beam arrangements, taking into consideration the net 

effect of all possible geometrical variations, in order to ensure that the prescribed dose is 

actually absorbed in the CTV. The PTV includes CTV and an additional margin for set-up 

uncertainties (organ motion, systematic errors caused by inaccuracy of patient positioning 

and machine tolerances). The PTV is linked to the reference frame of the treatment machine 

and is often described as the CTV plus a fixed or variable margin (e.g.PTV = CTV + 1 cm). 

TV does NOT include margin for dosimetric characteristics of the beam (penumbra, build-up 

region)  

Treated volume (TV): - enclosed by an isodose surface selected by the radiation oncologists 

as appropriate to achieve purpose of treatment, which is usually 95%. of the prescribed dose. 

The Planning Target Volume (PTV) should always be fully enclosed by the Treated Volume.  

Irradiated volume (IRV) - receives a dose that is significant in relation to normal tissue 

tolerance. The significance level will depend on the normal tissue type. It is usually the 

volume surrounded by the 50% isodose surface. The volumes of TV and IRV are decreasing 

by using the conformal techniques, reducing the radiation exposure of normal tissues.  

Region of interest (ROI): The region of interest is a user defined region, which is commonly 

abbreviated as ROI. In radiation therapy: normal tissues whose radiation sensitivity may 

significantly influence treatment planning and/or prescribed dose.  

ICRU 62 gives some new definitions:  

Internal margin (IM) - A margin that needs to be added to the Clinical Target Volume 

(CTV) to form the Planning Target Volume (PTV) to account for any positional errors from 
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the planning information. ICRU Report 62 divided this margin into the Set up Margin (SM) 

and Internal Margin (IM), in order to separate the contributory sources of positional error into 

physiological error and set up error, respectively. The IM compensates for physiological 

variation of the size and shape of the volume (filling of rectum, movements due to 

respiration).  

Setup margin (SM) - The IM incorporates both intra-fraction errors such as that due to 

respiration, and inter-fraction errors such as that due to weight gain/loss or digestive system 

changes. SM accounts for all uncertainties in patient-beam positioning and technical factors 

(patient immobilization, machine stability). The total required margin is SM + IM.  

Internal target volume (ITV): accounts for motion of CTV in the patient, does not account 

for setup uncertainties, ITV = CTV + IM. The PTV in the case of conformal therapy and 

IMRT have to be determined with formula: PTV = ITV+set-up errors (on the base of on-

board imaging).  

Planning organ at risk volume (PRV): PRV = OAR + margin (accounts for OAR ovements). 

PTV and PRV may overlap.  

Conformity index (CI): CI = Treated volume/PTV  

 
Figure 1.: Volume definition 

Conformal therapy and its types: 

Definition: the creation of a radiotherapy dose distribution that closely conforms to the shape 

of the target volume (= gross tumour volume plus margins for microscopic tumour extension 

and treatment set-up variations) in three dimensions using customized shielding, while 

minimizing dose to normal tissues.  

1. Static conformal therapy: conformal therapy is delivered with fixed fields (usually defined 

by individually fashioned shielding blocks or by multileaf collimators), from multiple 

individual directions (typically four to eight). After each static field is delivered, the therapist 

goes in and out of the treatment room to manually change the treatment machine setup (angle, 

field size, and to insert the new blocks and other beam modifiers).  

2. Segmental conformal therapy: Individual fixed field portals (or „segments‟) are treated, as 

per static conformal therapy, but the multiple segments are treated sequentially and 

automatically under computer control. The RTTs do not enter the treatment room at any stage 

during treatment delivery.  
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3. Dynamic conformal therapy: Rather than delivering treatment by individual static fields, 

during dynamic conformal therapy one or all of the machine gantry, collimator, MLC leaves 

or treatment couch are in motion. Movement of the MLC leaves results not only in dynamic 

variation of the beam shape, but in variation in the intensity of the radiotherapy dose 

delivered. The introduction of the MLC thus makes individually constructed shielding blocks, 

wedges and missing-tissue compensators obsolete.  

The oncoradiology treatments start with diagnostic investigation, and include patient follow-

up after treatment. The radiotherapy team consists of radiation oncologists, medical 

physicists, dosimetrists and radiation therapy technologists. The physician‟s responsibilities 

are:  

1. inspect, diagnose, and treat cancerous tumors  

2. the patient‟s awareness  

3. contouring the target volume and organs of risk  

4. dose prescription  

5.on-treatment supervision and evaluations (treatment summary reports, follow-up 

monitoring and evaluation of treatment outcome and morbidity  

6. Development and maintenance of a quality assurance program  

7. Continuing education of the radiation oncology staff  

The roles of physicists are:  

1. Performance specification, acceptance testing and commissioning of new equipment.  

2. Calibration of the sources and maintenance of all information necessary for their ppropriate 

use. 

3. Development and maintenance of a quality assurance program.  

4. Maintenance of all instrumentation required for calibration of sources, measurement of 

radiation, and calculation of doses.  

5. Acquisition and storage of data for treatment plans.  

6. Calculation of dose distributions and machine settings for patient treatments.  

7. In-vivo measurement to verify the dose delivered to a patient.  

8. Continuing education of the radiation oncology staff.  

9. Participation in the institutional Radiation Safety Committee, and other committees.  

Workload in teletherapy can be seen in figure 1. The whole process begins with patient 

positioning and body fixation and the creation of individualized 3D digital data sets of patient 

tumours and normal adjacent anatomy in CT. These data sets are then used to generate 3D 

computer images. Radiation oncologists make a contouring for tumour and organs of risks. 

Sometimes it is necessary to fusion the images, combining of MRI and PET-images into CT 

slices. The next steps are dose planning with a treatment planning system, acceptance of 

treatment plan and transporting of information into the treatment and simulating equipment 

through a computer network. After that the patient is placed on the simulator table and the 

final treatment position of the patient is verified using the fluoroscopic capabilities of the 

simulator. The images from simulator are compared with digitally reconstructed radiographs 

(DRRs) from treatment planning system. The clinical aspects of treatment simulation, be it 

with a conventional or CT simulator, rely on the positioning and immobilization of the 

patient as well as on the data acquisition and beam geometry determination. Treatment 

evaluation consists of verifying the treatment portals (through port films or on-line portal 

imaging methods) and comparing these with simulator radiographs or DRRs and/or 
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performing in vivo dosimetry through the use of diodes, thermoluminescent dosimeters 

(TLDs) and other detectors.  

Three different types of calculation algorithms are used for treatment planning systems:  

1. Measurement based algorithm (i.e. Clarkson). 

2. Model based algorithms which use a pencil beam convolution model and primarily 

equivalent path length corrections to account for inhomogeneities. Changes in lateral electron 

and photon transport are not modelled (no lateral transport).  

3. Model based algorithms which primarily use a point kernel convolution/superposition 

model and account for density variations in 3D. Changes in lateral electron and photon 

transport are approximately modelled (with lateral transport).  

 
Figure 2.: Workload in teletherapy  
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All of the systems are commercially available and it is assumed that all of the TPSs and 

algorithms have been previously evaluated and commissioned for clinical use. 

Simultaneously and independently, several investigators turned to the Fermi–Eyges theory of 

thick target multiple Coulomb scattering (Eyges 1948) for the solution. Perry and Holt (1980) 

first demonstrated how the mean free path of an electron pencil beam can be approximated by 

the central pencil-beam axis, accurately predicting dose distributions beneath an irregular 

surface. The pencil-beam algorithm (PBA) by Hogstrom et al (1981), who first used the 

Fermi–Eyges pencil-beam theory to calculate dose in patients, was unique in that it showed 

how to  

• input measured square-field central-axis depth dose in water data to accurately calculate 

dose for any field size,  

• utilize CT data on a pixel-by-pixel basis,  

• accurately model variable air gap,  

• redefine pencil beams at the surface, accurately calculating the effect of irregular surface on 

dose homogeneity, regardless of the air gap  

Due to computer limitations in memory and speed of calculation, early implementations of 

the PBA were multi-planar; however, as computing technology advanced, Starkschall et al 

(1991) showed how to implement the Hogstrom PBA in 3D. That implementation presently 

serves as the basis for electron dose calculations for many commercial 3D systems, e.g., 

Pinnacle and CMS FOCUS later XIO. Lax et al (1983) addressed the former, showing how a 

3-Gaussian kernel for the scatter distribution improved the accuracy of the calculation. This 

enhanced their PBA (Brahme 1981), which was also implemented into some commercial 

treatment-planning systems, e.g. Varian‟s CADPLAN. Keall and Hoban (1996) developed 

the super Monte Carlo dose algorithm that similarly regenerated electron track kernels. 

Numerous investigators have reported on differing levels of success in modelling electron 

beams using Monte Carlo to predict electron beam dose distributions, and the difficulty is 

best summarized by Antolak et al (2002) who challenged the medical physics community to 

demonstrate 2% or 0.1 cm agreement between measured and calculated doses over the entire 

range of clinical treatment parameters.  
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5.4 Teletherapy Equipment 

Author: Dr. Pál Zaránd 

5.4.1 X-Ray Therapy 

 In the order of formation, the first device was the therapeutic X-ray. The high-voltage is 

between 10 and 300 kV (can be changed), the tube current is variable between 6 - 25 mA, or 

fixed. This depends on the type of the device and the application. The 10 - 50 kV range is 

used in soft X-ray therapy, with Be-window (beryllium) tubes, using usually fixed 

highvoltage-filter combinations and constant current. Another special X-ray device used in 

Europe is the Chaoul. It works with special anode, constant highvoltage and tube current, 

fixed filtration and 1,5 - 5 cm focus-skin distance. The machines operated in 50-300 kV range 

with different filtering are called orthovoltage or deep X-ray therapy units (focus-skin 

distance: 30-50 cm). Their importance is strongly reduced in nowadays.  

   

 
X-ray therapy units used in surface and deep therapy 

5.4.2 Linear accelerator 

Accelerating electrons is theoretically easy, but in practice, it became only available when 

high-power (above 2 MW), high frequency devices were developed. During the Second 

World War in Europe the high-power high frequency oscillator, the magnetron has been 

developed, and in the USA, the klystron invented, which is suitable for high-frequency 

amplifying. Both were a military secret, so until the end of the war, the medical application 

was out of question. The medical accelerators are working on 2,97 GHz. In the magnetron the 

central cylindrical cathode is surrounded by the anode block made of copper, with a 

cylindrical cavity between them. In the anode block, the resonant cavities have a circular 

layout. The magnetron is placed in a homogenous magnetic field, perpendicular to the plane 

of the figure. The electrons, emitted from the central hot cathode, are moving to the anode on 

a complex way by the effect of DC pulses and the magnetic field. In case of resonance, high 
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power, high frequency oscillation created, which can be coupled to the accelerator tube 

through the waveguide with the appropriate antenna. Usually a few hundred 2-5 wide 

pulses/second are created.  

 

Section of Magnetron 

 

Section of klystron 

 

Block diagram of Linac 

   

The klystron is not a high frequency generator, it is a microwave amplifier. It has two cavities 

(buncher and catcher) connected by a tube. The low level microwave to be amplified enters 

on the cathode side, and it modulates the electron beam velocity, so the electrons arrive to the 

second cavity sorted in compact bunches. In the second cavity the electron bunches are 

decelerated resulting in a high-power microwave, which has the same frequency as the input 

signal. 5-30 MW power can be reached with this unit. In radiotherapy linear accelerators 

requiring lower power, operated only at 6 MV or below, exclusively magnetrons are used, 

and above 15 MV, almost all companies are using a klystron. The most important units of the 

linear accelerator are illustrated on the block diagram: 1. pulsed power supply, 2. control 

console, 3. klystron, 4. wave guide, 5. circulator, 6. electron gun, 7.accelerator structure, 8. 

magnet and treatment head, 9. vacuum system, 10. automatic frequency control (AFC) 

system, 11. pressure system, 12. cooling water system (upper left modulator = modulator 

cabinet; middle: állórész = stand; right: C kar = gantry). The injection system is the source of 

electrons (electron gun) and the accelerated electrons are drifting through the anode into the 

accelerating wave guide. The electrons arrive in bunches in the proper time, and accelerated 

in the waveguide by the transmission of RF power. The length of the waveguide depends on 

the technique of acceleration. In the travelling wave devices, an electric field parallel to the 

waveguide is used. The slow bunches only take a short way in unit time, and the cavities 

close to the electron gun are relatively short. Later as the bunches are accelerating practically 

to the speed of light, longer cavities are required. At the end of the tube, the energy has to be 

absorbed or fed back to the input end of the waveguide. The well-defined electron beam 

energy is the advantage of this system. The disadvantages are the long waveguide, which 

makes the keeping of the bunch‟s convergence more complicated, and only rotating drum 

suspension available. Modern radiotherapy accelerators are usually standing-wave type 

(except one manufacturer‟s devices) equipments. In these machines, the accelerator guide is 
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about 1.7 times shorter than in the moving wave types. Further significant decreasing of 

length was possible by moving of the non-accelerating coupling cavities to side. To these, 

only a little more decreasing factor is the energy attached form the side in the wave guide. 

The result is a short accelerating tube (with the electron source), which can be directed to the 

isocenter using 6 MV, and a bending magnet is not necessary, in the 10-25 MV range it fits 

into a C-arm. The disadvantage is a wider electron spectrum. The direction of the electron 

beam (as it exits the window of the accelerator tube) to the isocenter (if necessary) is possible 

in two ways. In moving-wave devices several magnets required to use the “slalom 

technique”. The electron beam is “slaloming” in the field of the first two magnets while the 

third one, which is hardly more than 90° bending magnet (the 90° magnet is not for focusing 

the beam, but spreading it), is directing the properly focused beam to the isocenter. In 

standing-wave machines achromatic, 270° magnet is applied, which has an appropriate 

magnetic field and it can focus and direct also a wider spectrum to the isocenter.  

The beam can be used in two ways. If we want to apply it in an electron therapy, than the 

narrow beam is usually spread by two scattering foils. If bremsstrahlung radiation is required, 

then suitable target (e.g. tungsten target) is used. The target is not designed to produce a 

homogenous irradiation on the body surface, but at a depth of 10 cm and in a large (40x40 

cm²) field. On the surface we observe the effect of the “overflattening” filter.  

The accelerator is supported with a very complex latch system. Besides the direct safety 

latches, this is controlling the stability of the accelerator‟s physical parameters. The ionisation 

chamber system is the most important of these. This controls not only the beam‟s symmetry, 

homogeneity, dose rate, but also the dose delivery. The collimator system is added to form 

the proper field size. The field shape can be modified with shielding materials (e.g. blocks), 

and the dose distribution can be changed with wedges. The latter is replaced in modern 

accelerators by a software: the collimator is moving (dynamic wedge), or an appropriate 

combination of 60° wedged field and an open field are resulting in the required wedged field. 

The following figure shows an X-ray unit (with EPID) combined with a linac.  

 

Linac + on board imager (OBI) (Varian, Palo Alto, California engedélyével) 
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Developing the Multi Leaf Collimator (MLC) was a significant improvement. With this, a 

conformal shaping can be provided. The MLC can be an independent beam limiting device, 

or it replaces one of the collimator pairs. On modern accelerators two types of MLC are used. 

One type is used in the conventional radiotherapy (52-120 leaves, large fields, up to 40 cm), 

and the other type is the MLC used in fields below 10 cm, but in fine steps (stereotactic 

irradiation). The MLC is an essential device of conformal irradiation and intensity-modulated 

radiotherapy (IMRT).  

 

5.4.3 Other types of accelerators. 

In the following section, some other machines are presented. They are used only for treating a 

few percent of patients. We don‟t pay attention to machines no longer used (betatron, e.g.), or 

not expected to be important in the future.  

 
Cyberknife (Accuray Inc., Sunnyvale, California 

engedélyével) 

 
Microtron‟s principle of operation 

   

Cyberknife. Practically, it‟s a combination of a linac and a robotic arm, the system being 

supported by imaging devices. The doubled frequency compared to standard linacs leads to 

the size reduction of resonating cavities and the waveguide.  

Mikroton. The microtron is a circular accelerator with only one resonating cavity. Electrons 

passing through this cavity are forced to an orbit in a homogenous magnetic field, and they 

are passing through the cavity repeatedly. The radius of the orbit is increasing with the speed 

of the electrons, and if appropriate energy is reached, the beam extracted by using a 

deflection tube. The beam can be used as electron beam with appropriate energy, or with 

appropriate target (Bremsstrahlung) an X-ray beam is produced. The improved version uses a 

multiple cavity system (race track microtron), with the same principles of operation. Its 

significance can be best characterized with the figures: while about 500 linacs are installed, 

only 1-2 microtrons are produced in a year.  
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Tomotherapy device and binary MLC 

Ch

inese cyber knife 

   

Tomotherapy. The principle of operation is the same as that of the spiral-CT; the radiation 

source is a low energy linear accelerator. It is adjusted with a binary MLC.  

Gamma knife. Several number of Co-60 sources are applied on a spherical heavy metal 

segment containing radial boring for each source thereby collimating the individual beams 

(Leksell) or a limited number of radial collimated sources are mounted on a movable arch 

(Chinese solution). Both systems permit the exact irradiation of small volumes.  

In medical practice the most important circular accelerators are the cyclotrons. They are used 

for the production of radioisotopes with short half-life (used in nuclear medicine, positron 

emission tomography, PET) and in radiation therapy (proton therapy and neutron therapy). 

For the latter purpose nuclear reactions of accelerated heavy ionizing particles (proton, 

deuteron, ) ) are used.  

The device contains two semicircular direct current magnets, and a short metallic cylinder 

divided in two sections (high frequency field connected between them). The particles injected 

from a source in the device‟s centre, are accelerated by the electric field only between the 

magnets, and the magnetic field is forcing them onto a circular orbit. In the gap, they will 

receive again an increment of energy, and so on. The particles radius increases with the 

speed, and after an appropriate energy reached, the particles are deflected. If neutrons are 

required, then deuterons are accelerated to 15-50 MeV, and collided to some type of a low 

atomic number target, for example, beryllium. The peak of the energy-spectrum of neutrons 

generated in a nuclear reaction is between 6-20 MeV, depending on the energy of the 

colliding deuterium. The beam‟s depth-dose curve looks like that of the cobalt sources. The 

only radiobiological advantage of neutrons is the oxygen effect is practically missing. (See in 

the radiobiology chapter).  

The mono-energy particles‟ depth-dose curve seems to be very attractive: Near to the surface 

only quarter of the maximum value, and (depending on energy) it increases suddenly at a 

greater depth (Bragg peak), and it falls to zero immediately. The problem is that the peak‟s 

FWHM (full-width half-max) is 2-3 cm, so in clinical practice, it‟s significantly less than the 

linear size of the irradiating area. So several beams have to be superimposed to raise the 

Bragg peak (e.g. replacing human tissue with filters), and with this, the benefits of the low 

surface dose can be completely lost.  
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5.4.4 Cobalt unit for teletherapy 

Almost for 40 years the most important external beam radiotherapy device of tumour therapy 

was the cobalt unit. It‟s true, that the Cs-137 source seemd hopeful, but that‟s proved to be a 

dead end.  

A suitable artificial radioactive source should be relatively small having a γ-energy above 1 

MeV (skin sparing effect), and a sufficiently long half-time. The average energy of the two γ-

lines of a Co-60 source is 1,25 MeV, it has a 5,28 year half-life, a source can be made with 1-

2 cm diameter and 3-400 TBq activity, which can result in about 3 Gy/min dose rate at 80 cm 

source-surface distance. It‟s enough to replace the source in 5-8 year intervals, depending on 

patient‟s number.  

The unit consists of a stand, a moving C-arm with the head, and a (at least rotating and 

moving in 3 axis) treatment couch. Because of the head‟s heavy weight, it‟s advisable to 

apply a counterweight on the opposite end of the C-arm. The head contains the source, the 

field-limiting system and the field projection system. The machine is operated from an 

external operator room. The modern heads can be moving also around the long axis of the 

head.  

The source is stored usually in the head, when it is in beam off position. The source 

movement from beam on to beam off (storage) position can be done with mechanic devices 

(pushing rod, sliding clutch, etc.), pneumatic way, or the source isn‟t moving, only the beam 

is broken by a metallic block. The machine is supplemented with many latches to improve the 

safety of the staff and the patient.  

 
Cobalt unit 
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5.5 Beam Modification devices in Radiotherapy 

Author: Dr. Csilla Pesznyák 

   

Beam modification: a desirable modification of the spatial distribution of radiation by 

insertion of any material in the beam path.  

There are four main types of beam modifiers:  

1. Wedge filter (external, internal)  

2. Shielding (custom blocks, multileaf collimators)  

3. Compensator  

4. Bolus  

5.5.1 Wedge 

   

Three types of wedge filter are currently in use: manual, motorized and dynamic.  

A physical or external wedge is an angled piece of lead or steel that is placed in the beam to 

produce a gradient in radiation intensity. Manual intervention is required to place physical 

wedges on the treatment unit‟s collimator assembly.  

The wedge angle is defined as the angle through which an isodose curve at given depth in 

water (usually 10 cm) is tilted at the central beam axis underthe condition of normal beam 

incidence.  

   

 
Open and wedge beam isodoses curves 
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The wedge (transmission) factor (WF) is defined as the ratio of doses at zmax in a water 

phantom on the beam central axis with and without the wedge. Physical wedges are usually 

available with wedge angles of 15º, 30º, 45ºand 60º.  

   

 
Manual wedges 

   

A motorized or internal wedge is a similar device, a physical wedge integrated into the head 

of the unit and controlled remotely.  

A dynamic or virtual wedge produces the same wedged intensity gradient by having one jaw 

close gradually while the beam is on. Dynamic wedges are used to achieve any arbitrary 

wedge angle in the range 0°–60º.  

Virtual wedge (Siemens GmbH) – the speed of collimator is constant and the dose rate is 

changeable. The smallest opening distance of collimator is 1 cm. The dose rate varies for 

every 2 mm movement of collimator jaws. The monitor units appropriate for prescribed dose 

are calculated on the base of algorithm.  

Enhanced dynamic wedge (Varian ) – the dose rate is constant and the speed of collimator is 

changeable. The Multiple Asyncronous Parallel Processing controlled the dynamic wedge 

system. The treatment monitor unit is determined on the base of Segmented Treatment 

Tables. The following figure shows the comparison of Varian dynamic and Siemens virtual 

wedge.  
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Varian dyinamic wedge and Siemens wirtual wedge 

 

5.5.2 Shilding 

Early conventional irradiation megavoltage devices as cobalt unit and old linear accelerators 

have no independent movable collimator jaws, and they can determine only symmetric fields. 

If we want to block of a part of the field without changing the position of the isocenter, we 

have to use different kind of shielding. The aims of shielding are:  

1. To protect critical organs  

2. Avoid unnecessary irradiation to surrounding normal tissue  

3. Matching adjacent fields  

Disadvantages of shielding: 

1. The production of low-melting blocks is time consuming. The alloys very often include 

toxic materials, while during the casting toxic gases are released.  

2. Before the treatment the blocks have to be mounted on the block trays and inserted in a 

special slot of the treatment head. Be careful because the block is too weighty, not to drop it 

onto the patient.  

3. The lifting of blocks may cause significant physical strain for RTTs.  

4. The blocks need place for storage and the block trays periodically have to be changed for 

radiation damage.  

The shielding blocks can be of two types: positive blocks, where the central area is blocked, 

and the negative blocks, where the peripheral area is blocked.  

During the treatment always have to be used diverging blocks, what means that the block 

follows the geometric divergence of the beam.  
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5.5.3 Multileaf collimator 

   

The multileaf collimator was developed to replace the traditional blocks. MLCs are used on 

linear accelerators to provide conformal shaping of radiotherapy treatment beams. 

Specifically, conformal radiotherapy and Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) can 

be delivered using MLC‟s.The MLC has movable leaves, which can block some fraction of 

the radiation beam, typical MLCs have 52-160 leaves, arranged in pairs.  

   

 
   

 

The MLC has several advantages compared with conventional field shaping:  

1. Time for shaping and inserting of MLC is not required, reshaping and modulation of beam 

intensity in IMRT is an automatic process. The patient‟s anatomy can be followed easily 

during the treatment planning. Patient setup time may also decrease.  

2. One variant of conformal therapy entails continuously adjusting the field shape to match 

the planning target volume during the arc conformal therapy. The position of the leaves have 

to change during the beam is being delivered.  

3. Variants of conformal therapy have been considered that required each field be 

compensated or modulated. The motion of the MLC leaves during irradiation create dynamic 

compensating filter.  

Cost of production can be saved, don‟t need any special place for storage and the manpower 

is not necessary for block insertion. Using the MLC is reduced the set up errors, RTTs can‟t 

forget the block insertion.  

The using of MLC also has some disadvantage:  

1. Island blocking is not possible  

2. The purchase price of MLC is, high amortization of leaf and carriages cause the relatively 

higher service costs while conventional blocks are cheaper.  

3. During the treatment planning different type of x-ray transmission should be considered 

(through the leaves < 2%, interleaf transmission < 3%, and for jaws <1%.)  

MLC configuration may be categorized as to whether they are total or partial replacements of 

the upper, the lower jaws, or else are tertiary collimation configuration.  
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"  

Upper jaw replacement – this configuration entails splitting the upper jaw into a set of leaves. 

The primary advantage of the upper jaw replacement configuration is that the range of motion 

of the leaves required to traverse the collimated field width is smaller, allowing for a shorter 

leaf length and therefore a more compact treatment head diameter. The disadvantage: leaves 

are so far from the isocenter and the leaf width must be smaller and the leaf travel must be 

tighter than for other configuration. Lower jaw replacement –the lower jaws can be split into 

a set of leaves. The leaf ends and the leaf sides match the beam divergence, making the 

configuration double-focused. Third level configurations – this device are positioned just 

below the level of the standard upper and lower adjustable jaws. This design can reduce the 

downtime in the event of a system malfunction. Using this system, it is possible to move 

leaves manually out of the field should a failure occur. In this case the MLC is farther from 

source, therefore the size of leaves is increased and the travel distance to move from one side 

of the field to the other is longer. Schematic of the MLC as shown in next figure:  
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5.6 Imaging in Radiotherapy 

Author: Dr. Csilla Pesznyák 

5.6.1 Patient set-up and fixation 

   

Accurate and repeatable patient setup is a pre-requisite for radiotherapy in order to limit the 

margin around the clinical target volume (CTV), i.e. the planning target volume (PTV), and 

consequently minimize the irradiation of healthy tissues responsible for early and late side 

effects.  

If the CT is used not only for diagnostic purposes, a properly stored plane indexed tabletop 

shall belong to it on which the patient immobilizing devices can be fixed in a proper and 

reproducible way. If the patient was positioned in conventional CT table, when planning-CT 

image was made, then the patient's organs and their relative positions change significantly 

during the treatment delivering, shown in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1: Patient set-up with different type of CT table; a. conventional CT table, b. treatment 

table 

The most common set-up errors are:  

- patient lies diagonally in the CT table (Figure 2.)  

- patient fixation is not properly applied because the image set is not available for treatment 

planning (Figure 3.).  
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Figure 2.: Patient set-up error. 

   

 
Figure 3.: The patient fixation isn‟t properly used. 
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5.6.2 CT Imaging for Treatment Planning 

Control the mechanical parameters of CT table:  

1. Measurement of the CT tabletop‟s inclination with digital spirit level.  

2. Controlling the horizontal movement with laser. (Figure1.)  

 
Figure 1: Controlling the horizontal CT table movement with laser. 

When planning on CT base the determination of the CT numbers is important since for the 

inhomogeneity correction of the 3D TPS‟s we need to know the electron density of the 

different tissues; so we need the CT number – relative electron density calibration curve.  

The HU can be estimated using the following formula:  

 

   

Where: and - are the attenuation coefficient of the material for the specific voxel and the 

water, respectively. When on the above equation one replaces the µm =µwater, then will 

receive a HUwater = 0. In addition the air as material corresponds to –1000HU, since µair 

=0. The Hounsfield units have no upper limit but usually for medical scanners a range 

between –1024 to +3071 is provided.  

The CT number measurements can be performed with different CT phantoms like (Figure 2.): 

MINI CT QC Phantom, 76-430 (Inovision Company), RMI 467 CT electron density phantom 

(Gamex), CIRS 062 type electron density refer¬ence phantom and CIRS Thorax IMRT 

phantom. During the measurements, we could evaluate the calibration of the CT.  

 MINI CT QC FANTOM, 76-430 modell, Inovision Company  

 RMI 467 CT elektronsűrűség fantom, Gamex  

 CIRS elektronsűrűség referencia fantom – 062 modell  

 CIRS Thorax IMRT fantom 74-007 modell  
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"Figure 2.: a. MINI CT QC Phantom, b., RMI 467 CT Electron Density Phantom, c., CIRS 

Electron Density Phantomd., CIRS Thorax IMRT Phantom 

   

The phantom has a body made of plastic water with holes to hold interchangeable rod inserts.  

For each selected inhomogeneity, water and air, the CT numbers should be averaged over a 

fixed area (the diameter of averaged region of interest should be close to 0.5 radius of the 

insert). The region of interest for which the CT numbers are averaged should not be close to 

the edge of the selected area. The averaged values should be compared to the CT numbers 

used in the CT numbers conversion curve stored in the RTPS. Agreement within 0.02 is 

acceptable for conversion curves, i.e. CT numbers for a given object should not vary by more 

than +/- 20 CT numbers. If a significant change to CT numbers is observed and cannot be 

eliminated by recalibration of the CT scanner, new CT numbers to conversion curves data 

need to be entered into the RTPS. CT images of CT phantoms are shown on Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3.: The CT images of CT phantoms 

In Figure 4. we can see the relationship between the relative electron density and CT number 

of material in the RMI 467 Electron Density CT Phantom in two different tube voltage 

(110kVp and 130kVp)  
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Figure 4.:The relationship between the relative electron density and CT numbers of material 

in the RMI 467 Electron Density CT Phantom with two different tube voltages. 

   

Some CT phantoms are good for controlling of the geometric distortion of the CT images as 

well. We can derive the distortion of the CT images by measuring the given distances on the 

phantom (Figure7.).  

 
Figure 5.: Determination of CT image distortion with a. CIRS Thorax IMRT Phantom, b. 

RMI 467 Electron Density CT Phantom 

   

For the safe work is essential the QA/QC protocol, which has to include:  

- the quality control of positioning leaser set of CT  

- the workflow of CT simulation  

- the constant tube voltage applied during the CT image acquisition  

- patient set-up (head/foot, supine/prone patient positioning)  

- patient fixation and documentation of process  

- CT data set of the region to be treated, with a suitable slice spacing (typically 0.5 cm for the 

thorax, and the pelvis and 0.3 cm for the head and neck), is required.  
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5.6.3 Simulation of the radiotherapy process 

Conventional simulation  

During simulation the defined treatment set-up, which is prepared on the TPS, will be 

simulated on the simulator using the light field projection and the radiographic or 

fluoroscopic modes provided by the conventional simulator. This process will help to mimic 

the radiation therapy beams in terms of divergence. The final configuration will be recorded 

permanently on radiographic film or digitally store in DICOM file.  

 
Figure 1.: X-ray simulatior 

   

The simulator is a machine that emulates the geometry and the movements of the treatment 

unit but diagnostic quality x-rays instead of high-energy treatment rays. The photons 

produced by the X ray tube are in the kilo voltage range and are preferentially attenuated by 

higher Z materials such as bone through photoelectric interactions. The result is a high 

quality diagnostic radiograph with limited soft tissue contrast but with excellent visualization 

of bony landmarks and high Z contrast agents. The groups of human tissues absorb the x-rays 

in a different way:  

- bone – higher Z materials with excellent absorption, very good representation  

- soft-tissue – small atomic number, small absorption, limited contrast  

- fat tissue – radiation-absorbing capability is less than bone, limited contrast like soft-tissue  

- air-gas: small density, small absorption, good contrast  

 

The parts of conventional simulator:  

- high-voltage x-ray generator  

- x-ray tube  

- collimator system  

- image processing system  

- treatment couch  

- control panel  

- image intensifier  
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Figure 2.: The parts of conventional simulator. 

  Exposure factors  

The x- ray beam quality and intensity can be modified with modification of exposure factors:  

- kV: tube voltage, the X-ray hardness and intensity is determined by tube voltage.  

- mAs: is proportional with the number of charged particles interacting with matter of anode. 

The value of mAs has influence on the film density, which has effect on the contrast of 

image.  

Operations in the simulator:  

- Patient set-up  

- Patient fixation using the different type of devices  

- Determination of beam geometry  

- Determination of field geometry and isocentre  

- Acquisition of contour  

- Acquisition of BEV and set-up DRR  

- Marking of patient  

- The simulator images are stored in digital form or in x-ray film, if we use the film, than we 

need the film developers.  

CT-simulation  

   

CT-simulator – dedicated CT scanner for use in radiotherapy treatment simulation and 

planning. The CT scanner has large bore (opening up to 85 cm), room lasers, including a 

movable sagittal laser for patient positioning and marking and flat table top and special 

software for virtual simulation.  
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Figure 3.: CT-simulator 

   

Operations in the CT simulator:  

- Patient set-up  

- Patient fixation using the different type of devices  

- Determination and marking of isocentre  

- Acquisition of CT data and transfer to simulation workstation  

- Contouring of targets and critical structures  

- Determination of beam geometry  

- Determination of field geometry and shielding  

- Transfer of CT and beam data to the treatment planning system  

- Acquisition of BEV and set-up DRR  
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5.7 Intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) 

Author: Dr. Tibor Major 

5.7.1 IMRT Techniques 

IMRT allows for the radiation dose to conform more precisely to the three-dimensional (3-D) 

shape of the tumour by modulating - or controlling - the intensity of the radiation beam in 

multiple small volumes. IMRT also allows higher radiation doses to be focused to regions 

within the tumour while minimizing the dose to surrounding normal critical structures. 

Typically, combinations of multiple intensity-modulated fields coming from different beam 

directions produce a custom tailored radiation dose. During the IMRT use the inverse 

planning techniques, which make the optimisation of dose distribution with special 

calculation algorithms. In this way dose conformity can increasing and minimizing the dose 

to adjacent normal tissues. IMRT is the delivery of radiation to the patient via fields that have 

non-uniform radiation fluence. With this technique the concave PTV with surround normal 

tissue (prostate, head and neck) also can be irradiated.  

IMRT techniques  

   

IMRT can be applied in several ways. The following table summarized the different technical 

solutions.  

 
 

 

Compensator is the beam modifying device which equalizes the skin surface contours, while 

retaining the skin-sparing effect. The material of compensator is lightweight metal, for 

example aluminium. Customized compensators are shaped to attenuate the open field photon 

fluence such that the transmitted fluence map is as designed by the dose optimisation 

algorithms. Disadvantages for compensator used IMRT are:  

- Radiation therapist need to go into the treatment room and exchange customized 

compensators between treatment fields.  

- Preparation of compensators is very labour-intensive.  
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Figure 1.: Intensity modulation with compensator: schematic diagram. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Intensity modulation with compensator: geometrical shape in 3D. 

   

IMRT Delivery Methods Using Conventional MLC‟s can be realised in several ways. The 

proposed IMRT delivery methods include:  

– “Step-and-shoot” static IMRT using multiple MLC shapes per field (SMLC-IMRT) – 

includes both forward and inverse planning examples  

– Dynamic IMRT with fixed gantry and moving MLC leaves (DMLC-IMRT) - includes both 

fully dynamic and pseudo-dynamic  

– Intensity-modulated arc therapy using a full field MLC (IMAT)  

“Step and Shoot” SMLC-IMRT  

In the case of step and shoot techniques large number of discreet MLC shapes per field are 

used and the beam is turned off between segments.  

• Advantages of this method of IMRT: portal verification of intensity pattern feasible, easy to 

understand clinically, easy to resume interrupted treatment, relatively simple accelerator 

control system needed, both forward and inverse planning possible  

• Disadvantages of this method: complex problems require lots of segments, time required for 

treatment can be significant  
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Figure 3.: Field segments for „step and shoot” IMRT technique use conventional MLC. 

 
Figure 4.: 2D dose intensity map receive as a result of dose distribution of all field segments. 

   

Truly dynamic IMRT modulated leaf velocity with constant beam intensity - sliding window 

approach.  

Advantages of this method of IMRT: faster beam delivery than static methods, can yield 

more complex dose distributions and can produce smoothly varying intensities. 

Disadvantages of this method: leaf edge effects can produce dosimetric errors when field 

sizes are small, difficult to verify leaf patterns, potentially more difficult to recover from 

interruption, complex MLC control system required, inverse planning required.  

Intensity Modulated Arc Therapy (IMAT) use multiple arcs delivering single intensity level, 

each arc consists of multiple MLC subfields - continuously changed while gantry rotates.  

   

 
Figure 5.: Position of opposing moving MLC and the dose intensity map for dynamic IMRT 
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Figure 6.: Intensity Modulated Arc Therapy with different MLC shape for different gantry 

angle. 

   

 

A special type of intensity modulated arc therapy can be used for tomotherapy. A 

conventional linear accelerator is equipped with a special binary collimator system (Peacock 

MIMiC, Nomos Corp.). The MiMiC collimator consists of a long transverse slit aperture 

provided with two banks of 20 leaves of each. Each leaf can be moved independently and 

each bank can therefore treat 1-2 cm-thick slice slices of tissue 20 cm in diameter, the couch 

is moved to treat the adjacent slice.  

Helical tomotherapy: the linac head and gantry rotate while the patient is translated the 

doughnut-shaped aperture in a manner analogous to a helical CT scanner. The unit is also 

equipped with a diagnostic CT scanner for target localisation and treatment planning. The 

intensity modulation of the beam is created by collimator system like MiMiC (Figure 7.).  
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Figure 7.: TomoTherapy and binary collimator system 

   

Cyberknife system: rotation robot arm with 6 axes, mounted on the Robot is a compact X-

band linac that produces 6MV X-ray radiation. The radiation is collimated using fixed 

tungsten collimators (diameter: 5 - 60 mm) which produce circular radiation fields.The 

robotic mounting allows very fast repositioning of the source, which enables the system to 

deliver radiation from many different directions without the need to move both the patient 

and source as required by current gantry configurations.  

 
Figure 8.: Cyberknife: rotation robot arm with 6 axes is used. 
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The race-track microtron (RTM) is an accelerator with beam recirculation which best suits 

applications with relatively high beam energy and low current. Due to the principle of its 

operation the output beam has very low energy dispersion (narrow spectrum) and low 

contribution of uncontrolled dark currents. These features make possible a good control of the 

output beam characteristics and delivered dose. Proton therapy is a type of external beam 

radiotherapy using ionizing radiation. Due to their relatively large mass, protons have little 

lateral sidescatter in the tissue; the beam does not broaden much, stays focused on the tumour 

shape and delivers only low-dose side-effects to surrounding tissue. The accelerators used for 

proton therapy typically produce protons with energies in the range of 70 to 250 MeV. In 

most treatments, protons of different energies with Bragg peaks at different depths are 

applied to treat the entire tumour.The total radiation dosage of the protons is called the 

Spread-Out Bragg Peak. In scanning-beam techniques, magnets deflect and steer the proton 

beam. Under computer control, a narrow mono-energetic beam paints the treatment volume, 

voxel-by-voxel, in successive layers. The depth of penetration of the Bragg peak is adjusted 

by varying the energy of the beam before it enters the nozzle (Figure 9.).  

 
Figure 9. 

   

Comment: Ionnyaláb = ion beam; dipól mágnesek = dipole magnets; vízszintes szkennelés = 

horisontal scanning; függőleges szkennelés = vertical scanning; első réteg = first layer; utolsó 

réteg = last layer; daganat = tumour  

 

5.7.2 Radiation treatment planning for IMRT 

Inverse treatment planning  

   

The contouring of planning target volumes and the region of interests (ROI) quite similar as 

in the case of conformal therapy, but very often we create the higher number of ROI, 

sometimes only for dose optimisation purpose. The beam number is between 5 and 9 with 

uniform equal arrangement around the patient.  
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Figure 1. : Workflow for IMRT treatment planning 

   

We have to determine only the beam energy and the field geometry. The dose intensity 

profile and weight of the fields will be determined by optimization algorithms. On the base of 

conformal treatment planning and clinical experience we have to apply for planning target 

volumes and critical structures several dose-volume constraints. In general we are prescribing 

the dose (minimum, maximum or mean) of different target volumes or structures. In fact, the 

shape of dose-volume-histogram (DVH) is determined by these parameters. The priority of 

various conditions can be taken in account by relative weight factors.  

 
Figure2. Dose-volume constraints for planning target volumes and critical structures for 

IMRT. 
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At the end of optimization we receive the intensity modulated fields in 2D, the dose 

distribution, which can be evaluated with conventional methods (on the base of DVH and 

isodose). If it is not convenient the whole procedure should be repeated with new dose 

volume limitation. Initially this is a complex process, but when we have a relevant 

experience, we can apply the treatment planning protocols for IMRT.  

In inverse treatment planning of IMRT, the clinical objectives are specified mathematically in 

the form of an objective function. The objective function measures the goodness of a 

treatment plan, so the choice of the objective function is crucial for the optimization of a 

treatment plan. Usually, the objective function is a function of the beamlet intensities. Two 

types of objective functions are used: physical models and radiobiological models. Physical 

models are solely based on dose, while biological models argue that optimization should be 

based on the biological effects produced by the underlying dose distributions. A common 

method to express radiobiological objective functions is based on tumour control 

probabilities (TCP) and normal-tissue complication probabilities (NTCP).  

Two type of optimisation algorithm can be applied: conjugated gradient approach and 

stochastic methods. In IMRT, an advanced conformal radiotherapy method, each beam is 

divided in a number of small beamlets (bixels). The intensity of each beamlet can 

individually be adjusted. A sparse dose matrix is precalculated and contains the dose value at 

each sampling point from each bixel with unit radiation intensity. The intensity (weight) of 

each beamlet has to be determined such that the produced dose distribution is “optimal”. This 

gradient method can use for the simple case. Stochastic optimization algorithms offer the 

advantage that they can find the optimal treatment parameters even for complex objective 

functions with potential local minima. The most commonly used method is the "simulated 

annealing”.  

5.7.3 Quality assurance for IMRT 

The complex beam intensity modulation in each IMRT field has required a new system for 

patient set-up, treatment delivery and inverse treatment planning. QA for IMRT plan 

verification is more complicated as 3D-conformal therapy. Individual fields are composed of 

many small segments of varying intensity located on and off the central axis of the beam. The 

main approaches used for verification of IMRT plans are dosimetric measurement for small 

fields (dose profiles and PDD (present depth dose) and monitor unit calculation.  

Individual quality control for IMRT treatment plan  

   

For the quality control of IMRT treatment delivery is not enough to make a measurement 

only in one point, these plans are too complicated. With 2D dosimetric equipment (film, 2D 

array) we can measure the dose in the different planes. For this purpose we need special type 

of phantoms, which allows to determinate the dose distribution for one field or the resultant 

dose distribution from all fields. In the treatment planning system we can transfer the 

treatment plan on the QC phantom together with field configuration and dose constraints, and 

we can make a recalculation for the phantom. The calculation values can be exported in 

appropriate matrix points which comply with arrangement of detectors. We can make a 

quantitative evaluation of measured and calculated values after the irradiation of phantoms. 

The accuracy of MU calculation can be measured in one dose point with ionisation chamber 
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in homogeneous water equivalent phantom. The measuring point has to be placed in region 

where the dose distribution is homogeneous. With this method we cannot check those 

segments which are distant from the selected point. Therefore it is recommended to use the 

2D array, which is suitable for checking all segments.  

 
 

Field 1.: 2D detector. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.: A 2D detector in phantom. 
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Figure 3.: Dosimetric controls for dose distribution receive from IMRT treatment. 

Comment: számolt=calculated, mért=measured, különbség=difference.  
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5.7.4 The Clinical Application of IMRT 

 
 

Comparison of dose distribution for 3D-CRT (left) and IMRT (right) treatment plan. 

   

 
 

Comparison of 3D-CRT (dashed line) and IMRT (continual line) treatment plan on the base 

of dose-volume-histogram for head and neck tumour. 
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Seven uniformly arranged fields for head and neck IMRT. 

 

 

 

DRR of field segments use for head and neck IMRT.. 
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Treatment plan is made for re-irradiation of head and neck cancer in a 4 different transversal 

CT image. Red is a new PTV and dark green is an old PTV. The 95% of isodose curve is 

represented by the green line. 

 

 

Treatment plan for prostate cancer: 3D-CRT (left side) and IMRT (right side). 
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ART IMRT: conformal dose distribution for head and neck tumour.. 

   

 

Irradiation with Cyberknife.   
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5.8 Image Guided Radiation Therapy 

Author: Dr. Tibor Major 

  

5.8.1 Technical Possibilities of IGRT 

Image guided radiotherapy (IGRT) is the process of different kind of imaging in the treatment 

room, before between or after radiation therapy. The goal of the IGRT process is to improve 

the accuracy of the radiation field placement, and to reduce the exposure of healthy tissue 

during radiation treatments. This is very useful since tumours can move between treatments 

due to differences in organ filling or movements while breathing. On the base of these results 

the patient set-up can be corrected and the dose delivery can be modified. IGRT needs a 

special workflow and quality control protocol using predetermined frequency and methods of 

special processes.  

Technical possibilities of IGRT  

IGRT can be applied in several different ways. In the following table the different technical 

solutions are summarized.  
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Figure 1.: Linear accelerator with kV cone beam CT. The X-ray source and detector are 

rotated 90° degrees relative to the MV source. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.: Linear accelerator with MV cone beam CT. The red lines show the incident beam 

used for imaging by the EPID. 
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Figure 3.: Linear accelerator and rail mounted spiral CT installed in the same treatment room. 

   

Inaccuracies of the clinical application of IGRT can be separated as intra-fraction and inter-

fraction set-up inaccuracies.  

 

Intra-fraction tumour localisation can performed with stereoscopic kV X-ray imaging, if the 

tumour is visible on the radiograph (lung cancer). In the most cases the tumour is invisible, so 

the target volume in some way should make “visible”. Therefore is used implanted tumour 

marker in clinical practice, which is usually made from gold and gives a very good X-ray 

shadow. The actual position of the tumour and its movement during treatment can be 

determined with detection of these markers. Intra-fraction tumour displacement can 

investigated by small antennas, implanted in the tumour, which can be excited by radio 

frequency waves. The spatial coordinates of antennas can be determined by the continuous 

detection of reflected signals.  
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5.8.2 Irradiation of Moving Target Volume 

   

The most difficult task of radiation therapy is the irradiation of moving target volume. The 

traditional method is to determine larger margins around the target volume, which takes into 

account the movement of tumour and in this way it is ensured that the tumour is always in the 

field, and thus receives the prescribed dose. As a result, the normal tissue will receive 

relatively high doses.  

Respiration gated radiotherapy has the potential for clinical target volume–planned target 

volume margin reduction, dose escalation to the target volume, and dose reduction to 

surrounding normal structures. In an idealized gated treatment, tumour position should be 

directly monitored and the delivery of radiation is only allowed when the tumour is at the 

correct position. This technique needs some special requirements: precise and real-time 

tumour localization, and prompt linac reaction to the gating signal. Internal gating utilizes 

internal tumour motion surrogates such as implanted fiducial markers while external gating 

relies on external respiratory surrogates such as makers placed on the patient‟s abdomen. 

Respiratory gating should be applied to patient imaging during CT imaging, patient pre-

treatment simulation and daily setup, in addition to the treatment delivery. Because the 

treatment is delivered only to a particular portion of patient breathing cycle (gating window), 

the patient/tumour geometry corresponding to the gating window should be used for 

treatment planning and patient alignment. Throughout the whole treatment course, this 

consistency of patient/tumour geometry should be maintained. The treatment fields will be 

reduced and the health tissue sparing will increase. The treatment time will be longer because 

the intermittent treatment.  

For moving lung cancer the treatment planning and the treatment delivery can be made on the 

base of 4D CT imaging. The movement of target volume can be determined individually for 

all patients. The CT imaging can be made by respiratory gating and the image reconstruction 

will be performed in several phases. These image sets will be analysed in cine-mode and the 

definition of planning target volume can made taking into account the tumour movements. In 

this way we can reduce the margin around the clinical target volume. The treatment will be in 

traditional way, so that the treatment time is not increased as the respiratory gating technique.  

 

5.8.3 Systematic and Random Errors 

   

The patient setup inaccuracies or errors can be divided into two categories: systematic and 

random errors. The systematic component of error is a deviation that occurs in the same 

direction and is of a similar magnitude for each fraction throughout the treatment time. The 

random component of errors is a deviation that can vary in direction and magnitude for each 

delivered treatment fraction.  
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Graphical representation of systematic and random errors occurs for one patient in the case of 

9 fraction of treatment. The blue rhombus illustrated the daily random errors and the red 

triangles indicate the systematic error. The axis is given in cm. 

   

 

The systematic and random errors together define the set-up errors and CTV-PTV geometric 

margins. The calculation of these errors is based on the term “treatment population”, which is 

used to represent all patients treated with a specific technique (treatment site and 

immobilisation method). The set-up errors for this population are estimated by calculation for 

a group of patients whose results are assumed to accurately represent those of the population 

from which they are drawn. If for one patient the kth treatment is delivered with dk set-up 

error, than the „individual mean set up error” of n fractions is:  

   

 

   

For the analysed group of p patients the “overall population mean set-up error” is:  

 

   

The systematic error for the population is defined as the SD (spread) of the individual mean 

set-up errors about the overall population means (Mpop):  

 

   

The individual random error is the SD of individual set-up error:  
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The population random error is the mean of all the individual random errors :  

 

   

CTV-PTV margin can compute with the next formula after determination of systematic and 

random errors:  

 

   

Image Registration is the process of estimating an optimal transformation between two 

images (planning and verification CT in radiotherapy).  

 

(Comment: Tervezési CT képkészlet = Planning CT images; Kezelési CT képkészlet = 

Treatment CT images; Képregisztrálás Image registration, Tervezési izocentrum = Planning 

izocetre; Kezelési izocentrum = Treatment izocentre)  

The isocenter is the centre of target volume, which is determined during the radiation 

treatment planning. Isocenter of treatment plan and the isocenter of treatment machine have 

to be in the same point during the patient set-up. Two sets of images (verification CT image 

and the primary CT image) automatically or manually align with image registration.  
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(Comment: Tervezési izocentrum asztalpozíció = Planning izocetre table position; Kezelési 

izocentrum asztalpozíciója= Treatment izocentre table position)  

In most cases the two isocentres does not coincide. On the base of coordinates, the software 

for verification can calculate the differences for three spatial directions (X, Y, Z). Then the 

treatment table will be displaced and the set-up error will be corrected.  

 

After the table displacement, the isocentre of treatment planning coincides with isocentre of 

treatment machine and the patient set-up will be correct.  

 

5.8.4 Image Registration Procedures 

   

For image registration several different procedures can be used. The most common process is 

the automatic image registration on the base of bone structure. Soft tissue fusion can be made 

with kV CT or CBCT imaging. This is of great significance because the majority of tumours 

are soft tissue. Of course, manual image registration can be performed with each system, but 

this is time consuming and highly subjective. Image registration with EPID is available only 

with reference markers (mostly 3 gold markers), which must be placed onto rigid anatomical 

sites using a surgical procedure. They are clearly identified by EPID and portal image can 

compare with DRR. The displacement vector can be determined by using markers. This is 

necessary for set-up correction. The verification images are usually made in two directions 

(anterior-posterior and lateral).  

 
The same slice for treatment planning CT and MV-CBCT of a lung tumour. The tumour can 

be identified on the both image sets, which allows the IGRT on the base of soft tissue fusion. 
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Treatment planning CT image with isocentre (left side) and verification MV-CBCT image 

with isocentre of the treatment machine (right side) for pelvic irradiation. 

 

 
 

Treatment planning CT image and verification kV-CBCT image fusion for pelvic irradiation. 

 

 

Set –up verification with EPID for prostate irradiation. The upper left image is the DRR 

image, next to is the verification image made by the EPID. The image fusion was made on 

the base of bone structure. The lower left image is the fusion of images and next to it the set-

up error in all tree direction (0.4, 0.2 and 0 cm).  
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  5.8.5 Protocols for Correction 

   

There are two basic correction strategies used while determining the most beneficial patient 

position and beam structure: on-line and off-line correction.The On-line strategy makes 

adjustment to patient and beam position during the treatment process, based on continuously 

updated information throughout the procedure.The advantage of this strategy is a reduction in 

both systematic and random errors and it is time-saving process.The Off-line strategy 

determines the best patient position through accumulated data gathered during treatment 

sessions. The strategy requires greater coordination of clinic-wide systems than on-line 

strategies.The use of off-line strategies reduces the risk of systematic errors, but only the on-

line strategies can reduced the risk of random errors.  

 
Verification protocol with 3 fraction imaging 

(Comment: frakciószám = number of fraction)  

With different IGRT techniques the accuracy of patient set-up can be improved and the CTV-

PTV margin can be reduced. With volumetric imaging such as kV CT, kV and MV CBCT the 

tumour shape and size or the effectiveness of treatment can be controlled. This technique is 

called adaptive radiation therapy (ART). ART can utilize daily CT or CBCT imaging to track 

anatomical changes, such as displacement and deformation in the target and surrounding 

tissues, and to adopt the treatment plan for optimal delivery accordingly. It can compensate 

for uncertainties related to organ deformation, inter-fraction setup errors, and previous 

deviations in dosimetric deliveries. In order to implement ART clinically, there are many 

technical issues to be addressed, including improved image quality of CBCT, accurate dose 

calculation on CBCT, deformable image registration, and dose reconstruction.  
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5.9 Quality Improvement of Patient Care in Radiotherapy 

Author: Dr. Csilla Pesznyák 

Different type of the in-vivo dosimetry is the only tool for checking the dose actually 

delivered to the patient. The detection of various types of errors in the dose delivery process 

can improve the quality of patient care. Various techniques are used for in vivo dosimetry 

such as diodes, thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD), films and electronic portal imaging 

devices. Types of in vivo dosimetry measurements, such as entrance, exit, intracavitary and 

surface dose measurements are defined and well described in several different protocols. 

5.9.1 Dosimetric Control with Thermoluminescent Dosimetry (TLD) 

TLDs are based on the principle that imperfect crystals can absorbed and store the energy of 

the ionising radiation. With heating, this energy is emitted in the form of electromagnetic 

radiation, in the visible wavelength region; this process is detected by photomultiplier and 

correlated with the absorbed dose by the material. Approximately 1% of the energy deposited 

as absorbed dose in the TL material is emitted as light when the material is heated, providing 

the dosimetric parameter to be measured. Most commonly used TL detectors are: LiF:Mg,Ti 

(lithium fluoride), Li2B4O7:Mn (lithium borate), CaSO4:Dy (calcium sulphate), etc. TLDs 

are available in different form of powder or small dimension of solid states dosimeters, such 

as rods, chips, etc.A typical cycle in the TLD reader consists of a preheat phase, without light 

emission, a read out period with glow curve for dose measurement, annealing period without 

light integration and the cooling-down period. During the measurement we receive the glow 

curve, which is the graphical representation of the emitted light intensity that increases with 

the increasing temperature. The peaks in the glow curves may be correlated with trap depths 

responsible for thermoluminescence emission. TLDs need to be calibrated before they are 

used. To derive the absorbed dose from the TL reading a few correction factors have to be 

applied, such as the energy and dose response non-linearity.  

5.9.2 Dosimetric Control with Diode 

   

A diode is an internal boundary between p-type and n-type region in a single crystal. At the 

transition from p- to n-type material, a charge free depletion layer is formed, when an 

electrostatic difference is created (for silicon diode it is about 0.7 V). When the diode is 

irradiated, an electron-hole pair may be created in the depletion layer. The p- and n- sides of 

the junction attract the electrons and holes, respectively. Depending on the relative 

concentration of the acceptor impurities and the donor atoms a diode can be a p or n type 

diode. For p type diode the donor atoms are in higher concentration, lot of recombination 

centres are present, which leads to a high probability of recombination for the holes. When 

connecting the both side, a current will be detected at radiation, which, when the diode is 

unbiased, is proportional to the number of electron-hole pairs produced, which is proportional 

to the dose.  

Advantages of diodes: real time readout, high sensitivity, good special resolution, air pressure 

independence. In clinical practice a special type of diode is used. For external photon beam 

dosimetry the diodes need a build-up material depending on the energy range for which a 

detector was intended.  
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5.9.3 Portal Film Dosimetry 

   

The control of patient positioning is necessary during teletherapy treatments. The positioning 

errors can be recognized and corrected before the treatment by comparing the radiographs 

taken at the simulator with the DRR‟s (Digitally Reconstructed Radiograph) and the portal 

image as well.  

A radiation therapy department is usually using various portal imaging systems including 

film. The port film is an official document which certifies the accuracy of treatment delivery.  

 

The quality of portal images is reduced by several conditions:  

1. too high external photon energy (≥ 10 MV)  

2. too large patient diameter (≥ 20 cm)  

3. poor quality of radiographic technique  

In these cases it is very helpful if the simulator film with patient anatomy is available.  

 

Disadvantages of port film:  

1. The film developing is time-consuming  

2. The portal film set-up before the treatment is also time-consuming  

3. Energy dependence problems (≥ 6 MV)  

4. Darkroom and processing facilities and storage required  

 

For the portal film imaging it is necessary to use a special portal film and cassette system, 

which provides exceptional definition of bony structures for more confident verification of 

treatment fields, for exposure only a few monitor units (MU) are needed. The portal film 

system needs a special holder device for verification, because the beam has to be 

perpendicular with the film surface (Figure 1).  
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5.9.4 Electronic Portal Imaging Devices 

Electronic portal imaging devices – EPID- can use for daily imaging for treatment 

localization and verification. The portal image can be analyzed with computer software 

before the treatment, no significant additional dose is required for patient. The image can be 

saved in DICOM file format and it can be reviewed at any time.  

The first EPID system was video based.The beam transmitted through the patient excites a 

metal fluorescent screen. A front-silvered mirror, placed diagonally, reflects the fluorescent 

light by 90 degree into the video camera (commonly using CCD). The analog output of the 

video camera is converted into a digital array with ADC known as a “frame grabber”. The 

special resolution depends from phosphor thickness.  

 

Another kind of EPID has a matrix ionization chamber system, the electronic imaging system 

that consists of 256 × 256 liquid ionization chamber (scanning liquid ionization chamber – 

SLIC). This system was developed in Amsterdam with the next construction: the 1 mm gap 

between the boards is filled with isooctane liquid, which serves as an ionization medium with 

excellent x-ray detection efficiency. An electronic circuit performs the rapid switching and 

analog-to-digital conversion. Essers, van Herkand his colleagues investigated this devise and 

gave its detailed analysis.  
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The new generation of EPID system is amorphous silicon based system. Within this unit a 

scintillator converts the radiation into visible light. The light is detected by an array of 

photodiodes implanted on an amorphous silicon panel. The photodiodes integrate the light 

into charge captures. Resolution and contrast are greater than that of other system.  

 
Indirect detection (http/radonc.ucsf.edu/research_group) 

In this method shown on the Figure 3, a phosphor layer (screen such as Gd2O2S:Tb, or a 

structured scintillator such as CsI:Tl) is enlaced in intimate contact with an active-matrix 

array. The intensity of the light emitted from a particular location of the phosphor is a 

measure of the intensity of the x-ray beam incident on the surface of the detector at that point. 

Each pixel on the active matrix has a photosensitive element that generates an electrical 

charge whose magnitude is proportional to the light intensity emitted from the phosphor in 

the region close to the pixel. Each pixel consists of an a-Si (amorphous silicon) photodiode 

connected to a TFT (thin film transistor). Each photodiode is connected to a common bias 

line. Amorphous silicon photodiodes are sensitive to visible light, with a response curve 

comparable to human vision. All signals of the columns are amplified in charge amplifiers 

and converted to the digital format by ADCs (analogue to digital converters). The digital data 

are transmitted to the data acquisition unit or frame grabber. The frame grabber utilizes the 

PCI bus for direct image acquisition into the PCIs main memory and imager control 

functions. The acquired images after corrections are displayed on PC monitor.  

Three corrections are performed which are Offset, Gain, and Dead pixel correction.  

1. Offset correction is used to correct the dark current of each pixel for a specified frame 

time.  

2. The Gain correction is used to homogenize different pixel sensitivities.  

3. The Dead pixel correction allows a software repair of defected pixels to enhance image 

quality. Improper pixel values are replaced with the averaged value of the eight adjacent 

pixels, while dead pixels are not averaged.  
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Clinical approach of portal imaging  

   

Different image acquisition modes are available in clinical approach:  

1. Single exposure: a single image is acquired for a short period of time at the beginning of 

the treatment. More than one image can made during the one fraction of treatment.  

2. Double exposure: one image is the single exposure image, and the second is an “larger 

open field” image, it‟s give more information about patient anatomy.  

3. Movie loops: EPID allows movie loops or on-line fluoroscopy to be acquired during 

treatment. This acquisition mode is very useful for investigation of movements of internal 

organs.  

The purpose of portal imaging is:  

1. To verify the patient cross-section on the CT images is the same as the real patient (in 

some radiotherapy department the patient have to wait for treatment more than two months, 

and during this time they lost their weight).  

2. To verify the field placement, characterized by the isocentre relative to anatomical 

structures of the patient during the treatment or to verify that the beam aperture by MLS or by 

blocks has been properly produced.  

3. With the movie loops acquisition mode have to follow the patient‟s organ motion during 

respiration, and on the base of image analysis can make a patient set-up correction.  

4. The whole process should be repeated several times during treatment, but at least once a 

week.  

The clinical application of EPIDs can be separated:  

1. Off-line analysis: quantification and separation the random and systematic uncertainties for 

patient set-up.  

2. On-line analysis: fined the unacceptable discrepancies between the portal image and 

reference image (simulator or DRR images), and make a decision about continuation of 

treatment.  

 
Comparison the DRR, simulator and portal imagesa 
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5.10 Radiation Sources and Devices in Brachytherapy 

Author: Dr. Pál Zaránd 

   

The radiation sources in bracytherapy are also classified by the isotope‟s type, half-life, the 

application‟s aim, repeatability or by the devices using the isotopes. In this chapter, we 

discuss only the closed sources, not talking about the former, reusable sources developed to 

manual treatment, or the 
226

Ra, which is no longer used. The table below summarizes the 

parameters of some sources used in brachytherapy. The data only informatory, because 

depending on the material of the case, fluorescent X-ray is also formed, but the unnecessary 

electrons and low energy photons are absorbed by the case.  

 

Permanent brachytherapy or seed implantation 

The sources left in the patient, called seeds, exactly about 0.8-1 mm diameter, 4-5 mm long 

rods, and their build are diverse, depending by the isotope type, and the application. For 

example, the 
125

Iis placed on a carrier in a thin Ti case, because of the low energy. The 
103

Pd 

103Pd source isn‟t seen in the X-ray, that‟s why a lead marker put in the centre of the seed, 

etc. The seeds can inserted to the target place with a special tool, through the puncture 

channel.  

 

Manual afterloading 

The essence of this method is in its name. Inactive devices, lead wires, hollow needles, 

templates punctured in the patient properly to the treatment plan, to decrease the staff‟s 

radiation exposure. After the setting of this complex setup, which proved appropriate in 

inactive phase, the sources are placed manually into it. The usually 
192

Ir wire could be made 

from Ir-Pt alloy, what can be cut to proper size with special, radiation protected tools. The 

other usual process is to put 3 mm size 
192

Ir sources with 1 cm distance into a plastic tube, 

and the necessary length is reached by cutting the inactive part to the appropriate size.  
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Afterloading device and treatment couch 

Afterloading 

In this method, first the inactive applicators placed into the patient‟s body and after the fitting 

setup controlled by imaging, the required dose rate reached with moving only one point 

source.  

The main parts of the afterloading machines are: The source-moving device, the channel 

selector, source container, source-leading tubes and applicators and the computerized 

controlling device. The installed system, in addition to locking mechanisms, is completed by 

security devices. The inactive (dummy) source is also a part of the modern afterloading 

machine‟s security system, which is used to verify all sources moving before the irradiation. 

Moving the point source, arbitrary source can be created, only the stepping times have to 

planned by an irradiation planning program. The common source is 
192

Ir and 
60

Co (less 

common). The Iridium source‟s initial activity is usually 370GBq, that of the cobalt source is 

37 GBq. Greater specific activity can be reached with iridium, and therefore it can used with 

many types of applicators including needles. The disadvantage of this type is that in an 

institution with larger patient throughput a source replacement required in every 3 months. 

Because of the cobalt source‟s lower specific activity, the charge‟s size is bigger, that‟s why 

it is not suitable to prickling, but it is suitable for intracavital therapies (esophagus, rectum, 

gynecological treatment) The frequency of the charge‟s replacement is only specified by the 

quality of the fixation on the mover cables.  
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6 Quality Assurance 

6.1 Role of International Organisation in Quality Assuranc 

Author: Dr. Csilla Pesznyák 

The radiation damages and the several radiation accidents highlighted the fact that the X-rays 

and radioactivity can not only heal, but improper use can be harmful. Over the years, several 

international organisations were developed, their purpose of the safety use of radiation. A lot 

of publications, recommendation have been reported and they organise several conferences 

and teaching course. Some of these organisations are:  

1. International Electrical Commission (IEC) is founded in 1906 by the world‟s leading 

organization for the preparation and publication of International Standards for all electrical, 

electronic and related technologies.  

2. International Committee on Radiological Units (ICRU) - originally known as the 

International X-Ray Unit Committee and later as the International Committee on 

Radiological Units was conceived at the First International Congress of Radiology (ICR) in 

London in 1925 and officially came into being at ICR-2 in Stockholm in 1928. The primary 

objective was to propose an internationally agreed upon unit for measurement of radiation as 

applied to medicine.  

3. National Electrical Manufactures Association (NEMA) - NEMA is the trade association 

of choice for the electrical manufacturing industry, founded in 1926. NEMA provides a 

forum for the development of technical standards that are in the best interests of the industry 

and users, advocacy of industry policies on legislative and regulatory matters, and collection, 

analysis, and dissemination of industry data.  

4. International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) – founded in 1928 by the 

International Society of Radiology (ISR) and was then called the „International X-ray and 

Radium Protection Committee‟, its present name received in 1950. The work of the ICRP 

helps to prevent cancer and other diseases and effects associated with exposure to ionising 

radiation, and to protect the environment.  

5. World Health Organisation (WHO) – founded in 1945 by United Nation, WHO‟s 

Constitution came into force on 7 April 1948.  

6. International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) - it was set up in 1957 as the world's 

"Atoms for Peace" organization within the United Nations family. The Agency works with its 

Member States and multiple partners worldwide to promote safe, secure and peaceful nuclear 

technologies. All publication of IAEA can use free of charge.  

7. American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) – founded in1958-ban, all 

AAPM Reports can downloaded free of charge from his homepage.  

8. International Organisation foe Medical Physics (IOMP) - was formed in January 1963 

initially with 4 affiliated national member organizations. The Organization has a membership 

in year 2010 of 80 national member organizations and 6 regional organizations.  

9. International Radiological Protection Association (IRPA) – the formation IRPA was in 

1964. Hungary became the member state in 1966. Further objectives of IRPA encourage 

research and educational opportunities in those scientific and related disciplines which 

support radiation protection. The principles of radiation protection are included in the 

publications: ICRP 26, 60 and 103.  

10. European Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology (ESTRO) – founded in 

1980. One of the aims of ESTRO is develop and promote standards of education in 

radiotherapy and clinical oncology. The ESTRO Physics Booklets can download free of 
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charge.  

11. European Federation of Organisations in Medical Physics (EFOMP) was founded in 

1980. The current membership covers 35 national organisations and 3 affiliated national 

organisations which together represent more than 5000 physicists and engineers working in 

the field of Medical Physics.  

The European radiation therapy centres mostly use the IAEA recommendation as:  

1. Dosimetry - IAEA „Absorbed Dose Determination in External Beam Radiotherapy: An 

International Code of Practice for Dosimetry Based on Standards of Absorbed Dose to 

Water”, TRS 398.  

2. Radiation protection – International Basic Safety Standards for Protection against Ionizing 

Radiation and for the Safety of Radiation Sources (Safety Series No. 115) and its new interim 

edition: Radiation Protection and Safety of Radiation Sources: International Basic Safety 

Standards No. GSR Part 3.  

3. Quality Assurance of treatment planning systems - IAEA, „Commissioning and quality 

assurance of computerized planning systems for radiation treatment of cancer”, TRS 430.  
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6.2 Basic concepts of Quality 

Since the 'quality' had legal aspects the consistent, professional formulation has been 

essential. Thus, the European Organization for Quality created the International Quality 

Definitions Dictionary from which I quote some definitions :  

Quality Requirement : A set of metrics which is used to be quantified the requests in 

regulation form in order to describe and evaluate quality of the product or service.  

Specification : Accurate specification outlining system capabilities algorithms (incl. 

capabilities and limitations)  

Conformity : manufacturer's details, essential characteristics the product complies; any 

European standards and performance data; if relevant the identification number of the 

Notified Body; and a legally binding signature on behalf of the organization.  

Quality Assurance, QA : All planned and systematic actions necessary to provide 

confidence that a product will satisfy requirements for quality.  

Quality Control, QC : The regulatory process through which the actual quality performance 

is measured, compared with existing standards, and the actions necessary to keep or regain 

conformance with the standards.  

There are two types of quality systems in Europe:  

1. Standardization system: the manufacturer / supplier only should declare the 

compliance of the standard, testing or certification institute such as third-party 

involvement is not mandatory.  

2. Official system: Where accredited testing and certification bodies contribution is 

required. Generally, this includes the health care as well.  

Accreditation : it is the establishment of the status, legitimacy or appropriateness of an 

institution, programme (i.e. composite of modules) or module of study.  

Calibration : is a comparison between measurements – one of known magnitude or 

correctness made or set with one device and another measurement made in as similar a way 

as possible with a second device.  

International Basic Safety Standards for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for the 

Safety of Radiation Sources in the Appendix II. give a definition of quality assurance 

programmes for medical exposure.  

Quality assurance programmes for medical exposures shall include:  

(a) measurements of the physical parameters of the radiation generators, imaging devices and 

irradiation installations at the time of commissioning and periodically thereafter;  

(b) verification of the appropriate physical and clinical factors used in patient diagnosis or 

treatment;  

(c) written records of relevant procedures and results; 

(d) verification of the appropriate calibration and conditions of operation of dosimetry and 

monitoring equipment; and  

(e) as far as possible, regular and independent quality audit reviews of the quality assurance 

programme for radiotherapy procedures.  
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Monitoring of measuring, testing and checking indicators condition  

The point of the activity:  

 All of the instruments, which indicated / measured results whether are critical 

regarding the effectiveness of the treatment, or these are important in respect to 

radiation exposure of workers, they always have to be in perfect technical condition 

and must have the necessary authentication.  

 Must be kept a log book from all the indicators which have to be periodically 

calibrated and certified. It contains the identification and list of the indicators . The 

quality manual contains periodic validations / calibrations schedule.  

   

Head of Medical Physics Department is responsible for the calibration procedures should be 

adequately documented and they are also regularly carried out. In this connection, his/her 

round of duties are in below:  

 Determine the measurements to be carried out and decide about equipment and 

accuracy of measurements.  

 All instruments that may be affected on the treatments, has to be fit with proper 

identification and set before use or at specified intervals has to be checked with 

calibrated instrument which ensures the traceability of the test results to the national 

benchmark. If there is no such possibility, the whole "calibration" process should be 

documented .  

 Need to develop procedures for calibration and they should be documented and 

maintained. Hence, in addition to the data (type, serial number, identification, 

invention location, frequency of testing, test method) relative to equipments the 

compliance requirements should also be recorded, and must describe what to do if the 

instrument which is tested does not meet the specifications.  

 Must be ensured that the measuring and control instruments have the required 

accuracy and reproducibility.  

 The instruments need to be fitted with proper signs to be visible that these are 

calibrated and the calibration is valid.  

 The instrument calibration records should be filed.  

 If an instrument validation has expired, the instrument further usability can be decided 

in virtue of the evaluation of pre-authentication reports, and the result of this shall be 

recorded in the report.  

 Must be looked after that the calibrations and measurements should happen in suitable 

environmental conditions.  

 The proper storage of equipments must be ensured.  

 Must be ensured that an unauthorized person does not carry out any changes 

(including changes in the software as well) on the instruments which influence their 

authentication /calibration, and herewith invalidate this.  
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6.3 Quality Assurance of PET Device 

Authors: Dr. Zsolt Lengyel , András Herein 

   

The intent of this document is to specify measurements for evaluating performance of 

positron emission tomographs. The standardized measurements are suitable to compare 

different tomographs. They can be used during acceptance test to be sure that the tomograph 

has the same parameters as in vendor‟s documentation.  

From the following five measurements only the last one is offered by EANM (European 

Association of Nuclear Medicine). This one is the most complex measure, and many 

parameters of the picture can be saved from this measure. EANM offers to do this measure 

once in every year and if there was any change in the tomograph‟s hardware or software. The 

other four measurements are rather to compare vendor‟s data with the results of acceptance-

test.  

Literature 

1. Quality Assurance for PET and PET/CT Systems, (2009) IAEA Human Health Series No. 1  

2. NEMA Standards Publication NU 2-2007 Performance Measurements of Positron 

Emission Tomographs  

6.3.1 Spatial Resolution 

General 

The spatial resolution of a system is that distance, which is between two points that are just 

separable after the image reconstruction. There is another definition of spatial resolution. It 

can be expressed by the FWHM (full width at half-maximum) and FWTM (full width at 

tenth-maximum) of the PSF (point spread functions). Point sources are used in this measure 
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base of the second definition. The point sources are suspended in air, so there is no scatter. 

No filter or smoothing is used during the measure.  

Purpose 

The purpose of the measure is to determine the width of PSF of a compact radioactive source 

in reconstructed image. The width of the PSF is measured by its FWHM and FWTM.  

Method 

The spatial resolution of every system is measured in the transverse slice. The transverse 

FOV (field of view) and the size of the image matrix characterize the pixel size. It‟s 

necessary to have a source that is at least 3 pixels big so the width of the PSF can be 

measured.  

1. Radionuclide  

The radionuclide for this measurement shall be 18F. The activity must be less than that at 

which either the percent dead time losses exceed 5%. or the random coincidence rate exceeds 

5% of the total event rate. These conditions determine the activity of the point source around 

1 MBq. (IAEA).  

2. Source distribution 

The point source is a small quantity of fluid with concentrated activity inside a glass 

capillary. The inside diameter of the capillary should be 1 mm or less, the outside diameter 

should be less than 2 mm. The axial extent should be less than 1 mm. The sources shall be 

placed in three-three positions parallel to the long axis of the tomograph as follows:  

 x=0 cm; y=1 cm  

 x=0 cm; y=10 cm  

 x=10 cm; y=0cm  

The 3 point sources shall be placed at the center of the axial FOV, than one-fourth of the 

axial FOV from the center of the FOV.  

 
Figure 1.: Position of source for spatial resolution measurement 
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3. Data collection  

Measurements shall be collected at all six point mentioned before. Minimum one hundred 

thousand counts shall be acquired in each acquisition.  

4. Data Processing  

Filtered backprojection shall be used for the reconstruction. No smoothing or apodization 

shall be applied.  

Analysis 

The FWHM and FWTM values of all six measured points shall be calculated. The slice with 

the highest maximum value shall be chosen from the slices that show the point sources. The 

calculation based on linear interpolation. The peak value of the PSF shall be calculated from 

the peak pixel value and the two neighbors by fitting a parabola. The maximum value of the 

parabola is the peak value of the PSF. The pixel-coordinates of the half-value and the tenth-

value shall be calculated by linear interpolation. The value can be determined from the peak 

value of PSF. The half (tenth)-value coordinate must be calculated by linear interpolation 

from the two neighboring pixel value, and from their coordinates. From the half (tenth)-value 

coordinates the FWHM and FWTM of the PSF can be derived.  

 
Figure 2.: Calculation of FWHM and FWTM 

  Report 

The FWHM and FWTM values shall be calculated for all the six points for each three 

dimension. The reported value shall be averaged over both axial positions. The formulas for 
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the calculations are in the figure 2-3. RES means resolution; this can be the FWHM or the 

FWTM of the PSF either.  

 
Figure 3.:Formulas to calculate spatial resolution 

   

6.3.2 Scatter Fraction, Count Losses and Random Measurement 

General 

The scatter of gamma-photons can result falsely located coincidence events. Measuring of the 

count losses and randoms provides information about the ability of the tomograph for 

measuring high radioactivity.  

Purpose 

The first purpose is to measure the relative system sensitivity to scattered radiation. The 

scatter radiation is characterized quantitatively by scatter fraction (SF). Further purpose is to 

measure the effects of the dead-time and randoms. The true event rate is the total event rate 

minus the scattered event rate and minus the randoms event rate.  

Method 

The phantom for this measurement is a solid cylinder composed of polyethylene (gravity: 

0.96±0.01 g/cm3). Outside diameter of the phantom is 203±3 mm, length of the phantom is 

700±5 mm. There is a hole with a diameter of 6.4±0.2 mm parallel with the axis of the 

cylinder and the distance of the hole and the center of the cylinder is 45±1 mm. At least 800 

mm in length plastic tube shall be placed in the hole. The center 700±5 mm of this plastic 

tube shall be filled with radioactivity. The inside diameter of the plastic tube is 3.2±0.2 mm, 

the outside diameter is 4.8±0.2 mm.  
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Measurement shall be run through some half-lives. To begin the test a relatively high activity 

shall be chosen. As the activity decreases the tomograph is rather able to collect the true 

event. If enough time pasts, the tomograph measures only true events. These measures should 

be extrapolated for the high activities. The difference of measured total event rate and 

calculated true event rate is the scattered event rate plus random event rate.  

1. Radionuclide  
18

F shall be used for this measure. The activity in the line source shall be placed that way that 

it can‟t be further from the end of the cylinder like 5 mm. The activity should be chosen high, 

it‟s expected, that the vendor offers an initial activity.  

2. Source distribution  

The cylinder must be placed on the patient table and rotated that the hole is positioned nearest 

to the patient bed. The phantom shall be centered in the transverse and axial FOV within 5 

mm.  

3. Data collection  

Data collections shall be more frequent than the half of the half-time. And an acquisition-time 

Tacq,j shall be shorter than the quarter of the half-live. Acquisitions shall be done until the 

true event losses are less than 1%. Every acquisition shall be have at least 500000 

coincidence. It‟s expected, that the manufacturer recommends a protocol including starting 

activity, acquisition time and acquisition durations.  

4. Data processing 

For tomographs with axial FOV less than 65 cm prompt and random sinograms shall be 

generated for each acquisition (j) of slice (i). If the tomograph can measure randoms extra, 

they must be measured extra. Because there are tomographs that can‟t measure randoms, in 

this presentation there are two different data-analysis (for tomograph with and without 

randoms measurement). For tomographs with an axial FOV greater than 65 cm, only the 

central 65 cm of the FOV shall be measured. No smooth or filter shall be used for this 

measure.  

Analysis 

For each i. slice of j. acquisition shall be processed:  

 Every pixel farther than12 cm from the center of the phantom has 0 value.  

 For each projection angle within the sinogram, the location of the center of the line 

source response shall be determined by finding the pixel having the greatest value. 

Each projection shall be shifted so that the pixel containing the maximum value is 

aligned with the central pixel of the sinogram.  

 • After the shift a sum projection shall be calculated. The sum projection pixel value 

is the sum of the pixels in each angular projection having the same radial offset as the 

pixel in the sum projection:  

 

 

where, ‟r‟ the pixel number in a projection, Φ is the projection number in the sinogram, 

rmax(a) refers to the location of the maximum value in projection Φ  
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 The counts CL,i,j and CR,i,j the left and right pixel intensities ±20 mm distance from the 

center of the sinogram. These must be derived from the sum projection. In the 

distance of exactly 20 mm-s, there will be probably no pixel-center, that‟s why the 

searched pixel intensities shall be calculated by linear interpolation from the neighbor 

pixels.  

 The average of CL,i,j és CR,i,j shall be multiplied the number of pixel between them 

(including the partial pixel at the ends). This product added to the sum of the counts 

further than 20 mm yield the number of random plus scatter counts Cr+s,i,j for j. 

acquisition and i. slice.  

 The total event count (CTOT,i,j) is the sum of all pixel value.  

 The average activity shall be calculated for each j. acquisition.  

   

 

 

   

Analysis with randoms estimate  

   

The pixels of every slice of every acquisition located farther than 12 cm from the center of 

the phantom shall be 0 value. The number of random counts (SFi,j) is the sum of every counts 

in the sinogram.  

1. Scatter fraction  

The scatter fraction of every i. slice of j. acqusition shall be calculated as follows:  

 

   

The scatter fraction of the system is computed:  
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2. Count rates and NECR  

Follows shall be calculated for each acquisition j:  

 Total event rate (RTOT,i,j)  

 

  True event rate (Rt,i,j)  

 

  Random event rate (Rr,i,j)  

 

  Scatter event rate (Rs,i,j)  

 

   

where Tacq,j is the acqusition time of acqusition j.  

On the systems (except those which are able calculate with direct random substraction) the 

noise equivalent count rate (RNEC,i,j) shall be computed for each slice I of each acqusition j:  

 

   

In systems which are able calculate with direct random substraction compute RNECi,j:  
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The event rates of the total system shall be computed as the sum of the corresponding slice 

over all slices:  

 

 

   

Alternative analysis with no randoms estimate  

   

1. Scatter fraction  

The final acqusition (j‟) shall be used to determine scatter fraction. This acqusition has lower 

count loss tates and random rates than 1%. For this acqusiton it is said that Cr+s,i,j has no 

random counts and consits only scatter coincidence (because of the low activity) andCTOT,i,j 

cconsits only of true and scatter counts.  

Scatter fraction can be calculated from the last acqusition:  

 

   

The system scatter fraction is calculated as the count-weighted average of the SFi values:  
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2. Count rates and NECR''  

Follows shall be calculated for each acquisition j:  

 Total event rate : RTOT,i,j  

 

  True event rate: Rt,i,j  

 

  Random event rate : Rr,i,j  

 

  • Scatter event rate : Rs,i,j  

 

   

where Tacq,j is the acqusition time of acqusition j.  

On the systems (except those which are able calculate with direct random substraction) the 

noise equivalent count rate (RNEC,i,j) shall be computed for each slice I of each acqusition j:  
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In systems which are able calculate with direct random substraction compute RNECi,j:  

 

   

The event rates of the total system shall be computed as the sum of the corresponding slice 

over all slices:  

 

 

Report 

Count rate plot  

   

The following five quantities shall be plotted as a function of the average effective 

radioactivity concentration (aave,j) The average effective radioactivity Aave,j can be calculated:  
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The activitiy concentration is derived by dividing the volume. The volume of this phantom is 

22000 cm
3
).  

The following 5 quantitives shall be plotted  

 Rt,j: system true event rate  

 Rr,j: system scatter event rate  

 Rs,j: system scatter event rate  

 RNEC,j: system noise equivalent count rate  

 RTOT,j: system total event rate  

   

Peak count values  

   

The following values shall be reported, derived from above plot:  

 Rt,peak: peak true count rate  

 RNEC,peak: peak noise equivalent count rate  

 at,peak: the activity concentraton at which Rt,peak is reached  

 aNEC,peak: the activity concentraton at which RNEC,peakis reached  

   

System scatter fractio  

   

The value of SF at peak noise equivalent count rate shall be reported if the system has 

randoms estimate. And the scatter fraction of every acquisiton shall be plotted versus aave,j.  

If the system has no randoms estimate report the SF value calculated from the last 

acquisition.  

6.3.3 Sensitivity 

General 

The sensitivity of a PET is the rate in counts per second that true coincidence events are 

detected for a given radioactivity. Some material shall be around the source to give to the 

positron a change for annihilation. But this material attenuates the photons as well. To have 

an attenuation free measurement, successive measurements are made with the same line 

source surrounded by known absorbers. The attenuation free sensitivity can be extrapolated 

from the measurements.  

Purpose 

The purpose is to measure the sensitivity of the scanner to detect positron.  

Method 
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The phantom for this measurement consists of 5 coaxial cylindrical rings. These are 700 mm 

long, metal and have the inside-outside diameters as the next table shows:  

 
 

Radionuclide  

 

For this measurement 
18

F shall be used. The activity shall be as low, that count losses are less 

than 1% and the random event rate is less than 5% of the trues rate. It means around 5 MBq 

activity, but depends on the scanner. The used activity shall be measured in a dose calibrator 

and reported  

 

Source distribution  

A 700±5 mm portion of a plastic tube shall be filled with water-radioactivity mixture. The 

phantom must be suspended in the center of the transaxial FOV, any supporting mechanism 

shall be external to the FOV. In sum there are 5 measurements, with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 metal tube(s) 

around the line source.  

Data collecting  

Data shall be collected for that time, it is sure, that at least 10000 trues per slice are collected. 

Single slice rebinning shall be used to assign count in oblique LORs to the image slice where 

LOR crosses the scanner axis. The rate Rj,i, shall be calculated for every slice (i) of every 

acquisition (j).  

Calculation and analysis 

1. System sensitivity  

Each measure shall be corrected because of the radioactive decay.  

 

wherel* Rcorr,j,i: corrected rate  

 Rj,i: calculated rate from measurement  

 Tj: the time of acquisition j.  
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 Tcal: time of calibration by dose calibrator  

 T1/2: half-value of the radionuclide  

Measurements shall be summed for each slice:  

 

A curve shall be fitted on the data:  

 

Where Rcorr,0 and µM are the unknowns, and Xj represents the thickness of the attenuation 

material. Rcorr,0 represents the attenuation free rate.  

The same measure shall be repeated in 10 cm radial distance from the center of system.  

The sensitivity of the system shall calculated as follows:  

 

where Acal: the activity in the time of calibration by dose calibrator  

2. Axial sensitivity profile  

Data measured with the smallest tube shall be used. Compute the sensitivity for each slice by 

the following:  

 

Axial sensitivity profile: Si shall be plotted versus number of the slice (i).  

Report 

The sensitivity shall be reported in count/s/MBq unit. The axial sensitivity profile shall be 

reported on a graph.  

 

6.3.4 Accuracy: Corrections for count losses and randoms 

General 

Positron emission tomograps are usually able to compensate the dead-time losses and the 

random losses. So they are able to measure quantitatively.  
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Purpose 

The purpose of this procedure is to measure the accuracy of corrections for dead time losses 

and random losses.  

Method 

The phantom used to measure scatter fraction is used for this measurement as well. At low 

activity the dead-time losses and the randoms don‟t influence the true count rate.  

1. Radionuclide  

For this measure 
18

F shall be used. Activity shall be great enough that the dead time losses are 

50 %. It‟s expected that the vendor says the initial activity value.  

2.Source Distribution 

A 700±5 mm long part of the line source shall be filled with water-radioactivity mixture. It 

shall be placed in the hole in the phantom. The line source shall be positioned in the phantom 

that at both side can‟t be hang out more than 5 mm. Phantom shall be positioned at patient 

table, the line source should be the nearest to the patient table. Phantom shall be in the center 

of the transversal and axial FOV.  

3. Data collection 

Data collections shall be more frequent than the half of the half-time. And an acquisition-time 

(Tacq,j) shall be shorter than the quarter of the half-live. Acquisitions shall be done until the 

true event losses are less than 1%. Every acquisition shall be have at least 500000 

coincidence. It‟s expected, that the manufacturer recommends a protocol including starting 

activity, acquisition time and acquisition durations.  

4. Data processing  

For tomographs with axial FOV less than 65 cm prompt and random sinograms shall be 

generated for each acquisition (j) of slice (i). For tomographs with an axial FOV greater than 

65 cm, only the central 65 cm of the FOV shall be measured. Randoms and dead-time 

corrections shall be allpied to the data. Image shall be reconstructed as the whole body 

examinations. These methods shall be reported.  

Analysis 

All analysis shall be performed on each reconstructed image (i). The average activity shall be 

calculated for all acquisition (j) as follows:  
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The effective activity concentration (aeff,j)can be calculated by devided with the volume of the 

phantom (22000 cm3). A circular ROI shall be drawn in each reconstructed image. The 

center of the ROI is the center of the transverse field FOV, and the diameter of ROI is 180 

mm. The number of true events for each slice (i) of each acquisition (j) shall be calculated 

(CROI,i,j). The true event rate can be calculated:  

 

For each slice calculate the extrapolated true event rate (RExtr,i,j), which would be measured if 

there wouldn‟t be dead-time losses and random losses. Calculate as follows to minimize the 

effects of statistics:  

 

where: k=1 at the lowest activity  

For each slice (i) of each acquisition (j) calculate the relative count rate error (Δri,j) in 

percentage as follows:  

 

Report 

For each slice calculate the Δri,j and aeff,j values. Plot Δri,j versus aeff,j versus.  

   

6.3.5 Image quality, accuracy of attenuation and scatter corrections 

General 

The performance, quality of a tomograph is determined by different aspects. It‟s necessary to 

have a method to check and compare the usually image parameters in clinical-like conditions.  

Purpose 
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The purpose of this measure is to simulate a whole body scan. The body has hot and cold 

lesions, which are in the measure spheres with different diameter and different activity 

concentration. The phantom has non-uniform attenuation, and activity is alsp present outside 

the scanner (outside the FOV). The contrast at cold and hot spots, and the homogeneity of the 

background on the picture are good quality parameters of a picture. From this measurement 

can be calculated the accuracy of the attenuation and the scatter correction as well.  

Method 

1. Symbols 

Contrast:  

Qxxx: one sphere contrast in a warm background  

QH: hot sphere contrast 

QC: cold sphere contrast  

Background variability: used as part of the image quality measurement  

Nxxx: parameters of image quality  

Nj: coefficient of variation for all ROIs of size j in the image volume  

Relative count error:  

ΔC: the difference between the expected counts and the measured counts, expressed as a 

percentage  

ΔClung: relative error in lung insert  

Standard deviation  

SDXXX: used as part of the background variability measurement  

SDj: standard deviation for all ROIs of size j in the image volume  

2. Radionuclide  

18
F shall be used for this measurement. The activity concentration of the background shall be 

5,3 kBq/cm
3
, this activity concentration means 10 mCi/70 liter (the volume of a man with 70 

kg weight), as in an ordinary PET whole body scan. The volume of the phantom is ~9300 

cm
3
 (if the spheres and lung insert are in). So around 50 MBq activity shall be injected in the 

background volume. The activities shall be measured in dose calibrator. The cold lesions are 

simulated with water, the hot lesions are simulated with 4, 8 times more activity 

concentration like the background. In this measurement the scatter phantom (used for the 

measures written 3. and 5. chapter of this document) simulates the human body outside the 

FOV. It has to contain 116 MBq activity. If a lower background activity is used in the 

phantom, then a corresponding lower activity shall be used in the line source, as well.  

3. Source Distribution  

The image quality phantom consists of four parts:  

• body phantom (at least180 mm long)  

• 6 fillable sphere (inside diameters: 10, 13, 17, 22, 28 and 37 mm, wall thickness: less than 1 

mm)  

• An insert to simulate the attenuation of the lung with a specific gravity 0.3±0.1 g/cm
3
. 

Outside diameter 50±2 mm, in the center of the body phantom  

• The phantom simulating the human body outside the FOV (same as the phantom for 

scattered fraction measurement).  
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The two biggest spheres shall be filled with water, these give the cold lesions. The fourth 

small ones shall be filled with water mixed F-18, these gives the hot lesions. The distance 

between the centers of the spheres and the end of the phantom shall be 68 mm, and they have 

to be in one transverse slice. The centers of the spheres shall be 5.72 cm far away from the 

center of the phantom. The phantom shall be positioned that the sphere with the diameter of 

17 mm is along the horizontal axis. The volumes of the spheres and the activity are shown in 

the following table:  

 

The body phantom filled with the appropriate activities shall be placed on the patient bed. It 

shall to be positioned parallel with the long axis of the equipment, the centers of the spheres 

have to be in the center of the FOV. The phantom simulating the human body outside the 

FOV shall to be placed direct next to the body phantom on the patient bed.  

Data collection  

   

The acquisition time is determined by the axial step of the tomograph during whole body 

scan in normal clinical use. The whole body length is 100 cm and this could be imagined in 

60 minutes. The acquisition time of this measure is proportional as follows:  

 

It‟s offered to measure the whole measurements several times (corrected with the decay) to 

improve the reliability of the results.  

Data processing  

   

All slices shall be reconstructed with all available corrections. Images shall be reconstructed 

using the standard parameters (image matrix size, pixel size…) for whole body studies. The 

parameters of the reconstruction shall be reported.  

Analysis 

1. Image quality  

A transverse slice crossing hot and cold lesions shall be used for the analysis. The same slice 

shall be used for all the spheres. ROI shall be drawn on the hot and the cold spheres, circular 

ROI, same diameter as the sphere. ROIs of the same sizes as the ROIs drawn on the hot and 
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cold spheres shall be frawn in the background of the phantom on the slice centered on the 

spheres. Twelve 37 mm diameter ROIs shall be drawn throughout the background at a 

distance of 15 mm from the edge of the phantom but no closer than 15 mm to any sphere. 

ROIs of the smaller sizes shall be drawn concentric to the 37 mm background ROIs. The 

ROIs shall also be drawn on the slices as close as possible (± 2 cm) on either side of the 

central slice (5 slices with the center slice). The average counts in each background ROI shall 

be recorded. The percent contrast (QH,j) for each hot sphere j is calculated as follows:  

 

where:  

 CH,j: the average counts in the ROI of sphere j  

 CB,j: the average of the background ROI counts for sphere j  

 aH: the activity concentration in the hot spheres  

 aB: the activity concentration in the background  

The percent contrast QC,j for each cold sphere j is calculated as follow:  

 

where:  

 CC,j: the average counts in the ROI of sphere j  

 CB,j: the average of the 60 background ROI counts for sphere j.  

The percent background variability (Nj) for sphere j:  

 

where SDj is the standard deviation of the background ROI counts for sphere j:  

 

2. Accuracy of attenuation and scatter corrections  

A circular ROI, 30±2 mm in diameter shall be drawn centered on the lung insert. The average 

pixel value (Clung,j) shall be calculated for each slice i. 12 circular background-ROIs, 30±2 
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mm in diameter shall be drawn on every slice. To measure the residual error in scatter and 

attenuation corrections, the relative error (ΔClung,i) in percentage units for each slice i shall 

calculated as follows:  

 

where:  

 Clung,i: the average counts in the lung insert ROI  

 CB,i: the average or the 60 37-mm background ROIs drawn for the image quality 

analysis  

   

Report 

The following items are to be reported:  

• Background concentration used to fill the phantom  

• Acquisition parameters  

• The method of reconstruction  

• The percent contrast and percent background variability for each sphere size and for both 

concentration ratios  

• The value of ΔClung,i for each slice.  

• For both activity ratio as an image (the transverse image through the center of all the 

spheres) and a coronal image through the center of the 17 mm sphere.  
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6.4 Quality Control and Quality Assurance for Teletherapy 

Equipment 

6.4.1 Quality Control and Quality Assurance of linear accelerators 

Author: Dr. István Polgár  

   

The linear accelerators have gone through a notable development since their appearance in 

the 50's. The conversion from X-ray mode (Bremsstrahlung) and the electron mode is 

completely automatic which decreases significantly the risk of the treatment with 

inappropriate modality. The technical advantage like the comprehensive application of 

latches ensures that the modern linear accelerators are safer than the older ones. In spite of 

this the equipment failures can cause inaccurate treatments.  

Many of the tests presented here are written in the report on Installation and Quality 

Assurance of Linear Accelerators: IPSM Report 54 (1988) on the Commissioning and 

Quality Assurance of Linear Accelerators. The emphasis is on the continuous quality control 

procedures.  

Since checks must be carried out with different frequencies, detailed annual quality control 

program should be created not to miss the less frequent checks in proper time. In some cases 

it is preferable to carry out checks of similar properties in a rotation system. Thus, the 

common parts of the system are checked more often than if all the tests are carried out 

together.  

   

Responsibility 

   

The quality control is the legal responsibility of the medical physicists who must synchronize 

the quality control checks performed by different groups. The physicist needs to interpret the 

discrepancies in terms of what impact it has for the treatment and should give the appropriate 

advice to the physician. Often there is a contradiction whether a patient should be treated or 

the equipment failure should be repaired. There is increasing evidence that the omission of 

treatment - especially fast-growing tumours - has a negative effect on patient outcome 

(Hendry et al 1996, RCR 1996), and it is better to allow the treatment with a beam different 

from the optimal than interrupt the patient's treatment. In such cases the radiotherapist must 

be fully involved in the decision.  

The therapy assistants (radiographers) - as the regular users of the equipment - always need to 

be aware of the device performance and any problems with the equipment. Therefore, they 

should be involved in the QC program that they can trust to the machines used by them day to 

day. Often, therapy assistants carry out the daily constancy checks together with the 

functional safety checks. Other tests are carried out by the medical physicists or by - if any- 

technicians as required in the protocol. The medical physicist has to coordinate the various 

groups involved in QC program. If this is not possible, the physical quality control program 

should be established with the assumption that no other checks are carried out. It is important 

that when some work is in progress on the linear accelerator a suitably qualified physicist has 

to make a decision on the availability of this equipment for clinical use. This rule can be 

alleviated if the work is purely of mechanical-nature, but if there is any doubt it is necessary 
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to consult with an experienced physicist. Because of the diverse nature of the linear 

accelerators perhaps the application of this rule is more important here than for other 

equipment. A useful discussion of the issue of maintaining is given by Colligan and Mills 

(1997).  

It should be noted that in our Hungary - unfortunately - in spite of the effective regulation of 

the minimum requirements the staffing in most Medical Physics Departments is 

inappropriate. Thus, the regular completion of the QA / QC checks adopted in international 

protocols is not possible.    

Tolerances 

 

The results of the alignment and dosimetry checks have to be compared with certain criteria 

in order to decide what action- if it is necessary - need to be taken. These requirements must 

be clearly stated in departmental protocols.  

Routine quality control checks can be done if it is not suitable to take the device out of 

service to make adjustments. Therefore, an appropriate 'action level' must be defined at which 

the device should be taken out of service. This can be the same as the manufacturer's 

specified tolerance or in some cases greater latitude may be allowed. The 'action level' must 

be locally determined according to the types of treatments being executed. Another tolerance 

could be established in what the error is and what is acceptable on completion of 

maintenance. However, the set-up of an individual parameter should be better than the 

tolerance limit. The determination of tolerance must be kept in mind that the specification 

provided by the manufacturer indicates the design tolerance of the equipment.  

In spite of this tighter tolerances can be prescribed which probably means more frequent 

preventive maintenance than it is economically justified. The recommended tolerances are 

given in this document. These are based on documents such as the IEC Publication 977 

(1989) and WHO in 1988, although it must be recognized that the IEC specification is a 

published standard and the information contained in it are 'guidance to the expected values.' 

The European Community has defined standards which should be met by all the treatment 

machines (European Commission 1997). These data can be found in Table 1. (The meaning 

of data concerning calibration and constancy is not the same as that elsewhere in the book. 

The calibration relative to the difference between measurement and absolute dose and 

constancy refer to daily variation rather than to the measurement obtained with a constancy 

meter as in Section 12.3). It is more important to monitor trends in performance rather than 

just to state that a given parameter is within specification. Recording the measured value 

provides better evidence than a tick in a box that the check has been conscientiously 

performed. On the basis on this it may be predicted the future problems and we can take 

action in a planned way before the action level is reached. 

The level of checks 

 

Many functions of an accelerator can be checked using a fast routine procedure, the more 

strict checks being reserved for occasional checks or when a problem is identified. The quick 

checks must be reliable to avoid unplanned shutdowns resulting from wrong measurement 

equipment and devices intended to quick check must be included in the quality control 

programme.  

For concerning many parameters it will be described in detail which claims quick checks and 

more strict checks. 
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1. Table, Criteria for acceptibility of linear Accelerators (European Commission 1997)  

Test type  Remedial Action level  

Gantry and collimator rotation indication  ±1 º  

Yoke rotation  ±0,2 º  

Diameter of the Isocentre  ±2 mm  

Source distance and beam axis indicators  ±2 mm  

Numerical field size indicators  ±2 mm  

Light field compared to radiation field  ±2 mm  

Treatment couch scale 2 mm  

Couch deflection under load  5 mm  

Immobilisation devices (e.g., casting, etc.) ±2 mm  

Patient alignment devices  ±2 mm  

Light field indication – field size  ±2 mm  

Light field indication (density measurements)  ±1 mm per edge  

Dose calibration at reference point  
±3% for photons, ±4% for 

electrons  

Output constancy (including accelerators, cobalt and 

orthovoltage)  
±2%  

Timer of cobalt unit  ±0.01  

Electron/photon beam type  Correct type  

Beam flatness and symmetry  
±3% (photons, electrons and 

cobalt)  

Orthovoltage beam symmetry  ±6%  

Transmission factor of wedge or compensator  ±2%  

Dose monitoring system  

Precision  ±0.5%  

Linearity  ±1%  

Dose rate effect  ±2%  

Stability  ±2%  

Variation with gantry angle  ±3%  
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6.4.2 Checks on standard linear accelerators 
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6.4.2.1 Safety interlocks 

   

As already mentioned the machines contain safety current circuits which are designed to 

protect staff and the patient against false operation. But these interlocks can be in fault and in 

some cases the patient could get injured or the equipment could be damaged when a fault is 

not detected. It is important to take into account of each particular device what is being 

monitored, and the specific error conditions can be simulated. Checks that can be applied in 

general are written below. Many interlocks are checked implicitly when the machine is used. 

Even in such cases a record of the check must be made at regular intervals.  

In an ideal case a formal written analysis should be carried out of all the possible fault 

conditions. It is possible to select interlocks that must be checked explicitly and being 

convinced that a record is made of any implicit checks. In some cases physical intervention is 

necessary to check an interlocks's operation. The risk of such an intervention must be 

balanced with the possible damage that could be caused when an interlock fails to detect an 

error. For instance, the failure of a water flow relay can cause a considerable damage to the 

accelerator when the water pump breaks down.  

It can be expected that interlocks will trigger from time to time in normal use. It is important 

that well considered procedures are in place for control of the resetting of such interlocks to 

make physics staff aware of the fault conditions. In rare cases it can be necessary to override 
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particular interlocks. This practice is to be strongly discouraged, but in any event should only 

be carried out with the full knowledge of the Head of Physics who should normally discuss 

this with the Clinical Director and the Superintendent Radiographer. If it is necessary to 

override interlocks in order to carry out particular tests, it is essential that clear written 

procedures are in place to ensure that their function is restored, and these procedures must be 

carefully followed. At the accelerators made by Varian the override of interlocks could 

happen in sevice mode. When exit from this mode the override of interlocks are 

automatically stopped.  

1.1. Room protection  

   

It is essential that the operation of the interlocks on the maze entrance must be sufficient and 

it should be checked daily. The emergency switches must be checked monthly. All 

emergency-off switches should be tested monthly.  

1.2. Movement interlocks  

   

The most important movement interlock is the "deadman‟s switch". The action of this must 

be checked at least weekly so that when it is released at least one of the machine movements 

is disabled. On some machines there may be several such switches connected to different 

movements. Monthly a regular check must be carried out that none of the machine 

movements move without the appropriate switch being pressed (except those which are 

designed such as the collimator jaws). 

The touchguard should be checked weekly. When a check is carried out it must controlled 

that the touchguard operation can be cleared. Each electron applicator must have a 

touchguard. The operation of these should be checked monthly, ideally on a rota basis for a 

more frequent check. The operation of all limit switches should be checked monthly. Most 

accelerators have applicator and lead tray interlocks. These should be checked monthly.  

   

1.3. Dosimetry interlocks  

   

Before treatment starts it must be checked that the machine will stop when the set monitor 

units are reached, though this check usually must be carried out as part of the daily constancy 

checks. It is also required to check that the machine will switch off with the second dosimetry 

channel. To check this it will probably have to change the calibration of one of the dosimetry 

channels, therefore this check should be limited to an annual check. However, if the 

dosimetry has to be adjusted anyway it is worth to carry out this check at the same time. On 

computer controlled accelerators a temporary change in the calibration may be carried out 

and this will permit more frequent checks of the second channel. The backup timer interlock 

can be checked without intervention of the machine‟s internal controls by setting a shorter 

time than it is necessary and checking that the treatment is interrupted at the set time. 

Therefore this can be tested monthly.  
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The accelerators should have a high dose rate interlock. Checking this could be tricky, but it 

is advisable to do it at least annually because it provides the last protection against serious 

dosimetry errors. The manufacturer‟s advice should be considered that how to do this.  

   

1.4. Beam steering  

   

All modern accelerators have flatness and symmetry interlocks. These must be calibrated so 

that the indicated flatness and symmetry is approximately correct. It requires that the beam be 

steered away from the ideal, so this check can only be performed occasionally. If a significant 

change in the beam steering is due, such as when a monitor ionisation chamber is changed, 

the calibration of these devices and the operation of the interlocks should be checked.  

1.5. Filter interlocks  

   

Wedge filters have some interlocks to show that wedges are in place and in the case of 

machines with multiple wedges what wedge is in use. A way of operation of these interlocks 

should be ascertained and a systematic check carried out monthly to ensure that all possible 

faults are taken into account. In the case of manually operated wedges this includes checking 

that the machine will not run:  

 if a wedge is selected and no wedge is in place;  

 if the wrong wedge or the wrong orientation is selected; or  

 if a wedge is in place and no wedge is selected.  

Sometimes the wedge storage is interlocked so that a positive indication could be given that a 

wedge is in the store and not in the machine. This indication should also be checked. For 

automatic wedges it is necessary to examine the control system to identify possible errors in 

operation and then to establish a tests which are appropriate to the risk. Multi-energy 

accelerators have systems to state that the correct combination of filters or scattering foils are 

in place for the energy and modality in use. The advice of the manufacturer should be sought 

as how to examine these systems.  

6.4.2.2 Indicator lights 

   

The beam on indicators and other lamps and indicators on the control panel should be 

working. To check some of these it may be necessary to set up fault conditions and a 

carefully written procedure must be defined in this case.  

6.4.2.3 Mechanical integrity 

All of the attachments of the machine should be checked to make sure that fittings have not 

come loose, etc. It has to be checked that the free play in the couch, collimator rotation, etc. is 

not significant and brakes should also be checked. These are parts of the manufacturer‟s 

maintenance schedule.  
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3.1. Couch deflection under load  

   

The couch deflection under load must be checked. The IEC standard (IEC 2007, IEC 2008) 

determines that this should be carried out by placing a 30 kg weight on the couch at the 

isocentre above its support and distributed over 1 m when the couch is totally retracted. The 

height of the couch must be noted. Then the couch should be fully pushed out and a 135 kg 

load (2 m length) spread out symmetrically to the isocentre to represent a patient. The 

difference in the height of the couch at the isocentre in both cases must be less than 5 mm. 

The angle of roll of the table top should also be measured during it is being moved laterally 

from the centre to one side. It must be less than 0.5°.  

3.2. Electrical safety  

   

The linear accelerator has several high voltage circuits and these can be more accessible than 

in conventional machine and they probably contain some charge storage devices as well. 

Checks for electrical safety must be carried out regularly. Special attention should be payed 

to the integrity of the earth circuits and of the provision for discharge of high voltages. It 

must be checked that all covers are in place and that appropriate warning signs are posted.  

 

6.4.2.4 Mechanical alignment checks 

   

4.1. Mechanical isocentre – definitive checks  

   

The isocentre is the common centre of rotation of the gantry, the collimator and treatment 

couch. Because of mechanical limitations, the isocentre is not a single point, so it is defined 

as the centre of the smallest sphere which contains the axes of rotation of these three 

components. The diameter of this sphere may not be bigger than 2 mm, but it depends on the 

design and age of the accelerator. The isocentric accuracy in older machines might limit the 

types of feasible treatments set-up and in such circumstances clinical practice must be 

reviewed to make sure that set-up methods achieve the best results possible. Isocentric 

techniques are based on that the machine can rotate about the isocentre which is placed at the 

centre of the tumour without having to move the patient between fields. The initial setting of 

the isocentre is usually guided either by a distance indicator from the anterior field or by the 

laser isocentre markers. The point of rotation of the gantry can move due to machanical 

inaccuracies, abrasion, cluck, etc.  

To achieve the best geometric accuracy of treatments in such case it might be suitable to set 

the indicated isocentre position partly below the true isocentre position as indicated. It may 

not be set to the centre of rotation from the AP direction (Woo et al 1992). There is also often 

a misalignment of the central axis in the longitudinal direction between the gantry 0° and 

gantry 180° positions. The most satisfactory way to determine the isocentre is to attach a 

sharp rigid pointer to the front of the accelerator. It needs to be adjustable both in the distance 

from the source and in the other two orthogonal directions. First step is to set up this so that 
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the centre of the pointer does not move when the collimator system is rotated. The collimator 

is rotated through its complete interval and the centre of rotation is noted. (A convenient way 

to perform this is to use a spring loaded pointer and a piece of carbon paper. As the 

collimator is rotated the pointer marks out its movement on the carbon paper.) To set the 

accurate rotation of the collimator is relatively easy, therefore it can be adjusted so that the 

pointer movement is less than 0.5 mm.  

Then a second fixed pointer is set up usually on the top of the couch. The distance of the tip 

of the gantry-mounted pointer from the source is adjusted so that there is the minimum 

movement of its tip relative to the fixed pointer as the gantry is rotated. The fixed pointer is 

moved to the optimum position and the importance of the horizontal sector is kept in mind as 

discussed above. Now the fixed pointer defines the mechanical isocentre, and the optical and 

mechanical indicators can be adjusted accordingly. It is convenient that a reference pointer 

can belong to each machine whereby the isocentre indication may be checked and adjusted 

easily and accurately.  

After the fixed pointer has been located the size of the sphere containing the isocentre 

(isosphere) can be determined. Observation of the relative movement of the two pointers can 

be very useful for diagnosis of problems if the movement is found to be significant. Simple 

check of the alignment of the optical system could also be carried out by watching the 

relative movement of the shadows of the pointer and the cross wires when the gantry is 

rotated.  

   

4.2. Couch rotation axis  

   

The axis of rotation of the couch should also be within the isosphere. This is often forgotten 

when determining the isocentre position. If the pointer is rigidly fixed to the couch, the couch 

can be rotated and the displacement of this pointer relative to the gantry can be measured. 

However, the indication of the isocentre should not be changed on the basis of this, rather this 

should be adjusted, if it is necessary to match the gantry and collimator determined isocentre. 

The accuracy of the couch rotation is specially important when such treatments are carried 

out where treatment planes are being set using couch rotations or with multiple arc 

stereotactic radiotherapy. In such techniques errors of couch rotation should be corrected by 

moving the patient, although this makes the treatment more time consuming.  

4.3. Mechanical isocentre – quick checks  

   

Several simpler methods can be chosen for quick checking the isocentre indication. These 

applies the optical indication of the isocentre. It should be noted that errorss relative to the 

optically indicated isocentre will often be caused by a misalignment of the light bulb rather 

than the misalignment of the gantry. Some of the checks are complemented each other and 

the combination of these should be used for routine checking:  

1. The collimator is rotated at 0° position of the gantry and the crosswire indication is marked 

on a piece of paper at different collimator angles. The points must be within a 1 mm diameter 

circle. This can also be carried out with the reference mechanical front pointer (see in Section 
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”definitive checks”). Adjustment of the crosswire is described in chapters „optical field 

indication” and „interpretation of alignment checks” 2. The gantry is rotated with a small 

angle and the couch height is changed until the shadow of the crosswires does not move 

across the couch. Then the rotation axis of the gantry is on the surface of the couch. However, 

this check can be misleading because it bases the position of the rotation axis for gantry 

angles close to 0°. Because of the reasons explained above (mechanical isocenter quick 

checks), this is less important than with the gantry close to the zero.  

3. A white plate marked with a black cross which can be rotated about a horizontal line 

placed on the couch (see simulators QC). The rotation axis of the plate must coincide with the 

indicated position of the isocentre and the central cross should be aligned with the crosswires. 

With the rotation of the gantry the alignment of the crosswires to the cross can be observed. 

This test is especially recommended. If the field size is set so that the field is smaller than the 

plate, movements of the collimator jaws with gantry angle can also be monitored. By rotating 

the collimator at different gantry angles it can be confirmed that the crosswire gives an 

accurate indication of the axis of rotation of the collimator at all gantry positions.  

4, A square block is used with crosses marked on its faces. It is placed so that the upper 

surface of this should be half the thickness of the block above the isocentre and centred on 

the crosswires. When the gantry is rotated to the horizontal position the centre of the field 

should be aligned with the centre of the block. The block can be placed in a track on a 

levelling plate and the alignment of the lateral lasers can be checked as well as the indication 

of 90° and 270° on the gantry rotation scale by moving the block horizontally.  

4.4. Distance indicator  

 

If the position of the isocentre has been determined the mechanical and optical distance 

indicators can be adjusted. For quick checking methods (3) and (4) in the previous section 

can be used. The mechanical distance indicator is probably more stable than the optical 

distance indicator and should only be altered if a substantial reason exists by determining the 

isocentre position as described in Section definitive checks (see above) The linearity of the 

distance indication set for the isocentre distance should be checked by moving the couch a 

known distance. 

4.5. Front pointer and back pointer  

   

The front and back pointers can also be checked after the position of the isocentre has been 

established.  

4.6. Calibration of gantry and collimator rotation scales  

   

The gantry rotation scale can be checked using a spirit level placed on a surface which is 

perpendicular to the axis of the beam. The resolution of the scale is only 1°, but this should 

not be more than 0.5°. The collimator rotation scale should be tested in a similar way.  
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6.4.2.5 Position of light source 

   

If, as it is common, the light source rotates with the collimator, the following method can be 

used to decide that it is accurately on the axis of rotation of the collimator. The gantry is set 

to the vertical position and the couch top retracted so that a small field (for example 5 x 5 cm) 

can be projected onto the floor.  

A convex lens with an approximately 400 mm focal length is placed in the beam at about 500 

mm from the source. The height of the lens is set so that an image of the filament is projected 

onto a piece of paper on the floor with a magnification of about 3. The paper is marked at the 

centre of the filament and the collimator rotated by 180
o
. The paper is marked again and the 

correct centre will be midway between the two marks. The light source can be adjusted if it is 

necessary. The 3 mm distance between the marks will correspond to a 0.5 mm error in the 

filament position.  

 

6.4.2.6 Optical field indication 

6.1. Quick check  

   

The quick check of optical field size indication for a 10 cm x 10 cm field must be carried out 

daily. In the case of a properly marked device this test can be carried out simultaneously with 

the daily dose check.  

6.2. Variation with field size  

   

The field size scale must be checked monthly over its full range. This can be easily carried 

out using a piece of squared paper placed at the isocentre. The collimator is set successively 

to the indicated 4, 10, 20 and 30 cm and the sizes are noted. If an experience is found that 

adjustment is required first the radiation field size should be set and the optical indication 

adjusted to suit to it using the optical field trimmers. In the case of small fields the tolerance 

is generally 2 mm in the field size and in the position of individual jaws. For modern 

precision radiotherapy a tolerance relative to individual jaw positions of 1 mm is usually 

achievable. The optical indication for the 30 cm field can be less accurate. Occasionally 

precision of the indicated field size should be checked at extended SSD (see Section 

Interpretation of alignment checks). For these tests a sheet of accurately ruled graph paper, 30 

x 40 cm, can be used. Additional lines should be drawn on to this corresponding to field sizes 

of 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 cm. It is convenient if the paper is coated with a transparent plastic to 

prevent damages. It also stiffens the graph paper so it can be placed vertically on the couch 

top using lead blocks as support.  

6.3. Variation with collimator rotation  

   

The positions of the field edges do not change when the collimator is rotated to the four 

cardinal angles (this should be checked). This can be carried out simultaneously with 
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checking the crosswire. The check should also be performed at gantry angles other than 0
o
. A 

check of the alignment of the field indicated at gantry 0
o
and 180

o
 can be useful. If the light 

bulb is loose, a discrepancy will be seen which is greater than normal.  

6.4. Adjustment of optical indication  

   

If the adjustment of the optical system is found necessary the first step is to check that the 

light source is accurately positioned on the axis of rotation of the collimator. It can be 

executed as described in Section 5 or using test (1) described in Section 4.3. This test should 

also be carried out at extended SSD (e.g. on the floor as it is possible for a wrong adjustment 

of the light source is made to compensate for a misalignment of the crosswire if the test is 

only carried out at one SSD). To allocate that the light source is at the same distance from the 

isocentre as the radiation source the field size indication at extended SSD should be checked.  

 

6.4.2.7 Shadow tray 

   

Individual shielding trays are used with pre-mounted lead blocks. Such systems are based on 

all the lead trays fitting accurately into the shadow tray holder. If there is a transferability 

between machines it is necessary that trays should fit in all machines. For checking this a 

reference lead tray should be kept. The tray should have a cross which should coincide with 

the centre of the beam (not necessarily be the centre of the tray). The correct alignment of the 

tray consists of comparing the shadow of this cross with the crosswires. It is also important 

that blocks should be correctly aligned at the horizontal position of the gantry and they 

should not move relative to the centre of the beam when the collimator is rotated. To check 

this a straight sided lead block is necessary to be mounted on a second reference tray so that 

one corner of the block is exactly coincides with the axis of the beam. At the horizontal 

gantry by rotating the collimator the position of the block corner compared to the centre of 

the beam. Occasionally films should be taken at each orientation of the collimator to verify 

the relationship between the lead tray and the radiation centre of the field.  

 

6.4.2.8 Couch movements 

   

Scales of the lateral and longitudinal movement of the couch should be checked with marks 

made on a sheet of paper on the couch. The check of the couch vertical movement should be 

made by noting the position of the crosswires at different couch heights. Gantry sag can cause 

an apparent misalignment of the couch and this can be checked using a plumb-line. The 

scales indicate absolute distances from a settled point and must be within 2 mm of their 

established value. In practice relative movements of the couch must be more accurate than 

the absolute indication (depending the method of the equipment is used).  
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6.4.2.9 Radiation alignment 

   

9.1. Alignment of radiation and light field  

   

Of course, the alignment of the radiation field is fundamental in radiotherapy. In most cases 

(except when fitting fields) the radiographers set the field size using the numerical field size 

scale and assume that this field is centred on the crosswires. The basic check: place a film at 

the isocentre, set a mid range field size, mark the position of the light field and the crosswires 

and expose the film. The marks can be made either by applying pressure to the film (before 

exposure) with a biro or hard pencil, or by pricking the corners of the field with a pin, or 

using a jig with radioopaque inserts. The dose given should be such as to cause an optical 

density of 1.5. A low sensitivity film should be used as, with short exposures, undue weight 

can be given to any transient misalignment of the radiation beam before the beam steering 

servos begin to act. The positions of the field edges are establidhed with a densitometer. 

Discrepancy of the radiation and light fields can be caused either by a misalignment of the 

optical system or by misalignment of the radiation beam. For monthly checks it is sufficient 

to carry out this test for one field size (e.g. 10 cmx10 cm or 15 cmx15 cm). The alignment of 

small and large fields should also be checked every half a year or when adjustments are 

made. In analysing these checks the relationship of the radiation field to the field centre (as 

indicated by the crosswires) is more fundamental than the coincidence with the optical field. 

Treatment verification films are conveniently envelope wrapped but have a small linear dose-

density range. Fine grain graphic line films have better linearity and background density but 

need reusable black plastic envelopes. They are thinner than X-ray film and can get stuck in 

some automatic X-ray film processors. It can be avoided by attaching a leading X-ray film 

using special metallic adhesive tape. A slab of PMMA of size 25 cmx25 cmx5 mm can be 

useful for checking the alignement of the radiation and light beams where the centre and 

fields of size 5 cmx5 cm, 10 cmx10 cm, 15 cmx15 cm and 20 cmx20 cm are marked. Lead 

markers (tin-lead solder) can be inserted into holes drilled on the central cross and along the 

edges of each field. The radiation and light field should match within 2 mm. The centre of the 

radiation field should also be within 2 mm of the central axis of the machine. The latter case 

should be easily achievable, therefore in the precision radiotherapy a tolerance of 1 mm must 

be achievable.  

9.2. Alignment of radiation field – quick check  

   

Several devices with multiple detectors - designed for checking beam flatness - are available 

(see Section 11.2). These usually have diodes or ionisation chambers at the centre of the field 

and at the edges of a 16 cm square. For flatness and symmetry checks a 20x20 cm field 

should be set, but if a 16x16 cm field is set the dose measured at the edges should be 50 per 

cent that of on the central axis. Since the variation of dose with distance from the centre 

between the 20 per cent and 80 per cent points on the beam profile is roughly linear and the 

beam penumbra is typically 6 mm, a 10 per cent difference from 50 per cent indicate an error 

of 1mm in the position of the field edge. Because devices are not normally designed for this 

purpose they should be individually calibrated with film to determine the field edge position.  
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9.3. Radiation isocentre  

   

Establishment of the radiation isocentre is incontestably a complex procedure that does not 

lend itself to a quick check. The simplest method is to expose a film which is usually marked 

with the gantry vertical and then irradiated with the gantry at 180
o
. By comparing the 

alignment of this film with one described in the previous paragraph it is easy to state the 

relative movement of the radiation field. This is usually experienced along the direction of 

the gun target axis due to sag of the gantry. It is evident that the film should be placed in the 

plane of the isocentre because otherwise an error in the gantry angle is incorrectly detected as 

an error in the radiation isocentre.  

A useful method for checking the radiation isocentre is the „star film‟. A film is placed 

vertically in a PMMA holder in the plane of rotation of the gantry with its centre at the 

isocentre. As narrow a field as possible is set and the film is irradiated with the gantry at 0
o
, 

120
o
 and 240

o
 (these directions can be others). There can be holes drilled at the centre and at 

120
o
 increments around the centre of the perspex holder. The holes can be used to pierce the 

film to assist analysis. The image on the film will be a star shape and it is relatively easy to 

draw lines at the centre of each beam. All of these should meet at the film centre. It will be 

noted that this method gives no information about errors in the direction orthogonal to the 

plane of rotation. A very precise estimation of the fundamental isocentric accuracy of the 

gantry becomes possible with the development of stereotactic radiotherapy. With a circular 

applicator attached to the head of the machine and a ball bearing suspended at the isocentre 

by rotating the gantry films exposed at appropriate angles. The displacement of the image of 

the ball bearing relative to the circular field is easily observed. Of course, this test can be 

carried out with a small field produced by the original collimator.  

   

6.4.2.10 Interpretation of alignment checks 

The results of some of the previous tests can indicate errors in alignment of the machine. The 

possible errors are described below. The first step in setting the system is to ensure that the 

crosswires do not move when the collimator is rotated.  

1. The light source is not on the rotation axis of the collimator. The light source rotates with 

the collimator and therefore it is possible to set the optical penumbra trimmers and the 

crosswire so that the crosswire position does not move and the collimators are symmetric at 

all collimator stages. The alignment of the crosswires can however cheat because the light 

source-isocentre line differs from the axis of the field so this only coincides with the axis of 

rotation at one SSD which is confirmed by rotating the collimator at an extended SSD.  

2. The light source is not at the correct distance from the isocentre. In this case the field size 

at extended SSD is not in correct proportion to the field size at the isocentre and coincidence 

of the radiation and the light field will not be correct at the extended SSD.  

3. The light source mounting is loose. If the light source moves during the gantry rotation the 

alignment of the light source will be different at different orientations of the gantry. This can 

be detected by checking the rotation of the collimator at 0
o
 and 180

o
 positions of the gantry.  

4. The optical field trimmers protrude too much or too little into the beam. If the optical 

trimmers are incorrectly adjusted it will be manifested in the deffirence between the radiation 

and the light field size.  
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5. The optical field trimmers are asymmetric. The light field will be asymmetric and the 

asymmetric jaws will change their roles if the head is rotated through 180
o
. If there is a doubt 

about this it is useful to adjust the light field trimmers so that they do not protrude into the 

beam and before adjusting the light field it should be checked that the correct radiation field 

size is set. If the optical field is symmetric in spite of the trimmers are asymmetric this 

indicates that the light source or the radiation source is incorrectly set up (see Item 7).  

6. The radiation source is not on the central axis of the machine. The radiation source does 

not move with collimator rotation. If it is not on the axis of rotation of the collimator there 

will be an asymmetric radiation field and the asymmetry will be equal and opposite for 

opposing jaws and will not change as the collimator is rotated.  

7. The electron beam is striking the target at an angle other than 90
o
 If the electron beam 

strikes the target at the wrong angle this can cause the asymmetry of the penumbra. The 

flatness scans also show a misalignment of the minimum in the centre of the beam with the 

geometric centre.  

 

6.4.2.11 Flatness and symmetry 

11.1. Flatness scans  

   

The establishment of an appropriate standard for beam profile measurements is problematic. 

On the other hand the beam symmetry is easily defined and is not very dependent on the 

depth of measurement. However, the flatness of the beam depends on the size and shape of 

the measurement phantom. At commissioning of an accelerator it is necessary to state that the 

beam profile suits with the accelerator‟s specification. This must be carried out in a water 

phantom making measurements at the depth or depths (usually at the maximum and at 10 cm 

deep) at which the flatness is given. Subsequently it is important to check that the profile has 

not changed significantly since the beam data were measured. This may be satisfactorily done 

using an ionisation chamber contained in a small block of PMMA. The profiles obtained in 

this way should not be taken into account as absolute measurements of flatness and should be 

compared to a similar measurement made at the time of commissioning. The dose at the 

periphery of the beam should be higher than at the centre in these „in air‟ scans. This is 

influenced by the energy of the beam and by the focal spot size on the target. A change in the 

beam profile implies to there is something wrong with the setting way of the accelerator and 

it is not really appropriate to apply the same criteria as at commissioning. The monitor ion 

chambers which are monitoring the whole of the beam a change in the profile may affect the 

dose calibration of the accelerator and this is often the cause of differences between the dual 

dosimetry channels. Therefore the profile should not be differ more from its shape at 

commissioning than 2%. The asymmetry of the beam is related to the beam steering.  

Flatness (IEC 2007) and symmetry are measured only within the „flattened area‟ which is 

defined by IEC. Symmetry is the ratio of the dose rates at symmetrical points on either side of 

the beam axis and flatness is the ratio of maximum to minimum dose anywhere in the beam. 

In X-ray beams the minimum is usually close to the central axis of the beam. Although the 

IEC specification allows an asymmetry of 3%, it should be easier to achieve better beam 

symmetry with a modern accelerator. However, 3% is sufficient measurement accuracy for a 

quick check. A very convenient measuring of the beam profile is with a multi-element array 

of diodes or ionisation chambers. Not only their use is fast, they also give some information 

about the temporal stability of the beam and are particularly convenient for setting up beam 
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steering. It may be useful to perform a scan with the flattening filter removed when assessing 

the cause of a beam asymmetry. (With a computer controlled accelerator, removing the 

flattening filter can often be achieved by typing a command.) The resulting scan show clearly 

whether the peaked dose distribution is correctly centred and it is symmetrical.  

11.2. Quick checks of beam flatness  

   

For a quick check of flatness it is appropriate to measure the dose at the centre and two 

symmetric points on the beam profile. For this purpose a number of rapid check devices are 

available. Film can also be used, but the decreasing of the machine time should be compared 

with the cost of film and the time taken to read it out. An electronic portal imaging device 

(EPID) can provide a very rapid constancy check.  

 

6.4.2.12 Radiation output measurement 

12.1. Definitive calibration  

   

It is recommended that a definitive calibration (Appendix A) should be performed after the 

replacement of a major component – such as a monitor ionisation chamber – and at least once 

a year. The definitive calibration should be carried out accordingly the relevant dosimetry 

protocol using a dosemeter which has been directly calibrated with a secondary standard 

chamber. The fact should be taken into account that the dose per pulse varies from one 

machine to another and this affects the correction of the recombination. If using such a 

secondary standard dosemeter where polarized voltage can not be changed it is not possible 

to measure the recombination correction directly and it is therefore necessary to know the 

dose per pulse. This can be obtained by dividing the dose rate by the pulse repetition 

frequency (PRF). It is recommended to check it with an oscilloscope because machines 

sometimes have frequency dividers which make the actual PRF different from the indicated 

value (e.g. the Elekta SL25 at 25 MV). For the annual calibration it is not necessary to 

calibrate the dosemeter with another dosemeter, but the measurement should be carried out in 

a non-standard condition included.  

12.2. Routine calibration  

   

Ideally the routine calibrations should be carried out following the protocol exactly. 

However, for convenience it is common practice to use a small water or PMMA phantom. In 

order to the measurement is classed as a calibration rather than a quick check it should be 

carried out with a calibrated thimble ionisation chamber and any differences between the 

dose measured in the calibration phantom and the 30 cm cube water phantom advised in the 

code of practice should be measured so that the result can be expressed in terms of dose. If a 

plastic phantom is used for weekly (or daily) checks it may be appropriate to use water on a 

monthly basis. It is important to record the monitor units indicated by both dosimetry 

channels. On many accelerators the two channels determine the dose in different areas of the 

beam. If this is the case a difference between them can be a sensitive indication of a change 

in beam profile. The machine dose rate indication should also be checked. It is not critical 
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from the point of view of patient dosimetry, but it can be used for an indication of the general 

health of the machine and if the calibration is inaccurate this can be misleading.  

12.3. Constancy checks  

   

A number of devices are available which are applicable for a rapid check of dose. These may 

be parallel plate ionisation chambers with a minimal amount of built-in build-up. This allows 

measurements to be made at the dose maximum by adding an appropriate thickness of build-

up material. In principle, assumed that the build-up is appropriate the calibration factor 

should be dependent only on the beam quality of the accelerator, but in practice it is found 

that the calibration may be different for two machines of the same energy. Therefore these 

devices are inappropriate for calibration purposes, but they are suitable for daily constancy 

checks. Diodes may also be used for this purpose. Whatever device is used, it should be 

checked regularly with a calibration measurement. The frequency of such checks depends on 

the stability of the constancy device. The minimum frequency is 6 months, but every 

occasion can be appropriate when a calibration is carried out. It is common practice for one 

dosemeter to be associated with one treatment machine. While ergonomically sound this 

approach does not benefit from the added security that comes when an instrument is used on 

several machines, it probably does not develop a change in dosimetry in the same direction at 

the same time.  

12.4. Effect of gantry rotation  

   

If the ionisation chamber is damaged it is possible that the plates move as the gantry is 

rotated. Therefore it is important to check the stability of machine output at different gantry 

angles. This can be carried out using a thimble ionisation chamber (with an appropriate build-

up cap) placed on the axis of the machine. The variation should be compared to the value 

obtained at the gantry orientation used for calibration. 2 per cent difference is adequate 

against the absolute calibration. Quick check devices may be susceptible to RF pickup which 

should be kept in mind as a possible explanation of wrong readings. Where a cobalt-60 unit is 

available it can provide an excellent method for checking the stability of the constancy meter.  

12.5. Wedge factors  

   

Wedge factors should be measured by placing the axis of the ionisation chamber parallel to 

the unwedged direction and making two measurements with the collimator rotated through 

180° between them. The mean value must be used to calculate the wedge factor. 

Measurements should be made at the reference depth (5 or 7 cm). In calculating the wedge 

factor allowance should be teken for the difference in depth dose with the wedge according to 

the method adopted by the department. The two measurements should agree to better than 

3%. Differences can be associated with the alignment of the beam centre with the wedge or 

with the accuracy of set -up. The difference in the wedge factor with different orientations of 

the collimator could cancel out assumed that the wedge factor is stable with orientation of the 

gantry. Occasionally wedge factors should also be checked with a horizontal beam as the 

wedge position may have some backlash. Faults in the wedge factor with a horizontal beam 

may cause a significant error in the dose delivered to the patient. The calibrated dose at any 

orientation of the collimator or gantry angle should be within 3%. The frequency of wedge 
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factor measurements depends particularly on the design of the accelerator. On some Elekta 

machines with automatic wedges the wedge factor can be adjusted electronically and 

therefore it should be checked as frequently as the calibration is carried out. Automatic 

wedges generally need more frequent measurements than fixed external wedges which can be 

seen by the assistant. In this case it may be practical to establish a constancy check procedure 

where the dose is measured with the wedge in the beam for one orientation of the collimator 

only.  

 

12.6. Output factors  

   

The variation of machine output with field size is one of the measurements which should be 

carried out at commissioning. Although this variation is probably stable over the life of the 

accelerator it is wise to check a few field sizes on a regular annual basis. This can be most 

usefully performed by using the machine data as used for routine calculations to calculate the 

monitor units required for delivering a dose in a few randomly selected depths and field sizes. 

If differences are experienced further measurements are needed to determine the cause of the 

discrepancy.  

12.7. Depth dose and profiles  

   

Depth doses and beam profiles should also be measured at the time of commissioning. 

Machine characteristics may change over the life of the machine and it is recommended that 

some of these measurements should be repeated on an annual basis. These measurements also 

provides added confidence in the original measurements and information about a measure of 

the stability of the machine performance. The measurements must show that machine 

dosimetry is consistent within 3%. A discrepancy which is greater with 2% than the value 

obtained at the commissioning measurements should be investigated.  

12.8. Other checks  

   

Occasionally the consistency of dose output should be checked. For this it has to take a series 

of ten consecutive measurements. The standard deviation should be better than 1%. The 

linearity of the dosemeter should also be checked. It may be experienced that for short 

exposures the dose delivered is not in proportion to that delivered with longer exposures. It 

can be caused by instability of the beam before servos can stabilise it or by the errors in the 

circuits that switch off the beam. A differential diagnosis can be performed by plotting dose 

delivered against dose set. The possibility of variation of delivered dose with output dose rate 

should also be taken into account. However, changes in dose rate are usually associated with 

changes in beam steering, etc. so it is not practical to measure the variation with dose rate 

routinely. Changing of the PRF does not usually change the dose per pulse and probably it 

does not affect the dose calibration, for instance there are no any leaky ionisation chamber. 

The cause of this variability include recombination in the ionisation chamber and changes in 

beam characteristics with dose rate.  
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6.4.2.13 Beam energy 

The energy of the beam can be influenced by the frequency of the RF waves. This affects the 

„ears‟ or „horns‟ at the edge of the beam because the effect of the flattening filter is changed. 

Beam energy can be determined with the tissue phantom ratio between 20 cm and 10 cm deep 

(TPR20/10). This is measured directly by measuring the dose delivered at 10 cm deep in a 

water phantom for a fixed number of monitor units, say 200MU, and then placing a further 10 

cm of water equivalent material on top of the phantom without moving the position of the 

ionisation chamber. In practice it is convenient to measure the 5/15 ratio since this can be 

done immediately after a calibration at 5 cm deep by simply adding 10 cm of water on to the 

phantom. (Instead of the water, solid water can also be used.) A change of 5/15 ratio greater 

than 1% which corresponds to a change in energy of 0.5 MV should be investigated. Some 

quick check devices (Section 11.2) have one detector which can be placed under a steel 

absorber to make energy measurement at the same time as flatness and constancy.  

 

6.4.2.14 Arc therapy 

The accurate arc therapy requires three factors which should be correct:  

1. The transmission ion chamber indication must be independent of gantry rotation – this is 

checked as in Section 12.4.  

2. The gantry must start and stop at the required point.  

3. The servo relationship between gantry rotation and dose must be correct. Among these the 

third is the most important.  

It may be checked in a number of ways:  

1. A film can be exposed in a cylindrical phantom.  

2. An asymmetric phantom may be used and the expected dose calculated for a given arc. 

Then it can be checked that this dose is actually given when the arc is carried out.  

3. If outputs of arc angle are available the delivered dose can be plotted directly against arc 

angle. (It should be noted that the dose rate is not necessary to be constant assumed that 

rotation speed is altered to compensate appropriately.) The accurate of the dose deivered in 

an asymmetric phantom should be within 2%. In many centres arc therapy is used only very 

occasionally or not at all and the frequency of testing can be set accordingly. If this 

possibility is not regularly tested teps must be taken to ensure that it is not used without the 

knowledge of the physics department. Arc therapy should not be skipped from acceptance 

testing, especially on a computer controlled accelerator where arcing may provide a useful 

test of the control system.  

 

6.4.2.15 Selection of checks and check frequencies 

The Table 1. at the end of this chapter lists the recommended tests for linear accelerators with 

photon beams. It is not stated that the checks and frequencies on this list are either necessary 

or sufficient for proper quality control of each and every machine, but they represent a level 

considered appropriate as the basis of a quality control system. It is the individual physicists 

responsibility to change the tests and frequencies to suit the requirements of their particular 

equipment. It is necessary to balance the complexity and difficulty of performing a test 

against the consequences of a fault occurring and perhaps it can cause a treatment error. In 

choosing to differ from these recommendations it is wise to record the reasons for the change 

both for medico-legal purposes and as an indication of the thinking about the applied quality 
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control system. For example low energy accelerators with a standing wave guide do not have 

a bending system and flatness and symmetry are unlikely to change. Otherwise a machine 

with servo controlled bending that is known to be unstable therefore it may require checks at 

very frequent intervals.  

The frequency data of the tests have been compared with those in IPSM Report 54 (IPSM 

1988), the WHO publication, Quality Assurance in Radiotherapy (WHO 1988), the survey of 

UK practice (IPSM 1992) and the report of AAPM Task Group 40 (AAPM 1994). It is 

assumed throughout in this publication that a test which is required to be carried out daily 

should also be carried out at the other frequencies except where some more strict test is 

prescribed. The tolerances given for daily checks are mostly wider than would be appropriate 

for more extended monthly checks and in such cases the check has been explicitly repeated. It 

may be appropriate for the simpler test to be performed at the same time as the more 

thorough test to provide a baseline. Daily checks are often carried out by the radiographers 

and this is to be encouraged as it gives them a feeling of the accuracy of the equipment. Other 

checks can be carried out by technicians or physicists occasionally.  

Table 1. Check frequencies for linear accelerators  

Test and frequency  Reference  Tolerance  

Daily  

Output constancy  12.3  ±5%  

Lightfield size (10 cm square field)  6.1  2 mm  

Crosswires and laser axis lights coincident  4.3  2 mm  

Optical distance indicator (compared to lasers)  4.3  3 mm  

Maze entrance interlock  1.1  Functional  

Audio visual system   Functional  

Machine log  15.1   

Weekly  

Deadmen‟s switch  1.2  Functional  

Touchguard  1.2  Functional  

Distance indication at different SSDs  4.4  3 mm  

Pointers (if used)  4.5  2 mm  

Calibration  12.2  ±2%  

Wedge factor constancy (machines with adjustable wedge 

factors)  
12.5  ±2% of expected  

Two-weekly  

Flatness 0º-os gantry-nél  11.2  ±3%of expected  

Monthly  

Secondary access interlocks  1.1  Functional  

Emergency-off switches  1.1  Functional  

Movement interlocks (full check)  1.2  Functional  

Coded lead tray interlocks  1.2  Functional  

Backup timer interlock (where set by user)  1.3  Functional  

Gantry and collimator rotation scale  4.6  ±0.5º  
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Optical field size variation for different field sizes  6.2  2 mm (small sizes)  

Isocentre quick check  4.3  2 mm diameter  

Shadow tray alignment  7  1 mm from centre  

Distance indication at different SSDs  4.4  2 mm  

Couch movement calibration  8  2 mm relative  

Couch vertical movement  8  2 mm  

Gantry angle indication  4.6  1º  

Radiation field versus light field (one field size)  9.1  2 mm  

Calibration in water  12.2  ±2%  

Energy check using dose ratio  13  Ratio ±2%  

Arc therapy (if used)  14  Dose ±2%  

Three-monthly  

Indicator lights  2  Functional  

Filter interlocks  1.5  Működik  

Backup dosemeter and timer interlocks (computer controlled)  1.3  Functional  

Field size indication at extended SSD  6.2  3 mm at 150 cm  

Output calibration variation with gantry angle  12.4  Calibration±2%  

Wedge factor variation with gantry angle  12.5  ±3%  

Dose check for non standard field size and SSD  12.1  ±2%  

Optical field versus radiation field (small and large fields)  9.1  2 mm  

Flatness and symmetry full scans at all gantry angles  11.1  3%  

Six-monthly  

Radiation isocentre  9.3  2 mm diameter  

Flatness interlocks  1.4  2% of intended  

Radiation check of shadow tray alignment  7  
1 mm (at 

isocentre)  

Calibration of constancy check device (if used)  12.3  Device dependent  

Linearity of dosimetry system  12.8  Within 1%  

Annual  

Verification of water flow and other interlocks  Functional  

Couch deflection under load  3.1  5 mm  

High dose rate interlock  1.3  Functional  

Definitive isocentre check  4.1  2 mm diameter  

Definitive calibration  12.1  ±2%  

Backup dosemeter and timer interlocks (not computer 

conrolled)  
1.3  Functional  

Plotting tank measurements of depth dose and profiles  12.7  > 2% change  

Calibration of flatness monitor  1.4  2% of intended  

   

The frequency data of the tests have been compared with those in IPSM Report 54 (IPSM 

1988), the WHO publication, Quality Assurance in Radiotherapy (WHO 1988), the survey of 
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UK practice (IPSM 1992) and the report of AAPM Task Group 40 (AAPM 1994). It is 

assumed throughout in this publication that a test which is required to be carried out daily 

should also be carried out at the other frequencies except where some more strict test is 

prescribed. The tolerances given for daily checks are mostly wider than would be appropriate 

for more extended monthly checks and in such cases the check has been explicitly repeated. It 

may be appropriate for the simpler test to be performed at the same time as the more 

thorough test to provide a baseline. Daily checks are often carried out by the radiographers 

and this is to be encouraged as it gives them a feeling of the accuracy of the equipment. Other 

checks can be carried out by technicians or physicists occasionally.  

15.1. Documentation  

   

It is important that appropriate records are kept both of the checks carried out and of any fault 

conditions that may occur (NRPB 1988). These records should be analysed regularly and 

required action taken where necessary. It is important that records made by radiographers 

should immediately be accessible to the physics and technical groups and vice versa.  

 

6.4.2.16 Equipment required 

There is a list of equipment below that will be found useful for quality control checks. Some 

of these are related to specific test methods. In this case a reference is given to the paragraph 

in which the test is described:  

 ruler (this should be accurate to 0.5 mm);  

 plumb-line;  

 spirit level (sensitivity 0.2-3 mm/m) for horizontal and vertical use;  

 carbon paper (Section 4.1);  

 free-standing pointer, such as an engineer‟s scribing block (Section 4.1);  

 sheet of accurately ruled graph paper approximately 30 x 40 cm (Section 6.2);  

 film phantom (Section 9.1);  

 photographic film of width at least 25 cm (Section 9.1);  

 simple film densitometer to measure optical density at a point;  

 thermometer and barometer;  

 stop-watch;  

 thimble ionisation chamber and electrometer;  

 daily output check dosemeter (Section 12.3);  

 40 cm focal length lens (Section 2.5);  

 scanning densitometer;  

 beam profile scanning equipment (Section 11.1);  

 dose plotting water tank;  

 weights for loading the couch.  
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6.4.3 Quality Assurance of Treatment Simulators 

Author: Dr. Pál Zaránd  

   

The radiation therapy uses even more modern imaging devices. From these, the most specific 

not diagnostic instrument is the simulator. The QA of the simulator is discussed in this 

chapter. Typical diagnostic or primarily diagnostic devices (CT, MR, US, and nowadays 

PET) and the CT option of the simulators are not discussed in this chapter. The CT simulator 

doesn‟t use ionizing radiation and direct imaging during the simulation, so in a classical 

sense, it is not a simulator and that is not discussed in this chapter. Simulators were made as 

crossing combination of the mechanism of a teletherapy equipment and the radiation source 

and imaging system of a C-arm image intensifier. Due to this the QA of the simulators shows 

many similarities to the QA of these devices. The main goal is simulating the high energy 

beam (Beam Eyes View) and checking the parameters of the planned radiation field 

(coordinates, field size, positions, etc.), that is why the elements of QA are focused on the 

mechanical parameters. This is understandable because till nowadays the image quality of the 

worst image intensifiers was better as for example the best port film or the EPID (Electronic 

Portal Imaging Device) systems (which use MV photons). Lately, the image quality improved 

dramatically by the appearance of the large surface, amorphous-silicon detectors.  

The function of simulator determinates the mechanical requirements: these cannot be lower 

than prescribed for the simulated device, mostly the accelerators, moreover in some cases 

they must be stricter. The simulator-related requirements are given in the appropriate IEC 

standard, but the BJR supplement 23 is also a good reference. However it is very important 

always to compare the actual measurement to the initial data (it is also required by the 

31/2001 EüM Hungarian regulation). It can be suggested to study the acceptance test 

document of the vendor, because some unnecessary information can be in this document, 

besides some deficiency can be discovered as well. Hereinafter the most important tests are 

summarized, referred to the necessary methods as well. The tests and the tolerance values are 

summarized in a supplement of this chapter. The simulator must be used within the tolerance 

values. If there is a greater deviation than that, forthwith service must be called. In case of 

emergency the device can be used only with the written permission of the authorized person.  

Important, that the QC program shall be always controlled by the medical physics expert.  

Equipment required:  

• Test patterns for optical and radiological test (Figure 1.-3.)  

• Mounting system to fit and to rotate them for using at different gantry angles  

• Mechanical pointer for 100 cm focus-table distance  

• Tool for defining isocenter  

• Films  

• Image intensifier test phantom  

• Densitometer  

• Tape-measure  

• Graph paper  

• Spirit-level  

• Weight for the loading test of the table  
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Mechanical controls  

   

From the introduction it follows, that a part of the tests are very similar to those which are 

used by the treatment units (laser, field verification, etc.). At the same time simulators contain 

imaging device as well, so the results of the field verification can be seen on the image 

intensifier immediately. It can be used very well, if the field size is within the tolerance 

values (marked on the device in the principal planes), so on the image intensifier the 

conformance can be decided very quick and easily. Hereinafter some devices will be shown.  

On Figure 1. there is a simple, even home-made tool. A cube with 4 cm edges contains those 

crosses on its sides which are necessary to adjust the lasers. The cube is set based on the 

cross-hairs of the devices. For the Theratron cobalt units, where the cross-hairs are St 

Andrew‟s cross, diagonal signs must be on the cube as well (Figure 1. right side).  

On Figure 2. there is a tool containing the central beam, the main planes, field margins and 

the tolerance values as well. This tool with the thick frame contains those signs (seen on 

cubes of figure 1 as well) which are necessary to adjust the lasers.  

 
Figure 1. Cubes for laser adjustment  

 
Figure 2. Tool for daily check of 

simulators (plan view)  

   

 

Figure 3. shows a commercially available tool. It can check laser alignment and the field size, 

and also a film can be put between the two plates, so it can be used to check treatment 

devices. The plastic plates are rotatable, and can be fixed in specified angles. The base 

contains leveling mechanism. If the simulator is equipped with appropriate software (and it is 

on the network), than the image of the image intensifier can be captured, stored, evaluated or 

printed. For the more rigorous annual tests film should always be used.  
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Figure 3. Tool for monthly and annual QA test 

   

Mechanical aspects  

   

Crosswires  
The location of the crosswires should be checked optically and on the image intensifier daily 

because of the importance of the determination of the central beam. In the daily check only 

the “default position” should be checked (gantry at 0°, collimator and table 0°, 10 x 10 cm2, 

and 100 cm focus to axis distance, FAD). If the institute uses machines with various FADs, 

than at times machines should be measured on all of the FADs. It is practical to check the 

crosswires less frequently but in more directions.  

Optical distance indicator (range-finder)  

Daily check is required at “default position”. There are two measurements: daily control is 

restricted on FAD: the coincidence of the optical distance indicator, the front pointer‟s tip and 

the digital display value is compared. Less frequently – monthly – the optical distance 

indicator should be checked in various distances and in various angles.  

Isocentric Lasers  
In the usual systems 3 or 4 lasers are used, which are fit on one point, on the isocentre. Two 

lasers are mounted on the sidewall projecting crosses and a third one a longitudinal laser-line. 

This can be completed with the fourth, mounted over the isocentre on the ceiling. Different 

laser lines are at right angle to each other. The goal of the daily check is to check the 

compliance of the fitting. The annual check should include the localization of the isocentre as 

well. It can also be necessary, if the routine-check indicates a displacement of the laser 

alignment system. The localization of the isocentre can be made in some different ways. 

Special tool can be used (Radac 2100), where the first step is to localize isocentre and the 

lasers should be fitted to this. There is another simpler method, using a ball or a pointer 

(marking the isocentre) and an appropriate precision moving mechanism. As a first step this 

is positioned (approximately) in the isocentre, than the real isocentre should be determined by 

successive approximation. Based on the initial value some extrapolation should be made from 
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different angles on a film, and developing this results the “star shot”, and so the real isocentre 

(see accelerator QC).  

Field defining wire  

Besides the checking of the central beam and the field size it is very important to check the 

image of the field defining wires. The field size, the symmetry, the parallelism and the right 

angle of the wires should be checked. The measurement should be from the center to the 

center of the projected wires. These measures are in “default position”. The check of the 

imaging on the simulated field sizes is part of the monthly QA check (by not 0° gantry angle 

as well). 

Follows must be satisfied:  

The field defining wires should be checked on the whole range of movement. The collimators 

can be moved asymmetrically on the modern simulators, so the fields must be checked in this 

mode as well. Generally the IEC recommendations are valid (field size tolerance ±1mm or 

0.5% for one side, so for both side together ±2mm and 1%). As part of the checking the 

reproducibility must be exanimated, too. It should be checked if there is a hysteresis of the 

field setting and if the field margin sings wobble. These errors should be periodically checked 

at every FAD and on 0°, 90°, 180°, 270° gantry angle. Easy and quick method is to check two 

horizontal opposed fields of the simulator if the other controls are passed.  

   

Daily check  

The daily check shall cover the measurement of the above four parameters. The method is: 

Simulator is on the “default position” (gantry at 0°, collimator 0°, field size 10 x 10 cm2 and 

100 cm FAD). The tool from Figure 1. is enough to check the first three parameters, and a 

graph paper is adequate to check the field size optically. Using the tool shown on Figure 2. all 

four measurements can be made at the same time. If there is an appropriate lever mechanism 

the incidental margin under the lasers, the crosswires and the optical distance indicator can be 

measured numerically. The consistence of the crosswires location and orientation should be 

checked by rotating the collimator. The crosswires and the field defining wires provide shade, 

so the image intensifier shows the same results as the optical check (it can be controlled on 

image intensifier). The above tests should be executed at 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°gantry angle 

in monthly QA check. The tool on Figure 3. is suitable for that.  

   

Couch check  

Couch isocentric rotation  

It must be checked monthly. Accuracy and reproducibility mostly depends on the 

construction. The user has not got many opportunities because (on some designs) the couch 

and the image intensifier are fixed on the same frame. The check rather analyses the effect of 

the abrasion by usage. The digital and mechanical readouts should be checked monthly, 

detailed examination is necessary only annually. Couch vertical movement If during 

installation the couch did not differ from the vertical, it has no reason to differ later (except if 

only there is hard abrasion and wobble with it). Monthly it is enough to check the consistence 
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of the localization of the crosswires during vertical movement of the couch. At annual test the 

effect of abrasion can be detected ostentatiously under load. Couch positions readouts  

It is enough to check only those mechanical and digital readouts which are really in use. 

Indication should be within 1 mm, it should have a simple check monthly. Load tests They 

should be executed at annual check. Couch translation under load Functionally the couch is 

an X-ray diagnostic coach, so that in diagnostic energy range it must be translucent 

adequately. Thus there cannot be expected the same mechanical stability as that of treatment 

coaches. Tilt and flexing can be expected extremely at maximal longitudinal and lateral shift 

under load that may be increased by attrition. The recommended tolerances are 0.5° in tilt and 

5 mm in vertical flexing (as diagnostic couch).  

Image intensifier carriage The most significant aspect of this component is the indication of 

the image intensifier position along the axis parallel to the beam axis. This distance needs 

monthly check, as the calculation of the magnification factor and software correction is based 

on it. The annual check covers the complete range. Gantry and diaphragm angle  

These should have a simple check monthly (for example in every 90°), and a full, detailed 

check annually. Alignment of shadow trays The alignment of shadow trays should be 

checked at all diaphragm angles both at gantry 0°, 90° and 270°.  

Imaging system  

   

Fluoroscopy system  

The quality of the fluoroscopic system can be quickly and easily checked in every half year. 

Extraordinary check is necessary if there is doubt about the performance of the system. The 

ETR1 tool, written in 31/2001 EüM regulation, used by OSSKI, made by Wellhöfer is 

suitable for this check. Another tools from the Leeds test objects the TOR 18FG (for 

fluoroscopy) and TOR CDR (for exposure) are suitable as well. More detailed examination 

can be performed by T0.10 tool (Figure 4.) or by the tool written in Supplement 23 of British 

J. of Radiology. This latter one has lead wires in itself for field size checking and has 

diagonally 1.5 mm holes in 2 mm aluminum stripes. For detailed check there are holes with 

different diameters in 1 mm aluminum stripes. These are completed by copper step wedge, 

2mm thick lead stripe and the sign for the central beam. The results can be stored in file and 

printed in case of appropriate software and tool. The above test actually examines he stability 

of the resolving power and contrast resolve. The default values are determined during the 

core study after the acceptance test, as written in 31/2001 EüM regulation. The annual tests 

are the same as by every image intensifier (see there).  

Exposure mode  

The whole imaging system should be checked in this mode. This includes naturally the film 

processing. It refers to the standards of the X-ray workplace in this context. Some 

requirements weigh more by simulators than normal diagnostic devices. Particularly the 

follows should be watched.  
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Figure 4a.: T0.10 Leeds test object – detail 

layout.  

 

Figure 4b.: T0.10 Leeds test object – detail 

layout  

   

The appropriate setting of the focus together with the coarse adjustment and fine tuning of the 

focus are very important. The fine tuning is used in the fluoroscopy mode and the mostly in 

the exposure mode, so the settings must be made by fine tuning. After tube change the 

maximum accuracy is expected. The spatial localization of the two different focus is not the 

same, so the image can be different made by variant focus. The difference cannot be greater 

than 0.5 mm (on 100 cm FAD). This must be checked in every 6 months and after tube 

change. The crosswires and the field defining wires are fitted 40 cm from the tube-focus, so 

there is a four time magnification on the imaging system. It follows that the thinness of the 

crosswires is very important and in case of tube change the tube must be selected carefully 

that the focus is on its nominal place. The usual focus size is 1 mm x 1mm (nominal value).  

Security, safety devices  

   

The daily QA checks must be completed with the safety checks. These concern mostly the 

mechanical fixation of the movable, changeable parts (block tray, cassette tray, grid, etc.). 

These must be checked daily and must be repaired immediately in case of failure. The so 

called “else safety devices” (emergency stop, interlocks, grounding, etc.) must be registered 

into the preventive – maintainer program, and as a part of this program (in Hungary usually 

in every 3 months or annual) they must be checked regularly.  
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6.4.3.1 Appendix I. 

   

Recommended frequencies for simulator QC tests  

Test and frequency  Tolerance  

Daily   

Crosswires  1 mm  

Optical distance indicator  2 mm  

Isocentric lasers  1 mm  

Optical/radiation field size (10 cm x 10 cm)  2 mm  

Optical/radiation field alignment (10 cm x 10 cm)  1 mm  

Monthly   

Isocentricity of gantry  1 mm  

Alignment of FAD movement  1 mm  

Crosswire rotational 90 cm and 110 cm FAD  1 mm  

Couch   

Isocentricity of couch rotation  2 mm  

Alignment of couch vertical movement  2 mm  

Optical/radiation field sizes (all sizes)  
2 

mm/1.0%  

Optical/radiation field alignment (all sizes)  
1 

mm/0.5%  

Congruence of vertically and laterally opposed fields  1 mm  

Positional readouts  
1 

mm/0.5%  

Alignment of shadow trays  1 mm  

Radiographic QC tests  see text  

Six monthly   

Fluoroscopic image quality  see text  

Alignment of fine and broad focus radiographic images  0.5 mm  

Annual  

Redefine isocentre  1 mm  

Crosswires and field wires at all gantry and diaphragm angles and FADs – all 

film  
as above  

Optical distance indicator at all gantry angles 2 mm  

Gantry and diaphragm angles  0.5°  

Loaded couch tests  see text  

Full tests on fluoroscopic and radiographic system  see text  
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6.4.3.2 Appendix II. 

Simulator‟s daily check  

   

The simulator must be in default position (gantry at 0°, collimator and couch at 0°, 10 x 10 

cm2 field sizes, 100 cm FAD and SSD) for the examination. Lead collimators are set 52 cm x 

52 cm. Settings on mechanical scale. Equipment required: Cube with cross markers (edge: 4 

cm), graph paper (10 x 10 cm2 field and main plains marked on it).  

Place the graph paper on the couch in default simulator position. Then switch the optical 

range finder on, and set the couch at 100 cm SAD. SAD = 100 cm should be on the digital 

readout. The couch position should be 0.0. The tolerance value for both data is ± 2 mm.  

The 4 cm edge cube can be used for this check, in this situation SSD=98 cm should be used. 

The crosswires should cover the cross of the examination tool. Check the two sidewall lasers 

and the sagittal laser. The tolerance values are ± 1 mm. To check the laser on the ceiling, the 

gantry should be rotated not to cover the laser lines. For the examination above the MedTec 

IAD-1 tool is appropriate, as well. The conformance must be signed by ticking the box.  

Simulator Daily Check  
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6.4.3.3 Appendix III. 

Simulator‟s monthly check  

   

Date: __  

The simulator must be in default position (gantry at 0°, collimator and couch at 0°, 10 x 10 

cm2 field sizes, 100 cm FAD and SSD) for the examination. Lead collimators are set 52 cm x 

52 cm. Settings on mechanical scale.  

1. Set SAD=100 cm!  

Check the 100 cm SAD sign on the gantry, if it is consistent with the value measurable from 

the reference point given on the cover (usually a focus sign must be on the outside cover of 

the X-ray tube). Metal ruler or metal tape measure should be used for this measurement. (It 

cannot be measured on Siemens simulators)  

 

   

2. Check of the optical distance indicator (range-finder) by using the mechanical pointer  

The integrity of the mechanical front pointer set must be checked visually before using. A 

minimal curvature can be accepted.  

Is mechanical pointer all right? YES/NO  

For the examination the immobilization device of the pointer should be sliced on block tray.  

Place the graph paper on the couch in default simulator position (10 x 10 cm2 field and main 

planes marked on it). If it is possible (It is not possible by Siemens simulators) the 80 cm 

pointer should be used first. Set the couch just to touch the pointer. Turn on the optical 

distance indicator, and read the result. If it is not accurate, the couch height must be changed 

until the optical range finder shows the right value. Than replace the mechanical pointer, 

calculate the difference. The method must be repeated at SAD=110 cm and at least SAD=100 

cm as well. The values of in room monitors are shown in the table. If SAD=80 cm can‟t be 

set, then use the SAD=120 cm instead. Tolerance values are ±2 mm. (An example is given 

below)  
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3. Couch isocentre  

Settings are the same as above. Fix graph paper on the couch marking the field center. Initial 

values: SAD=100 cm, couch angle=0°, set on mechanical scale! Set the crosswires to 

coincide with the fields axis on the graph paper, and read the couch angle written on readout. 

The couch should be rotated at 270°, and at 90° by the mechanical scale and the difference 

between the crosswires and the cross on graph paper should be noticed. Notice the in room 

monitor value as well. (Comment: The position of the crosswires does not change, only the 

couch should be moved.)  

 

   

4. Collimator symmetry and isocentre position  

Set the gentry angle 90°, than set the collimator angle at 0° by using a spirit level. Set 

SAD=100 cm at MedTec IAD-1 tool and set the crosswires to cover the crosses of the tool to 

sign principal planes. Instead of this a 30 x 30 x 20 cm3, Plexiglas box with opened bottom 

can be used as well. Graph paper (with symmetry axis, marked principal planes and field size, 

e.g. 10 x 10 cm2 on it) are fixed on the sides of the plexi box. (“Patient phantom”)  

Write the digital values of collimator angle in the table. This must be repeated at 90°, 180° 

and 270° collimator angle as well. Tolerance values are ± 1mm and ±1°.  

 

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/tiki-download_file.php?fileId=2402&display
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Set the gantry to 0°again, use spirit level! Set the collimator to 0° based on digital readout. 

Set the crosswires to cover the crosses of the tool to sign principal planes! Notice the 

differences of the above two crosses at 0°, 90°, 180° and 270° angles.  

 

   

5. The mechanical check of gantry’s isocentre  

The examination can be performed by MedTec IAD-1 tool, or a 4 cm edge cube. In case of 

MedTec tool SAD=100 should be set, in case of cube SAD=98 cm should be set. The 

collimator angle should be 0°. To set the SAD use mechanical pointer, the gantry should be 

set at 0° by spirit level! The crosswires should cover the cross of the testing tool! Notice the 

gantry angle on the mechanical and digital scale! Repeat the measurements at 90°, 180°, 270° 

gantry angle and keep rotated further till 180°! To set the angle use spirit-level! In addition to 

this, measure the difference between the two crosses at 90° and 270° gantry angle.  

 

   

6. Examination of the laser settings  

Set the gantry at 0° angle by spirit level! The crosswires should cover the cross on the 4 cm 

edge cube!  

Checks of the settings at isocentre  

Rotate the gantry by e.g. 90° to check the laser on ceiling! To check the side and sagittal 

lasers rotate the gantry to default position! Tolerance value is ± 1 mm.  

The same examination can be performed by MedTec IAD-1 tool as well. The plate with signs 

must be rotated in suitable direction.  
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Control of the settings on the patient  

Use the “Patient phantom”! The cross marking on phantom should be coincide with 

crosswires. The coincidence of crosses and lasers can be checked. Tolerance values are ±1 

mm.  

By using the MedTec IAD-1 tool: after setting the above the plate with the markers it should 

be in a suitable direction. By moving to left and right by 15 cm and up and down (in case of 

Siemens simulator only down) the laser cross should coincide with the cross of the tool 

within tolerance values.  

 

   

7. Isocentre of the gantry on fluoroscopy system  

Set the optical distance indicator to 100 cm on the surface of the MedTec IAD-1 and the 

crosswires should be covered with the sign of the principal plane of the tool. From the 

shielded place expose two 70 kV/400 mAs to warm the simulator up, than use the 

fluoroscopy system! Move the couch that the shadows of the crosswires coincide with the 

centre of field. Set the plate of the tool to upright carefully, set the gantry angle at 90°, and 

move the couch up and down to have no difference between the shadow of crosswires and the 

cross of the tool. The cross is in the isocentre determined by source. Set the gantry to 270° 

and 180° (rotate the plate with it), the shadow of crosswires should remain in the centre of the 

field of the examination tool. Tolerance value is ± 2 mm. After examination gantry should be 

set at 0° angle. The examination can be performed by using the 4 cm edge cube as well, if 

every cross has a steel pellet in itself. The SAD must be 98 cm by using cube, everything else 

is the same.  
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8. Laser alignment  

The examination can be performed by using the 4 cm edge cube and MedTec IAD-1 tool as 

well. Tolerance value is ± 1 mm.  

 

   

9. Optical field examination  

Set the simulator at “default position”! The 5, 10, 20 and 30 cm fields can be examined with 

the graph paper in appropriate size. The field size should be set on the digital readout. The 

adjusted and optical field sizes must be within ± 2 mm.  

Field defining wires  

 

   

Comments: The notation can be different depending on the manufacturer. The DICOM uses 

the scale of IEC. Some data:  
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Lead plates  

 

   

Set the gantry at 90° angle, SAD should be 100 cm. The examination tool should be the 

MedTec IAD-1 or the above mentioned box standing on its edge. The crosswires should 

cover the cross of the examination tool. The tolerance value is ± 2 mm in case of 5, 10 and 20 

cm quadratic fields.  

 

   

10. Field lighting  

The examination should be performed by maximum field size. A blank paper is enough for 

the qualitative examination, but naturally graph paper can be used as well. The maximal field 

size based on digital readout (by Siemens simulator) is 5,20.0 cm x 5,20.0 cm ± 0.2 cm.  

   

Notes, comment, round of the duties (enough space) 

Date:  

Physicist:  

Closing comments  

According to Appendix I. hard copy is needed at monthly QA check. If the machine is 

equipped with appropriate software (and it is on the network), than the image of the image 

intensifier can be sent, stored, evaluated or printed. For the more rigorous annual tests film 

should always be used. Appendix III. must be completed with the right instruction. The QA 

of image intensifier chain is discussed in the suitable chapter.  
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6.5 Technical Quality Assurance and Safety of Diagnostic 

Radiology Equipment 

Author: Dr. Tamás Porubszky 

 

6.5.1 Benefit, terms and first steps of technical quality assurance 

Introduction  

   

Nowadays dealing with quality aspects, including quality assurance is not only a custom but 

– sooner or later – it is forced upon all manufacturers and services, either by legislation or 

through competition. Within the healthcare system, radiology is the most technology-

dependent discipline. That is why physical-technical aspects of quality assurance are of 

extraordinary importance in radiology. Quality of equipment is closely connected also with 

safety, therefore regulation and standards relating to safety of diagnostic radiology equipment 

are also outlined here. Quality assurance (QA) may be full or partial (e.g. production QA). 

This paper does not deal with full quality systems of hospitals or radiology departments but 

solely with physical-technical quality assurance of diagnostic radiology equipment and 

devices for radiologic image acquisition, enhancement, assessment and displaying. This will 

be called hereinafter technical QA (of radiology equipment). Sometimes it is called in the 

literature also QA/QC or QA/C (QC = quality control).  

Benefit, terms and first steps of technical quality assurance  

   

It is a very important aim that diagnostic radiology equipment operates correctly during a 

possible longest lifetime, having optimum diagnostic imaging with minimum patient and staff 

doses, moreover, and safe operation. Concisely, it can be said that good equipment is a – not 

sufficient but – necessary condition of good radiology. It is a long, international experience 

that “good equipment” can be assured only by continuous technical QA. The mentioned aims 

can be realized only by regular professional measurement of technical parameters and – in the 

meantime – checking of their constancy, even with the simplest methods (i.e. the so-called 

routine performance testing). According to experience, it is also practical to perform QC tests 

independently of manufacturers and service firms. Money spent on QC is recovered many 

times: in higher level of diagnosis, in safety, in saving material, energy, working time of 

equipment, working time of staff, and especially of patient doses. Realizing it, European 

Union made technical QA obligatory for member states in its directive 97/43/Euratom. Costs 

of the tests should not be considered as expenditure imposed on the healthcare system as its 

benefit is much higher than its cost is. In radiology departments, not running QA, range of 

doses for a given radiography examination may extend even two orders of magnitude, and 

proportion of repeated radiograms may reach even 17 per cent. Of course, a radiogram taken 

with too low dose is also useless, therefore unnecessary radiation exposure is caused not only 

by overexposure. In departments introducing QA, dose ranges decreased to 3 to 5 while 

proportion of repeated exposures to about 5 per cent. Simply to say, the tests (regular checks, 

measurements, inspection and functional testing, including testing of the status of equipment, 

image quality, patient dose and evaluation of these parameter) are generally known as quality 
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control (QC), while together with the so-called corrective actions and its management it is 

called (physical-technical) quality assurance (QA) (of the equipment). Some spontaneous 

“quality assurance” has been since a long time. In radiology, it means that if a radiologist or a 

radiographer realized a decreased image quality, he/she tried to find its cause and tried to 

correct it. A further step is, when also prevention appears, e.g. change of processing 

chemicals after passing a given period, instead of waiting for a noticeable performance 

decrease. However, it begun to be realized in the 60-ies only that an X-ray equipment can 

produce – with the reasonably achievable low dose – an image of appropriate quality only if 

its setting are accurate enough, i.e. actual values of the parameters equal to the set values, 

within given tolerances. As existing of this condition can be checked by measurement only, 

there started the initiations for performing co-called quality control measurements. In this 

progress the leading country was England.  

 

6.5.2 Regulation of technical quality control of diagnostic radiology 

equipment 

   

Joining European Union of Hungary made obligatory adoption accepted practice of more 

developed countries which is contained also in legislation of EU. Council Directive 

97/43/Euratom about radiation protection of patients 1 requires – among others – the good 

practice of (physical-technical) quality assurance. To achieve it, In Hungary, Decree No. 

31/2001. (X.3.) of the Minister of Health harmonizes all of its requirements, according to the 

following:  

„12. § (2) Before putting into use, NRIRR (“Frédéric Joliot-Curie” National Research 

Institute for Radiobiology and Radiohygiene) performs acceptance testing (on radiologic 

equipment) for determining operational parameters which later on will serve as comparison 

values in the quality assurance program. 13. § (1) Licensee is obliged to perform QC/QA 

actions …  

(2) Daily QC check of radiological equipment is performed by the licensee while (full) QC 

tests annually and after any major maintenance are performed by accredited testing 

organizations. All testing shall be reported. Radiation protection authority supervises whether 

tests are performed and the needed actions implemented.”  

 

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/1
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6.5.3 Levels and names of tests 

   

According to the literature, there is an approximate international consensus in categorization 

and names of QC tests. Generally, three different levels of test are distinguished.  

1. Acceptance test (in German: Abnahmeprüfung): a detailed performance assessment, to be 

performed before putting the equipment into use. It demands special measuring 

instrumentation and special expertise (i.e. physicist or engineer). In must be clearly 

distinguished from the commissioning (handing the equipment over to the user) which is 

performed by the installing company, in presence of the purchaser. (In principle, however, it 

is possible that some results of the latter – in case of appropriate regulation and presence of 

independent external experts – may be accepted also as parts of the acceptance testing.) The 

main aim of acceptance testing is checking the compliance of the equipment with the contract 

and/or manufacturer‟s specifications (and local regulations, if applicable). Its other aim is 

determining of the so-called base levels for further QA, i.e. initiating a QA programme, for 

assuring long, safe and optimum performance of equipment. Acceptance test is therefore a 

single testing.  

2. Status test (in German: Zustandsprüfung): further full performance testing. It is required 

according to the local regulation, in Hungary yearly and after major servicing (it may mean 

e.g. change of the X-ray tube, X-ray image intensifier or DR detector). In case of 

mammographic equipment in most countries the frequency is twice a year. In Hungary, it is 

task of independent accredited testing organizations. Main aim of status test is determination 

of changes of parameters, so it is basically repeating of all measurements made during the 

acceptance test. In other words, status test is a full performance measurement equivalent to an 

acceptance test. Nevertheless, some simplifications are possible, e.g. checking of documents 

and measurement of leakage radiation or tabletop attenuation can be omitted (if these parts 

were not changed). Its need for measuring instrumentation and expertise equals to that of 

acceptance testing.  

3. Constancy test (in German: Konstanzprüfung): simpler daily, weekly or monthly checks, 

to be performed by the licensees (users) themselves, aim of which is checking constancy of 

the performance.  

There are some countries where terms used in a little bit different manner but dividing into 

three levels is essentially the same. So in Great Britain, status testing and constancy testing 

together is called “routine performance testing” and within it two grades are distinguished, 

according to the differences in needed frequency, instrumentation and expertise. In Germany, 

status test is also called “acceptance test” and it is obligatory in every five years, while 

instrumentation and expertise level of yearly constancy tests is also very high.  

In description of the tests frequently used terms are remedial level and suspension level. 

Remedial level means a difference from the expected (so-called base) value which is a reason 

for a correction, to be made by an authorized expert but it is not high enough to be a reason 

for prompt suspension of the use. Suspension level means a deviation which is absolutely 

unacceptable and gives a reason for prompt suspension of the use of the equipment. After 

servicing and adjustment constancy test shall be performed immediately. If this test shows a 

deviation exceeding the suspension level again, discarding of the equipment is to be 

considered. Results of all tests shall be documented and stored in a retrievable manner, for 

further possibility of comparison.  
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6.5.4 Preliminaries in Hungary 

   

First step of conscious QA of diagnostic radiology equipment was in Hungary the so-called 

QC-bag in 1986-87 which was introduced by the former National Institute for Roentgenology 

and Radiation Physics (central expert institution of medical radiology in Hungary till 2005 

when healthcare administration, unfortunately, closed it down). It was linked with the name 

of Sándor Csobály, and contained simple devices for QC. It tried to adapt 1982 

recommendations of WHO to the Hungarian situation, with some simplifications. There was 

made about 35 kits, and county hospitals and some greater healthcare institutions were 

equipped with them. Although in principle all competent persons and institutes agreed with 

this initiative, in the practice it vanished quickly. Reasons of this may be found in weaknesses 

of home-made manufacturing of the devices, in the not appropriate convincing of interested 

staff and in the weak managing. This story proves that quality assurance may be widely used 

only in case of being obligatory and convincing all participants and making them interested in 

its success. A National Patient Dose Assessment Programme has successfully run since 1989, 

with co-ordination of NRIRR.  

 

6.5.5 Present status of technical quality control of diagnostic radiology 

equipment 

From the required three-level system of QC, based on EU-requirement and international 

experience, the first level, i.e. acceptance testing to be performed by NRIRR has run since 

May 2002. During 9 years, more than 300 tests were performed, although there is a lot of new 

equipment even now, for which testing is not ordered, and radiation health authority does not 

require it effectively.  

Tests of the third level, i.e. constancy tests to be performed daily-weekly-monthly by the 

licensees themselves run in mammography screening stations which are all equipped with 

sensitometer, densitometer and test phantom. In other healthcare institutions, constancy tests 

are performed practically only where the service – within the framework of warranty or a 

lump-sum payment service contract – performs also QC tests, together with the maintenance 

in its own interests, moreover, in some hospitals where a devoted engineer performs them, 

with support of the chief physician. In case of conventional (film) radiography an important 

part of it is (would be) systematic checking of conditions of film processing and viewing. In 

digital radiography, it is replaced by checking of image displaying. In Hungarian radiology, 

there are extremely large deficiencies in this field. Starting constancy testing would demand 

no major investment but a small amount of work only. Recommendations for it, endorsed by 

Hungarian Board of Radiology, can be downloaded from website of NRIRR.  

A major unsolved problem, however, is the middle (second) level of QC. It is the status 

testing, to be performed in Hungary yearly and after major servicing, by independent 

accredited testing organizations. Unfortunately, these tests till now – except from the rare 

cases of “voluntary law implementation” – are not performed at all. Considering the EU 

obligation and that the requiring ministerial decree has been valid since 2001, it is not only 

surprising but also unacceptable. 

An important reason for this, that many interested people confuse it with the so-called 

“periodic safety check”, required originally by Decree No. 47/1999., nowadays by its 

replacing Decree No. 4/2009 (III.17.) of the Minister of Health. This check is not the QC but 
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mainly electric and mechanic safety check, and from text of the decree it is also unambiguous 

that it does not replace any other required test.  

To summarize, it can be pointed out that technical QC of diagnostic radiology equipment, and 

within it above all the status testing, to be performed by accredited laboratories, suffers 

deficiencies because there is nobody really in charge of it, and system, operating, regulating 

and supervising diagnostic radiology in Hungary, practically does not deal with it. Radiology 

departments, troubled with many other, mainly administrative quality related obligations, can 

not realize that equipment QC is also their own real interest, although it may require some 

extra effort at the beginning.  

 

6.5.6 Benefit and lessons of acceptance tests 

   

Acceptance testing, performed by NRIRR, includes all diagnostic radiology equipment, 

except intraoral dental and bone densitometry. Bedside (mobile) radiographic, (mobile) 

surgical image intensifiers and conventional tomography equipment belong to group of 

radiographic and fluoroscopic equipment. Moreover, acceptance tests are performed for 

mammographic, digital subtraction angiography (DSA), computed tomography (CT) and 

panoramic (recently also 3D) dental equipment.  

According to generally accepted definitions, the main aim of acceptance testing is checking 

the compliance of the equipment with the contract and/or manufacturer‟s specifications (and 

local regulations, if applicable). It is the first benefit of the user. In the – very unlikely but in 

principle possible – case of non-compliance the user can successfully complain at the 

installing firm, using the test report, in case of need a further expert opinion of NRIRR. As 

this always is in the warranty period, these repairs and/or adjustments are free of charge for 

the user. It must be emphasized that testing activity of NRIRR is independent from 

manufacturers; it is run within the frame of an accredited testing laboratory, using calibrated 

measuring instruments, performed by highly qualified personnel and based on valid 

international standards (which are identical with European and also with Hungarian 

standards). The other benefit for the user is the measuring of the so-called base levels for 

further QA, i.e. initiating of a QA programme assuring long, safe and optimum performance 

of equipment.  

Determination of initial values of the quality parameters to be tested, which is the main aim 

of testing, was successful almost in every case. Modern new X-ray generators – apart from 

some rare exceptions – have considerably better characteristics, relating to accuracy, linearity 

and reproducibility of the parameters than required by valid standards. Naturally, it may not 

be a reason for omitting these tests as the aim is just detecting exceptions. Almost in every 

third case some errors or values outside tolerances which need servicing or adjustment were 

detected. The most frequent problems are the improper adjustment of beam limiting devices 

and automatic exposure control, other errors are very rare. These are recorded not only in the 

test reports but also in the official letters written to the competent leaders of the health 

institutions. As it always happens in the warranty period, these servicing or adjustments are 

free of charge for the hospitals. It has to be mentioned that with appropriate measuring 

instruments differences between specified and actual filtration of the X-ray tube assembly or 

between displayed and actual X-ray tube current could be detected. QC tests are always non-

invasive, i.e. takes place by measurement of the radiation only.  

Modern X-ray equipment have the general characteristics that the possibility of operator 

errors is minimized by their construction. These equipment are called user-friendly. In 

contrary of it, they are not “measurement-friendly”. Taking into account the non-invasive 
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character of the tests, it is not possible to go into a so-called “service mode” if no authorized 

service personnel is present. This property makes testing difficult in some cases.  

Some examples for the difficulties arisen from it: one has to remove and take back cassette or 

enter “patient data” before every exposure. In some cases there is impossible to measure 

tabletop attenuation, as without the presence of a radiographic cassette an exposition is not 

possible. Moreover, many times only the current time product can be selected, the tube 

current is not independent. For digital equipment, it is not possible to determine constancy of 

film density (in automatic exposure control AEC mode) but constancy of dose only. 

Measurements on DSA equipment are performed always with the aid of a service engineer of 

the manufacturer, while in case of CT testing presence of an experienced CT-operator is 

absolutely necessary. Further, mostly organizational problems occur in testing surgical image 

intensifiers in operating theatres. Careful use of the equipment is a mutual interest. Testers 

insist on the presence of the representative of the customer, mainly from the point of view of 

avoiding later legal disputes: testing laboratory does not “use” their equipment. In general, 

knowledge of radiographers is very uneven, so improving education and training of 

radiographers as well as training them on QA is a very urgent and necessary task. It is 

extremely important also from radiation protection point of view.  

 

6.5.7 Tests to be performed during acceptance and status testing 

Test procedures, to be performed according to acceptance test standards, valid between 2002 

and 2010, for radiographic and fluoroscopic, mammography, panoramic dental and CT 

equipment are listed concisely hereinafter. Acceptance testing includes also measurement of 

leakage radiation and – where applicable – attenuation of table top.  

I. Inspection and functional checks  

   

(Based on requirements of IEC=EN=MSZ EN 61223-3 series)  

1) Report of acceptance or previous status test exists (yes – no); recommendations given in its 

remarks are performed (yes – no) (if applicable)  

2) User‟s manual in Hungarian available onsite (yes – no)  

3) Constancy tests are running and documented (yes – no)  

4) Location of the focal spot on the X-ray tube assembly is marked (yes – no)  

5) Nominal focal spot value(s) of the X-ray tube(s) and permanent filtration of the X-ray 

source assembly (assemblies), according to labels or manufacturer‟s specification  

 

6) Visibility of light field indication is appropriate (yes – no) 

 

7) Operation of controls is appropriate (yes – no)  

8) In case of mammography equipment only: compression device is smooth, without cracks 

or sharp edges (yes – no)  
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II. Measurements  
   

A) Radiographic equipment  
1) Measurements of x-ray parameters (X-ray tube voltage, irradiation time, dose) with non-

invasive X-ray parameter measuring instrument. Includes: measurement of radiation output, 

accuracy of X-ray tube voltage and irradiation time, linearity of dose with irradiation time 

and/or X-ray tube current, reproducibility (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 5.2. and 5.6.)  

2) Measurement of half value layer (HVL), determination of filtration with Al filter series 

and dose measurement (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 5.3.). Note: There are measuring instruments 

(e.g. RTI Barracuda) which assess HVL and filtration from one shot, without use of filter 

series.  

3) Dimensions of the X-ray beam, its centering, coincidence with the light beam and the 

image reception area – taking a radiogram about a test object (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 5.5.1., 

5.5.2. and 5.5.3.). In case of possibility of appropriate darkening coincidence of the X-ray 

beam and the light beam may be tested also by a special phosphorescent screen, without 

exposing the staff. In case of digital equipment evaluation of the radiogram is performed on 

the monitor.  

4) Constancy of AEC (automatic exposure control) density (in case of digital equipment: 

dose) – three radiograms with different (10, 15 and 20 cm) PMMA phantom thicknesses 

(MSZ EN 61223-3-1 5.8.2.1.)  

5) Reproducibility of AEC dose with phantom and dosimeter (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 5.8.2.2.)  

6) Operating AEC backup timer with lead covering (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 5.8.2.3.)  

B) Tomography units  
In addition to tests described in A):  

7) Test with tomographic test object, according to its manual – Multiple exposures on one 

film, it includes: depth of tomographic layer, line pair resolution, centering and uniformity of 

running (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 7.)  

C) Fluoroscopic equipment  
1) X-ray tube voltage in AERC (automatic exposure rate control) mode with 25 mm Al 

phantom; if there is no AERC: at 70 kV setting (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 6.2.)  

2) Measurement of half value layer (HVL), determination of filtration with Al filter series 

and dose measurement (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 6.3.). Note: There are measuring instruments 

(e.g. RTI Barracuda) which assess HVL and filtration from one shot, without use of filter 

series.  

3) Checking operation of AERC (automatic exposure rate control) mode: registration of 

displayed values of X-ray tube voltage and current at 10, 15 and 20 cm PMMA phantom 

thicknesses, in all magnification modes (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 6.5.)  

4) Coincidence of the X-ray beam and the image reception area – testing beam limitation 

with fluoroscopic screen (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 6.6.). In case of no possibility for appropriate 

darkening this test is omitted.  

5) Patient input dose rate with a phantom (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 6.9.)  

6) Image intensifier (or DR detector) input dose rate with a phantom (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 

6.8.)  

7) Line pair resolution with and without phantom (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 6.12.)  

8) Contrast resolution with and without phantom (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 6.13.)  

9) At digital units: dose per frame (MSZ EN 61223-3-3 5.5.)  

10) At DSA (digital subtraction angiography) units: radiogram with a DSA test object, it 

includes dynamic range, DSA contrast sensitivity, artefacts, compensation for attenuation 

non-linearity (MSZ EN 61223-3-3 5.6., 5.7., 5.9., 5.10.)  
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D) Panoramic dental X-ray equipment  
In addition to test A) 1), 2) and 3):  

4) Line pair resolution (MSZ EN 61223-3-4 6.8.)  

5) Low contrast resolution (MSZ EN 61223-3-4 6.9.)  

6) Homogeneity of the image (MSZ EN 61223-3-4 6.11.)  

7) Test for beam limiting and alignment – with an intraoral film (MSZ EN 61223-3-4 6.5.)  

8) At cephalometric equipment: test for beam limiting and alignment – with a homogeneous 

radiogram (MSZ EN 61223-3-4 7.5)  

E) Mammography equipment  
1) Measurements of x-ray parameters (X-ray tube voltage, irradiation time, dose) with non-

invasive X-ray parameter measuring instrument. Includes: measurement of radiation output, 

accuracy of X-ray tube voltage and irradiation time, linearity of dose with X-ray tube current 

time product, reproducibility (MSZ EN 61223-3-2 5.2. és 5.6.)  

2) Measurement of half value layer (HVL), determination of filtration with Al filter series 

and dose measurement (MSZ EN 61223-3-2 5.3.)  

3) Dimensions of the X-ray beam, its centering, coincidence with the light beam and the 

image reception area – taking a radiogram about a test object (MSZ EN 61223-3-2 5.5.) In 

case of possibility of appropriate darkening coincidence of the X-ray beam and the light beam 

may be tested also by a special phosphorescent screen, without exposing the staff. In case of 

digital equipment evaluation of the radiogram is performed on the monitor.  

4) Smallest X-ray tube current time product in AEC (automatic exposure control) mode 

(MSZ EN 61223-3-2 5.7.1.)  

5) Constancy of AEC density (in case of digital equipment: dose) – three radiograms with 

different (20, 40 and 60 mm) PMMA phantom thicknesses (MSZ EN 61223-3-2 5.7.2b.)  

6) Reproducibility of AEC dose with phantom and dosimeter (MSZ EN 61223-3-1 5.8.2.2.)  

7) Operating AEC backup timer with lead covering (MSZ EN 61223-3-2 5.7.3.)  

8) Measuring of compression force with dynamometer (MSZ EN 61223-3-2 5.9.)  

F) Computed tomography (CT)  
1) CTDI (computed tomography dose index) measurements with CT ionization chamber and 

CT dose phantoms (MSZ EN 61223-3-5 5.4)  

2) Accuracy of table positioning (MSZ EN 61223-3-5 5.1)  

3) Accuracy of patient positioning (MSZ EN 61223-3-5 5.2)  

4) Tomographic slice thickness (MSZ EN 61223-3-5 5.3)  

5) Noise, CT number, uniformity (evaluation of a homogeneous exposure) (MSZ EN 61223-

3-5 5.5)  

6) Spatial resolution (MSZ EN 61223-3-5 5.6)  

It is important to note that with the technical development this set of measurements is not 

enough anymore. It is possible and practical, to complete it with some optional tests. 

Analogue (film) technology is replaced by digital radiology very quickly, in the last years 

there was no new analogue X-ray equipment installed (except dental ones). In case of digital 

equipment, testing image displaying is more important than that of X-ray generators. It will 

be explained in details later on.  
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6.5.8 Testing instrumentation needed for acceptance and/or status testing 

For all equipment:  

• Universal non-invasive X-ray parameter measuring instrument or system of instruments (X-

ray multimeter), calibrated  

• Radiation protection dosimeter (in status testing optional), calibrated  

• Test objects/phantoms for radiography/fluoroscopy, tomography, DSA, dental or CT. An 

example is shown on Figure 1.  

• Line pair resolution test object (it may be part of a general test object)  

• Test object(s) for X-ray beam – light beam coincidence  

• Film densitometer (for conventional film radiography only)  

• Lead cover and lead cap  

• Homogeneous phantoms (PMMA and aluminum phantoms, copper filter)  

Moreover:  

• For fluoroscopy: fluoroscopic screen  

• For mammography: dynamometer  

• For CT: CT ionization chamber and CT dose phantoms  

• For testing image display conditions: luminance and illuminance meter, calibrated  

   

 
Figure 1.: Structure of the multi-purpose test object ETR-1 
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6.5.9 Problems to be solved and possibilities for steps forward 

Based on the foregoing, the first need in the following 3-4 years is handling of the first two 

levels of QC (=acceptance and status testing) in a unified manner. Accreditation of all the 

first three testing laboratories in this field in Hungary is based on standards IEC=EN=MSZ 

EN 61223-3 (acceptance testing) series. This fact is very fortunate from the point of view of 

comparability of test results, so it is very desirable to maintain this unity in the future, too.  

Most of the mentioned standards, however, are not up-to-date from technical point of view 

any more. Exceptions are the mammography standard second edition of which appeared in 

2007 and the CT standard validity of which is extended till 2015. For dental equipment, it is 

probable that after some years there will be an updated second edition of acceptance testing 

standard. However, standards for radiographic/fluoroscopic and DSA equipment were 

withdrawn in 2010, according to a 2009 decision of IEC. (As Hungarian – MSZ EN – 

standards they are still valid in the moment of writing these lines.)  

There is an urgent need for finding the possibility of replacement of the withdrawn standards 

or their obsolete testing requirements by up-to-date ones in Hungary. It is obvious that the 

most proper and practical solution is to base upon unified recommendations accepted in EU. 

At present, however, such recommendation (document) exists for mammography only (see 

later). In other fields of radiology, a possible starting point may be the future second edition 

of document – in its earlier number – Radiation Protection 91 (RP91), final draft second 

edition of which is now under discussion on the EU website6. This document is not a 

“standard” but a “scientific publication” “only” (which is supported by EU but is not the 

official opinion of EU), but as – at least according to plans – will have a broad consensus 

(radiologists, physicists, manufacturers), accreditation bodies probably will accept it as a 

foundation of a testing laboratory accreditation without any further “validation”. It is 

important to emphasize that modern QC includes testing not only of radiation generation but 

also – with the aid of appropriate test objects – of quality of imaging and also patient doses.  

There will be a problem, however, that scope of this document is not exactly the same as that 

of the standards to be withdrawn. Title of the document is “acceptability criteria”. So it does 

not give a complete QA system but – using QA terminology – the so-called suspension levels 

only. (Suspension level means a deviation which is unacceptable and gives a reason for 

prompt suspension of the use of the equipment. The equipment may be put into use again 

only if the deviation after servicing and adjustment does not exceed the suspension level.) 

The milder, so-called remedial levels are to be created and joined to the regulation on 

national level. Moreover, it is also not a simple thing to take these recommendations and go 

to perform measurements according to them as all part of them are to be considered 

individually, how it can really be applied in the practice in Hungary in the first step. The most 

important points of view to be considered are: present testing device inventory of the existing 

testing laboratories, real possibilities for maximum money and working time expenditures of 

testing and the possible maximum compatibility of new requirements with acceptance tests 

performed till now. A further problem of RP91 is that it does not describe testing procedures 

in detail but has dozens of references containing it. So for creating a QA system, applicable in 

the practice has the necessary condition, to evaluate (and above all to purchase, if needed) 

these referenced publications. Then the whole proposal must be formulated in such a manner 

which corresponds to a so-called “working instruction” of a QA system. In Hungary, it is not 

thought that make regulation stricter than the EU recommendation is, so Hungarian 
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contribution is to be restricted – in addition to accepting and translating it into Hungarian – to 

elaboration of conditions of introduction, distributing it into steps and elaboration of rules of 

implementation, surveillance and penalizing.  

There are two reasons to deal in the first step with QC of mammography. At first, most of 

mammography examinations are screening which are made on healthy persons. Radiation 

protection aspects of screening activities have stressed importance according to the directive 

of EU. In the literature – not accidentally – the highest proportion of scientific publications 

dealing with technology, physics and radiation protection aspects of radiology is connected 

with mammography. The other, undoubtedly practical reason is that at present only this topic 

has got the necessary conditions for regulation of a QA system. Foundation of the work is the 

section dealing with technical QC of the last (2004) edition of European Mammography 

Guidelines. This contains also QC test methods for digital (CR and DR) mammography. It 

would be harmonized with the Hungarian mammography screening protocol, Decree No. 

31/2001. (X.3.) of the Minister of Health and laboratory practice so far. European 

recommendations for type testing of mammography equipment are also available in 

Hungarian.  

 

6.5.10 Physical foundations of non-invasive X-ray tube voltage 

measurement 

The most important physical quantity, to be measured during development, servicing and QC 

of diagnostic radiology equipment is X-ray tube voltage. In the last decades several 

measuring instruments were issued with which X-ray tube voltage can be measured without 

breaking the high voltage circuit, by detection of X-rays only (non-invasive measuring 

devices).  

From other parameters to be measured, non-invasive measurement of irradiation time is 

relatively easy. X-ray tube current can be measured “invasively” if X-ray generator has a 

transformer-middle output; however, in most recent X-ray generators generally it is not case. 

A “non-invasive“ X-ray tube current measurement is possible by a clamp, however, only if 

there is a high voltage cable, i.e. in case of monotank generators it is not possible. But both 

methods are outside of – in strict sense of the word – QA, basic principle of which is the 

exclusive non-invasivity of measurements. Therefore, in QA measurements, always displayed 

(nominal) value of X-ray tube current is considered as “true” value. Quantity (dose) of 

radiation is linearly proportional with the tube current time product while its quality (i.e. 

spectral distribution) – if tube voltage is constant – does not depend on it.  

Quality of imaging influenced mostly by X-ray tube voltage as spectral distribution of the 

radiation – beside the absorbing media – is determined by it. At the same time, quantity of the 

radiation (dose) depends on it to an increased degree. Measuring of this high voltage – in the 

range of 40-150 kV, in mammography 20-50 kV – is complicated from technological point of 

view. In simpler, routine checks only peak value of the voltage, in more demanding cases 

also its waveform (as a function of time) is interesting.  

X-ray tube voltage in the practice may be considered never as an absolutely smoothed direct 

voltage. That is the reason why for measuring X-ray equipment by conventional, “invasive” 

methods (i.e. by breaking the high voltage circuit) only ball spark-gap and high voltage 
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ohmic dividers are used. With the former only the peak voltage can be measured while with 

the latter also waveform of the voltage. These methods are applied at manufacturing firms 

and type testing laboratories only.  

In the recent decades non-invasive tube voltage measuring instruments (with which X-ray 

tube voltage can be measured without breaking the high voltage circuit, by detection of X-

rays only) are quite widespread. These replace in many cases the complicated, time 

consuming and quite dangerous conventional methods. An even more important point of 

view is that in case of the so-called monotank X-ray generators (where high voltage 

transformer is placed into a housing common with the X-ray tube) measurement of X-ray 

tube voltage is possible only with non-invasive methods.  

Spectrometric methods  

   

As it is known for a long time, maximum photon energy and minimum wavelength of 

continuous spectrum of the X-ray beam are correlated with the peak X-ray tube voltage 

according to the so-called Duane-Hunt formula:  

 

   

where e is the electron charge, h is the Planck constant, c is the velocity of light and U is the 

tube voltage. Measuring or U is given directly from (1). As values of all constants 

are known with very high accuracy, and there are no approximations, inaccuracy of 

determination of tube voltage depends only from inaccuracy of this measurement. With 

spectrometric methods an accuracy of some tenth kilovolt is reached. (More accurate 

measurement is possible with special, so-called calibrated voltage dividers only.) Measuring 

of X-ray spectra, however, demands a lot of space, very expensive measuring 

instrumentation, long time and high level professional expertise. So it is not appropriate for 

routine measurement, it can be recommended only for research purposes, type testing of 

monotank generators, and possibly calibration of other measuring instruments.  

Radiographic methods  

   

All radiographic methods use an absorbent stepwedge or wedge, placed onto a radiographic 

film. Taking and processing the radiogram, one has to find the step, density of which equals 

to that of the so-called reference strip. For every step there is a given range of kV for which 

this identity in density exists. This must – by the manufacturer – be calibrated with some 

other method. There is a difference between the individual devices in method of producing 

the constant density reference strip. These devices are called test-cassette.  

In the two halves of the so-called Ardran-Crooks penetrameter cassette intensifying screens 

of different speed are put, the filter stepwedge is placed over the higher speed one, while the 

other produces the reference strip. With ageing of screens its accuracy decreases. – In the 

Wisconsin test cassette there is only one intensifying screen, the uniform density reference 

strip is produced by a light attenuating layer put into one half of the cassette. Nowadays it is 

manufactured by Gammex-RMI, a special version of it for mammography, too. – Principle of 

the so-called gyroscope test cassette is known for a long time, and it was produced in the 
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1980s in the former Soviet Union. In it the uniform density reference strip is produced by 

spinning a hole, cut in a lead layer.  

Advantage of these methods is relative simplicity. Their disadvantage is the small accuracy 

(Wisconsin: ± 4 kV, gyroscope: ± 10 %) and the need for film processing. Therefore 

determining the value of kilovoltage in several points requires a lot of time and many 

radiographic films. These methods may be recommended to hospital technicians if no other, 

more up-to-date method is available. Nowadays, they are practically got out of use by the 

double-detector devices. With spreading of digital technology, even film processing 

possibility is not available in many places any more.  

Double-detector devices  

   

In 1932 L. Silberstein realized first that spectrum and attenuation curve (i.e. dose of 

transmitted beam as a function of absorber thickness) of an X-ray source is mathematically 

mutually related to each other, expressed with a Laplace transformation. Beam attenuation 

can be measured with the aid of a dosimeter and a series of absorbing material, from the 

results of which the spectrum can be calculated back and finally, from that, using (1), U is 

given. The calculation, however, is complicated. Simplification of this method could be 

possible by the recognition that even already two points of the curve are enough for 

assessment of tube voltage with acceptable accuracy.  

Dosimetric measurements following each other as it was practiced earlier (e.g. R. H. Morgan 

1944) is a significant origin of inaccuracy as actual tube voltage of the two exposures may be 

different. Therefore modern devices apply a detector arrangement with two detectors, 

covered by different (possibly changeable) filter thicknesses, and both detectors are to be 

irradiated simultaneously. Such devices were developed first in the USA in 1970s.  

Accuracy of double-detector devices  

   

Although the devices – according to conventional professional jargon – are called kVp (p: 

peak) meters, just difference of voltage (and current) from the peak value, i.e. influence of 

waveforms demands a well-established consideration. Non-microprocessor devices can 

measure only a time-averaged signal according to some preprogrammed calibration. 

Accuracy of determining peak kilovoltage by non-invasive methods is limited as only such 

differences of kilovoltage can be distinguished that cause higher differences in attenuation 

than the maximum ripple differences for the same peak kilovoltage. Calculations10,11 have 

shown that for kVp-measuring within 5-6 % accuracy two calibrations are sufficient: one of 

them for 1- and 2-pulse generators and the other for all other types (i.e. constant potential, 

medium frequency, 6- and 12-pulse). The accuracy may be increased by optimizing filter 

thicknesses.  

Measuring instruments available on the world market  

   

According to our best knowledge, there are only eight manufacturers throughout the world, 

producing non-invasive X-ray tube voltage measuring devices: in USA Fluke Biomedical 

(into this merged formerly Victoreen – with maintaining the trademark – and Keithley 

Radiation Instruments – without maintaining the trademark –), Gammex-RMI and Radcal, in 
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Germany PTW-Freiburg, IBA Dosimetry (formerly Wellhöfer) and PehaMed, and in Sweden 

RTI Electronics and Unfors Instruments. There is a wide selection: the simplest device 

measures only kVp with one exposure (its controls are only an in/out knob and a “check” 

knob), while the most complicated microprocessor and with computer-connectable devices 

are able to measure many other parameters (invasive and non-invasive tube current and 

current time product, irradiation time, waveforms, dose and/or dose rate, relative dose/mAs 

linearity, number of pulses, dose/pulse, pulse rate, the same in fluoroscopic mode etc.). 

Devices of “middle category” measure – in addition to kV – irradiation time and a radiation 

(dose) waveform (in some cases also real-time kV-waveform, calculated with analogue 

method) is also given. Some of them are specialized to mammography or dental equipment. 

Manufacturers emphasize in some cases that device are applicable also for measuring high 

frequency generators, and the proper waveform type calibration is chosen automatically. 

Majority of most recent equipment also determines the filtration of the X-ray beam and 

measured kV-value is corrected with it. In case of recommended conditions most devices 

reach an accuracy of about 1,5-2 per cent.  

For information, Figure 1. shows the simplified block scheme of the first double-detector 

microprocessor kV-measuring instrument, NERO (product of Victoreen).  

 
Figure 1: Block scheme of NERO (Röntgensugárnyaláb-X-ray beam, Ionizációs karma – 

ionization chamber, réz szűrő-cooper filter, detector-detector, erősítők-amplifier, küszöb 

detector-threshold detector, mikroprocesszor-mikroprocessor) 

   

In case of purchasing a measuring instrument, an important point of view for choosing – in 

addition to considering the area (radiography, fluoroscopy, mammography, dental, CT) – that 

the device should be suitable for quick and simple repair and regular recalibration, moreover, 

possibly in Europe.  
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6.5.11 The so-called periodic safety checks 

   

The so-called periodic safety checks started on diagnostic radiology equipment in about 

2001, after coming Decree No. 47/1999. of the Minister of Health (which was recently 

replaced by Decree No. 4/2009. of the Minister of Health) into force. It takes place under the 

surveillance of the Directorate of Medical Devices. This check is an explicitly safety control, 

serving for electrical, mechanical and radiation safety. As safety is inherently interdependent 

with quality, some quality aspects also were included. 27th paragraph and 13th Annex of the 

mentioned decree requires the safety checking, for interventional X-ray equipment annually 

and for all other (diagnostic) radiology equipment (except CT) bi-yearly, moreover, after 

major servicing. Main aim of this specific Hungarian requirement is to warrant safety of 

equipment many of which are not under any technical surveillance (maintenance, QC). These 

tests are performed by organizations, authorized – upon application – by the Directorate of 

Medical Devices. Checking electrical and mechanical safety remains always an important 

task but it is independent from QC and they must be clearly distinguished.  

 

6.5.12 Regulation of putting medical devices into circulation in the 

European Union 

   

Any product is approved to put into circulation in member states of the EU, so now already 

also in Hungary, if it is labeled with the CE conformance marking. Proceedings of evaluation 

of conformance are determined in the EU by directives. Each directive becomes obligatory 

through adopting them by a national rule. In Hungary, this acceptation is 100 per cent.  

CE marking is not a quality indication but shows that the product is conform to all essential 

(i.e. safety-related) requirements of the applicable directives at the date of manufacturing. If 

the product is conform to standards, harmonized to a directive, it must be assumed that it 

satisfies also the essential requirements from that point of view to which the given standard 

relates.  

If a product conforms to the essential requirements then it is entitled to bear the CE marking. 

So the free flow of products between member states is realized. Products, labeled with CE 

marking, do not need to be tested again, and testing again is generally prohibited. Exception 

is if there is a suspicion that it bears CE-marking illegally, or if it caused or could be caused 

an accident. Suspicion may arise from the side of user or a concurrent firm (not from state 

institutions). In this case the competent authority must be informed. This authority is 

generally the market surveillance, in case of medical devices the Directorate. Otherwise, 

competent authority performs supervision also randomly. This is state sphere of authority in 

all countries; therefore it has everywhere an unfortunately low capacity.  

Most of directives rank products into classes (which are ultimately safety classes but this 

word is not mentioned). Ranking rules are different, depending on directives. There may be a 

need for contribution of a so-called notified body (NB), depending on the ranking. If a 

product has a low risk only and do not require contribution of a NB, manufacturer has to 

verify its conformity to the essential requirements, and can put the CE marking on it on its 
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own authority. If contribution of a NB is needed, the NB has to certify the conformity to the 

essential requirements according to the requirements of the directive.  

Full text of directives can be downloaded and printed from the website of EU12 free, as well 

as data of competent authorities and notified bodies, moreover, list of harmonized standards. 

The standards themselves, however, can be purchased only.  

   

6.5.13 Rules of radiation protection registration of equipment in Hungary 

   

Radiation protection registration of equipment in Hungary and expert opinion needed to it, 

respectively, is required by Para 4, item (1) and Annex 3, item (5) of the Decree No. 16/2000. 

(VI. 8.) of the Minister of Health. It replaces the former “radiation protection qualification 

testing” (as it was pointed out formerly, testing again is prohibited) and its aim is to check 

whether:  

a) the product legally bears CE marking, and  

b) user‟s manual (instructions for use) of the product in Hungarian and its data sheet contains 

– without any error and correctly (e.g. in SI-units) – all data and warnings, important from 

radiation protection point of view.  

Checking according to item a) always contains ask for a copy of the manufacturer‟s 

Declaration of Conformity for the given product. Such a declaration has to be always 

attached to the product, independently of its type or whether contribution of a NB is 

obligatory or not. Further procedure depends on the applicable directive. Most of products 

have to conform to several directives (e.g. electromagnetic compatibility) but NRIRR deals 

with radiation protection aspects only.  

 

6.5.14 Conformity (conformance) certification of medical devices, including 

X-ray equipment 

Diagnostic radiology equipment as well as equipment for nuclear medicine and radiation 

therapy belong to directive 93/42/EEC, the so-called Medical Device Directive, in short form 

MDD which is valid in the EU since 1998.06.15. It was adopted in Hungary by Decree No. 

47/1999. (X.6.) of the Minister of Health about medical devices, which later was replaced by 

Decree No. 4/2009. (III.19.) of the Minister of Health. Annex I of the directive as well as that 

of the decree contains the essential requirements. Annexes of the decree are literal 

translations of those of the directive. There is only one deviation: subclause 13.7 of (the first 

part of) Annex I states: “Items stated in subclauses 13.1 to 13.6 must be available for the end 

user of the equipment in Hungarian language”. (These are requirements for contents of user‟s 

manual and labels).  

According to the regulation, these equipment belong to class IIb, while their non-active 

accessories as film cassettes, intensifying screens, grids etc. to class IIa. In these cases 
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contribution of an NB is obligatory. Then beside (under) the CE marking there has always to 

be a four-digit number which identifies the certifying NB according to the Brussels register.  

In case of products of class IIb manufacturer may choose from the following conformity 

certifying procedures:  

a) Full quality assurance system according to Annex 2 in such a way that test according to 4th 

section of Annex 2 is not necessary; or  

b) Type testing procedure according to Annex 3, connected with either  

ba) EC verification (i.e. product QC by an NB) according to Annex 4, or  

bb) Production quality assurance according to Annex 5, or  

bc) Product quality assurance according to Annex 6.  

It must be noted that for diagnostic radiology equipment (radiographic, fluoroscopic, 

mammography, dental, CT) Radiohygiene Department Laboratory of NRIRR is accredited 

for testing according to Annex 3 and standards harmonized to the directive, respectively. The 

Laboratory may perform such testing as an accredited subcontractor of an ordering a NB. In 

case of conformity assessment pathway according to the former item b), the four-digit 

number, to be indicated beside CE marking is always the registration number of the NB 

which performs the system certification (and not the type certification, if the two NBs are 

different).  

Essential requirements concerning radiation protection of the product are contained in 

subclause 11. of (the first part of) Annex I of the decree. In case of diagnostic radiology 

equipment it has to be taken as satisfied if the product conforms to collateral standard 

IEC/EN 60601-1-3 and – if any – also to the particular standard(s) from the 6061-2 series to 

be applied to it (e.g. for a mammography equipment IEC 60601-2-45).  

In cases when contribution of an NB is obligatory, asking for a copy of the Certificate of the 

manufacturer (or in case of type certification that of the type, in case of “EC verification” that 

of the individual product) given by a NB, is also a part of the procedure for checking legality 

of CE marking. In procedures combined with type testing, it means two certificates. 

However, almost 100 per cent of manufacturers choose the full quality assurance system 

according to item a); in this case there is one certificate only.  

It is important to note that full quality assurance system of the manufacturer has to conform 

mainly to the corresponding Annex of the directive, and certificate has to certify this fact. It is 

possible that there is a separate certificate of conformity of full quality assurance system 

according to ISO 9001 (it may also by combined with ISO 13485, earlier series 46001) but as 

it means certifying satisfaction of less requirements, it can not substitute certification of full 

quality assurance system according to the directive.  
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6.5.15 International standards, relating to safety of diagnostic radiology 

equipment 

   

Customers generally want to order any product on the international market only if they have 

an appropriate certainty that the product conforms to some pre-established demands. Such 

demands may relate e.g. to energy supply or serviceability of the product but above all to its 

safety and performance according to its intended use. It is the reason of developing of 

international standardization. The two greatest international standardization bodies are ISO 

(International Standardization Organization) and IEC (International Electrotechnical 

Commission). The latter deals with electric while the former with non-electric 

standardization. International standards for medical electrical equipment and within it for 

diagnostic radiology equipment are produced by IEC.  

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)  

   

In 1904, delegates to the International Electrical Congress, being held in St. Louis, USA, 

adopted a report that included the following words: „...steps should be taken to secure the co-

operation of the technical societies of the world, by appointment of a representative 

Commission to consider the question of the standardization of the nomenclature and ratings 

of electrical apparatus and machinery.”  

As a result, IEC was officially founded in June 1906, in London, England, where its Central 

Office was set up by participation of twelve countries. Hungary is one of the founding 

members although at that time it was part of the Austrian-Hungarian Monarchy. By 1914 the 

IEC had formed four technical committees. By 1923 the number of technical committees had 

increased to 10, by 1980 to 80. At present IEC has about 110 Technical Committees (TCs). In 

1948 the IEC Central Office moved from London to Geneva. Income of the IEC Central 

Office, which has about 50 employees, is only from purchasing standards and membership 

fees of the member states.  

As experts participate in standardization on their own expenses (or that of their organization 

or organizations sponsoring the corresponding national committee), most of them are 

representatives of manufacturers.  

Standardization relating to medical electrical equipment  

   

In 1969 IEC created Technical Committee 62 for medical X-ray equipment, which committee 

some years later was enlarged to incorporate all medical electrical equipment. Now its name: 

Medical Electrical Equipment. The first meeting of TC 62 took place in Baden-Baden, 

Germany in 1969. Again Hungary was amongst the first members to take part in this 

committee: it joined in 1970, through Hungarian Standardization Office of that time. Medicor 

Works as manufacturer of medical X-ray equipment was interested in complying with IEC 

requirements, to be successful in the international market; therefore it paid for participation of 

its experts on meetings.  
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At present the TC 62 has four Sub-Committees (SCs):  

SC 62A: Common Aspects of Electrical Equipment used in Medical Practice – this 

subcommittee elaborated the IEC 60601-1 „general standard” and it deals with general 

aspects of electricity in medical devices. Standard for electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) 

was also produced by this subcommittee.  

SC 62B: Diagnostic Imaging Equipment (formerly X-Ray Equipment) – this subcommittee 

produces standards for diagnostic radiology, magnetic resonance and ultrasound equipment.  

SC 62C: Equipment for Radiotherapy, Nuclear Medicine and Radiation Dosimetry.  

SC 62D: Electromedical Equipment – its topic is all other types of medical electrical 

equipment.  

TC 62 and its Sub-Committees have meetings usually every 18 months.  

Hungary is member of TC 62 since 1970, through the Hungarian Standards Institution. It is 

an active (voting), so-called participating member (P-member) in TC 62, SC 62A and SC 

62B. It is a so-called observer (O-member, having right to commenting but not voting) in SC 

62C and SC 62D.  

Working method of IEC  

   

Members of IEC are the National Committees (NCs) of countries. In elaboration of standards 

each country may participate – if it is intended – by delegation of experts into the working 

groups, nominated to the Central Office (CO). Bodies participating in National Committees 

generally are: manufacturers, test houses, governmental bodies, professional societies, 

commercial agencies, representatives of users etc.  

If – in national level – there is a demand for elaboration of a new standard or revision of an 

existing one, the NC may propose it to the IEC. Then the corresponding Technical 

Committee asks member NCs for voting, and in case of acceptance of the topic a new 

working group (WG) or maintenance team (MT) will be founded, with experts delegated by 

member NCs. Its necessary condition is delegation of experts at least from five member 

states. Groups (WGs or MTs) hold meeting, give homework to their members, and they may 

ask for opinion also by correspondence. Drafts of the planned standard are circulated by CO 

among member NCs for commenting and for voting several times in different stages 

(committee draft CD, committee draft for voting CDV, final draft international standard 

FDIS). Based on the comments the group revises the draft and it is circulated again. At the 

end if the FDIS (final draft international standard) is accepted by member NCs it will become 

international standard. (In the FDIS stage it isn‟t done already to vote negatively.) This 

procedure lasts at least 14 months but often even 4 years. International standards express, as 

nearly as possible, an international consensus.  

Comité Européen de Normalisation Electrotechnique (CENELEC)  

   

CENELEC European electrotechnical organization was founded in 1973 by joining several 

organizations. Its Central Office is located in Brussels. Hungary became affiliated member of 

CENELEC in 1991 and became regular member in 2002, July 1st.  
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CENELEC TC 62 deals with medical electrical equipment in the European Union. Hungary 

is also an active member in this Technical Committee through the Hungarian Standards 

Institution. CENELEC TC 62 usually has meetings yearly, on which earlier Hungarian 

experts also took part. CENELEC TC 62 usually takes over the IEC TC 62 standards but in 

principle there is a possibility for modification. FDIS (Final Draft International Standards) 

issued for voting by IEC TC 62 are issued generally for parallel voting: for IEC TC 62 P-

members and for CENELEC TC 62 members.  

   

Participation of Hungary in the work of IEC TC 62 and CENELEC TC 62  

   

Hungarian Standards Institution established its Technical Committee 843 to deal with IEC 

TC 62 and CENELEC TC 62 matters in 1995. TC 843 (as the Hungarian National Committee 

to IEC TC 62, SC 62A, SC 62B and to CENELEC TC 62) has meetings regularly, especially 

when IEC TC 62 / CENELEC TC 62 Standards are translated to Hungarian language. These 

standards have MSZ EN (Hungarian Standard - European Standard) heading.  

Unfortunately, recently there is very little money for translation of standards so standards of 

these topics – as MSZ EN or sometimes MSZ IEC standards – are published in English but a 

so-called “cover” page which is of Hungarian language. Users of these standards in Hungary 

are few and they – according to their work – have to understand English.  

   

Standards for medical electrical equipment  

   

They belong into 4 main groups:  

1. Safety (and essential performance) standards: requirements and test methods of compliance 

(so-called type tests to be performed at the manufacturer or in a test house).  

2. Quality assurance standards: test methods for equipment in operation. These standards do 

not contain requirements, the applicable requirements are that of the safety standards, 

moreover, contractual or manufacturer‟s specifications and somewhere some national and/or 

local regulations.  

3. Performance standards: definitions and measuring methods of some characteristics of the 

equipment. These standards do not contain requirements, either. Their aim is to make 

background for testing according to other standards accurate and clear.  

4. There is also one standard only for Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC).  

It is important to note that for medical procedures themselves there are no standards.  

   

Safety standard family of medical electrical equipment  

   

– IEC 60601-1 Medical Electrical Equipment – Part 1: General requirements for basic safety 

and essential performance: the so-called general standard. “Essential performance”, i.e. 

performance which is essential also for safety, is first introduced in this standard but the so-

called “system-based approach” is an even more characteristic feature of the 3rd edition. Its 
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3rd edition was accepted in December 2005 as IEC standard (and in September 2006 by 

CENELEC as Euronorm EN, European, and in March 2007 as Hungarian standard).  

– IEC 60601-1-X: so-called collateral standards. They apply to groups of products, e.g. for X-

ray equipment. Their requirements are also general but may be more easily revised than the 

general standard.  

– IEC 60601-2-X: so-called particular standards. They apply to a given product type, e.g. a 

given modality of imaging equipment. They have priority over the general and the collateral 

standards.  

Risk factors dealt with in safety standards are: electrical safety, mechanical safety, radiation 

protection, EMC, risk management, equipment systems, environmental protection, safety 

systems, biological compatibility, usability, software safety, data safety and security etc.  

It is important to know that during conformance testing and certifying, it is not allowed to 

combine third edition of the general standard with collateral and particular standards, 

connected to the second edition. So third edition of the general standard may be combined 

only with the new (with it “harmonized”) collateral and particular standards only, if they 

already exist. Lack of a particular standard can be substituted with individual risk 

management but manufacturers try to avoid it because it is a complicated task.  

As it was mentioned, CENELEC accepted the new general standard as EN standard in 

September 2006. According to requirements of CENELEC, member states are obliged from 

September 2009 to apply exclusively the new standards for medical electrical equipment. If 

there is no particular standard (yet) for a given equipment type than general standard must be 

supplemented by risk management. But in this case, if an old particular standard exists, 

application of the new general standard is obligatory only if the particular standard is revised, 

too. If it is not the case, there was allowed to apply old standards, till publication of the new 

edition of the particular standard. Revising particular standards of diagnostic radiology 

equipment is finished at the beginning of 2011, therefore – after transition periods elapsed – 

applying the old standards will be prohibited. Only elaboration of two new safety standards 

for dental radiology equipment demands a longer time.  

Although application of standards – at least in the EU – is “not obligatory”, customers all 

over the world generally consider compliance to the applicable standards of IEC TC 62 as a 

necessary condition for purchasing medical electrical equipment. In EU, however, necessary 

condition for circulating a product is the CE marking, i.e. compliance with essential 

requirements of MDD (Medical Devices Directive). Application of standards, although they 

are not obligatory, is made possible by the fact that compliance with individual requirements 

of MDD may be replaced by compliance with the so-called harmonized standards. It must be 

noted that in the EU, according to aims of the regulation, only safety standards can be 

harmonized, quality assurance standards can not.  

Quality assurance standard family of diagnostic radiology equipment  

   

The IEC 61223 quality assurance standard family originally consisted from three series: the 

single 61223-1 defined general terminology, series 2 was the “Constancy tests” series while 

series 3 has the title “Acceptance tests”. Obviously, the latter were applicable also for status 

testing. First edition of these standards was elaborated in the 90s, except computed 

tomography which was issued in 2004. For mammography there is an updated second edition 

(2007). The older ones, although a part of their contents is applicable also in the future – with 

the rapid expansion of digital equipment – do not cover the full area to be tested. There was 

an attempt for their revising but it failed. In 2005, TC 62 made a decision about withdrawal 

of full “constancy testing” series (except CT), and in October 2010 “acceptance testing” 

standards, indicated in the next table with an asterisk, were also withdrawn, in spite of protest 
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of Hungary. Reason for the withdrawal was that “these standards are not applied in the 

practice”, although “acceptance testing” standards (IEC/EN 61223-3 series) are used in some 

countries, including Hungary, for acceptance (and status) testing of equipment. (Most 

countries, however, even inside the EU, have own special requirements for acceptance 

testing.)  

Withdrawal of standards does not exclude applying them but means that IEC does not 

consider these standards to be up-to-date any more. Accreditation of testing laboratories is 

possible also according to withdrawn standards. As, however, it is uncertain whether will be 

there ever a new edition of these standards, it is not practical to establish activities of testing 

laboratories on withdrawn standards but one has to find some up-to-date documents for this 

purpose. Such a European Guideline is already exists for mammography equipment (see 7, in 

Hungarian 9). We may hope that there will be such one for the full area of diagnostic 

radiology which may have a wide consensus, including manufacturers.  

   

Table: New system of IEC standards, relating to diagnostic radiology equipment  

 

   

Some interesting details from the radiation protection standard  

   

The most problematic part of a standard is its scope. After long discussions, scope of the 2nd 

edition of IEC 60601-1-3 – which has been published in January 2008 – formulated as 

follows: “This Collateral Standard applies to X-ray equipment and to subassemblies of such 

equipment, where images of the patient are used for diagnosis, planning or guidance of 

medical procedures.” With the technical development meaning of concepts of “radiography” 

and “radioscopy” (“fluoroscopy”) became old-fashioned: in modern equipment (pulsed) 

radioscopy and serial radiography differs only in value of X-ray tube current.  
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Creation of new definitions was very difficult. The accepted new definitions are the 

following: “Radiography: technique for obtaining, recording and optionally processing, 

directly or after transfer, information contained in an X-ray pattern at an image reception area 

intended to be analyzed during a time independent from the irradiation time.” “Radioscopy: 

technique for obtaining continuously or periodically a sequence of X-ray patterns and 

presenting them simultaneously and continuously as visible images, intended to provide a 

real-time guidance to an ongoing action.” The latter includes gastro-intestinal examinations 

with spotfilm device, interventional radiology, X-ray guided lithotripsy, surgical-

traumatological fluoroscopy, stereotaxy, and radiation therapy simulation. It is unambiguous 

that fluoroscopy (“radioscopy”) is not a diagnostic procedure any more. A question is 

whether pulmonologists accept prohibition of fluoroscopy as diagnostic method, as they can 

localize lesions with fluoroscopy quickly and with a very little radiation exposure.  

2nd edition of IEC 60601-1-3 contains numerical requirements only for radiation quality (half 

value layers) and leakage radiation, all other requirements are moved into the particular 

standards, mostly into the new IEC 60601-2-54 which was published in 2009, while dental 

related parts of it into the future dental safety standards.  
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7 The principles of MRI 

7.1 Fundamentals 

7.1.1 History 

The basic physical phenomenon of magnetic resonance imaging (nuclear magnetic 

resonance) was first observed by Isidor Rabi in 1938, in atomic beams. The first successful 

experiment with solutions was carried out by Felix Bloch and Edward Purcell in 1964. The 

first demonstration experiment was carried out by Paul Lauterbur in 1973, in which he used 

magnetic resonance for imaging. The first human studies were performed in 1977 and the 

first commercially available MRI machine was created in 1980. During the past thirty years 

the MRI has become essential in medical diagnostics, and it is the most dynamically 

developing field of the market of medical imaging devices.  

 

7.1.2 Features 

The success of the MRI lies in its very favourable features:  

 No chemicals need to be injected into the organism (if no contrast agent is applied), 

and no ionizing radiation is generated during the examination. Although the 

examination has, or may have physical effects, the health risks of these are 

incomparably lower than those of a CT study or of isotope-diagnostic techniques. 

Therefore, the examination practically does not affect the patient‟s and the physician‟s 

health.  

 Several quantities can be measured (e.g. spin-grid relaxation, spin-spin relaxation, 

diffusion, flow rate, chemical composition), thus different contrasts can be achieved. 

Of all imaging techniques, MRI can give the best soft tissue contrast.  

 Its resolution is good. A resolution of 1 mm can be achieved even under clinical 

circumstances, while in special devices spatial resolution can be below 100 μm.  

 Slices in arbitrary directions can be measured.  

Of course, this method has disadvantages as well:  

 Investment costs are high.  

 It is relatively slow. Although today methods exist for the examination of fast 

processes, e.g. the observation of the beating heart or of brain functions, a typical 

study lasts longer than thirty minutes.  

 The examination involves particular discomfort. The machine is excessively noisy; it 

is inevitable for the patient to use earplugs. Patients have to lie in a relatively long, 

narrow tube, which may cause problems for claustrophobic patients.  
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7.1.3 In a Nutshell 

During an MRI examination the patient is placed in an external homogeneous magnetic field 

of high intensity ( ). The magnetic moments of hydrogen nuclei become partly arranged in 

this field, the patient becomes “magnetized” (will have an own resulting magnetization). 

(This magnetization is very low.) With radio waves, the frequency of which is appropriate, 

this magnetization can be excited, i.e. it can be rotated from the direction of the field which 

generates it. The rotated magnetization will precess in the external field, thus generating a 

changing magnetic field. This changing field induces a voltage in the coils that are placed 

around the patient, which thus can be measured.  

By making the magnitude of the homogeneous field position-dependent with gradient 

coils, the frequency of the precession and the phase of the moments will also be position-

dependent, the result of which is that the volume elements of the sample can be separated.  

The behaviour of the magnetization is different in the different tissues. The most frequently 

examined parameters are the spin-grid relaxation time (  ), which connects the spin system 

to the thermal motion of the environment, and the time constant that is characteristic of the 

interaction of the spins with each other ( ).  

 

7.2 Spin dynamics 

7.2.1 About Resonances 

MRI is based on the principles of magnetic resonance. Most particles, thus electrons, protons 

and neutrons have intrinsic angular momentum (  , commonly known as spin) and magnetic 

dipole moment (  ). The proton and electron pairs have opposite spins within the atomic 

nuclei (similarly to the electrons in the electron shells), but due to the presence of unpaired 

components, many atomic nuclei have resultant spin and magnetic dipole moment (e.g. 

, F). These two quantities are related: their directions are the same, and their 

ratio, the gyromagnetic ratio is characteristic of the individual atoms.  

(1) 

This of course also means that the dynamics of the two are identical. When we later refer to 

the change in the direction of the spin in magnetic interactions, we implicitly apply formula 

(1).  

If the atom is placed in an external magnetic field , it will interact with the magnetic 

moment, and a “potential energy”, which is dependent on the relative direction of the external 

field and the magnetic moment, can be defined.  

(2) 

Due to the quantum behaviour of the system, the direction of the atomic momentum cannot 

be arbitrary in the external field; its projection onto the direction of the external field can only 

take on small integer numbers. Let us define a coordinate system the z axis of which points in 

the direction of the external field. In this case the z component of the angular momentum 
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(operator) is , , and the z component of the magnetization is , where takes 

on small integer numbers. Thus, the energy defined in formula (2) will not be continuous 

either, but it will have well defined levels:  

(3) 

 

An external oscillating magnetic field (typically electromagnetic radiation) usually has little 

effect on the system. However, if the energy quantum of the radiation ( ) is equivalent 

to the distance of the energy levels, then the probability of absorption and induced emission 

increases by orders of magnitude. This is resonance. In this case, as a result of the external 

radiation, while absorbing one energy quantum from it, the moment turns from a possible 

lower energy state to a higher energy state.  

 

(4) 

In a resonant magnetic field the probability of the reverse process is similar, i.e. the excited 

moment jumps to a lower energy level by emitting a photon with appropriate energy.)  

The lifespan of the excited state is finite. In the end, the potential energy of the spin forms 

into atomic movements (heat) in different processes. This is called spin-grid relaxation. The 

intensity of the relaxation processes can be described by their characteristic time. In case of 

the spin-grade relaxation it is usually denoted by .  

   

 

7.2.2 Classical Description 

In case of a macroscopic sample the dynamics of the moments can also be described 

classically. (In this case a “macroscopic sample” is much smaller than the relevant voxel 

sizes of imaging.) First of all, it can be stated that the gyromagnetic ratio defined in formula 

(1) remains unchanged. Magnetization can be introduced as the sum of magnetic moments 

in a given volume. In an external field a torque is exerted on the magnetization:  

(5) 

It is also known that the torque is equal to the change in angular momentum:  

(6) 

By making the two formulae equivalent and eliminating the angular momentum, an equation 

of motion of the magnetization is obtained:  

(7) 

Let us examine the resulting motion. If the magnetization and the external field are not 

parallel to each other, then the change in magnetization will be perpendicular both to the 

external field and to the magnetization itself, i.e. the magnetization vector moves along the 

lateral surface of a cone, the axis of which points in the direction of the external field, and it 
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precesses about the magnetic field at angular velocity . This is called Larmor 

precession.  

In order to make the description simpler, let us change to another coordinate system, the z 

axis of which is the same as that of the system used so far (laboratory coordinate system), and 

which rotates about it at angular velocity . If , then the magnetization does not move 

in the rotating system. The inertial forces emerging in the rotating system formally act like an 

axial magnetic field with a magnitude of , thus the form of the equation of motion does not 

change; just has to be substituted by an effective magnetic field .  

The aforementioned statements about relaxation can also be integrated into the equation of 

motion.  

(8) 

 

where is the equilibrium magnetization. In the formula above an individual relaxation time 

can be presumed for the relaxation of the transversal component. It is obvious that only cases 

in which can occur, since by the time the equilibrium magnetization is built up, the 

transversal component has to vanish. However, the transversal components may vanish faster. 

This means that the coherence of the precessing atomic moments is lost. They keep 

precessing about the external field, but since they get out of phase, their resultant vanishes. 

This process is called spin-spin relaxation. In magnetic resonance studies an orthogonal time-

dependent magnetic field with a small amplitude is applied for the system besides the 

static field , which displaces the magnetization from its equilibrium. The magnetic field 

is the resultant of these two fields. Let the angular frequency of the microwave field be , 

and let it be circularly polarized, i.e. let rotate in the (x,y) plane. Let us write formulae (8) 

in a rotating coordinate system. Let the axial effective field be denoted by , and 

let the transversal field be parallel to the x axis of the rotating system. Thus formulae (8) 

take on the following form:  

 

(9) 

 

If the angular frequency of the excitation (the angular velocity of the coordinate system) is 

equal to the Larmor frequency, then the external field vanishes completely in the rotating 

system and the magnetization will precess about the exciting field Therefore, the 

magnetization can be rotated by an arbitrary angle ( ) by a pulse with an appropriate 

magnitude (  ) and duration ( ):  

 

The “sheet music”, the “sequence” of the simplest MR experiment is depicted in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. The “sequence” of the simplest MR experiment. Time is depicted horizontally, 

while the intensity of the appropriate quantity corresponding to the specific lines is depicted 

vertically. Here an exponentially vanishing oscillating signal, which occurs after a 90° radio 

pulse, can be observed. This signal is called free induction decay (FID).  

 

7.2.3 Measurable Signal 

The quantity which can directly be measured is the time derivative of the transversal 

magnetization (in the laboratory coordinate system). Using formula (8), it takes on the 

following form:  

(10) 

where is the Larmor frequency. If the phase, or the magnitude of the magnetization is not 

homogeneous, then the signal is generated as the resultant of the local signals. (In case the 

phase can be time-dependent, the frequency can always be considered constant.)  

During measurements usually coils are used, which can be modelled in a simplified way as 

two perpendicular loops along the x and y axes. With the aid of these not only the magnitude 

of the rotating magnetization can be measured, but also its phase, which can be expressed as a 

complex number. Using this formalism and permitting inhomogeneities as well, the signal 

will be:  

(11) 

The high-frequency oscillation can be transformed easily both mathematically and in the 

measuring electronics. Let us write the factors in the proportionality that have not been 

denoted so far, and the initial transversal magnetization into one coefficient, let us name it 

effective spin density and denote it by This contains factors such as the sensitivity of the 

measuring coils and the electronics, the magnetization of the sample and the resonance 

frequency. If we ignore the relaxation, the signal can be written in the following form:  
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(12) 

 

7.2.4 Spin Echoes 

The vanishing of the transversal magnetization can not only be caused by incoherent dynamic 

processes, but also by static inhomogeneities. The apparent effect of these is the same as that 

of the spin-spin interaction. The relaxation resulting from them is usually denoted by , 

while the sum of the two phenomena is denoted by .  

However, an important difference is that while the coherence loss caused by the dynamic 

processes is final, the loss of coherence resulting from the static inhomogeneities of the static 

magnetic field is not. Due to the inhomogeneities, the phase of the local magnetization will 

differ in each position, but this does not mean that coherence is lost irreversibly. If the 

magnetization is rotated by 180° about the x axis by the exciting field, the phase of the local 

magnetizations, which precess slower, will be ahead, while the phase of the fast ones will 

stay behind. The local field, i.e. the local velocity of precession is not changed, thus the phase 

differences will decrease, the transversal magnetization will increase and an echo will be 

created.  

At this point it is important to define what a “sequence” is. During MR studies radio pulses 

are emitted: gradients with different directions and magnitudes are switched on and 

measurements are performed periodically. Meanwhile, the spin system develops dynamically, 

so the succession and the precise timing of these steps are important. These parameters 

together are called the “sequence”, and they are usually described by diagrams similar to 

Figure 2.  

7.3 Development of spatial resolution 

7.3.1 Frequency Encoding 

 

Let us consider a one-dimensional case, i.e. let the sample be completely homogeneous along 

the y and z axes. Let the high external field continue to point in the direction of the z axis. Let 

us excite the system so that the magnetization gets in the x-y plane; after that, let us change 

the magnitude of the magnetic field so that it changes linearly as a function of position 

instead of being homogeneous. Let the changed field be  

 

where is a gradient. (The field still points in the direction of the z axis.)  
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Figure 2. 

   

Figure 2. shows the draft of the spin echo sequence: time after the 90° excitation a 180° 

radio pulse is applied. The phase differences that are created due to the static effects 

disappear after another time , the signal is amplified, and an echo is created. As a parameter 

of the sequence usually a time (where ) is used, which is the time that passes 

between the exciting pulse and the echo.  

Let us measure the induced signal. Due to the gradient, the magnetization will precess with 

different frequencies in every position. The measured signal is the sum of the many 

oscillating signals with different frequencies. These sums can evidently be resolved into their 

components using the Fourier transform, i.e. the position-dependence of the magnetization 

can be restored. Let us write the frequency encoding formally as well. The phase will be 

position and time-dependent because of the gradient:  

(13) 

where it is made possible for the gradient to change over time after the second equals sign. 

Let us introduce a new variable instead of time:  

(14) 

 

 

 
Figure 3. The illustration of frequency encoding. The effective spin density of the areas 

represented by the red and the purple dots are identical. (In order to keep things simple, the 

rest of the head does not give a signal.) Due to the spatial gradient, the moments located at 

different positions along the x axis give signals at different frequencies. 
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By writing the signal using the new variable, an important relation can be discovered:  

(15) 

That is, the signal is the Fourier transform of the effective spin density, the introduced 

quantity is the conjugate of the real space. After that, the signal should not be considered as 

a function of time, but rather as a function of the integrals of the gradients.  

7.3.1.1 Gradient Echo 

With the method that has been described so far only takes positive values during the 

measurement. If the effective spin density is real, then by making use of the characteristics of 

the Fourier transform, it may be enough for reconstruction, but in practice this is often not 

satisfied. (The effective spin density can be complex due to several factors; e.g. if the 

sensitivity of the detector coil is inhomogeneous, or if the initial phase of the spin system is 

not zero.) The negative regions of the axis can also be covered, if a high negative gradient is 

applied before data collection; afterwards, data are collected by applying a positive phase 

encoding gradient. The signal is rapidly defocused by the negative gradient; after that, as a 

result of the frequency encoding gradient the phase differences in the sample will decrease 

and the signal will reappear: an echo can be observed. This is called gradient echo. As 

opposed to the spin echo, the gradient echo does not eliminate the coherence loss caused by 

the static inhomogeneities; thus, relaxation is determined by . Of course, the spin echo can 

be combined with a gradient echo, thus the negative values of can be mapped in this case as 

well.  

7.3.2 Phase Encoding 

During the readout, a gradient can only be applied along a straight line. (This line does not 

need to be one of the distinguished directions of the coordinate system. If our device can 

generate gradients in three perpendicular directions, using their linear combinations a 

gradient can be created in an arbitrary direction.) An option to image the three-dimensional 

space is to repeat the excitation and the measurements many times, while the direction of the 

gradient is rotated. If we stay in two dimensions, we obtain a series of linear projections: data 

of the same sort as are obtained in the X-ray CT. In that case, the two-dimensional image can 

be reconstructed with the aid of the inverse Radon transform. Yet, this technique is rarely 

used in practice, since a method called phase encoding leads to a set of data which can be 

reconstructed more easily.  

Notice that the fact that the gradient was turned on during the readout was not made use of in 

formulae (13), (14) and (16) (15 ?). If we manage to collect k values sufficiently densely with 

arbitrarily timed gradients, then the effective spin density can be reconstructed. Our “natural 

strategy” is to continuously collect the measurement points with the gradient turned on during 

the echo, but we can also carry out more experiments, set a specific k value with the gradient 

before each echo, and then collect a sole measurement point during the echo. Of course, this 

second method is rarely used instead of the first one, all the more together with it. If the data 

are collected along a given direction in a way that the experiment is repeated, a certain phase 

distribution is set with the gradients in every step, and then a sole point is read out, we talk 

about phase encoding.  

If more gradients are applied, the general form of the local field is the following:  
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(17 ?16?) 

The following formula is obtained for the phase:  

(18 ?17?) 

Thus, the quantity introduced in formula (14) will be a vector:  

(19 ?18?) 

The relationship between the spin density and the measured signal is expressed by a three-

dimensional Fourier integral:  

(20 ?19?) 

How should all this be understood? By applying the gradients we move in the abstract space. 

The measurement points fixed one after the other in time can be interpreted as the signals 

measured in the different points of the space. It is stated that if the space is covered 

sufficiently densely, then the spin density can be reconstructed with the aid of the Fourier 

transform.  

7.3.3 Slice Encoding 

The three-dimensional space can be imaged according to what has been discussed above. 

However, often it is sufficient to image two-dimensional slices only. In order to do this, the 

magnetization needs to be excited in one slice only, while the rest of the sample does not give 

a signal in the experiment. This can be achieved if a gradient is applied alongside the 

excitation. In presence of a so-called slice-selecting gradient the resonance frequency is 

different in every point in the planes perpendicular to the gradient. With a narrow-band 

excitation, i.e. with an excitation with a well-defined frequency, the spins are excited in a thin 

slice only. The slice can then be imaged by phase and frequency encoding, thus it is not 

necessary to perform the phase encoding in the third direction.  

What does narrow-band excitation mean? Our aim is to make the frequency profile of the 

excitation a square signal, which would result in the ideal slice profile. The Fourier transform 

determines what shape RF signal needs to be emitted to achieve that. The transform of the 

square function is sin(x)/x or sinc, therefore, the radio frequency signal needs to be 

modulated by a sinc function that has an appropriate frequency, which corresponds to the 

desired slice thickness.  

7.3.4 MR Spectroscopy 

As it was discussed in Chapter 6.3.2., frequency encoding, i.e. the application of a gradient 

during data collection, is not a compulsory element of an MR sequence. It is a very efficient 

way of data collection, but it can be replaced by phase encoding. Even if a gradient is not 

applied at all during readout, and all dimensions of space are read out by phase encoding, the 

signal still will not be static. In this case practically an NMR experiment is carried out as well 

besides imaging. The modulation of the signal is caused by the precession frequency that is 
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slightly different in the different chemical environments. Therefore, an image of the chemical 

composition of the sample can be obtained as well.  

7.4 Contrast Mechanisms 

Contrast is the difference between the signals that are measured in the different tissues. We 

have seen that the signal is proportional to the time derivative of the transverse 

magnetization. Let us examine how the transverse magnetization depends on the timing 

parameters of the sequence in case of the simple spin echo described in Chapter 6.2.4.  

The timing of the echo, , affects the signal basically through spin-spin relaxation.  

 

where directly refers to the moment after the excitation. (The echo compensates for the 

phase loss from the static inhomogeneities, thus appears in the formula instead of )  

We have seen that the MR sequences are repeated several times for phase encoding or for 

optimizing the signal-to-noise ratio. Repetition time , which is the frequency of the 

excitation of the magnetization through the spin-grid relaxation, has an effect on the 

measurable signal. In order to keep things simple, let us assume that the repetition time is 

long compared to the transverse relaxation .  

 
Figure 4. 

Figure 4. shows the sequence of the two-dimensional spin echo experiment. The channels 

that are depicted are: the radio-frequency (RF) excitation signal, the slice selection gradient 

(the negative line segment that directly follows the RF pulse compensates the defocusing 

effect of the gradient), the phase encoding gradient , the frequency encoding or readout 

gradient and the ADC, which refers to the analogue-to-digital converter and which shows 

the time of data collecting. Due to the phase encoding, the experiment has to be repeated 

several times with different values; this is what the pictogram in the form of a table refers 

to.  
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Before the first excitation the magnetization is in equilibrium: it points in the z direction and 

its magnitude is . The 90° excitation rotates it completely into the transverse plane. After 

that, the magnetization develops according to formula (9).  

 

 

where the time passed after the last excitation. The 180° pulse converts the longitudinal 

magnetization into its opposite: . According to our assumption the 

transversal component decays before the end of the cycle, so before the second 90° excitation 

only the longitudinal magnetization is present, the magnitude of which is  

 

This is rotated into the transverse plane by the second excitation, thus the magnetization that 

determines the measurable signal is  

 

The longitudinal component is built up in the same way as it is after the first excitation, thus 

its amplitude does not change during the subsequent repetitions. Assuming a homogeneous 

case, the signal can be written in the following simple form:  

 

The amplitude of the signal is basically affected by the ratio of the relaxation time to the 

repetition time , and the ratio of the relaxation time to the echo time . Three limiting 

cases are worth examining:  

1. -weighted imaging: the echo time is short compared to the typical relaxation time 

of all tissues that are to be imaged, then the exponential factor is around 1 and the 

spin-spin relaxation affects the image to a lesser extent. Meanwhile, if is in the 

order of magnitude of the spin-grid relaxation time of the tissues to be imaged, then 

typically , the formula can be simplified and the image will be determined by 

This is called a -weighted image.  

2. -weighted imaging: if the repetition time is long compared to all spin-grid 

relaxations, the corresponding exponents can be neglected and the signal will not be 

dependent on . Meanwhile, if the echo time is in the order of magnitude of the 

transverse relaxations, the image will be determined by the difference between them, 

and a so-called -weighted image is obtained.  
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Figure 5. 

   

Figure 5. shows coronal skull images with different contrasts. The image on the left is a -

weighted image, the one in the middle is a -weighted image, while the one on the right is a 

proton density weighted image. The purpose of the different contrast mechanisms is not only 

the separation of the brain tissues (gray and white matter (GM and WM) and the 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)), but also the identification of different pathological conditions.  

1. Spin density weighted imaging: if the repetition time is long compared to all spin-

grid relaxations the corresponding exponents can be neglected and the signal will not 

be dependent on . Meanwhile, if the echo time is short compared to all transverse 

relaxations, then the image will basically be determined by the inhomogeneity of the 

spin density .  

By changing the timing parameters of the sequence, the measurable signal will be determined 

by different physical properties, which thus dominate the contrast of the image. It can also be 

seen that the regions of different contrast have blurred boundaries. The phrasing that a 

parameter “is in the order of magnitude of the relaxation times” is diffuse, since the 

relaxation times often encompass several orders of magnitude (bone: 150 ms / 350 μs, GM: 

920 ms / 100 ms , WM: 780 ms / 90 ms, CSF: 4300 ms / 2200 ms). Due to different practical 

considerations (typically the duration of the examination) it is often impossible to aspire to 

clear contrasts.  

The three cases described above are only the simplest contrast mechanisms. Further physical 

quantities – such as the rate of diffusion, the full diffusion tensor, the flows, and the physical 

deformation – can be imaged with more complex sequences.  
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 7.5 Safety Concerns 

According to our current knowledge, the health risks of an MRI study are minimal; however, 

it is important to know the factors that affect the patient. A tiny part of the radio pulses used 

for exciting the spin system during the examination are absorbed in the patient‟s body. 

Nonetheless, since the RF amplifier emits several kilowatts of power, the absorbed energy 

cannot be neglected. The energy of the radio frequency radiation is low, it is non-ionizing, 

and it does not change the chemical composition of matter; it only heats the patient‟s body. 

Nevertheless, the core body temperature is constant, which could be changed by a long 

sequence that is composed of many radio pulses; therefore, limitations were introduced 

concerning the energy absorbed by the patient‟s tissues called specific absorption rate (SAR, 

unit of measurement: W/kg). Absorption is dependent on the frequency of the excitation (it is 

higher at higher frequencies) and on the qualities of the tissues. Biological effects are highly 

influenced by the circulatory system, which transports heat. Usually the determination of the 

local RF field is very complex, it often can be carried out by special measurements only. The 

rapidly changing gradient fields induce a voltage. In case of strong and rapid gradients these 

fields can be so high that they can stimulate the peripheral nerves. This results in involuntary 

twitching and pain, thus it is forbidden to expose the patient to this. The gradients are usually 

limited by the manufacturers to a safe value corresponding to a specific protocol.  

The homogeneous magnetic field that generates the polarization in the MRI device is very 

high compared to the fields used in everyday life. In clinical practice coils with a magnetic 

field of 1.5 T and 3 T are used, while e.g. the magnetic field of a door magnet is typically 15-

20 mT. In such high magnetic fields any ferromagnetic object can start moving and fly into 

the opening of the magnet with the power of a bullet. Such an accident would pose a deadly 

threat to the patient lying in the magnetic field, and it would also severely damage the device.  

Besides the obvious mechanical injuries, the larger ferromagnetic objects close to the 

magnets pose different threats as well. The high magnetic field in the MRI device is produced 

by superconducting coils. These coils, which are made of special materials, do not have 

electrical resistance at low temperatures, thus the currents that are needed to produce the 

magnetic field can be maintained without feeding in energy. Liquid helium is used as a 

coolant for the coils. As a result of external disturbances a small part of the superconducting 

wire can return to its normal state. (It is analogous to the appearance of a vapour bubble in a 

pot of nearly boiling water.) In matter (in its normal state) the current over 100 A in the coil 

will start to dissipate, which generates heat. Consequently, the coil rapidly returns to normal 

state and the energy stored in the magnetic field dissipates, which results in the boiling away 

of the coolant. As the liquid gas boils away, it expands nearly a thousand-fold. This process is 

known as quenching. Although it occurs rarely, it is important to ensure that the extremely 

cold gas can escape safely, should quenching take place. The value of the evaporating coolant 

is tens of millions of forints, and quenching can easily damage the coils as well.  
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8 Ultrasound 

8.1 Introduction to ultrasound 

ULTRASOUND  

Ultrasound – like sound – is the propagation of vibrations; the main difference is that while 

the audible frequency range is 20 Hz – 20 kHz, the operating frequency of the devices used in 

medical diagnostics is often 5 MHz or higher. The operation of an ultrasound device is based 

on the emission of ultrasound and on the measurement of the time it takes for the sound 

reflected off a certain surface to return. Bats find flying mosquitoes in the same way and 

radars operate on a similar principle as well, only they emit radio waves.  

On average, the velocity of propagation of sound is c=1540 m/s within the body. From the 

reflection time of the waves the distance of reflection is .  

It is important to divide by 2, because the sound covers the distance back and forth.  

The reason why ultrasound is used in the device is that the theoretically achievable resolution 

is proportional to the applied wavelength (0.2 mm – 2 mm in practice). The sketch of an 

ultrasound device is depicted in Figure 1.  

   

 
Figure 1. 

   

 

The signal generator generates an electronic signal , which usually is a sine wave that is 

amplitude-modulated by Gaussian distribution; approximately 3 waves can be considered to 

have amplitudes different from 0. The signal gets into the transducer through a switch.  

The transducer converts the electronic signal into mechanical vibrations. The conversion is 

carried out based on the piezoelectric effect, i.e. the expansion or contraction of certain 

crystals (e.g. the quartz crystal) in specific directions when a voltage is applied to them. The 

vibration generated in this way leaves the transducer in the form of ultrasound.  

Without discussing the details of the wave theory, it can be said that since the outlet diameter 

of the transducer is several times larger than the wavelength of the generated ultrasound, the 

outgoing wave propagates as a plane wave. The advantage of this is that diffraction is little 

and the ultrasound propagates practically perpendicular to the emitting surface. Reflection 

can be expected from this direction. The disruptive effects of multiple reflection are reduced 

by the fact that the energy of the reflected wave is only a small fraction of the original energy 
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of the wave; thus, the intensity of the signal reflected multiple times is significantly lower 

than that of the wave that is reflected only once.  

The ratio of the energy of the reflected wave to that of the original wave is called reflexivity. 

Reflexivity in an point in space is denoted by . Reflexivity can be direction-

dependent (specular) or omnidirectional (diffuse). As far as medical imaging is concerned, 

the latter is more advantageous. Specular reflection is usually avoided by the setting the 

transducer. Diffuse reflection is produced when the reflective surface is rough or small 

compared to the wavelength.  

In order to avoid strong reflection off the skin, an ointment designed specifically for this 

purpose is applied on the skin.  

The reflected signal gets into the transducer, where it is converted into an electronic signal 

due to the inverse piezoelectric effect. The signal gets from the transducer into the signal 

processing unit through the switch, which has been switched over in the meantime. Let the 

output signal be denoted by .  

If the signal were reflected perfectly off the emitting surface of the transducer, and it did 

not sustain a loss or become distorted, then the time needed to cover the distance would be 

. Instead of P, p is written in the formula because the transducer and the 

signal processing unit may distort the original signal.  

Let us assume that the emitting surface of the transducer is in the plane , and its centre 

is in the origin. In this case, the characteristics of the emitting surface is which 

expresses the degree to which an point of this plane lets through the signal; in the points 

of the emitting surface , otherwise it is 0. Since both the original and the reflected 

signals have to pass through the emitting surface, a reflected signal is obtained only in those 

points where . The reflected signal can be expressed by .  

If reflection is not perfect, then .  

However, the signal is attenuated as it passes through the body; attenuation per unit length is 

. The signal covers a distance of 2z within the body (Magyar!), thus attenuation in this 

case is . Further attenuation is caused by the fact that the signal does not propagate as a 

plane wave after reflection; instead, the point of reflection behaves as a point source. This 

means that the intensity of the reflected signal is inversely proportional to the square of the 

distance travelled. Therefore, the total attenuation is .  

If we want to take into account the effect of the signal reflected from all points in space, then 

we have to integrate over the whole space; thus, the magnitude of the measured signal:  

 

If is “short”, i.e. it differs from 0 only in the case of small t values, then is short as 

well, which means that it is not 0 only if . In this short interval , and 

. Since the expression on the right is not dependent on the integration 

variables, it can be brought out in front of the integral. Dividing by this factor, the reflected 

signal corrected by distance (time) is obtained:  
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Since the emitting surface of the transducer is small (i.e differs from 0 only if , 

and since differs from 0 only if ), the value of is affected only by the value 

reflexivity takes on in a small environment of the point, thus it can be written that  

,  

where is a constant dependent on the device.  

Therefore, the value of is obtained in the following way: the device measures the 

value of and it multiplies the measured value by its current value dependent on 

.  

By relocating the transducer, the value of reflexivity can be determined in arbitrary points.  

 

8.2 A-scan 

The simplest method that uses ultrasound for medical purposes is the A-scan. Reflexivity is 

plotted as a function of distance z. A-scan is rarely applied nowadays; however, almost all 

applications can be traced back to this imaging technique. For example, it was formerly used 

to detect cataracts.  

 
Figure 2. 

 

8.3 M-mode 

Several subsequent A-scans are performed with a time interval , but the individual A-scans 

are not plotted as curves, but by using colour codes: the higher the value of R is, the lighter 

patch corresponds to it. The values of the k-th A-scan are placed in the k-th column. This 

technique can be applied to observe the heart valves, for example.  

eyeground cornea Anterior and posterior side of 
crystalline lens of eye 

cataract 
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Figure 3. 

   

 
Figure 4. M-mode image. The movement of the mitral valve is clearly visible. 

   

When choosing the value of , it is important to consider the maximal depth of the 

examinable area: the next A-scan cannot be performed until the echo of the previously 

emitted signal arrives from the maximal depth. Therefore, .  

 

8.4 B-mode 

The repeated application of the A-scan is also suitable for producing cross-sectional images. 

In the case of this technique the emitting surface of the transducer moves steadily along a fan-

shaped or a straight line. Instead of mechanical motion, using several crystals in the device is 

also feasible, in which case the crystal that emits the ultrasound is electronically controlled. 

In the case of straight-line motion, the colour-coded values of the A-scan, the time interval of 

which is , have to be placed in parallel columns. In the case of fan-shaped motion, the 

emitting surface turns with angle during a time interval ; accordingly, the reflexivity 

values are plotted on the screen along turning segments, using colour codes. It is clear that in 

the direction perpendicular to the radius the lower the resolution will be, the higher the value 

of is, and the farther the image segment is from the centre of the fan-shaped motion.  

skin 

cardiac valve 
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Figure 5. 

   

 

The restriction needs to be considered in the case of this method as well. In 

practice it means that if we want to perform a scan the maximal depth of which is 

, and if we want to produce the segment from lines, the time interval 

needed is  

.  

If we would like to achieve a higher resolution, the time of recording increases in direct 

proportion to the value of n.  

 
Figure 7. Abdominal ultrasound image 

 

8.5 Three-dimensional Ultrasound 

After taking a cross-sectional image, the emitting surface of the transducer moves or turns in 

a direction perpendicular to the segment. By placing the data obtained this way in a three 

dimensional block, further processing and plotting can be performed.  

The realization of the two mechanical motions is difficult, so usually at least one of the 

motions is substituted with the electronic control of several crystals. The fact that the 
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collection of the three dimensional data can take several seconds is a serious problem, 

because the area being examined may move. The newest ultrasound devices do not operate 

based on the traditional A-scan, but they simultaneously emit ultrasound in a zone that 

contains several lines from several crystals, and the reflected signal is also detected by 

several crystals. The data are processed with the aid of mathematical methods based on the 

wave theory, and the degree of reflexivity is determined in every point of the zone in this way 

as well (zone sonography). By increasing the size of the zones and making use of the 

possibility of parallel processing, the time needed to produce a segment can be radically 

reduced; thus, the three-dimensional examination of rapidly moving organs (e.g. the heart) is 

made possible.  

   

 
 

8.6 Doppler Ultrasound 

The frequency of the reflected wave is higher (lower) than that of the emitted wave, if the 

reflecting surface is moving towards (away from) the observer.  

 

   

 

Let us assume that the wavefront of a wave moving with velocity c at time t=0 has just 

reached the reflecting surface which moves with velocity v, and the entire wave leaves this 

surface at time . The wavefront has covered distance (from the initial 

position of the reflecting surface) in time (dotted wave). Thus, . The initial 

point of the reflected wave has covered the same distance from the initial position of the 

reflecting surface, but in the meantime the reflecting surface has moved with ; therefore, 

the wavelength of the reflected wave is . Based on this 

formula, the frequency of the reflected wave can be calculated: .  
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Using the difference between the frequencies the velocity of the reflecting surface can be 

easily calculated:  

 

and hence , because .  

If the velocities c and v enclose an angle , then the formula to be used is the following: 

.  

The device emits a rustling sound, the intensity of which is proportional to the measured 

velocity v; this helps the determination of the position and the direction of the veins, so that 

the direction of the blood flow and the emitted ultrasound are parallel to each other, and the 

device also displays the velocity of the flowing blood numerically.  

The direction and the velocity of the flow is usually displayed with a colourful scale on the 

grey cross-sectional image.  

   

 
Normal 

 
Reduced 

   

The examination of venous circulation  
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9 The fundamentals of X-ray diagnostics 

 

9.1 The Fundamental Interactions between X-rays and Matter 

X-radiation is a form of electromagnetic radiation, the wavelength of which is in the range of 

0.05 to 10 nanometres. X-rays with wavelengths longer than 0.1 nm are classified as soft X-

rays, while those with shorter wavelengths are known as hard X-rays. The wavelength range 

of the gamma rays partly overlaps with that of the X-rays. The two types of radiation are 

distinguished by the source: X-rays are created by interactions between electrons and atoms 

or between charged particles and an electromagnetic field, while gamma radiation is the 

electromagnetic radiation generated during nuclear transformations. During the 

electromagnetic interaction between the atoms and the electrons the electrons slow down and 

X-rays are emitted. If the electron which collides with the atom has a sufficiently high kinetic 

energy, it can knock out one of the electrons of the atom and the electron deficiency can be 

filled by a higher-energy electron of the atom. During this process the atom emits an X-ray 

photon, the so-called characteristic X-ray. X-radiation was discovered by the German 

physicist Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen, who won the Nobel Prize for his discovery in 1901.  

X-rays are electromagnetic waves, so similarly to other electromagnetic waves with different 

energy ranges (e.g. visible light, infrared light, etc.), they are reflected and refracted at the 

interface of two kinds of medium with different absorption qualities. The characteristics of 

the phenomena occurring between the X-rays and the medium depend on the physical and 

chemical composition of the material and on the energy of the electromagnetic radiation. Of 

the interactions between X-rays and matter, three types play an important role: the 

photoelectric effect, the inelastic scattering (the Compton scattering), and the elastic 

scattering (the Thomson scattering and the Rayleigh scattering).  

During the photoelectric effect the X-ray photon transfers its total energy to one of the 

bound electrons of an atom, which thus becomes a free electron, or gets to a bound state with 

a lower binding energy. As a result, an electron deficiency (co-called vacancy) is created in 

the electron shell, i.e. the atom gets excited (the total energy of the atom will be higher 

compared to the energy of the ground state). The so-called photoelectron, which is emitted 

from the atom, loses its kinetic energy during a series of interactions within the material and 

is captured again. If the phenomenon takes place close to the surface of the material, then the 

photoelectron is likely to leave the medium by which it has been emitted. The electron-

deficient state of the material can be terminated by two processes:  

1. The vacancy can be filled by an electron from a higher-energy shell, which results in 

the emission of a photon, the energy of which corresponds to the energy difference 

between the two shells. This atomic phenomenon is called X-ray fluorescence and the 

emitted photon is called characteristic photon. The energy of the inner electron shells 

of the chemical elements is such that this process results in the emission of X-rays. 

The main steps of the process are shown in Figure 1., in which the horizontal lines 

symbolize the binding energies of the individual electronic states.  
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Figure 1. The photoelectric effect and the emission of the characteristic X-radiation 

   

2. During the other possible way of the atomic de-excitation a radiation-free transition is 

realized. In this case the change in the potential energy of the electron filling the 

electron-deficient state is not followed by the emission of a photon, but by the 

emission of an atomic electron (Auger effect). The energy released during the de-

excitation covers the binding energy of the Auger electron as well as the kinetic 

energy of the electron freed from its bound atomic state.  

   

There is a clear mathematical relationship between the energy of the characteristic X-

radiation and the atomic number of the emitting atom, which is called Moseley‟s law:  

   

 

   

where Z is the atomic number of the atom, EK is the energy of the K shell, and a and b are 

constants. The relationship between the atomic number of an atom and the characteristic X-

rays it emits makes it possible to identify an unknown element in a material.  

The two possible ways of deexcitation (the characteristic emission of X-rays and the Auger 

phenomenon) following the photoelectric effect are competing processes and the probability 

of their occurrence is dependent on the atomic number and the quantum number of the 

electron shell. The ratio of the probability of the two types of processes can be characterized 

by the fluorescence yield:  

   

 

   

where is the number of the electrons de-excited from the different L, M, N, etc. shells to 

the K shell per unit time, while is the number of K-shell vacancies created per unit time. 
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Of course, the fluorescence yield, the value of which increases monotonously with the atomic 

number, can be defined in a similar way for the other shells as well. The theoretical model of 

the phenomenon was created by Albert Einstein in 1905, for which he received a Nobel Prize 

in 1921. Although the photoelectric effect is used in several material testing methods to 

determine the different characteristics of the materials, it does not play a significant role in 

medical imaging. In the atoms of the living tissue the electrons in the K shells are weakly 

bound (<500 eV), because the atomic number of most atoms here is lower than 9. Since the 

absorption of the photons belonging to this energy range is high, the mean free path is in the 

order of magnitude of a single cell (e.g. E=1 keV, in muscle tissue approximately 2.7 μm). 

This means that the characteristic photons, which are virtually perfectly absorbed over short 

distances, do not have to be taken into consideration in X-ray diagnostic imaging, since these 

photons do not reach the detector. The only chemical element which emits higher-energy 

photons and is present in larger quantities in certain tissues is calcium, the energy of the 

characteristic photons of which is in the energy range of 3.6-4.1 keV.  

The cross section of the photoelectric effect is dependent on the atomic number of the 

absorbing medium and the energy of the X-ray beam. The probability of the photoelectric 

effect at a given photon energy is approximately proportional to the cube of the atomic 

number of the absorbing medium ( ), while in the case of a specific element it is 

inversely proportional to the cube of the energy ( ). This strong dependence on the 

atomic number plays a significant role during diagnostic imaging, since, due to the 

differences in the absorption properties of the different tissues, the small differences in the 

atomic numbers of the individual tissue types give well detectable contrast as well. In 

addition, it follows from the strong non-linear energy-dependence that in the case of the 

absorption of the X-rays, primarily the lower energy ranges contribute to the 

distinguishability of the different tissue types.  

Other types of interactions can also occur between the atoms and the electrons of matter and 

the X-ray photons: e.g. elastic scattering (also known as Rayleigh scattering), or inelastic 

scattering (also known as Compton scattering).  

The elastic (or coherent) scattering process was first modelled by Thomson, who applied 

classical electrodynamics 1. The expression “elastic” refers to the fact that the photon emitted 

during the interaction has the total energy of the incoming photon, which means that similarly 

to elastic mechanical collisions, there is no energy dissipation during the process and the total 

incoming energy is carried away by the scattered photon. The phenomenon described by 

Thomson (Thomson scattering) occurs between a non-polarized electromagnetic beam 

(optical, X-ray or gamma radiation) and a free electron. The electromagnetic field interacting 

with the free electron causes the electron to harmonically oscillate. The oscillating electron 

produces a time-varying electromagnetic field with a polar pattern corresponding to the 

direction of the oscillation, i.e. to the directional distribution typical of dipole radiation 2. 

Based on this simple model, the angle-dependent intensity distribution of Thomson scattering 

can be calculated, as well as the angle-dependent differential cross section of the process, 

which can be expressed by formulae (3). This scattering phenomenon is significant at low 

energies and at energies far from the atomic resonance energies, i.e. if the condition 

for the frequency of the photon is met. The first formula provides the angle-

dependent cross section, i.e. the proportion of energy emitted per unit solid angle.  

 

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/1
http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/2
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where is the so-called classical electron radius,  is the 

relative permittivity of vacuum, c is the speed of light, e and m are the charge and the mass of 

the electron, r is the distance of the scattering object and the place of detection of the 

scattered radiation, and is the angle enclosed by the direction of propagation of the 

incoming radiation and the scattered radiation. The cross section does not depend on the 

energy of the primary photon.  

The nature of the scattering and the angle distribution of the cross section change if we 

presume that the scattering electron is harmonically bound and if we take into consideration 

the effect of every (bound) electron of an atom on the scattering process. This type of 

scattering, when an electromagnetic interaction takes place between a photon and one or 

more bound atomic electrons in a way that the photon does not ionize or excite the atom, is 

called Rayleigh scattering. At the end of the process (similarly to Thomson scattering) a 

photon, the energy of which is equal to the energy of the photon interacting with the atom, 

leaves the atom, i.e. the frequency of the incoming and the outgoing photons is equivalent. It 

can again be presumed that the electrons are forced to oscillate as a result of the external 

electromagnetic field (X-ray or gamma radiation) . The frequency of the 

exciting electric field is significantly higher in the case of X-ray and gamma radiation than 

the natural frequency of the weakly bound atomic electrons. As a consequence, in an opposite 

phase of the electric field of the exciting photon as compared to the oscillating electron, the 

electron will decelerate and emit electromagnetic radiation. If the excitation frequency is 

significantly lower than the natural frequency of the atomic electrons (i.e. the frequency of 

the absorption edges), then the atom emits electromagnetic radiation, the frequency of which 

is equivalent to that of the radiation initiating the process, i.e. the two rays will be coherent 

with each other. Since the bound atomic electrons cannot be considered perfectly independent 

of each other due to the Coulomb interaction, the intensity of the emitted radiation cannot be 

produced as the simple algebraic sum of the radiation contribution of the individual electrons. 

The combined effect of the atomic electrons can be taken into consideration when calculating 

the cross section by using a so-called scattering factor , as expressed in formula (4):  

   

 

   

 

 

where is the momentum, λ is the wavelength of the incoming photon, Z is the 

atomic number of the atoms of the scattering medium, and F(x,Z) is the angle-dependent 

atomic form factor. This last factor can be used to take into account the effect all atomic 

electrons have on the cross section. Formula (4) shows that the cross section of Rayleigh 

scattering is dependent on the energy of the exciting photon, as well as on the atomic number 

of the atom which interacts with it. The cross section of Rayleigh scattering is usually much 

lower than that of other interactions between atoms and photons (photoelectric effect, 
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Compton scattering), still, this atomic phenomenon provides the basis for the measurement 

procedures based on X-ray diffraction and Bragg reflection.  

In contrast to the elastic scattering processes, the photon transfers only a small part of its 

energy to the atomic electron during Compton scattering 3. This phenomenon is only 

realized if the binding energy of the electron is little compared to the energy of the photon. 

Such electrons can be found in the outer shells of the atoms. If the binding energy of the 

electron is negligible compared to the energy of the photon, then the momentum transfer 

between the photon and the electron becomes possible. During the process, the energy and 

the direction of propagation of the incoming photon change, while the interacting electron 

becomes free. The mathematical relationship between the magnitude of the energy of the 

primary photon (E) and the scattered photon (E*) is expressed by formula (5), where 

is the angle enclosed by the direction of propagation of the scattered photon 

and the direction of the primary photon, m is the rest mass of the electron, and c is the speed 

of light.  

 

   

 

In 1922, O. Klein and Y. Nishina were the first to calculate the angle-dependent cross section 

of the Compton process, which was compared to the direction of propagation of the primary 

photon and was determined for a unit solid angle. Expression (6) is known as the Klein-

Nishina formula:  

 

   

 

   

where FKN is the Klein-Nishina form factor, is the Thomson cross section given in formula 

(3), and . The angular distribution of the differential cross section of the Compton 

process is depicted in Figure 2. at the different values of the α parameter. The Thomson 

scattering by a free electron corresponds to It can be noticed that the probability of 

forward scattering increases significantly at high photon energies.  

Depending on the value of angle the energy of the electron pushed during the Compton 

scattering process falls in a well-defined energy range. A direct consequence of this is that a 

Compton background with continuous energy distribution can always be observed in X-ray 

and gamma-ray spectra.  

In the case of high-energy electromagnetic radiation (the energy of which is out of the X-ray 

energy range), pair production can occur. During this process, an electron-positron pair can 

be formed from a gamma photon of appropriate energy in the electric field of an atomic 

nucleus of the detector material. For the pair production to occur, the energy of the photon 

must be higher than 2mc
2
 =1.022 MeV. If the condition is met, i.e. the 

energy of the photon is higher than the sum of the rest masses of the two particles, then the 

remaining energy of the photon is spent on the kinetic energy of the electron and the positron.  

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/3
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Figure 2. The angle-dependent cross section of the Compton process for different photon 

energies 

   

The positron later combines with an electron resulting in annihilation, during which two 

0.511 MeV photons appear at nearly 180 degrees. The cross section of the pair production 

process is proportional to expression (7):  

 

   

If a gamma or an X-ray beam traverses a layer of matter, as a result of the processes 

discussed above the intensity of the beams decreases and scattered photons appear.  

Absorption 

   

 

If a parallel beam of X-rays enters a slab of material of thickness x, the intesity of the beam 

will decrease as described by (8).  

 

   

Here I0 is the netering beam intensity (a quantity proportional to the energy flow density of 

the radiation), I(x) is the intensity of the beam exiting the sample of thickness x , µl(1/cm) and 

µm(cm
2
/g) are the so called linear and mass absorption coefficients, is the density of the 

material and xl(cm) and xm(g/cm
2
) is the thickness of the absorbing material.  

In formula (8) the thickness of the absorbing layer can be given both in (1/cm or g/cm
2
) units, 

depending on which absorption definition we use. The practical advantage of the use of mass 

absorption coefficient is that in this case one need not know the density of the material , only 

the mass of the layer behind a unit area.  
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The reason for the decrease of intensity is the above detailed interaction phenomena between 

the photons and atoms, ie. photoelectric effect, coherent and incoherent scatter etc. The mass 

absorption coecfficient and the linear absorption coefficients are related by , from 

which it is obvious that the liner absorption coefficient depends on the density of the material. 

Since the beam intensity is reduced due to all of the three interactions depending o the energy 

of the X-rays and the Z-number of the medium, the mass absorption coefficient can be witten 

as the sum of three coefficients:  

 

   

where the coefficients denote the mass absorption coefficients corresponding to the different 

processes. Fig. 3 shows an example of the energy dependence of the three phenomena, where 

the absorption functions of lead can be seen as a function of energy for the energy range 1< E 

< 200 keV.  

In general we can state that the value of the absorption coefficient is a relatively complicated 

function of the energy of of the radiation (Fig. 3), which is mostly related to ionization cross 

section of the individual electron shells (photoelectric effect) since in the X-ray energy region 

the vast majority of absorption is due to this process. One can observe "jumps" in the 

absorption functions at well determined energies, which are characteristic of the given 

element. These are called absorption edges. The energy of an edge corresponds to the 

ionization energy of an atomic shell.  

 
Figure 3 

   

Formula (8), which describes the absorption, can also be obtained by theoretical 

considerations. Let us assume that all of the atoms present in the absorbing layer contribute to 

the reduction process. If the cross section of a single atom is , then the absorbing effect of all 

of the atoms present in the layer is described by (10):  
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where is the density of the atoms in the absorbing layer (atom/cm
3
) and I0 is the intensity of 

radiation entering the medium. Comparing formulae (8) and (10), the following functions are 

obtained for the absorption definition:  

 

   

 

   

If the absorbing material containes more than one chemical element in the form of 

compounds or mixtures, this fact must be accounted for by using the following equation:  

 

   

where i=1,...,n is the index of chemical elements in the sample, Ci is the mass concentration 

of the az ith element and µ(Zi,E) is the atomic number and X-ray energy dependent mass 

absorption coefficient of the ith element. Obviously, the condition must in all 

cases be met.  

If the energy of an X-ray photon is larger than that of an absorption edge, the degree of 

absorption will be significantly larger than for photons having lower energy than that of the 

absorption edge. Independent of the edges, the absorption in the X-ray range shows a 

monotonously decreasing tendency as the energy increases.  

The contribution of photoelectric effect to the absorption and the energy and atomic number 

dependence between two consecutive edges can be described by the so called Bragg–Pierce 

empirical formula:  

 

   

where is the value of absorption at energy E, Z is the atomic number, while the value 

of the coefficients a, b and c changes in the ranges between the absorption edges. The energy 

dependent absorption of the elements and compound materials can be found a a number of 

publications. Also, there are tables available directly for practical usage containing the 

absorption values. The homepage of NIST (National Institute of Standard and Technology) 

contains such a comprehensive absorption data as a function of the energy of the 

electromagnetic wave (frequency) for all of the elements of the periodic table and also for 

some frequently occuring material compounds and various human tissue types. 

(http://www.nist.gov/pml/data/index.cfm )  

   

Concerning the absorption of X-rays a few definitions and concepts are introduced:  

http://www.nist.gov/pml/data/index.cfm
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1. The average mean free path of photons:  

2. Half-value layer:  

3. Tenth-value layer:  

   

 

 

In Table 1 we summarize the most important properties of the photon-electron and photon-

atom phenomena, giving the predominant energy ranges, where the given process prevails in 

the photon-particle interactions. The table also shows the type of particle produced and the Z- 

and energy-dependence of the given process.  

Table 1. Comparison of properties of photon-electron phenomena  

Phenomenon 
Photoelectric 

effect 

Rayleigh-

scattering 

Compton-

effect 
Pair-interaction  

Characteristics photon dies scattering scattering photon dies  

Z dependence of mass 

absorption 
µ∝Z

4
  µ∝Z

2
 µ∝Z µ∝Z  

cInduced particle photoelektron ----- 
Compton 

electron 

electron-

positron pair  

Characteristic energy 

range 
<20keV <20keV 

20keV-

10MeV 
10MeV<  

Characteristic energy 

range in water 
< 500 keV < 100 keV 

500 keV – 3 

MeV 
3 MeV < 

   

 
Figure 4 
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Besides the mass absorption and linear absorption functions there are other functions that 

describe absorption properties. These can be related to a basic process or atomic 

phenomenon.  

1. Atomic cross section (µa, cm
2
/atom)  

2. Electric cross section (µe, cm
2
/elektron)  

3. Energy transfer coefficient (µTR)  

4. Energy-absorption function (µab)  

   

The below (15) formulae give the relationship between the above quantities:  

 

   

The energy transfer absorption (µTR) tells the amount of energy transferred by the photon to 

the (charged) particles taking part in the photon-atom processes, while the energy-

absorption function describes the total amount of energy the photon transfers to the 

medium. Accordingly, the following definitions can be written for these quantities:  

 

   

where ĒTR is the average energy that a photon transfers to the created charged particles, while 

Ēab describes how much energy the photon has transferred to the absorbing medium on the 

average. The relationship between the above defined average energy values is given by (17):  

 

   

where Ērad is the average energy lost by particles in collisions and electromagnetic 

interactions which imply some type of electromagnetic radiaion. Accordingly, the following 

equation holds for these absorption coefficients:  

 

   

where the factor g is the portion of energy that is dissipated by radiation in the medium 

(radiative fraction). Note here that most of the energy transferred to the medium goes away 

by Bremsstrahlung (see below).  

In diagnostic examinations one of the most important design aspect is the minimalization of 

the patient dose parallel with the maximization of the information obtained from the 

examined area. In this respect it is important that the energy absorbed in tissues should be as 

low as possible. In order to measure this, the notion of linear energy transfer (LET) was 

introduced. It tells the specific energy (per unit length) transferred by the particle along its 

path in the medium in ionization processes. The high-LET particles are the alpha-particle, 
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ions, proton etc., the absorption of which in living tissues cause more serious harm. 

Significantly less energy is transferred when light particles (electron or positron) or 

electromagnetic waves are absorbed in the medium.  

   

The emission and properties of Bremsstrahlung  

If a charged particle is decelerated in an electric or magnetic field (changes the magnitude or 

direction of its velocity), electromagnetic radiation is induced. This radiation has a 

continuous spectrum (the frequency or wavelength distribution is continuous) and the electric 

and magnetic field stregth vectors are perpendicular to the direction of travel (transversal 

wave). The name Bremsstrahlung refers to the German discovery.  

In order to understand and describe the phenomenon, let us examine the electric field of a 

particle at rest (Fig. 5a) and another one that moves at a constant speed in a straight line (Fig. 

5b). According to Fig. 5, the static electric field of a particle at rest having a charge Q is 

spherically symmetric, ie. the components by the two coordinate axes can be described by 

equation (19):  

 

   

If a particle is moving at a constant speed v relative to the observer (or if the observer is 

moving relative to the particle), the structure of the electric field seen by the observer changes 

compared to the static case. In order to calculate the structure of the electric field one has to 

account for the Lorentzs transforation between the two frames of reference. Let us switch to 

spherical coordinates:  

 

   

where and , c is the speed of light. Thus the electric field generated 

by a point charge in the (*) frame of reference can be given by equation (20)  

 

   

The angular distribution of the field strength in a stationary and moving 

frame of reference (with the aid of equations and ) can be 

described with the following function:  

 

   

If the speed is non-relativistic, that is , then we obtain the electric field of the stationary 

charge. However, if , the structure of the electric field is not isotropic according to 

function (22) in contrast to the field of the stationary charge. Accordingly, the difference 

between the two space structures in the stationary and moving (relative to the observer) frame 

of reference is depicted by Fig. 5.  
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Figure 5 The electric field of a positively charged particle in case it is at rest (a) and in case it 

moves at velocity v in direction x (b) 

   

We may conclude that in a moving frame of reference the space ceases to be isotropic, which 

is characteristic of the stationary frame. Accordingly, the field strength will not vary as 

predicted by .  

 
Figure 6 

   

If we look at the electric field of an accelerating point charge as a function of time, we obtain 

an anisotropic field instead of the static electric field of a stationary charge. The change in the 

structure of the field (isotropic-anisotropic) propagates in space at the speed of light.  

After the charge stops accelerating, the structure of the field will be that of a charge moving 

at 0>Δv (Figure 6). It can be calculated that in the transition range (isotropic-anisotropic 

transition) the magnitude and directional distribution of the electric vector of the field 

depends on the magnitude and duration of the acceleration.  

Similar conclusions can be drawn on the reverse case, when a charge moving at speed v 

decelerates and then stops (Fig. 7). One can observe from Figs 6 and 7 that in the transition 

range the direction of the field strength is approximately tangential and the direction of travel 

is almost radial. This means that the region that moves at the speed of light behaves as a 

transversal wave.  
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Figure 7 

   

This type of electromagnetic radiation may be induced by an electron oscillating in a dipole 

or by an electron that decelerates in the electric field of atoms. By applying this principle, one 

can create radio waves of different wavelengths, certain EM waves in the optical range and 

also breaking radiation, ie. Bremsstrahlung.  

   

Characteristic X-rays  

If a vacancy is created on one of the energy levels of the electron shell of an atom, that will 

be filled by an electron which has a higher energy level (principal quantum number). The 

higher the atomic number, the larger the number of different deexcitations. Nevertheless, 

only those transitions may occur which satisfy all the conservation principles. Therefore, 

many combinations can not occur at all. These are called forbidden transitions.  

   

 
Figure 8 

   

Of the very large number of possibilities the one will occur most of the time that has the 

highest transition probability and that is not forbidden by the selection rules of quantum 

mechanics. This fact can be experienced during spectroscopy in a way that the intensity ratios 

in characteristic X-ray spectra constitute a system of well determined values which 

correspond to a given element. Fig. 8 shows the energy level structure and possible 

transitions of an atom (the figure actually shows the level structure of copper).  
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The most probable transition is the so called electric dipole transition. Therefore, the 

quadruple transitions result in significantly smaller intenstity peaks in X-ray spectra. The 

characteristic lines corresponding to dipole and quadruple transitions are called diagram lines. 

The relevant selection rules are as follows:  

1. In a dipole transition the principal quantum number can change arbitrarily, with the 

exception of zero.  

2. The azimuthal quantum number can change Δl = ±1, while for the magnetic quantum 

number Δj = 0, ±1  

In the case of a quadruple transition Δn ≠ 0, Δl = ±2, Δj = 0, ±1, ±2.  

Originally different systems were developed for the notation of characteristic X-ray lines. 

The notations have been rationalized in the last 20 years taking into account the up-to-date X-

ray spectroscopy techniques and principles.  

Table 3. Notation of X-ray lines in the Siegbahn system and the system suggested by IUPAC  

Siegbahn IUPAC Siegbahn IUPAC Siegbahn IUPAC Siegbahn IUPAC  

Kα1  K-L3  Lα1  L3-M5  Lγ1  L2-N4  Mα1  M5-N7  

Kα2  K-L2  Lα2  L3-M4  Lγ2  L1-N2  Mα2  M5-N6  

Kβ1  K-M3  Lβ1  L2-M4  Lγ3  L1-N3  Mβ  M4-N6  

KIβ2  K-N3  Lβ2  L3-N5  Lγ4  L1-O3  Mγ  M3-N5  

KIIβ2  K-N2  Lβ3  L1-M3  Lγ4'  L1-O2  Mδ  M4,5-N2,3  

Kβ3  K-M2  Lβ4  L1-M2  Lγ5  L2-N1    

KIβ4  K-N5  Lβ5  L3-O4,5 Lγ6  L2-O4    

KIIβ4  K-N4  Lβ6  L3-N1  Lγ8  L2-O1    

Kβ4x  K-N4  Lβ7  L3-O1  Lγ8'  L2-N6(7)   

KIβ5  K-M5  Lβ7'  L3-N6,7 Lε  L2-M1    

KIIβ5  K-M4  Lβ9  L1-M5  Ll  L3-M1    

  Lβ10  L1-M4  Ls  L3-M3    

  Lβ15  L3-N4  Lt  L3-M2    

  Lβ17  L2-M3  Lu  L3-N6,7   

    Lv  L2-N6(7)   

   

In the early days of X-ray spectroscopy the so called Siegbahn system was used. Although it 

contained almost all of the possible transitions, there were quite a number of unreasonable 

traits. In Table 3 one can see the Siegbahn notation corresponding to the different lines, along 

with the notation suggested by IUPAC, which is more reasonable and applicable to modern 

technologies. The latter denotes the lines in accordance with their origin, with the aid of the 

energy levels of the transition. In this way the user can directly see what transition the given 

line belongs to.  

The lines denoted in this way are called diagram lines. In real X-ray spectra other lines may 

be present (satelite lines), which are impossible to describe using this system. The electron 
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orbits are denoted by the letters K, L, M, N (n=1: K, n=2: L, n=3: M,…). Figure 8 is distorted 

in terms of the ratio of the energy of the levels, since in reality the difference between the 

energy levels belonging to a given principal quantum number is significantly smaller. The 

system of notation for the classification of characteristic X-rays is the following: if the 

transition occurs to the K (L,M, etc.) shell, we talk about radiation in the K (L,M, etc.) series, 

while the most intense line within one series is the α. Eg. in the case of the K series the L → 

K transition corresponds to α ( Kα), while the line corresponding to the M → K transition is 

called the Kβ line. Within one subseries the lines corresponding to the fine structure are 

denoted by numbered subscripts.  

Satelite lines may be produced if the ionizing effect upon the atom is so strong that the 

probability of the multiple ionization of a single atom is not negligible. The energy of these 

lines is a little different from that of the diagram lines. The energy line level structure of a 

multiply ionized atom is somewhat shifted compared to an atom with single ionization since 

the number of charges constituting the atom changes. Therefore, the energy differences 

corresponding to the transitions change. This phenomenon is observable in the X-ray 

spectrum as the presence of "new" lines, which are shifted compared to the diagram lines.  

Fig. 9 shows a typical X-ray spectrum that contains characteristic lines. The object of this 

spectum is a steel alloy, which contains a number of constituents of different concentrations.  

 
Figure 9 

   

The spectrum was recorded in the following way. The steel sample was excited by 

photoelectric effect induced by Bremsstrahlung generated from an X-ray tube, which has a 

continous energy distribution. The vacancies created were filled by electrons of higher 

principal quantum numbers, which resulted in the emission of characteristic lines of of 

different intensity. Besides that, the intensity of the individual characteristic lines depends on 

the concentration of the given element in the sample and the atomic number of the 

constituents of the sample through the Z-dependence of absorption. Therefore, in accordance 

with the element concentrations and the electron level trasition probabilities, the intensity of 

the characteristic X-ray lines are different. This fact can be used to determine the element 

composition of an unknown sample. This method is called X-ray flourescens analysis.  
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Polarization of X-rays  

X-rays are transversal waves so they may exist in polarized form. When a dipole oscillator 

radiates, the electric vector of the of the EM waves will be parallel to the direction of the 

oscillation of the charges constituting the dipole and will be perpendicular to the direction of 

travel. It might as well happen that not all of the rays are polarized in a beam of X-rays. In 

this case the beam is called partially polarized. The measure of polarization is given by (23):  

 

   

where and are the intensity of the waves parallel and perpendicular to the plane of 

emission. If the X-ray beam is fully polarized, ie. P=1, the electric vector of the entire beam 

is parallel to the plane of emission. However, if any two directions being perpendicular to 

each other have the same intensity, the beam is called unpolarized (P=0).  

Since the scattering processes and their cross sections depend on the degree of polarization of 

the X-ray beam, this characteristics has a major role in X-ray spectroscopy and in X-ray 

based imaging methods. The Bremsstrahlung created by X-ray tubes is partially polarized, the 

degree of which depends on the construction, geometry and implementation of the X-ray 

source.  

Fig. 10 shows the change in the degree of polarization. Here the quantity defined by (23) is 

depicted as a function of X-ray energy, tube voltage and atomic number of the anode 2. The 

frequency value is the maximal frequency present in the spectrum of the X-ray tube (short-

wave limit), which is determined by the anode-cathode voltage switched on the X-ray tube 

(see next section). According to Fig. 10 the degree of polarization is almost 1 near the short-

wave limit, while the beam is totally unpolarized in the range of lower frequencies.  

 
10. ábra 
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9.2 X-ray Sources 

9.2.1 Radioactive Isotopes 

Those radioactive isotopes that emit X-rays during their decay can be used as X-ray sources. 

One of the types of decay is the so-called internal transition (IT), during which the energy 

released is not carried away from the atomic nucleus by an emitted gamma photon, but by 

one of the inner-shell electrons as it leaves the bond. The state of electron deficiency formed 

in this way (vacancy) is filled by an electron from a higher energy level; the atom returns to a 

lower energy state by the emission of a characteristic X-ray photon. Internal transition usually 

“competes with” the gamma radiation, primarily in transitions when the probability of a 

gamma transition is forbidden in first order by some sort of hindering factor (e.g. a large 

change in angular momentum). Another possibility in the case of nuclei having a “proton 

excess” as compared to other isotopes is electron capture (EC), during which one of the 

inner-shell electrons is captured by the nucleus. The electron combines with a proton and 

forms a neutron, thus stabilizing the nucleus.  

 

   

The vacancy formed in the place of the captured electron can be filled by an electron from a 

higher-energy shell. During the process an X-ray photon which is characteristic of the 

daughter element is emitted; the energy of this photon is dependent on the electron transition 

that is realized out of the possible electron transitions of the daughter element.  

Similarly to the de-excitations occurring in the photoelectric effect, the creation of the 

individual X-ray transitions is determined by their transition probabilities, as a result of which 

the ratios of the intensities of the individual characteristic X-ray lines have specific values in 

the detected X-ray spectra.  

   

Table 2. Various radioisotopes  

The most frequently used 

radioisotopes 

Half-

life 

Emitted X-ray line 

(keV) 

Yield per decay 

(%) 

Type of 

decay  

55Fe 
2.7 

years 
5.9 (Mn-Kα) 26 

electron 

capture  

109Cd 
453 

days 

22.1 (Ag-Kα), 87.7 

(γ) 
107, 4 

electron 

capture  

241Am 
458 

years 
59.6 (γ), 26.4, (γ) 36, 40 

alpha 

radiation  

57Co 
270 

days 

136 (γ), 122 (γ), 

14.4 (γ) 
85.2, 9.7, 51 

electron 

capture 

   

Radioactive materials as X-ray sources are usually used in X-ray fluorescence analysis, when 

the daughter element, which is formed after the decay, emits the radiation characteristic of it. 

As compared to the X-ray tubes, this type of radiation source has favourable features: it is 

compact, portable, it can be produced in small sizes, and only a few discrete energy values 
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appear in its spectrum (the characteristic X-ray lines of the daughter element). The secondary 

X-ray spectrum formed during the excitation is free of the intense Bremsstrahlung spectrum, 

which is observable in the spectra of X-ray tubes. Its disadvantage is that the radiation source, 

as opposed to X-ray tubes, cannot be “turned off”, thus it is important to provide constant 

radiation protection.  

9.2.2 The X-ray Tube 

The most important and most frequently used X-ray source is the X-ray tube. An X-ray tube 

is a vacuum “tube” in which there are two electrodes. By applying direct voltage to the 

electrodes, electrons are emitted from the cathode, which reach the surface of the anode after 

accelerating in the electric field. In order to ensure that a sufficiently large number of 

electrons are emitted from the cathode, its temperature has to be increased (thermal 

emission). The easiest way to achieve this is to use a filament, the number of the electrons 

emitted from which increases with its temperature. The high-speed electrons that strike the 

anode interact with the atoms of the material of the anode. The electrons decelerate in the 

electric field of the atoms, i.e. their velocity decreases, which results in the emission of 

Brehmsstrahlung. The decelerating electrons lose their kinetic energy in several steps, but it 

is possible that a single photon carries away their total kinetic energy in the first interaction. 

This means that the frequency distribution of the resulting Brehmsstrahlung is continuous and 

it is characteristic of the specific X-ray tube with a given structure and operating parameters 

(Figure 11.). A so-called short-wave limit (the Duane-Hunt limit, 1915) is observable in the 

spectra, where the intensity of the beams is zero. The wavelength characteristic of the short-

wave limit is closely related to the magnitude of the anode-cathode voltage on the X-ray tube. 

The photons corresponding to this wavelength are created when the electrons striking the 

anode lose their total energy in a single interaction. This energy is determined by the anode-

cathode voltage on the X-ray tube. The shape of the continuous X-ray spectrum is of great 

significance in diagnostics, since by changing the voltage on the X-ray tube according to the 

absorption of the X-rayed object, the quality of imaging can be influenced.  

It is also of fundamental importance that the short-wave limit is a direct evidence of the 

quantum nature of the electromagnetic interaction. Experiments have shown that the inverse 

of the value of the Duane-Hunt limit is proportional to the magnitude of the applied anode-

cathode voltage.  

   

 
Figure 11. The wavelength distribution of a beam emitted by an X-ray tube in the cases of 

different anode-cathode voltages 
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The relation between the tube spectrum and the number of electrons is significantly simpler; 

it is proportional to the cathode-anode current. By increasing the tube current, the shape of 

the spectrum does not change, only its magnitude increases in direct proportion to the current.  

 

9.3 X-ray detectors 

There are many technical solutions to detecting X-rays ranging from simple gas-filled 

detectors to the most up-to-date energy dispersive X-ray cameras. As the variety of detectors 

is too broad to cover here, we restrict ourselves to the most important and currently used 

types regarding technical aspects, design and principles of operation.  

9.3.1 X-ray detection with films 

A legelső „detektor” típus, amely a röntgensugárzás felfedezése idején is már rendelkezésre 

állt a film. A filmek anyagát különböző ezüst-halid részecskék (AgBr, AgCl, AgI stb.) 

alkotják, amelyek emulzió formájában találhatóak egy vékony felületi gél (pl. zselatin) 

rétegben. Ezek a vegyületek eléggé instabilak és már kis intenzitású fény hatására is 

bomlanak:  

 

   

A hordozó gél stabil állapotban tartja a az ezüst-halidot, azaz gátolja a kiválások létrejöttét. A 

semlegesség váló ezüst apró szemcsék formájában válik ki az emulzióban, aminek mértéke 

függ az adott részecskét ért fénynyaláb intenzitásától és spektrális összetételétől. Az 

exponálatlan filmben a szemcsék nagysága a film minőségétől függően 0.1 – 1 µm 

nagyságrendű mérettartományban van. A filmet elő kell hívni, azaz a felületet ért 

fényintenzitás függvényében létrejött Ag kiválásokat láthatóvá kell tenni, majd a réteget 

fixálni a mechanikai és kémiai hatások ellen. Az emulziós réteg valamilyen polieszter alapra 

van felhordva, és ezen kívül különböző egyéb védő és a minél kedvezőbb expozíciót lehetővé 

tevő réteg találhatóak: érzékenység növelése, mechanikai stabilitás fokozása, visszaverődést 

csökkentő réteg stb. Mivel a fényérzékeny szemcséket tartalmazó réteg csak mindössze 1-3 

%-át képes elnyelni a beérkező röntgensugárzás fluxusának, ezért a film elé egy újabb réteget 

helyeznek el, amit képerősítőnek hívnak. Ez általában valamilyen nagy foszfortartalmú réteg, 

amely anyag a röntgensugárzás határára fényt emittál és ezt, a fényre sokkal érzékenyebb 

emulzió már nagy hatásfokkal képes elnyelni.  

A filmek röntgendiagnosztikai alkalmazásához fontos a denzitás fogalma, ami a film 

röntgensugárzás hatására bekövetkező elfeketedés mértékének logaritmusát jelenti. Ez egy 

olyan empirikus függvény, aminek segítségével az egyes filmtípusokat össze lehet hasonlítani 

az érzékenységük szerint. Egy film denzitásának a megvilágítástól való függését a 14. ábra 

mutatja be.  
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14. ábra Filmek tipikus megvilágítás-denzitás görbéje. 

   

A denzitás-megvilágítás görbét úgy lehet kísérletileg meghatározni, hogy a 

röntgenberendezést egy adott anódfeszültségen működtetve különböző anódáramokat 

beállítva szabályozni lehet a filmet érő röntgen-fluxust, mivel az anódárammal arányos az 

emittált röntgenfotonok száma. Másik megoldás, amikor egyre növekvő nagyságú, de ismert 

vastagságú alumínium- vagy vaslemezekből álló abszorbens sort helyeznek a film felé, 

aminek hatására a vastagságtól függően a film eltérő mértékben feketedik meg. Ezzel meg 

lehet konstruálni egy empirikus skálát.  

A képeket jellemző egyik fontos fogalom a kontraszt, ami az adott képen látható maximális 

és minimális denzitású (legvilágosabb és legsötétebb) pontok fényességének 

összehasonlításából képzett függvénnyel (26) adható meg többféle módon is.  

 

A kontraszt annál nagyobb, minél nagyobb képpontok közötti fényességkülönbség. Ez függ a 

leképezett tárgy egyes részeinek abszorpciós képességétől és a megvilágító röntgensugár 

spektrális összetételétől. Ha nagy abszorpciós ingadozások vannak a megvilágított test 

belsejében, akkor nagy denzitás-különbségeket azaz nagy kontrasztot lehet tapasztalni a 

képen. A kontrasztot fizikailag három paraméter változtatásával lehet befolyásolni: 1. a 

röntgencső anódjának anyaga, 2. az anód-katód feszültség, 3. a röntgennyaláb szelektív 

szűrése. Mivel egyéb üzemelési, élettartam szempontokból a legtöbb röntgencső anódja 

wolfram, ezért az 1.  
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15. ábra. 80kV (a) és 100 kV (b) anódfeszültségekkel készített röntgenfelvételek. 

 

9.3.2 Fluorescent screens 

Certain materials (CaWO4, CsI etc.) emit visible light upon irradiation by x-rays, the intensity 

of which is related to the magnitude of x-radiation they are exposed to. This light, the 

wavelength of which is in the optical range and which is due to fluorescence, can be utilized 

for radiological imaging. The characteristics and speed of the process make it possible to 

produce prompt optical images, which is especially advantageous for live diagnistic 

examinations. Due to the absorption of the body examined by x-rays it is not always possible 

to obtain images directly visible for the human eye. Therefore it is necessary to enhance the 

intensity of the image. That is done in the image enhancer devices, which operate on the 

principles of photoelectric effect and fluorescence. The beam of x-rays first fall onto a 

fluorescent screen, in the immediate vicinity of which there is a photocathode. Due to the 

light emitted by the screen electrons emit from the photocathode. The electrons are 

accelerated and focused by an electric field and then fall onto a second fluorescent screen. 

This screen has a significantly smaller area than the first screen had, so the intensity of light 

per unit area will be much higher here. The accelerated electrons have much higher energy so 

they are capable of creating higher intensity fluorescent light than the primary radiation 

could. Obviously the entire device must be put into a vacuum enclosure.  
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9.3.3 X-ray detection with sctintillators 

Scintillation detectors are optically transparent solid or liquid materials that respond to 

ionizing radiation by emitting visible light. The scintillators with crystal structure  

have an electron band structure containing a restricted band, where due to extra components 

(activators) excitable states can be created (luminescence centers).  

   

 
Fig. 16. Possible states of a scintillation crystal 

   

As response to external ionizing excitation the electrons in the valence band can be either 

excited to the conduction band or to the luminescence centers. From the luminescence centers 

electrons get de-excitated to the valence band and a photon is emitted with the energy 

corresponding to the energy level difference. The emitted photon can be efficiently detected 

through the photoelectric effect by using a photomultiplier tube (PMT) or a semiconductor 

photon detector 7. By the extra component the wavelength of the emitted photon can be 

optimized to the maximum detective efficiency of the photon detector. The most commonly 

used scintillator type is the NaI(Tl), but several crystalline materials with similar properties 

can be applied (CsI(Na), ZnS(Ag), LiI(Eu) etc.). Organic materials may also provide 

excitable states that enables the detection of ionizing radiation. Organic scintillators may be 

in any form (liquid, gas, solid) broadening the range of applications.  

The latest CT's apply Gd2O2S (gadolinium-oxysulphide=GOS) cheramic as scintillation 

detectors offering many advantages over other detector materials:  

1. The high atomic number of Gd (64) and the high density of Gd2O2S , namely 7.32 

g/cm
2
 the detection efficiency is high even in small sizes for X-rays given by the high 

specific energy loss  

2. The maximum of the emitted light is 546 nm, perfectly suiting semiconductor 

detectors  

3. The Gd2O2S scintillator detectors allows for an extremely fast detection, increasing 

the speed of X-ray examinations.  

This latter is especially important for CT examinations.  

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/7
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The Ga-based scintillator has lower detective efficiency compared to CsI-types, but due to the 

higher absorption layer thickness can be lowered. The amplitude of the light impulses are in 

correlation with the flux of the X-ray beam. The photons acquired like that are either used for 

exposing a film or for producing electrons through the photoelectric effect. The image on the 

film is provided by the transformation of silver-bromide grains. The detectors consisting of 

pixellated sensors can utilize the secondary photons emitted in the scintillator for image 

formation.  

The most advanced pixellated detectors perform the light-electron conversion with field-

effect transistors (TFT= thin film transistor) with high detection efficiency. Behind every 

scintillation tile plenty of tiny TFT pixels are located generating electic charges proportional 

to the incoming photons, that is further processed by a read-out electronics for further 

processing. The great advantage of multipixel detectors consisting of a scintillator tile and 

TFT elements is that it produces a signal proportional to the X-ray flux very rapidly. This 

latter aspect is especially important at fast imaging techniques like cardial imaging or when 

patient dose should be kept very low.  

 

9.4 Elements of radiology imaging 

According to the 1. Chapter, while X-ray is propagating through a matter it is absorbed 

corresponding to the known Beer-Lambert law (Equation 10). Different parts of the beam 

travelling through different absorber layers are attenuated with different degree depending on 

the absorption coefficient of the irradiated sample volume. The X-ray beam after it 

propagates through the object is detected on a plane which is approximately perpendicular to 

the direction of the propagation. This two-dimensional plane section carries information 

about the absorption parameters of the irradiated layer. The theory of radiology imaging 

based on absorption is demonstrated on Figure 17.  

 
Figure 17. The effect of different absorption layers on the intensity of an X-ray beam. 

   

The projected image contains different shades of gray matching with a scale corresponding 

also to universal principles and the human sensation. This scale was named after the inventor 

of CT, G. N. Hounsfield:  

 

   

where the whole scale is represented by the interval (-1000, 3000). This wide gray scale of 

course cannot be resolved by human eye, since it can make difference only between 30-40 

shades. Table 3 contains the HU values of tissues. So-called windowing technique could be 

used in order to differentiate certain parts of the gray pattern projected on Hounsfield scale by 
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human eyes. Displaying only that part of the whole scale which is necessary to the 

examination the disturbing parts can be excluded. In this case, the shades of gray can be 

differentiated in the windowed section, i.e. if inside the window a smaller interval is chosen 

as the gray scale than the interval of the whole HU scale, then the shades in this more narrow 

HU scale can be distinguished by eyes.  

Table 2. Hounsfield values of different matters and tissues. Különböző anyagok és szövetek 

Hounsfield-értékei  

Air  Lung  Soft tissues  Adipose tissue  Water  Blood  Muscle  Contrast materials  Bone  

-1000  -700  -100  -84  0  +30  +40  +100  +700  

  +300   +45   +1000  +3000 

   

The middle of the window should be adjusted to the corresponding part of the scale 

depending on which interval from Table 2 is chosen by the Hounsfield unit of the examined 

object.  

 
Figure 18. Skull image with different windows: (a) brain tissue, (b) for skull examination. 

   

Figure 18 demonstrates the application of the window, where (a) picture is made by a 

window optimized for brain tissue and (b) picture shows the window used for skull 

examination.  

The image gained from a radiology imaging, contains the integral of the absorption properties 

of the media irradiated by x-rays.  

 

   

Equation 28 gives the attenuation effect of a layer with a d width and µ absorption coefficient 

at a given geometrical point and at E energy. According to this, the result of the x-ray 

projection depends on the position of the examined point (in the plane perpendicular to the 

projection) and the x-ray‟s energy distribution through the energy dependence of the 

absorption coefficient. The absorption coefficient is generally decreases with the increase of 

the x-ray‟s energy and increases with the atomic number of the absorber. Therefore, the 

absorption media attenuates selectively the irradiation beam depending on the constitution. 

During the propagation through the same matter, larger portion of the low-energy spectral 

range‟s intensity is absorbed than the one of the high-energy range. This means that the 

spectral distribution of the projecting beam should be adjusted to the examined tissue type. In 
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the case of a strong absorber the low-energy components do not contribute to the projection, 

since their larger portion is absorbed partially or entirely. Moreover, this procedure increases 

only the absorbed dose without contributing to the birth of the image. On the contrary, in the 

case of tissues with lower attenuation features (e.g. soft tissue), during a projection the high-

energy components are hardly attenuated, i.e. the result contains little information about the 

sample‟s interior. Thus components with lower energy should be used for the irradiation.  

One possibility to affect the components of x-ray‟s spectrum is the change of the x-ray 

tube’s voltage which influences the shape of the x-ray spectrum. The other opportunity is to 

place a filter with a certain width and matter in the way of the irradiating beam between the 

x-ray tube and the object.  

 
Figure 19. Linear absorption coefficient‟s dependence on the energy in the case of a few 

element. 

   

The filter attenuates selectively the parts of the spectrum corresponding to their energy due to 

their energy depending absorption. Since the elements‟ absorption function is described with 

a quite complicated mathematic formula, its effect on the shape of the x-ray spectrum is 

really variable depending on the components of the filter. So it can result actually in any 

arbitrary shape of the spectrum. Figure 20 demonstrates a few of these cases, where spectra 

of a low-powered (4W) transmission x-ray tube used for analytic purposes can be seen with 

40 kV anode voltage and with filters having different widths and matters.  
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Figure 20. X-ray tube‟s spectra with different filters (U=40 kV, anode: Ag, transmission set-

up). 

   

The characteristic lines of the anode‟s matter can be recognized in the spectrum as well (Ag-

Kα, Ag-Kβ). In the case of Cu and Mo, the effect of absorption edges can be observed as the 

fast changes of the spectrum, even with orders. The following pages help in the calculation of 

the transmission and absorption coefficients: http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/Xcom/xcom2  

and http://henke.lbl.gov/optical_constants/   

Inside the matter irradiated by x-ray beam different interactions can occur between the x-ray 

photons and the atomic electrons. One type of them is the scattering phenomena where the 

direction of the emitted photon does not parallel with the direction of the incident photon (see 

Equation 5 and Figure 2). So, the larger the Compton scattering‟s probability is inside the 

examined object, the more photon propagates in a direction which differs from the original 

one, i.e. worsens the quality. Thus, to the image points lots of photons arrive travelling on a 

non-straight path and the information carried by them does not originate from the atoms in 

the direction of the propagation. The result of such a projection contains many blurry area, 

and regions with decreased contrast. The image quality worsening effect can be decreased by 

specially constructed collimators.  

The simplest collimator is a simple tube whose axis is parallel with the projection‟s axis. So 

the arriving photons deviating with a large angle from this axis (e.g. because of Compton 

scattering) collide with the tube‟s wall and are absorbed.  

http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/Xcom/xcom2
http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/Xcom/xcom2
http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/Xcom/xcom2
http://henke.lbl.gov/optical_constants/
http://henke.lbl.gov/optical_constants/
http://henke.lbl.gov/optical_constants/
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Figure 21. Application of collimator tubes 

   

Collimators with adjustable size are commonly used in order to optimize them to the size 

and absorption properties of the examined object. It is composed by four absorber layers with 

high atomic number whose positions can be set by motors. With this technique, the irradiated 

area can be chosen and the others can be kept in shadow. The other frequently used tool is the 

grid whose effect on the projecting x-ray beam is similar to the one of the tube thanks to its 

structure. Since the grid is equal with many tubes placed next to each other, the image quality 

increasing effect described above appears at the entire cross section. The grids can be 

classified into two main groups: (a) Grids with classical structure. In this case, layers with 

low and high absorption are placed alternatively next to each other.  

 
Figure 22. structure of a classical grid. 

   

(b) Square grid containing empty cells. It has significantly larger transmission meaning a lot 

lower absorption of the projecting x-rays, but the collimator effect still appears thanks to the 

matter of the grid with high absorption (Pb, W). Typical grid sizes: 4-5 mm width, 8-10mm 

height, 1mm distance between grid elements. The collimator effect can be optimized to the 

given projection parameters (distance between image and object) with the change of the 

grid‟s geometric sizes and the inclination of the grid planes. An increased effect can be 

achieved if during the recording the grid is moving in the plane perpendicular to the 

projecting direction. Finding the best geometric parameters of the grid the divergence of the 

emitted beam by the x-ray tube should be taken into account as well.  
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9.5 Data Acquisition for Computed Tomography (CT) 

Tomography originates from Greek, with the meaning 'recording slices'. The process has 

been developed in answer to the emerging interest in learning the inner structure of objects 

and beings. Simple X-ray radiography only delivers integrated information on layers of 

materials along a line, but the change of absorption in two or three dimensions can not be 

determined. The mathematical foundations of CT has been laid by Johann Radon in 1917, 

though at that time technical advance has not reached levels sufficient for constructing such a 

device. One reason to that was the lack of information technology needed for data acquisition 

and computing, the other the underdevelopment of the X-ray devices of the age. The inner 

structure of an object can be investigated by applying common radiography, but instead of a 

single direction projections should be taken from multiple angles. Every measurement results 

in a different image depending on the position of the point of view. The essence of CT is that 

from the results of projections taken at different angles, the image of the inner structure of an 

object can be (re-)constructed, namely the distribution of the absorption coefficient 8. The 

more detailed image we would like to obtain the more angles we need to take. For the image 

reconstruction problem A. M. Cormack published a possible solution in 1963 and the 

practical realization has been provided by G. N. Hounsfield and for these results the medical 

Nobel-prize has been awarded in 1972.  

A common X-ray system can also be used for imaging layers envisaged by the physicist 

Gusztáv Grossmann. The idea is that during the imaging both the source and the film cassette 

are moved in the opposite direction simultaneously and the image will only be sharp in a 

single layer. With the parameters of moving the X-ray tube and the film the position of the 

layer can be selected.  

 
Fig. 23.The first CT device of Hounsfield 

   

In the first generation of CT equipment the X-ray tube and the detector moved 

simultaneously along opposite parallel lines, while the X-ray beam was transmitted through 

the object in-between. The signal strength of the detector opposite the source depends on the 

absorption along a line. When the whole object volume is projected the sample has to be 

turned along one of the axis. With this new orientation setup (in relation to the detector and 

the source) the object again has to be projected with the linearly moving detector-tube couple, 

and this has to be repeated until the whole 360 degrees angular domain is covered.  

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/8
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Fig. 24 Working principle of the first generation CT. 

   

The finer the resolution of the linear projection and the rotation is, the sharper the obtained 

image of the inside of an object becomes. The bounding factor on one hand is the dose limit 

on the other the acquisition time. The first CT device measured in 160 linear position and at 

180 angles, while modern-day CTs apply 750 projections at each angle. As translational 

movements are harder to realize in the same precision as in the rotational, the first CTs were 

extremely sensitive to mechanical instabilities and vibrations resulting in image quality 

degradation.  

The second generation CT scanners did not eliminate translational movements but the beam 

was formed such that it was not parallel anymore but formed a fan-shape with angle of 5-10 

degrees. This technical solution allowed for applying multiple detectors. With this 

technological advance the acquisition time substantially decreased, as the measurement time 

at different angles could be lowered.  

The third generation scanners are applied since 1977, where the beam from is kept fan-

shaped and the X-ray source and the detector are located in the opposite sides and the whole 

system rotates around the object and can transmit the beam from every direction 9. The 

opening angle of the fan now can reach 30-50 degrees and the number of detectors about 

1000. This setup let the acquisition time decrease to a couple of seconds. The fourth 

generation is constituted by a moving source and by increasing the number of detectors to 

1000-5000 thus they can be fixed in position.  

  

Fig. 24. Schematics of a second and third generation scanners. 

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/9
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9.6 Cone-beam CT 

Authors: Gábor Jakab, Attila Rácz, Gábor Németh  

 

9.6.1 Abbreviations 

Rövidítés Angol elnevezés  

AFOV Axial Field of View  

AOR Axis of Rotation  

CCD Charge Coupled Device  

CMOS Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor  

CPU Central Processing Unit  

CT Computed tomography  

CTDI Computed Tomography Dose Index  

DLP Dose Length Product  

ESF Edge Spread Function  

FBP Filtered Backprojection  

FDK Feldkamp-Davis-Kress reconstruction  

FFT Fast Fourier Transformation  

FOV Field of View  

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array  

GOS Gadolinium oxysulfide, Gd2O2S  

GPU Graphical Processing Unit  

IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transformation  

kVp kilovolt peak  

MTF Modulation Transfer Function  

NDT Nondestructive Testing  

PET Positron Emission Tomography  

PSF Point Spread Function  

ROI Region of Interest  

SPECT Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography  

SR Scan range  

texp Exposure time  

TFOV Transaxial Field of View  

VOI Volume of Interest 
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9.6.2 Introduction (cone-beam CT) 

While the invers Radon transformation, the mathematical background of the computed 

tomography was elaborated in 1917, the first tomographic imaging system developed only in 

the second half of the XX century following the dramatic development in computer science. 

In the 1980‟s among all the theoretically possible structures the third generation of the CT 

systems became dominant.  

The first version of these devices had a single detector row along an arc opposite to the x-ray 

tube and both were mounted on a common framework. Since the examined part of the object 

is limited by the thickness of the single detector row the x-ray beam should be also collimated 

according to the active surface of the detector in order to avoid the unnecessary dose to the 

patient. The shape of the x-ray beam becomes similar to a thin fan which is opened up in the 

plane of the rotation; therefore these systems are also called to fan-beam CT systems. The 

data acquisition time can be shortened by adding more detector rows and consequently 

increasing the axial field of view. These are the multi detector row CT (MDRCT) systems 

that are often referred as multislice CT (MSCT), because they can acquire data for more 

slices during one rotation. Recent devices can have 256 or 320 detector rows in an array 

where the original thin fan shape is getting thicker and becomes similar to a cone. This is the 

reason, why these systems sometimes also called to cone-beam CT systems. Nevertheless in 

the daily practice the cone-beam CT denomination refers to a system having a planar detector 

with large flat active area mounted on a simple, slow rotating framework.  

Due to their simple construction the cone-beam CT systems are used in a wide range of 

applications. In human diagnostic imaging dental radiology, imaging arteries with contrast 

agents (angiography), planning radiotherapy of the head and neck region are some of the 

examples. There are CBCT systems designed for imaging laboratory animals and ex-vivo 

samples, and industrial systems to perform non-destructive testing of electronic components.  

The main advantage of the cone-beam CT technology is the very high and isotropic spatial 

resolution due to the small pixel size of the detector and the relatively high geometric 

magnification factor. These systems are equipped with a low power x-ray source, therefore 

the dose to the patient can be kept low. The low power also allows having a closed box 

design especially for those systems are designed to image small samples. Last but not least 

the simple structure and small footprint makes them very cost effective alternative to the third 

generation CT systems.  

The limitations of the cone-beam CTs are related to the relatively small dynamic range and 

high image noise resulting in low soft tissue contrast and therefore restricted diagnostic value. 

In some applications, especially in dynamic studies using contrast agents, the acquisition time 

is too long due to the slow rotation. However even with these conditions ECG and respiratory 

gated imaging can be performed applying strategies are routinely used in nuclear medicine 

imaging techniques.  

 

9.6.3 Structure of the Cone-beam CT 

The structure of a simple cone-beam CT used for imaging of small (3-7cm in diameter) 

objects is shown on the Figure 1. The two main components, the x-ray source and the 

detector are located on a common framework (so called gantry) in opposite to each other. 

During the acquisition both rotate around a common axis of rotation in order to scan the 

object.  
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Figure 1. Structure of a simple cone-beam CT A practical implementation of a cone-beam CT 

system. 1, baseplate of the imaging system mounted on a rotating gantry; 2, microfocus X-ray 

source; 3, flat panel detector; 4, x-ray source controller electronics; 5, aluminium filter; 6, 

pre-patient collimator; 7, place of the object, the object can be moved through the circular 

opening into the field of view of the x-ray detector. The axis of rotation is located in the 

centre of the opening. 

 

X-ray source  

   

Depending on their application area x-ray sources vary in structure. Systems used for imaging 

small animals or ex-vivo samples are equipped with microfocus x-ray tube, where the focal 

spot size is typically falling in the 1-10µm range. These sources has low power (<100W) and 

usually integrated with the high voltage power supply into a common chassis. Their anode 

material is often tungsten; they have continuous duty cycle and conventional air cooling, 

therefore they are compact in size and light weighted.  

X-ray tubes with higher power (1-10kW) are used for dental applications or for providing CT 

based attenuation correction in a PET or SPECT system. These sources usually have rotating 

anode and their focal spot size is eventually bigger.  

The parameters of the x-ray source are also varying based on the application. The tube 

voltage range goes form 40kVp (small animals, soft tissue samples) to 80-100kVp (human 

application), while the tube current is usually limited by the highest possible power at the 

given tube voltage (100µA – 10mA). Some practical examples of x-ray source parameters are 

given in Table 1.  

Parameters PXS5-925EA PXS10-65W  XD7600  

Maximum power W  8  65  3  

Tube voltage range 

kVp  
35 – 80  20 – 130 30-160  

Maximum tube 

current mA  
0.18  0.5  0.1  

Focal spot size µm  7 – 9  10 – 100  0.1  

Application area 
pre-clinical 

imaging 

pre-clinical imaging, NDT (non-

destructive testing) 

NDT (non-

destructive testing) 

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/W
http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/kVp
http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/mA
http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/%C2%B5m
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Table 1 Comparison of x-ray tubes used in cone-beam CT systems (examples)  

X-ray detector  

   

The x-ray detector can be analogue (like the image intensifier) or digital, which is often 

referred as flat panel detector. The latter can be further divided into two groups based on the 

detection principle they employ. The direct conversion type directly transforms the x-ray 

photons to electrical signal (e.g. amorphous Se), while the indirect conversion type devices 

has a scintillator crystal, which generates visible light pulses upon the absorption of the x-ray 

photons, which can be detected by optically coupled photo-sensors.  

The imaging performance of the detectors is determined by its two major components. In 

case of the scintillator crystal the main characteristics are the material (e.g. Gd2O2S – 

Gadolinium-oxysulfide or CsI – caesium-iodide), thickness and structure (e.g. amorphous or 

columnar). For the imaging sensor the dominant features are its type (e.g. CMOS photodiode 

matrix or CCD) and the quality of the optical coupling to the scintillator (e.g. direct or with 

optical fibres). Some typical parameters of x-ray detectors used in cone-beam CT systems are 

shown in Table 2.  

Parameters  RadEye7H  PaxScan 2025V  C9311DK  

Scintillator crystal 

material  
GOS  CsI or GOS GOS  

Type of photosensor 

CMOS 

photodiode 

matrix  

Amorphous silicon (aSi) 

CMOS 

photodiode 

matrix  

Pixel size (µm) 48 x 48  127 x 127  100 x 100  

Number of the active 

pixels 1 
3584 x 1024  1516 x 1900 1232 x 1120  

Active area (mm) 175 x 50  242 x 193  125 x 115  

Dynamic range (bit) 14  14  12  

Maximum read out 

speed (fpsframe per 

second ) 

2.7 

7.5(1x1single pixel readout, 2x2 – 

binning and reading out 4 

neighboring pixel together. ), 30(2x2) 

30 (1x1), 88 

(2x2) 

Table 2. Comparison of parameters of the X-ray detectors used in Cone-beam CT (examples)  

   

Mechanical filters  

   

Similarly to the standard x-ray and CT systems various mechanical filters are used also in 

cone-beam CT systems to modify the spectra of the x-ray beam. The material of the filters is 

usually aluminium (Al), silver (Ag) or cerium (Ce) and their thickness goes from some tenth 

of a millimetre to some millimetre.  

The aim of using filters is to remove the low energy part of the continuous spectrum of the x-

ray source. These components are completely absorbed by the object, therefore they do not 

contribute to the detected signal, while they increase the dose to the object. Moreover after 

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/1
javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)
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filtering the continuous spectrum of the x-ray source is getting closer to a spectrum with a 

single dominant energy, therefore it limits the beam hardening effect (see Beam-hardening 

correction in Section).  

   

Collimators  

   

Again similarly to other x-ray systems collimators are used to shape the x-ray beam in cone-

beam CT. They limit the illumination of the object to the area which is projected to the active 

surface of detector, therefore reducing the dose to the object by eliminating the useless 

radiation.  

Coordinate system of the cone-beam CT  

   

The coordinate system of the cone-beam CT systems is shown on Figure 2.  

The x-rays (represented by dotted lines) are originated from the focal spot of the x-ray tube 

(point S on the right), which is considered as an ideal point. The flat x-ray detector is located 

on the left at a D distance from the focal spot (focus-detector distance, FDD). During the 

acquisition the detector and the x-ray source are rotating together around the axis of rotation 

(AOR) located at a d distance from the focal spot (focus-axis distance, FAD). The z axis of 

the orthogonal coordinate system is usually parallel to the axis of rotation.  

 
Figure 2 The coordinate system of the cone-beam CT system. 

   

Due to the imaging geometry the x-rays coming from the focal spot are divergent. Therefore 

the image of the object placed around the axis of rotation is magnified on the active surface 

of the detector (Figure 2, grey area). The magnification in the axis of rotation (n) is equal to 

the ratio of the source - detector distance (D) to source - axis of rotation (d) distance:  

 

   

If the source and the detector are mounted on a common framework – therefore the distance 

between them is constant – and this framework is moved relative to the axis of rotation in a 
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way that the source getting closer to it, then even small movement can effectively increase 

the magnification, because D > d :  

 

   

The field of view (FOV) of the system is defined as the size of the projection of the active 

area of the detector at the axis of rotation. The detectors are usually rectangular, therefore the 

size of the field of view can be defined in two directions: in the direction parallel to the axis 

of rotation it is called axial field of view (AFOV), while in the direction perpendicular to that 

it is referred as transaxial field of view (TFOV). The field of view inversely proportional to 

the magnification, thus higher the magnification smaller the region of the object projected to 

one imaging pixel of the detector, therefore the achievable spatial resolution is also higher.  

 

9.6.4 Data acquisition and processing 

Data acquisition modes 

   

As it was mentioned earlier during the data acquisition the x-ray source and the detector are 

rotating around the axis of rotation of the gantry and acquiring projection data from the object 

located between them. The rotational motion can be continuous or stepping. In continuous 

mode the projection data is blurred and it is relative to the arc rotated during the readout time 

of the detector. In case of fast readout detectors this is negligible, and this effect can be 

controlled by the adjustment of the rotation speed to the readout time. If the rotational motion 

is done in steps (step and shoot mode) the blurring can be avoided, but the start and stop 

cycles of the motion increase the acquisition time. Nevertheless this latter method is useful to 

image ex-vivo samples with high resolution, while the continuous motion is beneficial to 

image living and moving objects.  

Circular scan 

   

If the holder of the object stands still during the rotation, then the x-rays draw a circular orbit 

on the surface of the object. This acquisition mode called circular scan. In this case the x-rays 

in the middle of the field of view are parallel to the reconstruction plane, therefore the image 

quality of the corresponding slices are excellent. However the slices located at the edge of the 

field of view has an increasing angle to the x-rays, therefore their image quality is 

deteriorated and characteristic artefacts appear (cone-beam artefact). In circular mode the 

acquisition time is equal to the duration of one rotation and the axial scan range is to one 

axial field of view.  
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Spiral scan 

   

In order to image an object extending over the axial field of view of the detector multiple 

circular scan can be performed one after the other. This can be time consuming and the image 

quality will vary along the z-axis due to the cone-beam artefact mentioned earlier. Another 

option is to continuously move the table during the rotation. The x-rays draw a spiral on the 

surface of the object, therefore this acquisition mode is called to helical or spiral scan.  

Similarly to the third generational human CT systems the ratio of the table translation over 

one rotation to the axial field of view is called to pitch. It is equal to one, when the table 

moves exactly one axial field of view per rotation. If the pitch was bigger than one there are 

gaps in the axial coverage and interpolation should be used to calculate the missing raw data. 

In contrary if the pitch was bigger than one the spiral orbits will overlap, so the same region 

is scanned over more than one rotation. The higher the pitch the lower the acquisition time, 

however the image quality is also lower (see Table 3).  

The biggest advantage of the spiral scan is that reconstructed slices have homogeneous image 

quality and the acquisition time is shorter in compare to multiple circular scanning. Although 

the scan range has to be extended in order to reconstruct the entire selected volume, this 

usually does not cause problems in practice.  

 Circular Multi circulars Helical/Spiral  

Number of rotations (N) 1 N SR/p  

Rotation time (trot) trot trot trot  

Table travel speed 0 0 (AFOV•p)/ trot  

Scan range (SR) AFOV N•AFOV SR  

Scan time trot N•trot trot•SR/p 

Table 3 Comparison of the parameters of different scan modes AFOV – axial field of 

view, p – pitch.  

Other orbits 

   

Reconstructions based on filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm gives the best result if the 

data was collected with homogeneous sampling. This requires collecting the projection data 

with equal sampling both along the table translation and over the gantry rotation. Conversely, 

iterative algorithms can reconstruct images from incomplete projection data or form smaller 

number of projections making possible to reconstruct the volume even in special cases, when 

it was not possible to perform a complete, uniform scanning of the object. Iterative 

algorithms are used for example for scanning large sized printed circuit boards (see NDT, 

non-destructive testing), where depth information is ensured by scanning along a surface with 

largest available solid angle.  

Acquisition parameters 
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The parameters are usually selectable on a cone-beam CT system console together with their 

description and their typical values are shown in the Table 4.  

Parameter Description  Typical range  

Tube voltage 
The accelerator voltage of the x-ray tube. Determines the 

maximum energy of the x-ray beam.  

Discrete values 

30 - 80 kVp  

Tube current 

The heating current of the x-ray cathode. Defines the 

amount of the accelerated electrons, thus the intensity of 

the generated x-ray beam. 

Continuous 

values 0.1 – 10 

mA  

Exposure time Integration time of the x-ray detector  10 – 5 000 ms  

Number of 

projections  

Number of projections collected per rotation. It is also 

referred as angular sampling.  
180 – 720  

Binning 

Possibility to sum the data of the neighbouring pixels of 

the detector. It lowers the noise of the raw data but also 

decrease the achievable spatial resolution.  

1x1 – 4x4  

Pitch  

The ratio of the table translation over one rotation to the 

axial field of view. It defines the sampling in the z-

direction.  

0.5 – 1.5  

Zoom factor  
Defined as a ratio of the field of view to the active surface 

of the detector. 
~1.2x – 1000x 

Table 4. Parameters are usually selectable on a cone-beam CT system console  

Raw data processing 

   

The Figure 3 shows a practical example of the raw data processing performed after the data 

acquisition. The data is acquired by a frame grabber card connected directly to the X-ray 

detector and transferred to the memory of the acquisition PC. In order to speed up the read 

out of the detector several pixels are read out in parallel and their signal is serialized. 

Therefore the first step is to sort them into the right order to form the columns and rows. This 

step is called to deinterlace. If the full resolution is not required then the projections can be 

resized.  

The data is transferred form the system memory to the memory of the GPU (graphical 

processing unit), which can perform the reconstruction in real time together with all the 

projection level corrections. Following the offset, gain and bad pixel corrections the 

projections are saved for further processing and also transferred to the reconstruction where 

following a geometrical correction step they are backprojected. After all the data is processed 

the reconstructed volume is displayed and saved.  
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Figure 3 Raw data processing and reconstruction steps in a cone-beam CT system (example) 

Corrections  

   

Offset correction  

   

The dark current (also known as offsets) is a leaking current on the photodiodes, which cause 

a measurable signal for a detector without X-ray illumination. The magnitude of the signal 

increases linearly with exposure time, and in case of texp=0, its value is greater than zero. 

Each offset value of the detector pixel changes due to temperature, increasing the temperature 

with 10 Celsius degrees causes doubled value. Thus, if the detector environment temperature 

changed, it is necessary to recalibrate the offset. The dark current value varying from pixel to 

pixel, its detector surface distribution is not uniform (see Figure 4).  

During the calibration of the dark current, each pixel is measured on the further applied 

exposure time, and the resulting matrices are stored and subtracted from collected raw 

images. If the offset matrices are miscalibrated, slightly dark circles appear on the 

homogeneous areas of the reconstructed image.  

 
Figure 4 Offset image of a 7-panel detector (RadEye7H). It can be seen that each panel has 

different dark current average from one another; the highest (light) is from the left of the first 

and 4 panel, while the lowest (dark) is in the sixth panel. 
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Gain correction  

   

For good image quality, it is needed that for homogeneous radiation in the detector should 

result homogeneous images. The individual diodes have different response for the input 

signal for each pixel, because of the nonlinear sensitivity.  

 
Figure 5 Image of a 7-panel detector (RadEye7H) without gain correction. One can see that in 

spite of the homogeneous illumination the detector image is not homogeneous because of the 

different sensitivity of individual pixels. 

   

The target of gain calibration is to change each pixel's locally varying characteristics to a 

common linear response function of the detector. During the calibration the response 

functions for each pixel is determined according to a predefined tube current and tube 

voltage. In general, the input signal is the multiplication of the tube current and exposure 

time, but in this case the time-dependency is examined in addition to constant current. The 

characteristic of the signal-response function can be described accurately with polynomial; its 

order depends on the specific system (e.g. the type of detector). After the correction, the 

attenuated X-rays should result same intensity in each pixel, if a homogeneous and constant 

thickness of absorbing object is placed between the x-ray source and detector.  

 
Figure 6 The X-ray detector response function in term of the illumination. 

   

If the gain correction values are obsolete, then ring artefacts appear on the homogeneous 

areas of reconstructed images, like the failure of dark current correction.  

Beam-hardening correction  
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For monochromatic beam the attenuation in a homogenous object is described by the 

Lambert-Beer law. In voxelized environment this can be written as follows:  

 

   

Where  

 yi is the intensity measured in the i-th pixel  

 I0 intensity comes from source  

 µj the mass attenuation coefficient in the j-th voxel  

 lij the length of the beam passing through the j-th voxel comes from the source to the 

i-th pixel  

   

The Feldkamp-type reconstruction is based on monochromatic beam. In practice, the 

spectrum of X-ray is an extended continuous function. Because the absorption of materials 

are energy dependent, furthermore the different materials reduce the intensity in varying 

degrees, characteristic artefacts arise on the uncorrected reconstructed image that a real 

uniform attenuation area (e.g. water-filled cylinder) has a descending intensity profile 

towards the centre (see Figure 7). Since for the lower energies have greater attenuation, in a 

certain thickness of medium the low-frequency components can disappear from the spectrum. 

The name refers to this phenomenon, the spectrum of high-energy "hard" part retained after 

the transmission. Accordingly, on the reconstructed images of a homogeneous phantom the 

absorption is not uniform but decreases toward the centre of the phantom. This phenomenon 

is well explained by the fact that at the edge of the phantom during penetration, even a low-

energy components are also present, where the absorption is higher, but they are completely 

absorbed in the middle.  

 
Figure 7 Beam-hardening effect and correction. The upper left picture shows a water-filled 

cylinder beam-hardening corrected homogeneous cross-sectional image, below the yellow 

line corresponding profile curve. The upper right is the image of the same cylinder without 

beam-hardening correction and the corresponding profile curve is shown below. 

   

Correction can be made by hardware or software filtering. In case of hardware filtering (see 

Mechanical filters in Section) metal filter (e.g. aluminium) mounted in front of the X-ray tube 
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absorb the low-energy parts of the spectrum directly after the exit from the tube. 

Unfortunately, the filters are only partially selective and beside the low-energy components, 

the high-energy range of the spectrum are reduced, thereby reduce the light intensity and 

increase the image noise. Therefore, in practice, in additional to the hardware filter, software 

algorithms are applied on the projections or reconstructed images.  

Bad pixel correction  

   

A pixel is assigned as defective if, after the above corrections (offset, gain, and projection 

level beam-hardening) the input signal of this pixel is significantly different from its 

environment. If a pixel‟s dark current is too large, the response during exposure can be 

saturated and therefore false information can be gained out of it. The aim of the calibration is 

to find these pixels and to correlate with the saturation value. Another problem if the intensity 

of a pixel in the offset-corrected image is very different from the average, the gain correction 

cannot be used because the pixel value is too low (does not respond to illumination) or 

saturates over a particular exposure time. The defective pixels found in the calibration can be 

stored in a mask, and using the neighbouring pixels based interpolation can be corrected.  

The defective pixels cause usually a sharply contrasting environment, circular artefacts in the 

reconstructed image.  

Geometric calibration  

   

Although during the CT acquisition, the X-ray detector and tube mounted on a common 

mechanical frame and performs rotation through pre-known positions; but for reconstruction 

of the images with high spatial resolution (~ 10μm) the relation of the tube and the detector to 

the axis of rotation should be determined greater precision than the mechanical accuracy. In 

the back-projection step of the reconstruction there is a need for accurate knowledge of 

geometrical parameters of the system, otherwise the quality of the reconstructed image is 

greatly reduced.  

The determination of the geometric parameters of the cone-beam CT coordinate system 

described on Coordinate system of the cone-beam CT) can be done in many ways. In the 

course of the most commonly used calibration procedure a phantom with high attenuation 

point objects (e.g. ball bearings) with known distance from each other is measured. When the 

centre of objects found in each projection of the total turn around, a continuous, angular 

position dependent model can be fit each centre of masses. The system geometry can be 

calculated from the fitting parameters. The parameters can be constants or gantry angle 

dependent. A proper model function, which is based on the following equations:  

 

   

 

   

Where  
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 D distance between focal point and the detector  

 d distance between focal point and axis of radius of rotation  

 Ey and Ez is the distance between the focal point and the normal of the detector placed 

to the centre of the detector  

 position of the point sources  

 Y, Z the mapped coordinates of the point sources in the coordinate system of the 

detector  

 gantry position  

   

9.6.5 Reconstruction 

Common method for reconstructing the raw data for a cone-beam CT is the filtered back-

projection (FBP) algorithm. This is an analytical procedure based on the assumption that the 

acquired projections are generated by radon transforming the linear attenuation factors for the 

whole volume. An analytical invers radon transformation can be used for the reconstruction. 

If the available projections are ideal, the FBP reconstruction is the same as the ideal 

reconstruction. For perfect reconstruction the following conditions must be satisfied :  

1. Monochromatic X-ray source and beam  

2. There is no scattered photon  

3. The object is not moving while the acquisition  

4. The whole object must be fit into the scanners Field of View (FOV)  

5. Infinity amount of projections are available for the reconstruction  

6. Noiseless raw CT data  

7. Linearity: the measured signal is direct proportional of the number of photons was 

detected, dynamic range: the detector is capable to detect only one photon or infinite 

number of photons  

8. Homogeneous detector elements  

   

The theory of the Feldkamp-Davis-Kress type reconstruction (FDK) based on monochromatic 

x-ray beam. The attenuation in a homogenous object is described by the Lambert-Beer law:  

 

   

Previous chapters have more details about this. In „Practical cone-beam algorithm” paper 

there is more information about the FDK type reconstructions.  

Normalising the projection images  

   

FBP algorithm starts with normalising the raw CT projection images:  
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where is the intensity of a detector pixel for a given angle and the index of the detector 

element, is the base intensity of the x-ray source. is measured for all x-ray energies and 

exposition times as a calibration step. During this calibration there is no object between the 

source and the detector.  

Filtering the images  

   

The FDK algorithm is basically a filtered back-projection that applies a filter in the frequency 

domain before back-projecting the projection images. The mathematical derivation prescribes 

the RAMP (a.k.a. RamLak) filter which suppresses the low frequency components but raises 

the high frequency parts of the signal. In practice this filter gives suboptimal noise 

performance because the highest frequencies often do not contain useful information and the 

high frequency edge of the filter behaves badly during the discrete inverse Fourier transform. 

We can combine the RAMP filter with several window functions for filtering the high 

frequency components. There are some well-known window functions for the back-

projection operator of a CT reconstruction. The new filters named after the window function 

are simply the product of the original RamLak filter and a window function (see Figure 8). 

We must care about the balance between resolution and noise they are definitely on the 

resolution side (see Figure 9). We can categorize the filters into three groups:  

High-resolution filters:  

 RamLak:  

 Butterworth:  

 Shepp-Logan:  

   

For the most common cases we suggest to use the Shepp-Logan filter as it reduces the noise 

by at least 10% while the resolution is almost 96% of the RamLak filtered image. The 

Butterworth filter has even less adverse effect on the resolution while still improving noise 

performance  

In the second group there are the:  

 Cosine:  

 Hamming:  

 Hann:  

   

The noise reduction of these filters is better than that of the high-resolution filters; on the 

other hand the resolution is also reduced.  

We experimented with several low-resolution filters but decided to keep only the Blackman 

filter. Low-resolution filters cut off not only the noise but also reduce the resolution 
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significantly. With the Blackman filter the noise is about the 60%, the resolution is 

proximately 75% of the RamLak filtered image. The BlackMan is useful for some calibration 

protocols only.  

 
Figure 8 The characteristics of the different filters. Horizontal axis represents the frequencies 

from 0 (base frequency) to 1 (highest frequency). Vertical axis represents the gain 

(multiplier) for the current frequency. 

   

 
Figure 9 Correlation between the resolution and the noise for different filters. Horizontal axis: 

standard deviation of water in Hounsfield units (smaller numbers represents better quality). 

Vertical axis: resolution (MTF- bigger numbers represents better quality) 

   

Backprojection  

   

The filtered projection images have to be back-projected to the target volume. Currently there 
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are three different approaches for back-projection (BP): pixel- , distance- and voxel-driven .  

In the first case rays are generated from the detector pixels. They go through the whole 

volume and the contribution of the current pixel to the voxels among the actual ray is 

calculated.  

 
Figure 10 Pixel-driven back-projection schema 

   

The pixels of the projection image are normalized by function: , and the 

image is filtered: by the selected filter (see previous section). . The incremental voxel 

value for the current projection (at angle) is:  

 

   

where is the volume of the section of the voxel and the “ray-pyramid” and is the volume 

of the voxel. In 3D the base of the “ray-pyramid” is the current detector pixel, and the zenith 

is the focus point of the X-ray source. In Figure 10 the two dimensional case is presented for 

simplicity; blue and yellow areas represent sections of the “ray-pyramids”. In practice the 

sections are usually approximated by starting several rays from each pixel. The calculations 

are still complex and have to be repeated for each projection image, which makes the 

algorithm slow. Another disadvantage of this method is that its implementation for GPU is 

not efficient, because there can be write collision in the GPU memory when writing back the 

calculated (incremental) value of the voxel. The implementation is possible by using atomic 

operations (e.g. atomic add) but that significantly slows down the reconstruction speed.  

The distance-driven (DD) projector is a current state-of-the-art method. It maps the horizontal 

and vertical boundaries of the image voxels and detector cells onto a common plane such as 

xz or yz plane, approximating their shapes by rectangles. It calculates the lengths of overlap 

along the x (or y) direction and along the z direction, and then multiplies them to get the area 

of overlap (see Figure 11).  
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Figure 11 Distance-driven back-projection schema 

   

The voxel-driven (a.k.a. ray-driven 9, 10) method generates rays from the focal point of the 

X-ray source through the voxels. The projection is independent for each voxel, making a 

parallel implementation that suits for the GPU architecture straightforward. The difficult part 

of the algorithm is to calculate the footprint of the voxels. This is a function generated by 

projecting the 3D voxel onto the detector surface at a given angle (see Figure 12):  

 
Figure 12 Voxel-driven back-project schema with voxel footprint 

   

For a given angle we define the footprint function, where j is the index of a voxel and 

t is a point on the detector. The incremental voxel value for the angle is:  

 

   

where function is the logarithmically normalized and filtered value of the detector at 

point t, the integrals are calculated for the full detector surface. The value of a voxel is the 

sum of all the incremental values of the voxel calculated for all detector angles (similarly to 

the pixel-driven method). Unfortunately this quasi exact solution gives a rather slow 

algorithm. This integration can be approximated by sampling if we choose the distribution of 

the sampling points proportional to the current integrand (Monte-Carlo integration ). 

Furthermore if we are sampling a voxel with a homogeneous distribution, the projections of 

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/9,%2010
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these points will represent the necessary distribution (see Figure 13). Calculation of the 

incremental voxel value now simplifies to the following equation:  

 

   

where is S the number of sampling points and is the normalized filtered pixel value for 

the sample point k. How can we choose the best sampling method? We can use a regular 

three dimensional grid inside the voxel. It is a very simple method but if we use some low-

discrepancy sequence we can reach more uniform distribution. With Poisson Disk sampling 

we have achieved lower noise levels with only half of the points we used for regular 

sampling. Moreover with quasi-random sampling we can avoid the Moiré effect which is the 

most common artefact of the voxel-driven BP. Generating the PD samples is very 

computation intensive, but it can be done offline. So we have generated a couple of sample 

point sets offline and later simply choose one for a selected projection. With this multi-

sampled voxel-driven BP we can significantly suppress the noise without lowering the 

resolution.  

 
Figure 13 Multi-sampled voxel-driven back-project schema with voxel footprint 

Hounsfield correction  

   

Final step of the reconstruction is normalizing the voxel values to a standard scale. This 

method is known as Hounsfield correction. The CT detector measures the linear attenuation 

factor, but the Hounsfield scale represents the relative attenuation of the water in Hounsfield 

Units (HU).  

 

   

where  

µ the attenuation factor for the selected material  

µwater is the attenuation factor of the water for the x-ray energy used for CT scan  

µair is the attenuation factor of the air for the x-ray energy used for CT scan  
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Hardware architectures  

   

Although the filtered back-projection algorithm is one of the fastest reconstruction methods, 

when trying to increase the image quality and the resolution a huge computing capability is 

necessary otherwise the reconstruction time will be enormous. When the target volume size is 

1024
3
 voxels, the reconstruction can run for hours even if we have a modern multicore CPU. 

For achieving the necessary computing performance usually used computer clusters, but these 

systems not only very expensive but needs a lot of space and electric power. An alternative 

way is using special, dedicated hardware for example FPGA cards for the reconstruction, but 

the development time for these unique hardware is very big.  

Fortunately, the graphics card (GPU) is an essential component of all modern computers, 

which used for games and 3D applications (e.g. CAD software). The GPUs in the last few 

years reached a stage when it can be used for accelerating general algorithms (General 

Purpose GPU - GPGPU). In research and development GPUs are used for wide range of 

algorithms e.g. financial, medical applications, weather forecast, oil industry. Computing 

power of a modern GPU (Nvidia GTX-580) is about 1500 GFLOPS, while a high-end CPU 

(Intel 980X) is only capable of 65 GFLOPS. In practical case that means a common PC with 

several common GPUs can outperforms a CPU cluster .  

Iterative reconstruction methods  

   

Most of the artefacts of the reconstruction algorithm are caused by an ineligible system model 

used for the reconstruction (difference from a real measured data). Therefore, using a more 

accurate mathematical model can reduce or eliminate the artefacts.  

There are two main types of the iterative reconstruction methods: Algebraic Iterative 

Reconstruction (ART) and Statistical Iterative Reconstruction (SR) (see Figure 14). Both of 

them are significantly increase the computing time comparing to the traditional FBP, 

however, better image quality can be reached and these methods less sensitive to defects 

caused by the acquisition, e.g. noise, limited number of projections.  

 
Figure 14 Types of reconstruction methods 

   

In the algebraic approach the reconstruction is simply solving equations derived from the 

physical system matrix. Unfortunately the number of variables in this equation system is 

equal the number of voxels in the volume and it can be billions. This system can only be 
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solved with iterative methods. This method is mostly used for PET and SPECT devices with 

much smaller datasets.  

Most publications are about another kind of iterative algorithms; these are called statistic 

iterative reconstructions. Using a mathematical model for the noise characteristic in the 

reconstruction the noise can be suppressed. This method is less sensitive to incomplete data 

in raw projection images. Since it is not necessary to specify the explicit form of imaging 

used in the acquisition, the inverse transformation can be used for a wide range of 

geometries. Moreover the algorithmic artefacts like beam-hardening, metal artefacts, 

scattering can be reduced or even eliminated. In practical cases that mean better image 

quality or lower dose can be used for scanning.  

The only real downside is still counting the 2-3 orders of magnitude higher computing time 

for reconstruction. However, a lot of research focuses on speeding up these methods. 

Modified algorithms are developed to implement algorithms for specific hardware (e.g. 

GPUs) and multi-computer networks (clusters).  

The general scheme of the iterative reconstruction algorithms is the following (see Figure 

15):  

 
Figure 15 General scheme of the iterative reconstruction algorithms 

   

Before the first iteration an initial CT image have to be generated. This can be generated by 

an FBP algorithm or can be a simple void image. While each step of the reconstruction a 

simulated projection image is created using the results of the pervious iteration. After that the 

simulated and the measured projection image has to be compared and an error image is 

generated. Using this error image we can correcting the reconstructed images, and continue 

the iterations to the next step.  
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9.6.6 Image quality parameters 

Similar to other medical imaging systems quality control measurements can be performed to 

evaluate the image quality of the cone-beam CT systems. These image quality parameters are 

very similar to those are measured and calculated on a third generation human CT scanner. 

Therefore the methods are basically the same, although they are modified in some cases due 

to the different structure of the cone-beam CT.  

The spatial resolution of the system can be measured using phantoms with special high 

contrast pattern or it can be calculated based on the modulation transfer function (MTF). 

Since the spatial resolution of the cone-beam CT systems are usually very good and fall in the 

range of 10 micron or even better, in practice it is easier to calculate the MTF than to produce 

phantoms with this precision. The transfer function can be calculated either from the point 

spread function (PSF) or from the edge spread function (ESF) and both can be determined 

based on measurements with relatively simple phantoms. For the third generation human CT 

systems a very thin (thinner than the expected resolution) tungsten wire is used to measure 

the PSF, but in cone-beam tomography it is easier to measure the ESF with a so called slanted 

edge phantom and derive the MTF. Based on the MTF, the spatial resolution is defined where 

the value of the function reaches 2%, but usually the 10% and 50% values are also calculated.  

The homogeneity is measured with a cylindrical phantom filled with water. Four peripheral 

and one central region of interests are defined in 3, 6, 9 and 12 o‟clock position and in the 

centre and the average density of the water is measured in all positions. All the five values 

should be within a certain tolerance.  

The image noise is defined as the standard deviation of the pixels within a homogeneous 

region of the image. It is measured on the same image used to evaluate the homogeneity. The 

analysis should be performed for all tube voltage settings at various tube current and 

exposure time values, because the product of the last two parameters (exposure or also known 

as milliampere-seconds, mAs) is inversely proportional to the image noise. Artefacts, changes 

in the environment (e.g. temperature) or in the processing change (e.g. electrical noise) can 

increase the image noise.  

Checking the stability of the Hounsfield scale should be done on all tube voltage settings by 

measuring the air and water values on a phantom measurement. If the Hounsfield values 

calculated for the water and air ROIs are differ more than specified from the theoretical 

numbers (-1000 HU for air and 0 HU for water) the Hounsfield calibration should be repeated 

(see previous sections).  

 

9.6.7 Dose of the cone-beam CT 

Measurement of the absorbed dose (unit: Gray, Gy) of the cone-beam CT is particularly 

important in case of examination of living objects like humans or living animals. Following 

small adjustments the same CTDI (Computed Tomography Dose Index) numbers used in 

third generation human scanners can be applied for this purpose. The CTDI is based on the 

measurement of the D(z) dose profile along the z-direction when the gantry performs one 

single rotation. Although the radiation is limited in space by collimators to the active surface 

of the detector, the dose profile in the z-direction is elongated compare to the ideal 
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rectangular shape. The reasons are the imperfection of the collimation and the scattering of 

the x-ray photons. Performing scans with multiple rotations generates overlap at the edge of 

the dose profile; therefore it results in higher dose.  

The basis of the dose calculation is the CTDI100 that is defined as the integral of the dose 

profile along the z-direction over 10 centimetres divided by the axial field of view. The D(z) 

can be measured easily by a 10 cm long ionization chamber positioned axially and 

transaxially in the centre:  

 

   

In order to take into account the dose variations inside the object in the transaxial direction 

the weighted CTDI (CTDIW) can be defined as the weighted sum of the CTDI100,central 

(measured in transaxially central position) and the CTDI100,peripheral (measured at 3, 6, 9 and 

12 o‟clock position and averaged):  

 

   

In spiral scanning the absorbed dose is inversely proportional to the pitch. In case of 

overlapping scan (p<1) the dose profiles are piled up, while in acquisitions with gaps (p>1) 

the profiles are separated. The volumetric CTDI can take into account this effect:  

 

   

All CTDI values are normalized to a unit length along the z-axis. To assess the absorbed dose 

for the entire scan range the Dose Length Product (DLP) can be calculated:  

 

   

Based on the DLP value the effective dose (unit: Sievert, Sv) reflecting the biological effect 

of the radiation can be estimated using specie and organ specific coefficients.  

 

9.6.8 Possible applications 

Cone-beam CT systems are used in a wide range of applications due to their simple structure, 

small size and consequently lower price and operating costs.  

Although the spatial resolution can be achieved by these systems is very high, their human 

application is limited by the low soft tissue contrast, which is resulted by several reasons: the 

x-ray power usually smaller, therefore the image noise is higher, the dynamic range of the 

detector is 12-14 bits contrary to the 16bit used in third generation human systems and the 

scattered radiation is high due to the wide x-ray cone.  

Obviously these systems are ideal for bone imaging with very high spatial resolution, 

therefore their main human application is the dental diagnostic imaging and implantation 
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planning. The dental CBCT has very low dose to the patient and due to their small size they 

can be installed easily in almost any dental lab.  

The low dose is also important in another application area that is the measurement of the 

attenuation map used to improve the image quality of SPECT and PET studies. Similarly to 

the SPECT and PET the data acquisition is done with slow rotation on a normally breathing 

patient. This is in contrary to third generation human CT, where the acquisition is done in 

deep inspiration, therefore the co-registration of the end results of different modalities (PET, 

SPECT and CBCT) is easier and more precise.  

The cone-beam CT technology is almost exclusive in preclinical CT systems are used to 

image laboratory animals. Applications are focusing on high resolution imaging of objects 

having high contrast: studying bone and lung, tuberculosis, genetic disorders and studies 

using contrast agents to follow up the efficiency of tumour therapy. Respiratory and cardiac 

gated studies can be also performed by registering the required physiological signals.  

Cone-beam CT systems are complimentary to the preclinical PET and SPECT systems. 

Following co-registration of the result images the localization and assessment of the findings 

visualized by the functional modalities are more precise. Similarly to the human application 

the CBCT can be used for attenuation correction to improve the PET and SPECT quantitative 

accuracy. Recently the high resolution CT images are used to improve the SPECT and PET 

spatial resolution using prior-based reconstruction algorithms and they can be used also to 

correct for the partial volume effect (PVE).  

   

 
Figure 16 In vivo lung study in mouse. The high contrast objects (lung, ribs, vertebra and the 

subcutaneous fat) are well delineated on the image. 
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Figure 17. In vivo whole body mouse scan. Three dimensional visualization (Maximum 

Intensity Projection, MIP) of the skeleton of the mouse (size of the volume: 768×768×2560 

voxel, voxel size: 39µm) 

   

These systems are often used to image ex-vivo samples, like tissue samples, surgical 

excisions (e.g. tumour sections containing high contrast calcifications) and anatomical or 

pathological preparations.  

Beside medical imaging cone-beam CTs are also used for industrial purpose. The main 

application is the non-destructive testing of the electronic components, when printed circuit 

boards are investigated with very high (<1µm) resolution in order to check their structure. 

The connectivity between different layers can be visualized in 3D, therefore these systems are 

not only useful for quality assurance purpose, but also for reverse engineering.  

 
Figure 18 In vivo lung scan in mouse. Three dimensional visualization (volume rendering) of 

the lung 

 

9.6.9 The future of the cone-beam CT 

Looking at the trend in the development of the detectors used in CBCT systems it is clear that 

the main goals are to shorten the acquisition time and to increase the sensitivity. The 

continuous growing of the active surface contributes to faster scans: the same scan range can 

be imaged with less number of rotations, or higher resolution can be achieved for the same 

field of view by increasing the magnification.  

The emergence of the energy selective detectors with new crystal materials (pl. CZT, CdTe) 

and solid state sensors represents a dramatic change. These sensors were developed for 
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nuclear medicine applications (PET, SPECT), therefore their spatial resolution and dynamic 

range should be improved in order to apply them in CT. The energy selective detectors can 

reduce the image noise caused by scattering and because the energy dependency of the 

attenuation coefficient of the materials is different, they can be separated with energy 

selective detection. Therefore the image quality and the currently low soft tissue contrast can 

be improved.  

Further improvement in the image quality and even lower dose to the patient can be expected 

by the use of the iterative reconstruction algorithms. So far they were limited by their huge 

computing needs, but new graphics hardware (GPU) with high-performance parallel 

processing capability or computer clusters offer a solution to this problem.  
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Table of Contents  

Left out from this document for the sake of simplicity  

…  

1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Intended Audience  

The user of this document is involved with system integration and/or software design. We 

assume that  

the reader is familiar with the terminology and concepts that are used in the DICOM 3.0 

standard.  

Readers not familiar with DICOM 3.0 terminology should first read the appropriate parts of 

the DICOM  

standard itself, prior to reading this conformance statement.  

Although the use of this conformance statement in conjunction with the DICOM 3.0 standard 

is intended  

to facilitate communication with other imaging equipment, it is not sufficient to guarantee, by 

itself, the  

inter-operation of the connection. The following issues need to be considered:  

1.1.1 Integration  

The integration of any device into a system of interconnected devices goes beyond the scope 

of the  

DICOM 3.0 standard and this conformance statement when interoperability is desired. The 

responsibility  

for analyzing the applications requirements and developing a solution that integrates the Agfa 

equipment  

with other vendors. systems is the user.s responsibility and should not be underestimated.  

1.1.2 Validation  

Testing the complete range of possibilities between the Agfa equipment and non-Agfa 

devices, before the  

connection is declared operational, is deemed to be a necessity. The user should ensure that 

any non-  

Agfa provider accepts full responsibility for all validation required for their connection with 

the Agfa  

equipment. The accuracy of image data once it has crossed the interface between the Agfa 

equipment  

and the non-Agfa device as well as the stability of the image data for the intended 

applications is the  

responsibility of the non-Agfa provider.  

1.1.3 Future Evolution  

As the DICOM 3.0 standard evolves to meet the user.s growing requirements and to 

incorporate new  

features and technologies, Agfa will follow the evolution of the standard. This evolution of 

the standard  

may require changes to devices that have implemented DICOM 3.0. The user should ensure 

that any  

non-Agfa provider, who connects with Agfa devices, also plans future evolution of the 

DICOM standard. A  

refusal to do so may reflect in the loss of functionality and/or connectivity between the 
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different products.  

1.2 Purpose of this Document  

This document describes the conformance of IMPAX to the ACR-NEMA DICOM (Digital 

Imaging and  

Communications in Medicine) standard, and satisfies the DICOM requirement for a vendor 

conformance  

specification.  

The IMPAX Network Gateway accepts images from modalities and performs verification and 

routing  

services. It is the workflow manager of the IMPAX system used for storage, processing, 

retrieval, printing  

or otherwise communicating medical image data. The Network Gateway is simply referred to 

as IMPAX  

in this document.  

1.3 Sources for this Document  

 ACR-NEMA Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) V3.0. Current.  

Page 8 of 29 MED/RDH/000702  

Document No. 000702, Revision 1.3  

26 May, 2005 Healthcare  

2 IMPLEMENTATION MODEL  

The following diagram represents the Application Entity present in IMPAX.s 

implementation, and  

graphically depicts the relationship of the AE‟s use of DICOM to Real-World Activities.  

Figure 2.1 Application data flow diagram.  

2.1 Functional Definition of Entities  

As a storage facility, IMPAX is a single application entity that stores images sent to it by 

service class  

users, takes responsibility for storage of the images, allows queries based on several standard 

query  

models, and retrieves requested images.  

IMPAX is able to validate images before they are stored internally by querying a service 

class provider for  

demographic information. Images found to be registered with the HIS/RIS are stored, while 

images not  

found to be registered are automatically corrected, where possible, or set aside for a 

technician to correct.  

IMPAX  

(Network  

Gateway)  

Application  

Entity  

DICOM  

Standard Interface  

Local Remote  

Remote  

Storage  

SCU/SCP  

Storage  

Commitment  

SCU/SCP  
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Query/  

Retrieve  

SCU/SCP  

Detached  

Study Mgt.  

SCP  

Printing  

SCP  

Modality  

Worklist  

SCP  

Verification  

SCU/SCP  

Archive  

Display  

MED/RDH/000702 Page 9 of 29  

Document No. 000702, Revision 1.3  

Healthcare 26 May, 2005  

2.1.1 Verification  

The IMPAX AE supports the C-ECHO DIMSE-C service.  

2.1.2 Modality Worklist Management  

The IMPAX AE acts a Service Class Provider of Modality Worklist Management.  

2.1.3 Remote Storage  

The IMPAX AE stores a received image in its entirety, without change, in its internal data 

store. IMPAX  

stores each image with the File Meta Information attached to it. It extracts the query 

information with  

respect to the Patient, Study, Series and Image, and stores this information within its internal 

database.  

The IMPAX AE also acts as a Service Class User of C-STORE to transmit images to other 

compatible devices.  

2.1.4 Storage Commitment  

The IMPAX AE acts as a Service Class Provider for Storage Commitment to explicitly take 

responsibility  

for storing images received.  

2.1.5 Query and Retrieve  

The IMPAX AE responds to C-FIND queries based on the records stored in its database.  

The IMPAX AE acts as a Service Class Provider of C-MOVE to retrieve images. It does so 

by obtaining a  

reference from the database then obtaining the image object itself from the data store.  

2.1.6 Detached Study Management  

The IMPAX AE acts as a Service Class User of the Detached Study Management SOP Class.  

2.1.7 Printing  

The IMPAX AE provides for color and grayscale printing to Agfa and selected non-Agfa 

printers.  

3 AE SPECIFICATIONS  

3.1.1 Default Transfer Syntaxes  

IMPAX supports the default transfer syntax displayed in Table 3.1.  

Transfer Syntax UID  

DICOM Implicit VR Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2  
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Table 3.1 Default transfer syntax.  

3.1.2 Extended Transfer Syntaxes  

IMPAX supports the extended transfer syntaxes displayed in Table 3.2 for the purpose of 

storage and retrieval.  

Transfer Syntax UID  

DICOM Implicit VR Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2  

DICOM Explicit VR Big Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

RLE Lossless, PackBits 1.2.840.10008.1.2.5  

JPEG Process 1, baseline, lossy (8 bit) 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.50  

JPEG Process 2,4, extended lossy (12 bit) 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.51  

JPEG Process 14, lossless 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.57  

JPEG Process 14, selection value 1, lossless 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.70  

Table 3.2 Extended transfer syntaxes.  

Page 10 of 29 MED/RDH/000702  
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3.1.3 Verification as an SCU and SCP  

IMPAX provides Standard Conformance to the following DICOM V3.0 SOP Class as an 

SCU and SCP.  

SOP Class SOP Class UID  

Verification 1.2.840.10008.1.1  

Table 3.3 Verification SOP class.  

3.1.4 Modality Worklist Management as an SCU  

IMPAX provides Standard Conformance to the following DICOM V3.0 Worklist 

Management SOP Class  

as an SCU.  

SOP Class SOP Class UID  

Modality Worklist Info Model .FIND 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.31  

Table 3.4 Worklist management SOP classes.  

3.1.5 Storage as an SCU and SCP  

Table 3.5 lists the SOP Classes that are supported by IMPAX for storage services. In general, 

IMPAX will  

be extended to support all image SOP classes recognized by DICOM.  

SOP Class SOP Class UID  

Computed Radiography Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1  

Digital X-ray Image Storage - For Presentation 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.1  

Digital X-ray Image Storage - For Processing 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.1.1  

Digital Mammography X-ray Image Storage - For Presentation 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.2  

Digital Mammography X-ray Image Storage - For Processing 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.2.1  

CT Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.2  

Ultrasound Multi-frame Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.3  

Ultrasound Multi-frame Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.3.1  

MR Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.4  

Nuclear Medicine Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.5  

Ultrasound Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.6  

Ultrasound Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.6.1  

Secondary Capture Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7  

Standalone Overlay Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.8  

Standalone Curve Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9  

Standalone Modality LUT Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.10  
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Standalone VOI LUT Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.11  

Greyscale Softcopy Presentation State Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.11.1  

X-Ray Angiographic Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.1  

X-Ray RadioFluoroscopic Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.2  

X-Ray Angiographic Bi-plane Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.3  

Nuclear Medicine Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.20  

Visible Light Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1  

Visible Light Slide-Coordinates Microscopic Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.3  

Visible Light Photographic Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.4  

Visible Light Multi-frame Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.2  

Structured Report Text Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.1  

Structured Report Audio Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.2  

Structured Report Detail Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.3  

Structured Report Comprehensive Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.4  

Basic Text Structured Report Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.11  

Enhanced Structured Report Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.22  

Positron Emission Tomography Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.128  

Table 3.5 Storage SOP Classes.  
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3.1.5.1 Grayscale Softcopy Presentation State Storage as an SCP  

IMPAX provides Standard Conformance to the DICOM V3.0 Grayscale Softcopy 

Presentation State  

SOP Class as an SCP. The Image Storage SOP Classes in Table 3.6 may be referenced by 

instances of  

Grayscale Softcopy Presentation State SOP Class.  

SOP Class SOP Class UID  

Computed Radiography Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1  

CT Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.2  

Ultrasound Multi-frame Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.3  

Ultrasound Multi-frame Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.3.1  

MR Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.4  

Nuclear Medicine Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.5  

Positron Emission Tomography Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.128  

Ultrasound Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.6  

Ultrasound Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.6.1  

Secondary Capture Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7  

X-Ray Angiographic Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.1  

X-Ray RadioFluoroscopic Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.2  

X-Ray Angiographic Bi-plane Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.3  

Digital X-ray Image Storage - For Presentation 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.1  

Digital X-ray Image Storage - For Processing 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.1.1  

Digital Mammography X-ray Image Storage - For Presentation 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.2  

Digital Mammography X-ray Image Storage - For Processing 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.2.1  

Digital Intra-oral X-Ray Image Storage . For Presentation 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.3  

Digital Intra-oral X-Ray Image Storage . For Processing 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.3.1  

Nuclear Medicine Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.20  

Visible Light Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1  

Visible Light Multi-frame Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.2  
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Visible Light Slide-Coordinates Microscopic Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.3  

Visible Light Photographic Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.4  

Table 3.6 GSPS SOP classes.  

3.1.5.2 Structured Reporting Storage as an SCU and SCP  

IMPAX provides Standard Conformance to the following DICOM V3.0 Structured Reporting 

SOP Class  

as an SCU and SCP.  

The following Image Storage SOP Classes may be referenced by instances of Structured 

Reporting SOP Class.  

SOP Class SOP Class UID  

Computed Radiography Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1  

CT Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.2  

Ultrasound Multi-frame Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.3  

Ultrasound Multi-frame Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.3.1  

MR Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.4  

Nuclear Medicine Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.5  

Positron Emission Tomography Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.128  

Ultrasound Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.6  

Ultrasound Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.6.1  

Secondary Capture Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7  

X-Ray Angiographic Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.1  

X-Ray RadioFluoroscopic Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.2  

X-Ray Angiographic Bi-plane Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.3  

Digital X-ray Image Storage - For Presentation 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.1  

Digital X-ray Image Storage - For Processing 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.1.1  

Digital Mammography X-ray Image Storage - For Presentation 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.2  

Digital Mammography X-ray Image Storage - For Processing 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.2.1  

Digital Intra-oral X-Ray Image Storage . For Presentation 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.3  

Digital Intra-oral X-Ray Image Storage . For Processing 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.3.1  
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SOP Class SOP Class UID  

Nuclear Medicine Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.20  

Visible Light Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1  

Visible Light Multi-frame Image Storage (retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.2  

Visible Light Slide-Coordinates Microscopic Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.3  

Visible Light Photographic Image Storage 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.4  

Table 3.7 SR SOP classes.  

3.1.6 Storage Commitment as an SCU and SCP  

IMPAX provides Standard Conformance to the following DICOM V3.0 Storage 

Commitment SOP Class  

as an SCU and SCP.  

SOP Class SOP Class UID  

Storage Commitment Push Model 1.2.840.10008.1.20.1  

Table 3.8 Storage Commitment SOP Class.  

3.1.7 Query/Retrieve as an SCU and SCP  

IMPAX provides Standard Conformance to the following DICOM V3.0 Query/Retrieve SOP 

Class as an  

SCU and SCP.  
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SOP Class SOP Class UID  

Patient Root Query/Retrieve IM Find 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.1.1  

Patient Root Query/Retrieve IM Move 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.1.2  

Study Root Query/Retrieve IM Find 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.2.1  

Study Root Query/Retrieve IM Move 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.2.2  

Patient/Study Only Query/Retrieve IM Find 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.3.1  

Patient/Study Only Query/Retrieve IM Move 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.3.2  

Table 3.9 Query/Retrieve SOP classes.  

3.1.8 Detached Study Management as an SCU  

IMPAX provides Standard Conformance to the following DICOM V3.0 Detached Study 

Management  

SOP Class as an SCU.  

SOP Class SOP Class UID  

Detached Study Management 1.2.840.10008.3.1.2.3.1  

Table 3.10 Detached study management SOP classes.  

3.1.9 Printing as an SCU  

IMPAX provides Standard Conformance to the following DICOM V3.0 Print SOP Class as 

an SCU.  

SOP Class SOP Class UID  

Basic Film Session 1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.1  

Basic Film Box 1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.2  

Basic Grayscale Image Box 1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.4  

Basic Color Image Box 1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.4.1  

Basic Grayscale Print Management Meta 1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.9  

Basic Annotation Box 1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.15  

Basic Color Print Management Meta 1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.18  

Presentation LUT 1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.23  

Table 3.11 Print SOP classes.  
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3.2 Association Establishment Policies  

3.2.1 General  

The following Application Context Name will be proposed and recognized by IMPAX:  

 DICOM 3.0 Application Context: 1.2.840.10008.3.1.1.1  

IMPAX contains no limitations for maximum PDU size.  

3.2.2 Number of Associations  

The maximum number of simultaneous associations accepted by IMPAX is configurable at 

run time, based  

on the system resources available. By default, the maximum number of associations is set at 

32. There is  

no inherent limit to the number of associations other than limits imposed by the computer 

operating system.  

3.2.3 Asynchronous Nature  

IMPAX allows a single outstanding operation on any association. Therefore, IMPAX does 

not support  

asynchronous operations window negotiation, other than the default as specified by the 

DICOM specification.  

3.2.4 Implementation Identifying Information  

IMPAX will respond with the following implementation identifying parameters:  
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 Implementation Class UID: 1.2.124.113532.1.1  

 Implementation Version Name: MITRA22JAN97  

3.2.5 Called/Calling Titles  

The default calling title that IMPAX will use is the host name of the computer. This 

parameter can be  

configured via the GUI. IMPAX is configured to validate the Called Title of the requesting 

SCU during  

association negotiation.  

3.2.6 Association Initiation by Real World Activity  

3.2.6.1 Real World Activity - Verification  

3.2.6.1.1 Associated Real World Activity - Verification  

IMPAX will issue Verification requests in response to UI mediated requests from the user to 

test the  

validity of the DICOM connection.  

3.2.6.1.2 Presentation Context Table - Verification  

IMPAX requests the presentation contexts listed in Table 3.12.  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

All Table 3.3 All Table 3.1 SCU None  

Table 3.12 Presentation contexts.  

3.2.6.1.3 SOP Specific Conformance - Verification  

IMPAX provides standard conformance to the DICOM Verification Service Class.  
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3.2.6.2 Real World Activity - Modality Worklist Management  

3.2.6.2.1 Associated Real World Activity - Modality Worklist Management  

IMPAX will receive unsolicited Study-Scheduled N-EVENT-Reports. IMPAX will then 

request DIMSE-C  

Modality Worklist - FINDs.  

3.2.6.2.2 Presentation Context Table - Modality Worklist Management  

IMPAX requests any of the Presentation Contexts listed in Table 3.13 for Modality Worklist 

Management.  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

Table 3.4 Table 3.1 SCU None  

Table 3.13 Presentation contexts.  

3.2.6.2.3 SOP Specific Conformance - Modality Worklist Management  

IMPAX provides standard conformance to the DICOM Basic Worklist Management Service 

Class.  

IMPAX supports all required matching key types:  

Matching Key Types  

SV Single valued match  

WC Wild card match  

SQ Sequence match  

DR Date range match  

Table 3.14 Matching Key Types.  

IMPAX uses the following elements for this SOP class:  

Module Attribute Name Tag Match Return  

SOP Common Specific Character Set (0008,0005) 1C  

Scheduled Procedure Step Sequence (0040,0100) SQ 1  

>Scheduled Station AE Title (0040,0001) SV 1  
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>Scheduled Procedure Step Start Date (0040,0002) DR 1  

>Scheduled Procedure Step Start Time (0040,0003) DR 1  

Scheduled Procedure Step  

>Modality (0008,0060) SV 1  

Requested Procedure ID (0040,1001) 1  

Requested Procedure Description (0032,1060) 1C  

Study Instance UID (0020,000D) SV 1  

Referenced Study Sequence (0008,1110) 2  

>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150) 1C  

Requested Procedure  

>Referenced SOP Instance UID (0008,1155) 1C  

Accession Number (0008,0050) SV 2  

Referring Physician.s Name (0008,0090) 2  

Imaging Service Request  

Reason for Imaging Service Request (0040,2001) 3  

Patient Identification Patient Name (0010,0010) WC 1  

Patient ID (0010,0020) SV 1  

Patient Demographic Patient Birth Date (0010,0030) 2  

Patient Sex (0010,0040) 2  

Table 3.15 Modality worklist information model attributes.  

3.2.6.3 Real World Activity - Storage  

3.2.6.3.1 Associated Real World Activity - Storage  

IMPAX will transmit images that have been sent to it previously, driven by user requests.  
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3.2.6.3.2 Presentation Context Table - Storage  

IMPAX may request any of the Presentation Contexts listed in Table 3.16 for Storage.  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

All Table 3. All Table 3.2 SCU None  

Table 3.16 Presentation contexts for storage.  

3.2.6.3.3 SOP Specific Conformance - Storage  

IMPAX conforms to the DICOM Storage Service Class as an SCU.  

3.2.6.4 Real World Activity - Storage Commitment  

3.2.6.4.1 Associated Real World Activity - Storage Commitment  

IMPAX stores images that are sent to it from an SCU. In some configurations (e.g. cache-

only), IMPAX may  

send images to another SCP (e.g. a PACS) for permanent storage. The request for storage 

commitment  

may then be transmitted from IMPAX together with a list of references to one or more SOP 

instances. This  

action is invoked through the DIMSE N-ACTION primitive. The following message is 

supported:  

 Request Storage Commitment - to request the safekeeping of a set of SOP instances.  

3.2.6.4.2 Presentation Context Table . Storage Commitment  

IMPAX requests the presentation contexts listed in Table 3.17.  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

All Table 3.8 All Table 3.1 SCU None  

Table 3.17 Presentation contexts.  

3.2.6.4.3 SOP Specific Conformance . Storage Commitment  
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IMPAX provides standard conformance to the DICOM Storage Commitment Service Class.  

IMPAX supports the following elements for this SOP class as an SCU. The Transaction UID 

Attribute  

(0008,1195) value generated by IMPAX uniquely identifies each Storage Commitment 

Request.  

Action Type Name Action Type ID Attribute Name Tag  

Transaction UID (0008,1195)  

Referenced SOP Sequence (0008,1199)  

>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)  

>Referenced SOP Instance UID (0008,1155)  

Referenced Study Component Sequence (0008,1111)  

>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)  

Request Storage Commitment 1  

>Referenced SOP Instance UID (0008,1155)  

Table 3.18 Storage commitment request . action information.  

Subsequently, IMPAX expects N-EVENT-REPORT from the SCP. IMPAX returns an N-

EVENT-REPORT  

response primitive with one of the following status codes:  

Service Status Further Meaning Protocol Codes Related Fields Description  

Success Success 0000 Successful notification.  

Table 3.19 Storage commitment status codes.  

3.2.6.4.4 Transfer Syntax Selection Policies . Storage Commitment  

IMPAX supports the Little Endian Implicit Transfer Syntax.  
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3.2.6.5 Real World Activity - Find  

3.2.6.5.1 Associated Real World Activity - Find  

IMPAX will negotiate requests to an SCP.  

3.2.6.5.2 Presentation Context Table - Find  

IMPAX will initiate any of the Presentation Contexts listed in Table 3.20 for Query.  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

All Table 3.9 Find All Table 3.1 SCU See NOTE below  

Table 3.20 Presentation contexts.  

NOTE:  

C-Find Extended Negotiation will be supported. IMPAX will respond with the information in 

Table 3.21.  

Field Name Value Description of Field  

Relational-queries 1 Relational queries supported  

Table 3.21 Find extended negotiation.  

3.2.6.5.3 SOP Specific Conformance - Find  

SOP classes of the Query/Retrieve Service Class are implemented via the DIMSE C-FIND 

and C-MOVE  

services as defined in Part 7 of the DICOM standard.  

3.2.6.5.4 Presentation Context Acceptance Criterion - Find  

IMPAX will initiate one Find Presentation Context per association request. Any one Abstract 

Syntax may  

be specified more than once in an association request, if the Transfer Syntaxes differ between 

the  

Presentation Contexts.  
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3.2.6.5.5 Transfer Syntax Selection Policies - Find  

IMPAX supports the default transfer syntax of Implicit Little Endian.  

3.2.6.5.6 SOP Specific Conformance - Find  

IMPAX may request any mandatory search keys during a relational query.  

The following four tables describe the search keys for the four levels of query that IMPAX 

requests.  

Description Tag  

Patient Name (0x0010,0x0010)  

Patient ID (0x0010,0x0020)  

Table 3.22 Patient level attributes.  

Description Tag  

Study Instance UID (0x0020,0x000D)  

Study ID (0x0020,0x0010)  

Study Date (0x0008,0x0020)  

Study Time (0x0008,0x0010)  

Accession Number (0x0008,0x0050)  

Table 3.23 Study level attributes.  
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Description Tag  

Series Instance UID (0x0020,0x000E)  

Series Number (0x0020,0x0011)  

Modality (0x0008,0x0060)  

Station Name (0x0008,0x1010)  

Table 3.24 Series level attributes.  

Description Tag  

SOP Instance UID (0x0008,0x0018)  

Image Number (0x0020,0x0013)  

Table 3.25 Image level attributes.  

 IMPAX automatically adds a wildcard "*" to matching keys with a VR of PN. The user is 

not required  

to add one manually.  

 The following matching keys are available from the User Interface within IMPAX during a 

relational  

query: Patient_id, patient_name, accession_number, patient_location, referring physician, and 

modality.  

 A number of predefined time constraints are available in the User Interface. These include 

LAST  

2 DAYS, LAST 7 DAYS, LAST 21 DAYS, etc. The ranges defined include the current day 

PLUS the  

LAST 2 DAYS, etc.  

 No matching keys are available during a hierarchical query.  

 Within the application, the exact Patient ID has to be entered in the Patient_id field.  

 Within the application, IMPAX also has a facility to carryout extensive custom queries. 

These are not  

DICOM queries and are to be used only when querying within the cluster.  

3.2.6.6 Real World Activity - Move  

3.2.6.6.1 Associated Real World Activity - Move  

IMPAX will initiate retrieve requests to an SCP.  
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3.2.6.6.2 Presentation Context Table - Move  

IMPAX will initiate any of the Presentation Contexts listed in Table 3.26 for Move.  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

All Table 3.9 Move Table 3.1 SCU None  

Table 3.26 Presentation contexts.  

3.2.6.6.3 SOP Specific Conformance - Move  

IMPAX will try to establish an association with the move destination specified in the Move 

request. One or more  

of the Presentation Contexts listed in the Store section of this document may be negotiated in 

this association.  

3.2.6.6.4 Presentation Context Acceptance Criterion - Move  

IMPAX will accept any number of Move Presentation Contexts per association request. Any 

one Abstract  

Syntax may be specified more than once in an association request, if the Transfer Syntaxes 

differ  

between the Presentation Contexts.  

3.2.6.6.5 Transfer Syntax Selection Policies - Move  

IMPAX supports the default transfer syntax of Implicit Little Endian.  
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3.2.6.7 Real World Activity - Detached Study Management  

3.2.6.7.1 Associated Real World Activity - Detached Study Management„„  

IMPAX will receive DIMSE N-EVENT-REPORT. The following message is supported:  

 Study Scheduled - to signal that the study has been scheduled to occur.  

3.2.6.7.2 Presentation Context Table - Detached Study Management  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

All Table 3.10 All Table 3.1 SCU None  

Table 3.27 Presentation contexts.  

3.2.6.7.3 SOP Specific Conformance - Detached Study Management  

IMPAX provides standard conformance to the DICOM Detached Study Management Service 

Class.  

IMPAX supports the following elements for this SOP class:  

Event Type Name Attribute Name Tag  

Specific Character Set (0008,0005)  

Referenced Patient Sequence (0008,1120)  

>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)  

>Referenced SOP Instance UID (0008,1155)  

Referenced Visit Sequence (0008,1125)  

>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)  

>Referenced SOP Instance UID (0008,1155)  

Scheduled Study Start Date (0032,1000)  

Scheduled Study Start Time (0032,1001)  

Scheduled Study Location (0032,1020)  

Requested Procedure Description (0032,1060)  

Requested Procedure Code Sequence (0032,1064)  

>Code Value (0008,0100)  

>Coding Scheme Designator (0008,0102)  

Study Scheduled  

>Code Meaning (0008,0104)  
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Table 3.28 Detached study management object N-Event-report attributes.  

IMPAX returns one of the following status codes:  

Service Status Further Meaning Protocol Codes Related Fields Description  

Success Success 0000 Operation performed properly.  

Table 3.29 Detached study management status codes.  

3.2.6.7.4 Presentation Context Initiate Criterion - Detached Study Management  

IMPAX will always issue a Presentation Context for the Detached Study Management SOP 

Class.  

3.2.6.7.5 Transfer Syntax Selection Policies - Detached Study Management  

IMPAX supports only the Little Endian Implicit Transfer Syntax.  

3.2.6.7.6 SOP Specific Conformance - Move  

IMPAX provides standard conformance as an SCU.  

3.2.6.8 Real World Activity - Printing  

IMPAX provides standard conformance as an SCU.  
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3.2.6.8.1 Associated Real World Activity - Printing  

IMPAX issues print requests based on user interface mediated requests.  

3.2.6.8.2 Presentation Context Table - Printing  

IMPAX may request any of the Presentation Contexts listed in Table 3.30.  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

Table 3.11 Table 3.1 SCU None  

Table 3.30 Presentation contexts.  

3.2.6.8.3 SOP Specific Conformance - Printing  

IMPAX provides standard conformance to the DICOM Print Service Classes by supporting a 

number of  

distinct Service classes described below.  

3.2.6.8.3.1 SOP Specific Conformance to Basic Film Session SOP Class  

IMPAX requests the following attributes of the Basic Film Session SOP Class. Values and 

ranges are  

configured to match the capabilities of the printer, and the preferences of the particular user.  

Attribute Name Tag Possible Values  

Number of copies (2000,0010) 1 . 99  

Print Priority (2000,0020) MED  

Medium Type (2000,0030) BLUE FILM, CLEAR FILM, PAPER (See Table 3.37and Table 

3.38)  

Film Destination (2000,0040) MAGAZINE, PROCESSOR, BIN_i1 (See Table 3.37and 

Table 3.38)  

Film Session Label (2000,0050) Always blank  

Table 3.31 Attributes for a Basic Film Session.  

3.2.6.8.3.2 SOP Specific Conformance to Basic Film Box SOP Class  

IMPAX requests the following attributes of the Basic Film Box SOP Class. Values and 

ranges are  

configured to match the capabilities of the printer, and the preferences of the particular user. 

When  

images are positioned on a film box with empty boxes in between the images, IMPAX will 

ignore these  

empty film boxes and print them immediately beside one another.  

Attribute name Tag Possible Values  
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Image Display Format (2010,0010) STANDARD\C,R,2 SLIDE, SUPERSLIDE (See Table 

3.37and Table 3.38)  

Referenced Film Session Sequence (2010,0500)  

Referenced Basic Image Box Sequence (2010,0510)  

Film Orientation (2010,0040) LANDSCAPE, PORTRAIT  

Film Size ID (2010,0050) See Table 3.37and Table 3.38  

Magnification Type (2010,0060) See Table 3.37and Table 3.38  

Max Density (2010,0130) See Table 3.37and Table 3.38  

Configuration Information (2010,0150) CS_TABLE=NN\PERCEPTION_LUT=XXX3  

Annotation Display Format ID (2010,0030) ANNOTATION  

Border Density (2010,0100) See Table 3.37and Table 3.38  

Empty Image Display (2010,0110) See Table 3.37and Table 3.38  

Min. Density (2010,0120) See Table 3.37and Table 3.38  

Trim (2010,0140) YES, NO  

Table 3.32 Attributes for a Basic Film Box.  

1I Represents the bin number. It may have values 1 . 30 (see Table 3.38).  

2 Film contains equal size rectangular image boxes with R rows of image boxes and C 

columns of image boxes. R and C are integers.  

3 NN represents the color separation table value; XXX represents the Look Up Table value. 

NN and XXX are integers. Please  

refer to Table 3.37 and Table 3.38 for acceptable values.  
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3.2.6.8.3.3 SOP Specific Conformance to Basic Grayscale Image Box SOP Class  

The following attributes are requested. Values and ranges depend on the characteristics of the 

images  

stored in IMPAX.  

Attribute name Tag Possible Values  

Image Position (2020,0010) 1,2,.  

Preformatted Grayscale Image Sequence (2020,0110)  

>Samples Per Pixel (0028,0002)  

>Photometric Interpretation (0028,0004) MONOCHROME1, MONOCHROME2  

>Rows (0028,0010) >0  

>Columns (0028,0011) >0  

>Pixel Aspect Ratio (0028,0034) 1  

>Bits Allocated (0028,0100) 8, 16  

>Bits Stored (0028,0101) 8, 12  

>High Bit (0028,0102) 7, 11  

>Pixel Representation (0028,0103) 0  

>Pixel Data (7FE0,0010)  

Polarity (2020,0020) REVERSE, NORMAL  

Requested Image Size (2020,0030) Length in mm of image rows  

Magnification Type (2010,0060) See Table 3.37and Table 3.38  

Smoothing Type (2010,0080) See Table 3.37and Table 3.38  

Table 3.33 Attributes for a Basic Grayscale Image Box.  

3.2.6.8.3.4 SOP Specific Conformance to Basic Color Image Box SOP Class  

The following attributes are requested. Values and ranges depend on the characteristics of the 

images  

stored in IMPAX.  
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Attribute name Tag Possible Values  

Image Position (2020,0010) 1,2,.  

Preformatted Color Image Sequence (2020,0111)  

>Samples Per Pixel (0028,0002)  

>Photometric Interpretation (0028,0004) PALETTE COLOR, RGB, YBR_FULL, 

YBR_FULL_422  

>Planar Configuration (0028,0006)  

>Rows (0028,0010) >0  

>Columns (0028,0011) >0  

>Pixel Aspect Ratio (0028,0034)  

>Bits Allocated (0028,0100) 8, 16  

>Bits Stored (0028,0101) 8, 12  

>High Bit (0028,0102) 7, 11  

>Pixel Representation (0028,0103) 0  

>Pixel Data (7FE0,0010)  

Polarity (2020,0020) REVERSE, NORMAL  

Requested Image Size (2020,0030) Length in mm of image rows  

Magnification Type (2010,0060) See Table 3.37and Table 3.38  

Smoothing Type (2010,0080) See Table 3.37and Table 3.38  

Table 3.34 Attributes for a Basic Color Image Box.  

3.2.6.8.3.5 SOP Specific Conformance to Basic Annotation Box SOP Class  

The following attributes are requested.  

Attribute Name Tag Possible Values  

Annotation Position (2030,0010)  

Text String (2030,0020)  

Table 3.35 Attributes for an Annotation Box.  
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3.2.6.8.3.6 SOP Specific Conformance to Printer SOP Class  

The following attributes are requested.  

Attribute Name Tag Possible Values  

Printer Status (2010,0010) NORMAL, WARNING, FAILURE  

Printer Status Info (2110,0020) Additional info when Printer Status is WARNING or 

FAILURE  

Printer Name (2110,0030) User defined name identifying the printer.  

Manufacturer (0008,0070) Manufacturer.s model number of the printer  

Manufacturer Model Name (0008,1090) Manufacturer.s model number of the printer  

Table 3.36 Attributes for Printer SOP Class.  

3.2.6.8.4 Agfa Printer Type Options  

Left out from this document for the sake of simplicity  

…  

3.2.6.8.5 Other Printer Type Options  

Left out from this document for the sake of simplicity  

…  

3.2.7 Association Acceptance Policy  

3.2.7.1 Real World Activity - Verification  

3.2.7.1.1 Associated Real World Activity - Verification  

IMPAX will respond to Verification requests to provide an SCU with the ability to determine 

if IMPAX is  

http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/Left%20out%20from%20this%20document%20for%20the%20sake%20of%20simplicity%3Cbr%20/%3E%E2%80%A6
http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/Left%20out%20from%20this%20document%20for%20the%20sake%20of%20simplicity%3Cbr%20/%3E%E2%80%A6
http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/Left%20out%20from%20this%20document%20for%20the%20sake%20of%20simplicity%3Cbr%20/%3E%E2%80%A6
http://oftankonyv.reak.bme.hu/Left%20out%20from%20this%20document%20for%20the%20sake%20of%20simplicity%3Cbr%20/%3E%E2%80%A6
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receiving DICOM requests.  

3.2.7.1.2 Presentation Context Table - Verification  

IMPAX will accept any of the Presentation Contexts listed in Table 3.39 for Verification.  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

All Table 3.3 All Table 3.1 SCP None  

Table 3.39 Presentation contexts.  

3.2.7.1.3 SOP Specific Conformance - Verification  

IMPAX provides standard conformance to the DICOM Verification Service Class. IMPAX 

returns one of  

the following status codes:  

Service Status Further Meaning Protocol Codes Related Fields Description  

Success Success 0000 Operation performed properly.  

Table 3.40 Verification status codes.  

3.2.7.1.4 Presentation Context Acceptance Criterion - Verification  

IMPAX will always accept a Presentation Context for the Verification SOP Class with the 

default DICOM  

transfer syntax listed in Table 3.1.  

3.2.7.1.5 Transfer Syntax Selection Policies - Verification  

Since no DICOM data object is associated with a Verification command, only the default 

DICOM transfer  

syntax is required/supported.  

3.2.7.2 Real World Activity - Storage  

3.2.7.2.1 Associated Real World Activity - Storage  

IMPAX will store images that are sent to it from an SCU. All images received by IMPAX 

can be retrieved  

at a later time from IMPAX; however, the rate of return of the images will vary depending 

the state of the  

images. The images can be in one of three states:  

 Online: The image is immediately available.  

 Nearline: The image is automatically available; however, there may be a small delay in the 

retrieval time.  

 Offline The image requires manual assistance to become online. The retrieval request will 

return  

a failure code.  
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3.2.7.2.2 Presentation Context Table - Storage  

IMPAX will accept any of the Presentation Contexts listed in Table 3.41 for Storage.  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

All from Table 3. Table 3.2 SCP See NOTE below  

Table 3.41 Presentation contexts.  

NOTE:  

Storage Extended Negotiation will be supported. IMPAX will respond with the information 

in Table 3.42.  

Field Name Value Description of Field  

Level of Support 2 Level 2 (FULL) SCP  

Element Coercion 0 Does not coerce any element  

Table 3.42 Storage extended negotiation.  

3.2.7.2.3 SOP Specific Conformance - Storage  
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IMPAX conforms to the DICOM Storage Service Class at Level 2 (Full). No elements are 

discarded or  

coerced by IMPAX. In the event of a successful C-STORE operation, the image has been 

written to  

internal storage, and can be retrieved at any later time.  

IMPAX returns one of the following status codes:  

Service  

Status Further Meaning Protocol  

Codes Description  

Out of resources A700 Indicates that there was not enough storage space to store the image.  

Recovery from this condition is left to the administrative functions.  

Refused  

SOP Class not supported A800 Indicates that the SOP Class of the Image in the C-STORE 

operation did  

not match the Abstract Syntax negotiated for the Presentation Context.  

Data set does not match SOP  

Class  

A900 Indicates that the Data Set does not encode an instance of the SOP  

Class specified.  

Failed C000 The operation was not successful.  

Unable to register object, study  

locked; no new objects allowed  

C005 Indicates that no new objects can be added to this study because it  

has been locked.  

Error  

Cannot understand C005 Indicates that the Data Set cannot be parsed into elements.  

Data set does not match SOP  

Class  

B007 Indicates that the Data Set does not match the SOP Class, but that the  

image was stored anyway.  

Warning  

Duplicate SOP Instance UID D000 Indicates that the SOP Instance UID of the specified 

image is already  

stored in the database.  

Success Success 0000 Operation performed properly.  

Table 3.43 C-STORE status codes.  

3.2.7.2.4 Presentation Context Acceptance Criterion - Storage  

IMPAX will accept any number of Storage Presentation Contexts per association request. 

Any one  

Abstract Syntax may be specified more than once in an association request, if the Transfer 

Syntaxes  

differ between the Presentation Contexts.  

3.2.7.2.5 Transfer Syntax Selection Policies - Storage  

IMPAX supports all transfer syntaxes listed in Table 3.2. By default, IMPAX sends the IOD 

using the  

transfer syntax that was used when the image was originally stored.  

If the C-STORE SCP supports a limited number of Transfer Syntaxes, IMPAX can be 

configured on a perdestination  

basis to convert the IOD from the original transfer syntax to Implicit Little Endian.  
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3.2.7.3 Real World Activity - Storage Commitment  

3.2.7.3.1 Associated Real World Activity - Storage Commitment  

IMPAX stores images that are sent to it from an SCU. The request for storage commitment 

may then be  

transmitted to IMPAX together with a list of references to one or more SOP instances. 

IMPAX will receive  

and respond to DIMSE N-ACTION. The following message is supported:  

 Request Storage Commitment - to request the safekeeping of a set of SOP instances.  

3.2.7.3.2 Presentation Context Table . Storage Commitment  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

All Table 3.8 All Table 3.1 SCP None  

Table 3.44 Presentation contexts.  

3.2.7.3.3 SOP Specific Conformance . Storage Commitment  

IMPAX supports the following elements for this SOP class as an SCP:  

Action Type Name Action Type ID Attribute Name Tag  

Transaction UID (0008,1195)  

Referenced SOP Sequence (0008,1199)  

>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)  

>Referenced SOP Instance UID (0008,1155)  

Referenced Study Component Sequence (0008,1111)  

>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)  

Request Storage Commitment 1  

>Referenced SOP Instance UID (0008,1155)  

Table 3.45 Storage commitment request . action information.  

3.2.7.3.4 Storage Commitment Result  

If IMPAX determines that it has successfully completed storage commitment, IMPAX issues 

an N-EVENTREPORT  

to the SCU including references to the successfully stored SOP Instances contained in the N-

ACTION.  

In the event that IMPAX cannot commit to storing SOP Instances, IMPAX issues an N-

EVENT-REPORT  

to the SCU including references to the failed SOP Instances contained in the N-ACTION.  

The N-EVENT-REPORT contains the Transaction UID value contained in the initiating N-

ACTION. The  

N-EVENT-REPORT is sent on a separate association from the N-ACTION operation.  

IMPAX supports the Event Information as specified in Table 3.46.  

Action Type Name Event Type ID Attribute Name Tag  

Transaction UID (0008,1195)  

Referenced SOP Sequence (0008,1199)  

>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)  

>Referenced SOP Instance UID (0008,1155)  

Referenced Study Component Sequence (0008,1111)  

>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)  

Storage Commitment Request  

Successful  

1  

>Referenced SOP Instance UID (0008,1155)  

Transaction UID (0008,1195)  
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Referenced SOP Sequence (0008,1199)  

>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)  

>Referenced SOP Instance UID (0008,1155)  

Failed SOP Sequence (0008,1198)  

>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)  

>Referenced SOP Instance UID (0008,1155)  

Storage Commitment Request  

Complete . Failure Exist  

2  

>Failure Reason (0008,1197)  

Table 3.46 Storage commitment result . event information.  
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3.2.7.3.5 Operations . Storage Commitment  

If configured with off-line storage, IMPAX commits to permanently storing a SOP Instance, 

unless it is  

manually deleted from IMPAX. Off-line storage capacity varies based on an individual 

IMPAX‟s configuration.  

In a cache-only configuration, IMPAX commits to storing a SOP Instance as long as there is 

available  

disk space. In this configuration, IMPAX may delete SOP Instances based on a user request 

or based on  

autopilot cache management rules.  

SOP Instances can be retrieved from IMPAX via C-FIND (see Section 3.2.7.4) and C-MOVE 

(see Section 3.2.7.5).  

3.2.7.3.6 Transfer Syntax Selection Policies . Storage Commitment  

IMPAX supports only the Little Endian Implicit Transfer Syntax.  

3.2.7.4 Real World Activity - Find  

3.2.7.4.1 Associated Real World Activity - Find  

IMPAX will respond to query requests that are sent to it from an SCU.  

3.2.7.4.2 Presentation Context Table - Find  

IMPAX will accept any of the Presentation Contexts listed in Table 3.47 for Query.  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

All Table 3.9 Find All Table 3.1 SCP See NOTE below  

Table 3.47 Presentation contexts.  

NOTE:  

C-Find Extended Negotiation will be supported. IMPAX will respond with the information in 

Table 3.48.  

Field Name Value Description of Field  

Relational-queries 1 Relational queries supported  

Table 3.48 Find extended negotiation.  

3.2.7.4.3 SOP Specific Conformance - Find  

SOP classes of the Query/Retrieve Service Class are implemented via the DIMSE C-FIND 

and C-MOVE  

services as defined in Part 7 of the DICOM standard.  

IMPAX supports hierarchical queries. IMPAX supports relational queries. IMPAX, by 

default, supports all  

mandatory search keys.  

Description Tag  
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Patient Name (0x0010, 0x0010)  

Patient ID (0x0010, 0x0020)  

Table 3.49 Patient level attributes.  

Description Tag  

Study Instance UID (0x0020, 0x000D)  

Study ID (0x0020, 0x0010)  

Study Date (0x0008, 0x0020)  

Study Time (0x0008, 0x0010)  

Accession Number (0x0008, 0x0050)  

Station Name (0x0008, 0x1010)  

Study Description (0x0008, 0x1030)  

Table 3.50 Study level attributes.  
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Description Tag  

Series Instance UID (0x0020, 0x000E)  

Series Number (0x0020, 0x0011)  

Modality (0x0008, 0x0060)  

Series Description (0x0008, 0x103e)  

Table 3.51 Series level attributes.  

Description Tag  

SOP Instance UID (0x0008, 0x0018)  

Image Number (0x0020, 0x0013)  

Table 3.52 Image level attributes.  

IMPAX returns one of the following status codes to a C-FIND request:  

Service  

Status Further Meaning Protocol  

Codes  

Related  

Fields Description  

Refused Out of Resources A700  

Identifier does not match  

SOP Class  

A900 The specified identifier contains a request that  

does not match the specified SOP Class.  

Failed  

Unable to process C001 For some reason (database off-line?) we cannot  

process this request at this time.  

Cancel Matching terminated due to  

Cancel Request  

FE00 The original requester canceled this operation.  

Pending FF00 All Optional Keys are supported in the same  

manner as Required Keys.  

Pending  

Pending FF01 The matching operation is continuing. Warning that  

one or more Optional Keys were not supported in  

the same manner as Required Keys.  

Success Success 0000 Operation performed properly.  

Table 3.53 C-FIND status codes.  
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3.2.7.4.4 Presentation Context Acceptance Criterion - Find  

IMPAX will accept any number of Find Presentation Contexts per association request. Any 

one Abstract  

Syntax may be specified more than once in an association request, if the Transfer Syntaxes 

differ  

between the Presentation Contexts.  

3.2.7.4.5 Transfer Syntax Selection Policies - Find  

IMPAX currently only supports the default transfer syntax of Implicit Little Endian.  

3.2.7.5 Real World Activity - Move  

3.2.7.5.1 Associated Real World Activity - Move  

IMPAX will respond to retrieve requests that are sent to it from an SCU.  

3.2.7.5.2 Presentation Context Table - Move  

IMPAX will accept any of the Presentation Contexts listed in Table 3.54 for Query.  

SOP Class Transfer Syntax Role Extended Negotiation  

All Table 3.9 Move Table 3.1 SCP None  

Table 3.54 Presentation contexts.  
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3.2.7.5.3 SOP Specific Conformance - Move  

IMPAX will try to establish an association with the Move destination specified in the Move 

request. One or  

more of the Presentation Contexts listed in the Store section of this document (refer to 

Section 3.2.6.3.2),  

may be negotiated in this association.  

IMPAX returns one of the following status codes to a C-MOVE request:  

Service  

Status Further Meaning Protocol  

Codes Description  

Out of Resources A701 Unable to Refused calculate number of matches.  

Out of Resources A702 Unable to perform storage of images to move destination.  

Move destination unknown A801 The destination of this move request is unknown.  

Identifier does not match  

SOP Class  

A900 The specified identifier contains a request that does not match  

the specified SOP Class.  

Failed  

Unable to process C002 Indicates that IMPAX cannot process this request at this time.  

Cancel Storage terminated due to  

Cancel Request  

FE00 The original requester canceled this operation.  

Warning Warning B000 Storage complete with one or more failures.  

Pending Pending FF00 The storage operation is continuing.  

Pending for a long time FF02 This operation is expected to require a long period of time to  

complete. The SCU may break the association at any time, but  

the operation will continue to completion.  

Success Success 0000 Operation performed properly.  

Table 3.55 C-MOVE status codes.  

3.2.7.5.4 Presentation Context Acceptance Criterion - Move  

IMPAX will accept any number of Move Presentation Contexts per association request. Any 
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one Abstract  

Syntax may be specified more than once in an association request, if the Transfer Syntaxes 

differ  

between the Presentation Contexts.  

3.2.7.5.5 Transfer Syntax Selection Policies - Move  

By default, IMPAX sends the IOD using the transfer syntax that was used when the image 

was originally  

stored.  

If the C-MOVE destination supports a limited number of Transfer Syntaxes, IMPAX can be 

configured on  

a per-destination basis to convert the IOD from the original transfer syntax to Implicit Little 

Endian.  

4 COMMUNICATIONS PROFILES  

IMPAX provides DICOM V3.0 TCP/IP Network Communication Support as defined in Part 

8 of the  

DICOM Standard.  

4.1 TCP/IP Stack  

IMPAX inherits its TCP/IP stack from the computer system upon which it executes.  

4.1.1 Physical Media Support  

IMPAX is indifferent to the physical medium over which TCP/IP executes; it inherits the 

medium from the  

computer system upon which it executes.  

5 EXTENSIONS / SPECIALIZATIONS / PRIVATIZATIONS  

Not applicable.  
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6 CONFIGURATION  

IMPAX obtains configuration information from the following sources:  

 Mapping from Application Entity Title to Presentation Address is provided by the database 

and  

configured with the Service Tools program. Along with this mapping, the database stores 

those AE  

Titles that are allowed to communicate with IMPAX.  

 Hardcopy Parameters must be configured for installed printers from the IMPAX Printer 

Setup utility.  

7 SUPPORT FOR EXTENDED CHARACTER SETS  

IMPAX is known to support the following character sets:  

 ISO-IR 6 (default): Basic G0 Set  

 ISO-IR 100: Latin Alphabet No. 1  

8 ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS  

The following acronyms and abbreviations are used in this document:  

ACR American College of Radiology  

AE Application Entity  

DICOM Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine  

NEMA National Electrical Manufacturers Association  

PDU Protocol Data Unit  

SCP Service Class Provider  

SCU Service Class User  

SCP Service Class Provider  
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INTRODUCTION  

This Document provides the DICOM conformance statement for the eRAD PACS version 

6.0  

implementation of the DICOM standard.  

1 - IMPLEMENTATION MODEL  

eRAD PACS is a multi-modality storage server with viewing and processing features. It uses 

the  

DICOM protocol to provide the following services:  

• Receive images and structure reports sent by remote stations  
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• Send images and structured reports to remote stations  

• Print images to a remote printer  

• Query remote entities and initiate retrieval from those entities  

• Accept queries from remote entities and initiate image transfers as directed from those 

entities  

• Issue and accept verification messages  

• Request scheduled worklist from the RIS  

• Accept queries from modalities for scheduled procedure information  

• Receive procedure step updates from modalities  

1.1 Application Data Flow Diagram  

Figure 1.1-1 graphically depicts the application data flow diagram. The eRAD PACS system 

provides  

DICOM services using the following Application Entities:  

• STORESCP – This AE is a daemon process that implements a Service Class Provider (SCP)  

for the Storage service class. It also supports the Verification service class as an SCP.  

• SENDSCU – This AE is a Service Class User (SCU) for the Storage service class.  

• PRINTSCU – This AE is a SCU for the Print Management service class.  

• QRAE – This AE is both a SCU (QRSCU) and a SCP (QRSCP) of the Query/Retrieve 

service  

class.  

• MWLAE – This AE is both a SCU (MWLSCU) and a SCP (MWLSCP) of the Modality 

Worklist  

Management service class, and an SCP (MPPSSCP) of the Modality Performed  

Procedure Step service class.  

• COMMITSCP – This AE is a Service Class Provider for the Storage Commitment service  

class.  

1.2 Functional Definitions of AE  

STORESCP waits for a remote application entity to connect to the presentation address 

configured for  

its application entity. The TCP/IP port is defined in its control script (default 104). When the 

other  

application connects, STORESCP verifies that it is a DICOM application entity capable of 

supporting  

its SOP classes. It can receive images and structure reports conforming to the Storage Service 

Class  

and verification requests conforming to the Verification Service Class. STORESCP stores 

received  

images and reports in files, and the corresponding demographic information (patient, study, 

series  

and image details) in the internal database.  

SENDSCU is the process that sends image and report objects stored on the local disk and 

resident in  

the database to other DICOM AEs. The objects transmitted by SENDSCU are identical to the 

stored  

object, meaning SENDSCU does not alter it or its attributes in any way. The DICOM address  

information SENDSCU uses for connecting to a remote AE is defined in the control scripts.  

PRINTSCU is the process that sends objects stored on the local disk and resident in the 

database to  

print AEs for printing. Some of the print parameters are defined in the control scripts. The 

user  
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defines the remaining information in the print session at the time the system initiates the print 

request.  

The DICOM address information PRINTSCU uses for connecting to a remote AE is defined 

in the  

control scripts.  
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QRAE consists of a service class user (QRSCU) and a service class provider (QRSCP). 

QRSCU is  

the process that sends query and move requests to other DICOM AEs. The user defines the  

parameters of the query requests at the time the system initiates the query request. The user 

selects  

one or more objects to move before initiating a move request. The DICOM address 

information  

QRSCU uses for connecting to a remote AE, whether it is a query provider or a move 

destination, is  

defined in the control scripts. QRSCP waits for a remote application entity to connect to it 

and then  

services the query and move requests. QRSCP uses the query parameters in the request and  

compares them to the information in the database. It then returns the matches to the remote 

AE in a  

Image  

and report  

stored on  

disk  

STORESCP  

Remote AE  

requests  

verification  

Remote AE  

sends  

image or  

report  

Figure 1.1-1 Application Data Flow Diagram  

DICOM  

Remote AE  

prints  

images  

Remote AE  

queries  

database  

Remote AE  

receives  

image or  

SENDSCU report  

PRINTSCU  

QRSCU  

User or  

system  
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requests  

operation  
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or requests  

a study  

Search  

the  

database  
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Request  

list of  

scheduled  
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query response. When QRSCP receives a move request, it verifies the requested destination 

and the  

existence of the requested object(s) and then sends them to SENDSCU for transmission to the  
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destination AE.  

MWLAE consists of a service class user (MWLSCU) and two service class providers 

(MWLSCP,  

MPPSSCP). MWLSCU requests the list of scheduled exams and patient demographic 

information for  

use in eRAD PACS. When enabled, MWLSCU periodically issues a query request to a 

remote AE.  

The response messages are parsed and inserted into the worklist as scheduled exams. The 

patient  

demographics in the response messages are used to verify the demographic information 

contained in  

the image objects. MWLSCP accepts query requests from remote applications, particularly  

modalities, which are looking for patient demographic information for scheduled exams. 

MWLSCP  

returns to the requesting AE the list of scheduled exams that match the query parameters. 

MPPSSCP  

creates and maintains procedure step information sent by an AE, usually an imaging 

modality.  

COMMITSCP is a process that accepts ownership of some composite objects when requested 

to by a  

remote AE. The affected objects were transmitted to and acknowledged by STORESCP prior 

to  

COMMITSCP accepting the transfer of ownership. Once COMMITSCP accepts ownership 

of the  

object(s), eRAD PACS retains a copy at all times.  

1.3 Sequencing of Real Word Activities  

SENDSCU only transmits, PRINTSCU only prints, QRSCP only responds to query and 

retrieve  

requests for, and COMMITSCP only commits objects that STORESCP previously received 

and  

successfully loaded into the eRAD PACS database. MWLSCP only responds to query 

requests for  

objects that MWLSCU previously received and loaded into the database. MPPSSCP responds 

to  

requests to modify existing orders received from the RIS or manually created in eRAD 

PACS.  

COMMITSCP responds to requests issued by modalities, and requires the study referenced in 

the  

request to be resident in eRAD PACS.  

MWLSCU is configured to automatically query the remote AE at a scheduled interval. eRAD 

PACS  

can disable these two AEs so that they do not query at any time.  

2 - AE SPECIFICATIONS  

2.1 STORESCP - Specification  

STORESCP provides Standard Conformance to the following DICOM V3.0 SOP Class as an 

SCP.  

Verification 1.2.840.10008.1.1  

Computed Tomography (CT) Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.2  

Enhanced CT Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.2.1  

Computed Radiography Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1  
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Digital IntraOral Xray Image for Presentation 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.3  

Digital IntraOral Xray Image for Processing 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.3.1  

Digital Mammography Xray Image for Presentation 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.2  

Digital Mammography Xray Image for Processing 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.2.1  

Digital Xray Image for Presentation 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.1  

Digital Xray Image for Processing 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.1.1  

Hardcopy Color Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.30  

Hardcopy Grayscale Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.29  

MR Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.4  

Enhanced MR Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.4.1  

MR Spectroscopy 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.4.2  

Nuclear Medicine Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.20  

Nuclear Medicine Image (Retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.5  

Raw Data 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.66  

Spatial Registration 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.66.1  

Spatial Fiducials 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.66.2  

Real World Value Mapping 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.67  
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PET Curve 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.129  

PET Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.128  

RT Beams Treatment Record 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.4  

RT Brachy Treatment Record 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.6  

RT Dose 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.2  

RT Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.1  

RT Plan 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.5  

RT Structure Set 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.3  

RT Treatment Summary Record 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.7  

Secondary Capture Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7  

Multi-frame Single Bit Secondary Capture 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7.1  

Multi-frame Grayscale Byte Secondary Capture 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7.2  

Multi-frame Grayscale Word Secondary Capture 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7.3  

Multi-frame True Color Secondary Capture 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7.4  

Standalone Curve 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9  

Standalone Modality LUT 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.10  

Standalone Overlay 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.8  

Standalone VOI LUT 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.11  

Stored Print 1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.27  

Ultrasound Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.6.1  

Ultrasound Image (Retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.6  

Ultrasound Multi-frame Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.3.1  

Ultrasound Multi-frame Image (Retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.3  

Twelve Lead ECG Waveform 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9.1.1  

General ECG Waveform 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9.1.2  

Ambulatory ECG Waveform 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9.1.3  

Hemodynamic Waveform 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9.2.1  

Cardiac Electrophysiology Waveform 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9.3.1  

Basic Voice Audio Waveform 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9.4.1  

X-ray Angiographic Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.1  
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Enhanced XA Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.1.1  

X-ray Fluoroscopy Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.2  

Enhanced XA Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.2.1  

X-ray Angiographic BiPlane Image (Retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.3  

Grayscale Softcopy Presentation State 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.11.1  

Color Softcopy Presentation State 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.11.2  

Pseudo-color Softcopy Presentation State 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.11.3  

Blending Softcopy Presentation State 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.11.4  

VL Endoscopic Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.1  

VL Microscopic Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.2  

VL Photographic Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.4  

VL Slide Coordinates Microscopic Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.3  

VL Image (Retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1  

VL Multi-frame Image (Retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.2  

Ophthalmic Photography 8 Bit Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.5.1  

Ophthalmic Photography 16 Bit Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.5.2  

Stereometric Relationship 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.5.3  

Basic Text Structured Report 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.11  

Enhanced Structured Report 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.22  

Comprehensive Structured Report 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.33  

Procedure Log 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.40  

Mammography CAD Structured Report 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.50  

Key Object Selection Document 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.59  

Chest CAD Structured Report 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.65  

X-ray Radiation Dose Structured Report 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.67  

Encapsulated PDF 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.104.1  
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2.1.1 Association Establishment  

2.1.1.1 General  

The maximum PDU size that the STORESCP AE uses is configurable, with a minimum of 

8K bytes.  

Default is 16K. Maximum is 64K.  

2.1.1.2 Number of Associations  

The number of simultaneous associations that STORESCP will accept is limited by the kernel  

parameters of the underlying TCP/IP implementation and by a configurable parameter in one 

of the  

configuration files.  

2.1.1.3 Asynchronous Nature  

STORESCP will only allow a single outstanding operation on an Association. Therefore 

STORESCP  

does not perform asynchronous window negotiation.  

2.1.1.4 Implementation Identifying Information  

STORESCP will provide a single implementation Class UID, which is 

1.2.826.0.1.3680043.2.93.0.99  

STORESCP will provide an implementation version name of ERAD_<version>, where 

<version> is  

the software version number. An example is ERAD_52.  

2.1.2 Association Initiation  
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STORESCP does not initiate Associations.  

2.1.3 Association Acceptance  

STORESCP accepts an association when it receives a valid Association request delivered to 

the  

configured TCP port which contains a valid application entity title, and offers at least one of 

the  

presentation contexts listed in the tables below. STORESCP will receive any images 

transmitted on  

that association and store images on disk. The AE also supports the Verification Service 

Class.  

STORESCP places no limitation on who may connect to it when running in promiscuous.  

2.1.3.1 Remote System Request - Verification  

This section explains how STORESCP handles a remote system request verification from an 

SCU  

using the C-ECHO command.  

2.1.3.1.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY - VERIFICATION  

STORESCP performs the verification Service Class by responding with  

C-ECHO-RSP to provide the SCU with the ability to determine if it is receiving DICOM 

requests.  

2.1.3.1.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE - VERIFICATION  

Acceptable Verification Presentation Contexts for STORESCP  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Verification 1.2.840.10008.1.1 Implicit VR Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2 SCP None  

2.1.3.1.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to Verification SOP Class  

STORESCP provides standard conformance to the DICOM V3.0 Verification Service Class 

as an  

SCP.  

2.1.3.1.3 PRESENTATION CONTEXT ACCEPTANCE CRITERION - VERIFICATION  

STORESCP accepts any Presentation Context from the table in section 2.1.3.1.2.  

2.1.3.1.4 TRANSFER SYNTAX SELECTION POLICIES - VERIFICATION  

STORESCP receives requests encoded using the transfer syntax listed in section 2.1.3.1.2.  
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2.1.3.2 Remote System Request - Storage  

This section explains how STORESCP handles a remote system request from an SCU using 

the CSTORE  

operation.  

2.1.3.2.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY - STORAGE  

The associated Real-World Activity associated with the storage operation is the transmission 

of an  

object from a remote AE to the system upon which STORESCP is running. STORESCP 

issues a  

failure status if it is unable to store the object on disk. STORESCP also invokes an attached  

application for each object received. STORESCP does not respond to the C-STORE-REQ 

until it has  

verified the data and determines it is able to insert it into the database.  

2.1.3.2.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE - STORAGE  

Acceptable Storage Presentation Contexts for STORESCP  
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Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Computed  

Radiography  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Digital X-ray Image  

- Presentation  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Digital X-ray Image  

- Processing  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.1.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Digital Mammo Xray  

Image -  

Presentation  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.2 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Digital Mammo Xray  

Image -  

Processing  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.2.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Digital IntraOral Xray  

Image-  

Presentation  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.3 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Digital IntraOral Xray  

Image –  
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Processing  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.1.3.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Computed  

Tomography  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.2 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Enhanced CT  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.2.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Ultrasound Multiframe  

Image  

(Retired)  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.3 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Ultrasound Multiframe  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.3.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

MR Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.4 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Enhanced MR  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.4.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

MR Spectroscopy  

Image  
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1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.4.2 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Ultrasound Image  

(Retired)  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.6 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Ultrasound Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.6.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Secondary  

Capture Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

eRAD PACS  
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Acceptable Storage Presentation Contexts for STORESCP  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Multi-frame Single  

Bit Secondary  

Capture  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Multi-frame  

Grayscale Byte  

Secondary  

Capture  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7.2 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Multi-frame  

Grayscale Word  

Secondary  
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Capture  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7.3 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Multi-frame True  

Color Secondary  

Capture  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.7.4 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

General ECG  

Waveform  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9.1.2 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Ambulatory ECG  

Waveform  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9.1.3 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Cardiac  

Electrophysiology  

Waveform  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9.3.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Basic Voice Audio  

Waveform  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9.4.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Grayscale  

Softcopy  

Presentation State  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.11.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  
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SCP None  

Color Softcopy  

Presentation State  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.11.2 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Pseudo-color  

Softcopy  

Presentation State  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.11.3 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Blending Softcopy  

Presentation State  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.11.4 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

X-ray Angiographic  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Enhanced XA  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.1.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

X-ray Fluoroscopy  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.2 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Enhanced XRF  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.2.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  
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SCP None  

Nuclear Medicine  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.20 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Raw Data 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.66 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Spatial Fiducials 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.66 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Spatial  

Registration  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.66 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Real World Value  

Mapping  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.67 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

VL Endoscopic  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

VL Microscopic  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.2 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

eRAD PACS  
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Acceptable Storage Presentation Contexts for STORESCP  
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Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

VL Photographic  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.4 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

VL Slide  

Coordinates  

Microscopic Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.3 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Ophthalmic  

Photography 8 Bit  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.5.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Ophthalmic  

Photography 16 Bit  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.5.2 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Stereometric  

Relationship  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1.5.3 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Basic Text SR 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.11 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Enhanced SR 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.22 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  
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Comprehensive  

SR  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.33 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Procedure Log 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.40 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Key Object  

Selection  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.59 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Mammography  

CAD SR  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.50 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Chest CAD SR 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.65 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

X-Ray Radiation  

Dose SR  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.67 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

PET Curve 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.129 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

PET Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.128 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Encapsulated PDF 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.104.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  
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See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

RT Beams  

Treatment Record  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.4 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

RT Brachy  

Treatment Record  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.6 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

RT Dose 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.2 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

RT Image 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

RT Plan 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.5 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

RT Structure Set 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.3 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

RT Treatment  

Summary Record  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.481.7 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

The following Storage SOP Classes are supported for archiving, but are not included in the 

default  

configuration.  

eRAD PACS  
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Acceptable Storage Presentation Contexts for STORESCP  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Stored Print 1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.27 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Hardcopy  

Grayscale Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.29 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Hardcopy Color  

Image  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.30 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Nuclear Medicine  

Image (Retired)  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.5 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Standalone  

Overlay  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.8 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Standalone Curve 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Twelve Lead ECG  

Waveform  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9.1.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Hemodynamic  

Waveform  
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1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.9.2.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Standalone  

Modality LUT  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.10 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

Standalone VOI  

LUT  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.11 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

X-ray Angio  

BiPlane Image  

(Ret.)  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.12.3 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

VL Image (Retired) 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.1 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

VL Multi-Frame  

Image (Retired)  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.77.2 See default transfer  

syntax table  

See default transfer  

syntax table  

SCP None  

The default transfer syntaxes STORESCP supports are as defined in the table below. Unless 

noted  

otherwise, all SOP classes STORESCP supports can use any of these transfer syntaxes. The  

selection of which one STORESCP prefers if given the option is configurable.  

Default Transfer Syntax Table  

Transfer Syntax UID  

Implicit VR Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2  

Explicit VR Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

Explicit VR Big Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

JPEG Baseline (Process 1) 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.50  

JPEG Lossless Non-hierarchical 1st Order Predication 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.70  
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RLE Lossless 1.2.840.10008.1.2.5  

JPEG 2000 Lossless Only 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.90  

JPEG 2000 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.91  

2.1.3.2.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to Storage SOP Classes  

STORESCP conforms to each Storage SOP Class at Level 2 (full) and Signature Level 3. In 

the case  

of a successful C-STORE, the object is stored on the disk. Otherwise STORESCP returns an 

error  

and purges the object. If STORESCP returns one of the following status codes, the C-STORE 

was  

unsuccessful:  

• A700 (Out of Resources) - Indicates that there was insufficient disk space to store the 

image.  

• A800 (SOP Class Not Supported) - Indicates that the SOP Class of the object in the C-

STORE  

operation did not match the Abstract Syntax negotiated for the Presentation Context.  

• A900 (Data Set does not match SOP Class) - Indicates that the Data Set does not contain an  

instance of the SOP Class specified or the Affected SOP Instance UID does not match the  

object‟s SOP Instance UID.  

• C000 (Cannot understand) - Indicates that the Data Set cannot be parsed into elements.  

eRAD PACS  
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The stored objects may be accessed through eRAD PACS‟s graphical user interface, or 

DICOM  

Query/Retrieve SOP classes. The following stored objects can be viewed using eRAD 

PACS‟s  

graphical user interface:  

Computed Tomography Image  

Enhanced CT Image  

Computed Radiography Image  

Grayscale Softcopy Presentation State  

MR Image  

Enhanced MR Image  

MR Spectroscopy Image  

Digital Mammography Image for Presentation  

Digital Mammography Image for Processing  

Digital X-ray Image for Presentation  

Digital X-ray Image for Processing  

Nuclear Medicine Image  

Nuclear Medicine Image (Retired)  

PET Image  

RT Image  

Secondary Capture Image  

Multi-frame Single Bit Secondary Capture  

Multi-frame Grayscale Byte Secondary Capture  

Multi-frame Grayscale Word Secondary Capture  

Multi-frame True Color Secondary Capture  

Ultrasound Image  

Ultrasound Image (Retired)  
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Ultrasound Multi-frame Image  

Ultrasound Multi-frame Image (Retired)  

VL Endoscopic Image  

VL Microscopic Image  

VL Photographic Image  

VL Slide Coordinates Microscopic Image  

VL Image (Retired)  

VL Multi-frame Image (Retired)  

X-ray Angiographic Image  

Enhanced XA Image  

X-ray Fluoroscopy Image  

Enhanced XRF Image  

X-ray Angiographic Bi-Plane Image (Retired)  

The following stored objects can be viewed using the eRAD PACS graphical user interface if 

eRAD  

PACS created it:  

Basic Text Structured Report  

Enhanced Structured Report  

Comprehensive Structured Report  

STORESCP will not delete a file it has received unless directed to do so by a user or 

administrator.  

2.1.3.2.2.2 SOP Specific Conformance to Structured Report Storage SOP Classes  

In addition to the basic support for Storage SOP Classes listed in the previous section, 

STORESCP  

will interpret and display structure reports objects that conform to the Basic Text SR, 

Enhanced SR  

and Composite SR SOP Classes. All of the conformance conditions for general Storage SOP  

Classes applied, in addition to those given in the following paragraph.  

STORESCP renders the information in the structured report object in both the web and 

viewing  

graphical user interfaces. The text and images are rendered, along with the supported report  

demographics.  

2.1.3.2.2.3 SOP Specific Conformance to Grayscale Softcopy Presentation State SOP Classes  

When a grayscale softcopy presentation state object exists for any image object listed as 

viewable (in  

section 2.1.3.2.2.1) and displayed on the screen, eRAD PACS informs the user it exists and 

allows  

the user to apply it to the image. If multiple presentation state objects exist, the user can apply 

any  

number of them selectively. If more than one presentation state object affects the same 

display  

parameter, the last one applied takes precedence. Currently, eRAD PACS only applies the 

VOI LUT  

and spatial transformation (zoom, pan, crop, flip/rotate). All other presentation state 

information is  

ignored.  

2.1.3.2.3 PRESENTATION CONTEXT ACCEPTANCE CRITERION - STORAGE  

STORESCP will accept any and all Presentation Contexts listed in the table in section 

2.1.3.2.2.  

2.1.3.2.4 TRANSFER SYNTAX SELECTION POLICIES - STORAGE  
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The default behavior of the STORESCP application is to prefer transfer syntaxes having an 

explicit  

value representation to those using the default implicit VR. If STORESCP is running on big-

endian  

hardware it will prefer DICOM Explicit Value Representation Big Endian transfer syntax 

(and vice  

versa)  

eRAD PACS  

DICOM Conformance Statement  

Page 10 12/11/2009  

STORESCP does not support extended negotiation.  

2.2 SENDSCU - Specification  

SENDSCU provides Standard Conformance to the DICOM V3.0 SOP Classes listed in 

section 2.1, as  

an SCU. SENDSCU also provides supports for the DICOM Structured Report SOP Class for 

Basic  

Text SR objects.  

2.2.1 Association Establishment  

2.2.1.1 General  

The maximum PDU size that SENDSCU uses is configurable, with a minimum of 8K bytes. 

Default is  

16K. Maximum is 64K.  

2.2.1.2 Number of Associations  

The number of simultaneous associations that SENDSCU will initiate is limited by the kernel  

parameters of the underlying TCP/IP implementation and by a configurable parameter that 

defaults to  

5 simultaneous associations.  

2.2.1.3 Asynchronous Nature  

SENDSCU will only allow a single outstanding operation on an Association. Therefore 

SENDSCU  

does not perform asynchronous window negotiation.  

2.2.1.4 Implementation Identifying Information  

SENDSCU provides a single implementation Class UID, 1.2.826.0.1.3680043.2.93.0.99  

SENDSCU provides an implementation version name of ERAD_<version>, where <version> 

is the  

software version number. An example is ERAD_52.  

2.2.2 Association Initiation  

SENDSCU initiates an association when it receives a request from a user or system process 

to  

transmit one or more stored objects to a specified DICOM AE. The destination AE‟s IP 

address, port  

number and AE Title come from a list of preconfigured entries. SENDSCU attempts to 

establish a  

connection and, if successful, sends the image and/or report objects as queued. Failed 

transmission  

will be retried for a defined period of time, and then returned to the user or system for 

resolution.  

2.2.2.2 eRAD PACS Request – Send Images  

This section explains how STORESCU handles a user or system request to send one or more 

image  
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objects using the C-STORE operation.  

2.2.2.2.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY – SEND IMAGES  

The associated Real-World Activity associated with the C-STORE operation is the user or 

system  

request for transmitting a selected set of image objects to a remote AE.  

2.2.2.2.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – SEND IMAGES  

The Abstract Syntax of the proposed Association conforms to that which is stored in the 

object being  

transmitted. Since SENDSCU only supports the SOPs STORESCP supports, the full list of 

possible  

Abstract Syntaxes is listed in the table in section 2.1.3.2.2. The remainder of the presentation 

context  

information is shown in the table below.  

eRAD PACS  
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Proposed Presentation Contexts for SENDSCU  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

As Defined in Object As Defined in Object As defined in section  

2.1.3.2.2  

As defined in section  

2.1.3.2.2  

SCU None  

2.2.2.2.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to Storage SOP Classes  

Upon receiving a successful status from the remote AE, SENDSCU returns to the requesting 

user a  

good status. By default, SENDSCU does not take action upon the stored image object.  

Upon a failure status or a warning from the remote AE, SENDSCU closes the Association 

and places  

the objects on a retry queue. At scheduled intervals, SENDSCU attempts to resend the 

object(s).  

After attempting to resend the object(s) a defined number of times, SENDSCU places them 

on a failed  

queue, waiting for user action.  

SENDSCU may add private attributes to the object. These attributes can be found in private 

group  

0xF215, marked with a private creator value of “ImageMedical”. These attributes can be 

excluded  

through configuration.  

SENDSCU does not support extended negotiation.  

2.2.2.3 eRAD PACS Request – Send Reports  

This section explains how SENDSCU handles a user or the system uses the C-STORE 

operation to  

send one or more structured report objects created by SENDSCU.  

2.2.2.3.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY – SEND REPORTS  

Before SENDSCU attempts to send a structured report, one must be created. A user can 

create the  

report by entering the report text and image information into the eRAD PACS Viewer. 

Alternatively,  
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an information system can send the report text information to eRAD PACS and SENDSCU 

will  

convert the HL7 data into a structured report object. The associated Real-World Activity 

associated  

with the C-STORE operation is the user or system request to transmit a selected set of image 

objects  

to a remote AE. If a structured report for the study exists, SENDSCU will attempt to 

negotiate a  

Presentation Context for the report object and transmit it.  

2.2.2.3.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – SEND REPORTS  

The Abstract Syntax of the proposed Association conforms to the Basic Text SR SOP Class.  

Proposed Presentation Contexts for SENDSCU  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Basic Text SR 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1  

.1.88.11  

Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

SCU None  

2.2.2.3.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to Structured Report Storage SOP Classes  

Upon receiving a successful status from the remote AE, SENDSCU returns to the requesting 

user a  

good status. Upon a failure status or a warning from the remote AE, SENDSCU places the 

object on  

a retry queue and periodically attempts to resend them for a defined period of time. When 

SENDSCU  

reaches the maximum number of retries and has not successfully transmitted the object(s), it 

places  

them on a failed queue, waiting for user action.  

SENDSCU supports structure report objects for the image and other composite objects listed 

in the  

table in section 2.1.3.2.2. SENDSCU supports the following Value Types:  

Text PNAME Container  

SENDSCU supports the following Relationship Types:  

eRAD PACS  
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Source Value Type Relationship Type Target Value Type  

Container CONTAINS Text, Container  

Container HAS OBS CONTEXT PNAME  

SENDSCU may include private attributes in the objects. Private attributes exist in private 

groups as  

defined by DICOM‟s encoding rules. These attributes can be found in private group 0xF215, 

marked  

with a private creator value of “ImageMedical”.  

SENDSCU does not support extended negotiation.  

2.2.3 Association Acceptance  

SENDSCU does not accept Associations.  
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2.3 PRINTSCU - Specification  

PRINTSCU provides Standard Conformance to the DICOM V3.0 Print Management SOP 

Class as an  

SCU.  

2.3.1 Association Establishment  

2.3.1.1 General  

The maximum PDU size that the PRINTSCU AE uses is configurable, with a minimum of 

8K bytes.  

Default is 16K. Maximum is 64K.  

2.3.1.2 Number of Associations  

The number of simultaneous associations that PRINTSCU initiates is limited by the kernel 

parameters  

of the underlying TCP/IP implementation and by a configurable parameter in one of the 

configuration  

files.  

2.3.1.3 Asynchronous Nature  

PRINTSCU will only allow a single outstanding operation on an Association. Therefore 

PRINTSCU  

does not perform asynchronous window negotiation.  

2.2.1.4 Implementation Identifying Information  

PRINTSCU will provide a single implementation Class UID of 

1.2.826.0.1.3680043.2.93.0.99  

PRINTSCU will provide an implementation version name of ERAD_<version>, where 

<version> is the  

software version number. An example is ERAD_52.  

2.3.2 Association Initiation  

PRINTSCU initiates an association when it receives a request from a user or system process 

to print  

one or more image objects to a specified DICOM Print AE. The destination AE‟s IP address, 

port  

number and AE Title come from a list of preconfigured entries. PRINTSCU will attempt to 

establish a  

connection and, if successful, will send the print session information. Failed transmission will 

be  

returned to the user or system for a resolution.  

2.3.2.1 eRAD PACS Request - Print  

This section explains how PRINTSCUU handles a user or the system request to print image 

objects  

using the DICOM DIMSE services.  

2.3.2.1.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY - PRINT  

The associated Real-World Activity associated with the print operation is the user or system 

request  

for transmitting a selected set of image objects to a remote AE.  

eRAD PACS  
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2.3.2.1.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – PRINT  

The Association contains all supported Abstract Syntaxes. The list of supported presentation 

context  

information is shown in the table below.  
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Proposed Presentation Contexts for PRINTSCU  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Basic Grayscale  

Print Meta SOP  

Class  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.9 Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCU None  

2.3.2.1.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to Print SOP Classes  

Upon receiving a successful status from the remote AE, PRINTSCU returns to the requesting 

user a  

good status. By default, PRINTSCU does not take action upon the printed image object.  

Upon a failure status or a warning from the remote AE, PRINTSCU closes the Association 

and returns  

to the requesting user a failed status. The user must then decide what action to take next.  

PRINTSCU takes no further action until it receives instruction from the user.  

2.3.3 Association Acceptance  

PRINTSCU does not accept Associations.  

2.4 QRAE - Specification  

QRAE consists of two application entities. QRSCU provides Standard Conformance to the 

DICOM  

V3.0 Query/Retrieve SOP Class as an SCU. QRSCP provides Standard Conformance to the 

DICOM  

V3.0 Query/Retrieve SOP Class as an SCP.  

2.4.1 Association Establishment  

2.4.1.1 General  

The maximum PDU size that the QRSCU and QRSCP uses is configurable, with a minimum 

of 8K  

bytes. Default is 16K. Maximum is 64K.  

2.4.1.2 Number of Associations  

The number of simultaneous associations that QRSCU and QRSCP initiate is limited by the 

kernel  

parameters of the underlying TCP/IP implementation and by a configurable parameter stored 

in a  

configuration file.  

2.4.1.3 Asynchronous Nature  

QRSCU and QRSCP each allow only a single outstanding operation on an Association. 

Therefore  

QRSCU and QRSCP do not perform asynchronous window negotiation.  

2.4.1.4 Implementation Identifying Information  

QRSCU and QRSCP provide a single implementation Class UID of 

1.2.826.0.1.3680043.2.93.0.99.  

QRSCU and QRSCP provide an implementation version name of ERAD_<version>, where 

<version>  

is the software version number. An example is ERAD_52.  
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2.4.2 Association Initiation  

QRSCU initiates an association when it receives a request from a user or system process to 

search  

the database of a specified DICOM Q/R AE, or to request that a specified object be 

transmitted from  

on AE to another. The destination AE‟s IP address, port number, AE Title, and move 

destinations  

come from a list of preconfigured entries. QRSCU will attempt to establish a connection and, 

if  

successful, will send the query or move parameters. Failed transmission will be returned to 

the user  

or system for a resolution.  
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2.4.2.1 eRAD PACS Request - Find  

This section explains how QRSCU handles a user or the system request to query a remote AE 

using  

DICOM‟s DIMSE C-FIND services.  

2.4.2.1.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY - FIND  

The associated Real-World Activity associated with the find operation is a user or system 

request to  

list the items that match the specified criteria. The matching criteria are selected from a user 

interface  

or from some encoded data. The activity completes when the remote AE returns the matching 

items.  

2.4.2.1.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – FIND  

The Association contains all supported Abstract Syntaxes. The list of supported presentation 

context  

information is shown in the table below.  

Proposed Presentation Contexts for QRSCU  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Patient Root Q/R  

Information Model  

– FIND  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.  

1.1  

Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCU None  

Study Root Q/R  

Information Model  

– FIND  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.  

2.1  
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Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCU None  

2.4.2.1.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to Find SOP Classes  

QRSCU conforms to the Patient Root, Study Root and Patient/Study Only SOP Class groups 

as an  

SCU. QRSCU does not negotiate relational queries.  

The complete list of keys supported by QRSCU is given in the following table.  

Tag Attribute Description Type  

0008, 0018 SOP Instance UID O  

0008, 0020 Study Date R  

0008, 0030 Study Time R  

0008, 0050 Accession Number R  

0008, 0060 Modality O  

0008, 0090 Referring Physician O  

0008, 1030 Study Description O  

0008, 1060 Reading Physician O  

0010, 0010 Patient Name R  

0010, 0020 Patient ID R  

0010, 0030 Patient Date of Birth O  

0010, 0032 Patient Time of Birth O  

0010, 0040 Patient Sex O  

0020, 000D Study UID U  

0020, 000E Series UID O  

0020, 0010 Study ID R  

0020, 0011 Series Number O  

0020, 0013 Image Number O  

Upon receiving a successful status from the remote AE, QRSCU returns to the requesting 

user a  

good status and all the records that match the requested criteria. QRSCU then closes the  

Association.  

Upon a failure status or a warning from the remote AE, QRSCU closes the Association and 

returns to  

the requesting user a failed status. The user must then decide what action to take next.  
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2.4.2.2 eRAD PACS Request - Move  

This section explains how QRSCU handles a user or the system request to move one or more 

image  

objects from the remote AE to another AE using DICOM‟s DIMSE C-MOVE service.  

2.4.2.2.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY - MOVE  

The associated Real-World Activity associated with the move operation is the user or system 

request  

for transmitting a selected set of image objects from the remote AE to another AE.  

2.4.2.2.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – MOVE  
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The Association contains all supported Abstract Syntaxes. The list of supported presentation 

context  

information is shown in the table below.  

Proposed Presentation Contexts for QRSCU  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Patient Root Q/R  

Information Model  

– MOVE  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.  

1.2  

Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCU None  

Study Root Q/R  

Information Model  

– MOVE  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.  

2.2  

Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCU None  

2.4.2.2.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to Move SOP Classes  

QRSCU conforms to the Patient Root - Move, Study Root – Move and Patient/Study Only – 

Move  

SOP Classes as an SCU.  

Upon receiving a successful status from the remote AE, QRSCU returns to the requesting 

user a  

good status. QRSCU then closes the Association.  

Upon a failure status or a warning from the remote AE, QRSCU closes the Association and 

returns to  

the requesting user a failed status. The user must then decide what action to take next.  

2.4.3 Association Acceptance  

QRSCP accepts an association when it receives a valid Association request delivered to the  

configured TCP port which contains a valid application entity title, and offers at least one of 

the  

presentation contexts listed in the tables below. QRSCP will receive query and move requests  

transmitted on that association, search the database for matching records, and then either 

return the  

matches to the requesting AE or initiate a SENDSCU operation to send the objects to the 

specified  

AE. QRSCP places no limitation on who may connect to it when running in promiscuous 
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mode.  

2.4.3.1 Remote System Request - Find  

This section explains how QRSCP handles a remote system Find request from an SCU using 

the CFIND  

command.  

2.4.3.1.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY - FIND  

QRSCP performs a search of the database looking for records that match the specified criteria  

whenever it receives a valid C-FIND request from an AE. For each match, QRSCP will 

return a  

response message. When all responses are sent, QRSCP will wait for another request or for 

the  

SCU to close the association.  

2.4.3.1.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – FIND  

QRSCP will accept the Presentation Contexts listed in the following table.  

eRAD PACS  
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Proposed Presentation Contexts for QRSCP  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Patient Root Q/R  

Information Model  

– FIND  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.  

1.1  

Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCP None  

Study Root Q/R  

Information Model  

– FIND  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.  

2.1  

Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCP None  

Patient/Study Only  

Q/R Information  

Model – FIND  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.  

3.1  

Impl.VR Little Endian  
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Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCP None  

2.4.3.1.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to Query/Retrieve SOP Classes  

QRSCP provides standard conformance to the DICOM Patient Root – Find, Study Root – 

Find, and  

Patient/Study Only - Find Service Classes as an SCP. QRSCP support all of the attributes 

listed in  

the table in section 2.4.2.1.2.1. QRSCP does not negotiate for relational queries and therefore 

does  

not support them. QRSCP supports both case sensitive and case insensitive queries. The 

option is  

specified in the configuration file. QRSCP does not support extended negotiation.  

2.4.3.1.3 PRESENTATION CONTEXT ACCEPTANCE CRITERION - FIND  

QRSCP will accept any Presentation Context from the table in section 2.4.3.1.2. Preference 

will be  

given to the Study Root SOP classes if multiple Presentation Contexts are requested.  

2.4.3.1.4 TRANSFER SYNTAX SELECTION POLICIES - FIND  

QRSCP will receive requests encoded using the transfer syntax listed in the table in section 

2.4.3.1.2.  

2.4.3.2 Remote System Request - Move  

This section explains how QRSCP handles a remote system move request from an SCU using 

the CMOVE  

command.  

2.4.3.2.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY - MOVE  

QRSCP performs a search of the database looking for the requested object(s) and then sends 

them  

to SENDSCU for transmission to the specified AE. For each match, QRSCP will return a 

response  

message to the requesting AE. When all objects are sent, QRSCP will wait for another 

request or for  

the SCU to close the association.  

2.4.3.2.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – MOVE  

QRSCP will accept the Presentation Contexts listed in the following table.  

Proposed Presentation Contexts for QRSCP  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Patient Root Q/R  

Information Model  

– MOVE  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.  

1.2  

Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  
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1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCP None  

Study Root Q/R  

Information Model  

– MOVE  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.  

2.2  

Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCP None  

Patient/Study Only  

Q/R Information  

Model – MOVE  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.  

3.2  

Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCP None  

2.4.3.2.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to Query/Retrieve SOP Classes  

QRSCP provides standard conformance to the DICOM Patient Root – Move, Study Root – 

Move, and  

Patient/Study Only - Move Service Classes as an SCP. QRSCP supports sub-operations for 

all of the  

Storage SOP classes listed in section 2.1.  
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2.4.3.2.3 PRESENTATION CONTEXT ACCEPTANCE CRITERION - MOVE  

QRSCP will accept any Presentation Context from the table in section 2.4.3.2.2. Preference 

will be  

given to the Study Root SOP classes if multiple Presentation Contexts are requested.  

2.4.3.2.4 TRANSFER SYNTAX SELECTION POLICIES - MOVE  

QRSCP will receive requests encoded using the transfer syntax listed in the table in section 

2.4.3.2.2.  

2.5 MWLAE - Specification  

MWLSCU provides Standard Conformance to the DICOM V3.0 Modality Worklist 

Management SOP  

Class as an SCU. MWLSCP provides Standard Conformance to the DICOM V3.0 Modality 

Worklist  

SOP Class as an SCP. MPPSSCP provides Standard Conformance to the DICOM V3.0 

Modality  

Performed Procedure Step SOP Class as an SCP.  
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2.5.1 Association Establishment  

2.5.1.1 General  

The maximum PDU size that MWLSCU, MWLSCP and MPPSSCP uses is configurable, 

with a  

minimum of 8K bytes. Default is 16K. Maximum is 64K.  

2.5.1.2 Number of Associations  

The number of simultaneous associations that MWLSCU, MWLSCP and MPPSSCP initiates 

is limited  

by the kernel parameters of the underlying TCP/IP implementation and by a configurable 

parameter  

that defaults to 5 simultaneous associations.  

2.5.1.3 Asynchronous Nature  

MWLSCU, MWLSCP and MPPSSCP only allows a single outstanding operation on an 

Association  

and therefore do not perform asynchronous window negotiation.  

2.5.1.4 Implementation Identifying Information  

MWLSCU, MWLSCP and MPPSSCP provide a single implementation Class UID,  

1.2.826.0.1.3680043.2.93.0.99  

MWLSCU, MWLSCP and MPPSSCP provide an implementation version name of 

ERAD_<version>,  

where <version> is the software version number. An example is ERAD_60.  

2.5.2 Association Initiation  

MWLSCU initiates an association when it receives a request from the system to request a list 

of  

scheduled procedures from the remote AE. The destination AE‟s IP address, port number and 

AE  

Title come from the configuration settings. MWLSCU issues a request for all procedures that 

have  

been scheduled since the last successful query. Responses to the query request will be 

inserted into  

the database and made available on the worklist.  

2.5.2.1 eRAD PACS Request – Get Worklist Item  

This section explains how MWLSCU handles a system request to query a remote AE using 

DICOM‟s  

DIMSE C-FIND services.  

2.5.2.1.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY – GET WORKLIST ITEM  

When eRAD PACS wants to retrieve the most recent list of scheduled exam procedures, it 

calls upon  

MWLSCU to query the worklist manager for a list of items. The matching criteria are 

hardcoded into  

MWLSCU. The activity completes when the remote AE returns the matching items, if any, 

and the  

final response message.  
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2.5.2.1.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – GET WORKLIST ITEM  

The Association contains all supported Abstract Syntaxes. The list of supported presentation 

context  

information is shown in the table below.  
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Proposed Presentation Contexts for MWLSCU  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Modality Worklist  

Information Model  

– FIND  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.31 Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCU None  

2.5.2.1.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to Find SOP Classes  

MWLSCU may request any of the attributes in the following table. The Attributes of type R 

will be in  

every query request. The O type attributes may be in the query.  

Tag Attribute Description Type  

0008, 0050 Accession Number R  

0008, 0080 Institution Name O  

0008, 0081 Institution Address O  

0008, 0082 Institution Code Sequence O  

0008, 0090 Referring Physician R  

0008, 0092 Referring Physician Address R  

0008, 0094 Referring Physician Telephone Number R  

0008, 1080 Admitting Diagnosis Description O  

0008, 1084 Admitting Diagnosis Code Sequence O  

0008, 1110 Referenced Study Sequence O  

0008, 1120 Referenced Patient Sequence O  

0008, 1125 Referenced Visit Sequence O  

0010, 0010 Patient Name R  

0010, 0020 Patient ID R  

0010, 0021 Issuer of Patient ID O  

0010, 0030 Patient Date of Birth R  

0010, 0032 Patient Time of Birth R  

0010, 0040 Patient Sex R  

0010, 0050 Patient Insurance Plan Code Sequence O  

0010, 1000 Other Patient IDs O  

0010, 1001 Other Patient Names O  

0010, 1005 Patient Birth Name O  

0010, 1010 Patient Age O  

0010, 1020 Patient Size O  

0010, 1030 Patient Weight O  

0010, 1040 Patient Address R  

0010, 1060 Patient‟s Mother‟s Birth Name O  

0010, 1080 Military Rank O  

0010, 1081 Branch of Service O  

0010, 1090 Medical Record Locator O  

0010, 2000 Medical Alerts O  

0010, 2110 Contrast Allergies O  
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0010, 2150 Country of Residence O  

0010, 2152 Region of Residence O  

0010, 2154 Patient‟s Telephone Number R  

0010, 2160 Ethnic Group O  

0010, 2180 Occupation O  

0010, 21A0 Smoking Status O  

0010, 21B0 Additional Patient History R  

0010, 21C0 Pregnancy Status O  

0010, 21D0 Last Menstrual Date O  
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Tag Attribute Description Type  

0010, 21F0 Patient Religious Preference O  

0010, 4000 Patient Comments O  

0020, 000D Study UID R  

0032, 1032 Requesting Physician R  

0032, 1033 Requesting Service O  

0032, 1060 Requested Procedure Description R  

0032, 1064 Requested Procedure Code Sequence R  

0038, 0004 Referenced Patient Alias Sequence O  

0038, 0008 Visit Status ID O  

0038, 0010 Admission ID O  

0038, 0011 Issuer of Admission ID O  

0038, 0016 Route of Admissions O  

0038, 0020 Admitting Date O  

0038, 0021 Admitting Time O  

0038, 0050 Special Needs O  

0038, 0300 Current Patient Location R  

0038, 0400 Patient Institution Residence O  

0038, 0500 Patient State O  

0038, 4000 Visit Comments O  

0040, 0100 Scheduled Procedure Step Sequence R  

0040, 1001 Requested Procedure ID O  

0040, 1002 Reason for the Requested Procedure R  

0040, 1003 Requested Procedure Priority R  

0040, 1004 Patient Transport Arrangements O  

0040, 1005 Requested Procedure Location O  

0040, 1008 Confidentiality Code O  

0040, 1009 Reporting Priority O  

0040, 1010 Names of Intended Results Recipients O  

0040, 1400 Requested Procedure Comments O  

0040, 2001 Reason for the Imaging Service Request R  

0040, 2004 Issue Date of Imaging Service Request O  

0040, 2005 Issue Time of Imaging Service Request O  

0040, 2008 Order Entered By O  

0040, 2009 Order Enterer‟s Location O  

0040, 2010 Order Callback Phone Number O  

0040, 2016 Placer Order Number Imaging Svc Req. O  

0040, 2017 Filler Order Number Imaging Svc Req. O  
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0040, 2400 Imaging Service Request Comments O  

0040, 3001 Confidentiality Constraint on Patient Data O  

Upon a failure status or a warning from the remote AE, MWLSCU closes the Association. 

The system  

will attempt the query at the next scheduled interval.  

2.5.3 Association Acceptance  

MWLSCP and MPPSSCP accept associations when either one receives a valid Association 

request  

delivered to the configured TCP port which contains a valid application entity title, and offers 

one of  

the presentation contexts listed in section 2.5.3.1.2 or 2.5.3.2.2. MWLSCP receives query 

requests  

transmitted on that association, search the database for matching records, and then return the  

matches to the requesting AE. MPPSSCP received N-CREATE and N-SET requests 

transmitted on  

the association and updates the database with the data conveyed in its attributes. Neither 

MWLSCP  

nor MPPSSCP place limitations on who may connect to it when running in promiscuous 

mode.  

2.5.3.1 Remote System Request – Request Worklist Items  

This section explains how MWLSCP handles a remote system Find request from an SCU 

using the CFIND  

command.  
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2.5.3.1.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY – REQUEST WORKLIST ITEMS  

MWLSCP performs a search of the database looking for records that match the specified 

criteria  

whenever it receives a valid C-FIND request from an AE. For each match, MWLSCP returns 

a  

response message. When all responses are sent, MWLSCP waits for another request or for the 

SCU  

to close the association.  

2.5.3.1.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – REQUEST WORKLIST ITEMS  

MWLSCP will accept the Presentation Contexts listed in the following table.  

Proposed Presentation Contexts for MWLSCP  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Modality Worklist  

Information Model  

– FIND  

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.31 Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCP None  

2.5.3.1.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to the Modality Worklist SOP Class  
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MWLSCP supports all of the attributes listed in the table in section 2.5.2.1.2.1, with the noted  

exceptions listed below. The attributes listed in this table as type R are searchable attributes,  

although there is no guarantee that any of these attributes actually contain any value. The 

remaining,  

type O, attributes may be requested, but MWLSCP will not perform any matching on values.  

Tag Attribute Description Comment  

0040, 0020 Scheduled Procedure Step Status This attribute of the Scheduled Procedure  

Step Sequence only supports the following  

values: STAT, MEDIUM, LOW  

MWLSCP supports both case sensitive and case insensitive queries. The option is specified in 

the  

configuration file.  

2.5.3.1.3 PRESENTATION CONTEXT ACCEPTANCE CRITERION – REQUEST 

WORKLIST ITEMS  

MWLSCP will accept any Presentation Context from the table in section 2.5.3.1.2.  

2.5.3.1.4 TRANSFER SYNTAX SELECTION POLICIES – REQUEST WORKLIST 

ITEMS  

MWLSCP will receive requests encoded using the transfer syntax listed in the table in section  

2.5.3.1.2.  

2.5.3.2 Remote System Request – Update Procedure Step  

This section explains how MPPSSCP handles a remote system request to create and update  

procedure step information using the N-CREATE and N-SET commands.  

2.5.3.2.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY – UPDATE PROCEDURE STEP  

MPPSSCP received the attribute list in the N-CREATE or N-SET request, finds the 

corresponding  

procedure step instance, and updates the information in the database with the information in 

the  

request. After updating the database, MPPSSCP returns the completion status and waits for 

another  

request or for the SCU to close the association.  

2.5.3.2.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – REQUEST WORKLIST ITEMS  

MPPSSCP accepts the Presentation Contexts listed in the following table.  

Proposed Presentation Contexts for MWLSCP  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Modality  

Performed  

Procedure Step  

1.2.840.10008.3.1.2.3.3 Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCP None  
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2.5.3.2.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to the Modality Performed Procedure Step SOP Class  

MPPSSCP supports the attributes listed in the table below. Other attributes are accepted but 
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their  

values are unused.  

Attribute Name Tag N-CREATE N-SET  

Specific Character Set (0008,0005) 1C Not allowed  

Scheduled Step Attribute Sequence (0040,0270) 1  

Not allowed  

>Study Instance UID (0020,000D) 1 Not allowed  

>Requested Procedure ID (0040,1001) 2 Not allowed  

>Scheduled Procedure Step ID (0040,0009) 2 Not allowed  

Performed Procedure Step ID (0040,0253) 1 Not allowed  

Performed Procedure Step Status (0040,0252) 1 1  

When MPPSSCP receives an N-CREATE request for a procedure step already in the IN 

PROGRESS  

state, it acknowledges the request with an error status (InvalidAttributeValue), and takes no 

action on  

the data in the message.  

When MPPSSCP receives a request updating the Performed Procedure Step State attribute to  

COMPLETE, it updates the performed procedure state status, removes the procedure step 

instance  

from the database, updates the exam order, sends an update message to the RIS, if one is 

present,  

and sets the eRAD PACS study state to Completed.  

When MPPSSCP receives a request updating the Performed Procedure Step State attribute to  

DISCONTINUED, it updates the performed procedure step status, removes the procedure 

step  

instance from the database, but leaves the exam order in the system, to be cancelled by the 

RIS or  

manually.  

MPPSSCP does not coerce any data attributes when it receives a request updating the 

Performed  

Procedure Step State attribute, except for modifying the attributes listed in the table in this 

section as  

specified in the request message.  

Modality performed procedure step SOP instances persist until MPPSSCP receives a request  

updating the Performed Procedure Step State attribute to DISCONTINUED or 

COMPLETED.  

2.5.3.2.3 PRESENTATION CONTEXT ACCEPTANCE CRITERION – REQUEST 

WORKLIST ITEMS  

MPPSSCP accepts any Presentation Context from the table in section 2.5.3.2.2.  

2.5.3.2.4 TRANSFER SYNTAX SELECTION POLICIES – REQUEST WORKLIST 

ITEMS  

MPPSSCP receives requests encoded using the transfer syntax listed in the table in section 

2.5.3.2.2.  

2.6 COMMITSCP - Specification  

COMMITSCP provides Standard Conformance to the DICOM V3.0 Storage Commitment 

Push Model  

SOP Class as an SCP.  

2.6.1 Association Establishment  

2.6.1.1 General  

The maximum PDU size that the COMMITSCP AE uses is configurable, with a minimum of 
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8K bytes.  

Default is 16K. Maximum is 64K.  

2.6.1.2 Number of Associations  

The number of simultaneous associations that COMMITSCP initiates is limited by the kernel  

parameters of the underlying TCP/IP implementation and by a configurable parameter in one 

of the  

configuration files.  
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2.6.1.3 Asynchronous Nature  

COMMITSCP will only allow a single outstanding operation on an Association. 

COMMITSCP does  

not perform asynchronous window negotiation.  

2.6.1.4 Implementation Identifying Information  

COMMITSCP provides a single implementation Class UID of 

1.2.826.0.1.3680043.2.93.0.99.  

COMMITSCP provides an implementation version name of ERAD_<version>, where 

<version> is the  

software version number. An example is ERAD_52.  

2.6.2 Association Initiation  

COMMITSCP initiates associations in order to send N-EVENT-REPORT messages to a 

remote AE.  

When COMMITSCP requests an association, it always negotiates the SCU/SCP role such 

that it  

performs as the SCP.  

2.6.2.1 eRAD PACS Request – Acknowledge Commit  

This section explains how COMMITSCP acknowledges the transfer of ownership in response 

to a  

previously issues commit request.  

2.6.2.1.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY – ACKNOWLEDGE COMMIT  

When eRAD PACS processes the commit request, it verifies it has previously received the 

specified  

objects, marks them to indicate it now owns the data, and verifies they are archived. Once 

eRAD  

PACS finishes processing the request, it acknowledges the request by issuing an N-EVENT-

REPORT  

to the requesting AE.  

2.6.2.1.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – ACKNOWLEDGE COMMIT  

The Association request contains all supported Abstract Syntaxes. The list of supported 

presentation  

context information is shown in the table below.  

Proposed Presentation Contexts for PRINTSCU  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

Storage  

Commitment Push  

Model SOP Class  

1.2.840.10008.1.20.1 Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  
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Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCP Role  

Neg.  

2.6.2.1.2.1 SOP Specific Conformance to Storage Commitment Push Model SOP Classes  

eRAD PACS uses the DICOM Storage SOP Classes to accept the SOP Instances the remote 

AE is  

requesting COMMITSCP to accept. Section 2.2 lists the specific Storage SOP Classes eRAD 

PACS  

supports.  

COMMITSCP initiates an N-EVENT-REPORT to the remote AE after it verifies that the 

selected  

objects are archived by either an eRAD PACS archive or some other archiving system. If no 

space is  

available in the archive, COMMITSCP shall not issue an N-EVENT-REPORT message 

accepting the  

transfer of ownership.  

Once COMMITSCP processes the request and issues the N-EVENT-REPORT message, 

eRAD  

PACS does not remove the object from its database. The data is archive internally or 

externally, and  

can be retrieved using the user interface tools, or DICOM Query/Retrieve SOP class.  

COMMITSCP does not support the optional Storage Media File-set ID and UID attributes.  

COMMITSCP does not support the optional Retrieve AE Title attribute in the N-EVENT-

REPORT  

message.  
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2.6.3 Association Acceptance  

COMMITSCP accepts associations when a remote AE wants to pass ownership of one or 

more  

objects to eRAD PACS. The objects listed in the N-ACTION request must already reside 

within eRAD  

PACS, received and acknowledged by STORESCP.  

2.6.3.1 Remote System Request – Commit  

This section explains how COMMITSCP handles a system request to transfer the ownership 

of an  

object using the DICOM DIMSE services.  

2.6.3.1.1 ASSOCIATED REAL-WORLD ACTIVITY –COMMIT  

The associated Real-World Activity associated with the commit operation is the remote AE 

request to  

transfer ownership of an object to a COMMITSCP. This action can only happen after the 

respective  

object has been successfully transferred to STORESCP before initiating the commit action.  

2.6.3.1.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE –COMMIT  

COMMITSCP accepts the Presentation Contexts listed in the table listed in section 2.6.2.1.2.  

2.6.3.1.3 TRANSFER SYNTAX SELECTION POLICIES – COMMIT  
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COMMITSCP will receive requests encoded using any one of the transfer syntaxes listed in 

the table  

in section 2.6.2.1.2.  

3 - COMMUNICATION PROFILES  

3.1 Supported Communication Stacks  

All eRAD PACS AEs provides DICOM V3.0 TCP/IP Network Communication Support as 

defined in  

Part 8 of the DICOM standard.  

3.2 TCP/IP Stack  

All eRAD PACS AEs inherit their TCP/IP stack from the operating system upon which it 

executes.  

3.2.1 Physical Media Support  

All eRAD PACS AEs are indifferent to the physical medium over which TCP/IP executes. It 

inherits  

this from the OS.  

4 - EXTENSIONS/SPECIALIZATIONS/PRIVATIZATIONS  

4.1 eRAD PACS Report Private SOP Class Specification  

eRAD PACS stores reports using the generic DICOM File Format as defined in Part 10, in a 

privatized  

DICOM object. The file contains the standard meta information, identifying the encoded 

syntax and  

the eRAD PACS Report private SOP class.  

4.1.1 Association Establishment  

4.1.1.1 General  

The maximum PDU size that the eRAD PACS report AE uses is configurable, with a 

minimum of 8K  

bytes. Default is 16K. Maximum is 64K.  

4.1.1.2 Number of Associations  

The number of simultaneous associations that the report AE initiates is limited only by the 

kernel  

parameters of the underlying TCP/IP implementation. Therefore it can have multiple 

simultaneous  

connections.  
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4.1.1.3 Implementation Identifying Information  

The eRAD PACS report AE provides a single implementation Class UID of  

1.2.826.0.1.3680043.2.93.0.99, and contain an implementation version name of 

ERAD_<version>,  

where <version> is the software version number. An example is ERAD_52.  

4.1.2 Association Initiation  

eRAD PACS initiates an Association when a report exists for a study object that a user 

requested be  

transmitted to a remote DICOM entity. The Association request consists of two application 

contexts.  

One context manages the transmission of textual reports between communicating entities. 

The  

second context manages the transmission of audio report files.  

4.1.2.1 eRAD PACS Request – Send a Report  
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When the application successfully negotiates a presentation context for eRAD PACS reports, 

the SCU  

shall use the DICOM C-STORE DIMSE service to pass the object to the SCP. The operation 

is  

considered successful when the SCP returns a C-STORE response message with a status of  

SUCCESS.  

4.1.2.1.1 REPORT OBJECT DEFINITION  

eRAD PACS‟s private report object is defined as follows:  

Tag VR Type Description Additional Comment  

0008,0016 UI 1 SOP Class UID Equal to  

1.2.826.0.1.3680043.2.93.10000300.0.1  

0008,0018 UI 1 SOP Instance UID  

0008,0090 PN 3 Referring Physicians Name  

0008,1060 PN 3 Name Of Physicians  

Reading Study  

0010,0010 PN 3 Patients Name  

0010,0020 LO 3 Patient ID  

0020,000d UI 1 Study Instance UID  

4008,010c PN 3 Interpretation Author  

f215,ba01 LT 3 PB Observation Report observation text  

f215,ba02 IS 3 PB Status Preliminary (=80) or Final (=100)  

f215,ba03 LT 3 PB Figure Referenced image UIDs  

f215,ba05 LT 3 PB Impression Report impression text  

4.1.2.1.2 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – SEND A REPORT  

The Association request contains all supported Abstract Syntaxes. The list of supported 

presentation  

context information is shown in the table below.  

Proposed Presentation Contexts for eRAD PACS Report AE  

Abstract Syntax Transfer Syntax Role Ext.  

Name UID Name UID Neg.  

PracticeBuilder  

Report Text  

1.2.826.0.1.3680043.2.93.1.  

0.1  

Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCU None  

PracticeBuilder  

Report Dictation  

1.2.826.0.1.3680043.2.93.1.  

0.2  

Impl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Little Endian  

Expl.VR Big Endian  

1.2.840.10008.1.2  

1.2.840.10008.1.2.1  
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1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  

SCU None  

4.1.3 Association Acceptance  

eRAD PACS will accept an Association when an Application Context exists for the 

PracticeBuilder  

Report Text or Dictation SOP Classes.  

eRAD PACS  
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4.1.3.1 Remote System Request – Store Report  

When the remote AE sends an eRAD PACS report object using DICOM C-STORE request, 

the  

receiving AE will store that file on disk. Provided the store process completed successfully, 

the AE  

will return a C-STORE response packet containing a SUCCESS status to the sending AE. 

This AE  

will then wait the next packet.  

4.1.3.1.1 PRESENTATION CONTEXT TABLE – STORE REPORT  

The eRAD PACS report AE will accept presentation contexts containing the Abstract 

Syntaxes listed  

in the Presentation Context table in section 4.1.1.2. For all Abstract Syntaxes, the eRAD 

PACS report  

AE will function in the Role of an SCP.  

5 - CONFIGURATION  

All eRAD PACS AEs (STORESCP, SENDSCU, PRINTSCU, etc.) attempt to load DICOM 

data  

dictionaries specified in the DCMDICTPATH environment variable. By default, if the 

DCMDICTPATH  

environment variable is not set, the file  

/usr/local/dicom/lib/dicom.dic  

is loaded. The DCMDICTPATH environment variable has the same format as the shell 

PATH variable  

in that a colon (":") separates entries. The data dictionary code will attempt to load each file 

specified  

in the DCMDICTPATH environment variable. It is an error if no data dictionary can be 

loaded.  

5.1 AE Title/Presentation Address Mapping  

All supported AEs use a presentation address constructed from the host-name of the server on 

which  

it executes, and a port number specified as a command line parameter at the start of eRAD 

PACS‟s  

DCMTK daemon.  

STORESCP‟s, QRSCP‟s, MPPSSCP‟s and COMMITSCP‟s application titles are the same. It 

is  

configurable in the command scripts and from the administration web pages. The default is  

PBUILDER. QRSCP can have two application titles. One is to direct query and retrieve 

requests to  

just the worklist database. The other is to query and retrieve from the entire system archive.  

SENDSCU‟s, QRSCU‟s, and MWLSCU‟s application titles are the same and are 

configurable. The  
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default is PBUILDER.  

PRINTSCU‟s application title is a configurable parameter. The default is DCMPSTATE.  

5.2 Configurable Parameters  

• Maximum PDU size (default is 16K)  

• Preferred transfer syntax (default is implicit VR little endian)  

• Host name  

• TCP and TLS port number (default for regular DICOM is 104; default for secure DICOM is 

2762)  

• Remote Application Entity IP addresses, port numbers and AE Titles  

• Number of simultaneous DICOM associations (default is 5)  

• AE Title to specify query/retrieve of worklist only or entire archive  

• Which FIND and MOVE SOP class to use in Query/Retrieve SOP classes (default is Study 

Root)  

• Use case sensitive or case insensitive query matching (default is case insensitive)  

• Accept all DICOM Associations (promiscuous mode) or only those originating at known 

AEs.  

• Remove private attributes when forwarding previously acquired image Storage SOP Class  

objects.  

6 - SUPPORT OF EXTENDED CHARACTER SETS  

STORESCP, SENDSCU, PRINTSCU, MPPSSCP and COMMITSCP are indifferent to 

Extended  

Character Sets, as the application doesn't rely on the information contained within the Data 

Elements.  
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However, since it is possible to obtain lists of data contained in the database (for 

administrative  

functions), only the default character set is supported.  

QRSCU, QRSCP and MWLSCU support the default character set only.  

7 – CODES AND CONTROLLED TERMINOLOGY  

This implementation makes use of the Baseline Context Groups as specified in the IODs for 

the SOP  

Classes supported. No private mapping resource or coding schemes are employed. All 

available  

codes are selected from values specified in the SOP instances when they arrive at eRAD 

PACS.  

8 – SECURITY PROFILES  

eRAD PACS supports the Basic TLS Secure Transport Connection Profile. All association 

requests  

directed to and accepted at the TLS port address will use this profile. eRAD PACS uses the 

following  

standards for its key management:  

Exchange of Master Secrets RSA  

Data Integrity SHA  

Privacy Triple DES EDE, CBC  

Entity Authentication RSA based certificatesDICOM Conformance Statement  
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